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Superior performance now runs 
in the family. 

Introducing the 
8842A digital multimeter. 

Choices. Choices. 
Should you choose the powerful Fluke 

8840A? Or the new, advanced 8842A? 
Depending on the level of performance you 

need, consider this: 

Enhanced capabilities for new 
applications. 

The new 8842A is so technologically 
superior, it can outperform DMMs costing 
twice as much. Its capabilities include 0.003% 
1-year basic accuracy and 100 nV resolution 
for de voltage measurements. And it incorpo
rates exclusive new thin film resistors* for 
a two-year calibration cycle. 

The widely-accepted 8840A on the other 
hand, offers value unmatched by any other 
DMM in its class. Like the 8842A, it's simple 
to operate. It gives you long-term reliability. 
And it delivers high productivity with a low 
overall cost of ownership. 
Choose either model for under $1,000. 

The 8840A starts at $795, the 8842A at 
$995. Both are also available with True RMS 
AC and IEEE-488 capabilities. Which one is 

••• ,, 
Call toll-free 1-800-44-FLUKE 
(1-800-443-5853) Ask for extension 140. 

• Patent pending 

right for you? The choice may not be easy. But 
at least now, it's a family decision. 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS. 
FLUKE8840A 
0.005% basic de accuracy (1 Yr.) 

0.16% basic ac accuracy (1 Yr.) 

0.013% basic ohms accuracy (1 Yr.) 

Pe;oiutioo to 1µ.V oc, 10µA de. lmfl 

FLUKE 8842A 
0.(Xl3'll. basic de accuracy (1 Yr.) 

0.08% basic ac accuracy (1 Yr.) 

0.008% basic ohlr5 accuracy (1 Yr.) 

Pe;o!Ltioo to 1001V oc, 1µA oc, 100µ!} 

One-year specilicatioos and warranty Tl\Kl-year specilicat1ons and warranty 

8840A $795 8842A $995 

8840A-09 with AC True RMS $990 8842A-09 with AC True RMS $1 ,245 

8840A-05K IEEE-488 Field Kit $170 8842A-05K IEEE-488 Field Kit $170 

IFLUKEI =====® 
IN THE U.S. AND NON-EUROPEAN COUNTRIES: John Fluke Mlg. Co. Inc .. PO. Box C9090, MIS 250C. Ewrett WA 98206, Sales: (206) 356-5'00, Other: (206) 3'7-6100. 

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS: Fluke (Holland) 8.V, P.O. Box 2269, 5600 CG Eindhoven. The Netherlands. (~0) 4581).45, TLX: 51846 
© Copyright 1985 John Fluke Mtg. Co . Inc. All rights reserved. Ad No 2801-8842 
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Dale Surface Mounted 
Co01ponents-for01ore 
choice in less space. 

Pick Dale and place your surface mounted 
requirements in the hands of an industry leader. 
Dale's experience with surface mount technol
ogy began in 1970, when we introduced our first 
chip resistors . Today, Dale has a wide selection 
of basic surface mounted components to choose 
from. This choice offers you maximum flexibility 
in coordinating packaging and performance 
requirements. 

You'll find the components at right already 
in use by major companies nationwide. These 
components are designed for automatic place
ment .. . compatible with standard soldering 
methods ... and will help you shrink cost and 
board space. 

Dale's unique blend of experience, selection 
and excellent service provides you with what you 
need to accelerate your surface mount progress. 
The numbers to call are: Thick Film Resistor 
Networks, Thermistors: El Paso, TX: 915-
592-3253 ; Thin Film Networks, Thick and 
Thin Film Chips: Norfolk, NE: 402-371-0080; 
Wirewound Resistors: Columbus, NE: 
402-564-3131; Trimmer Potentiometers, 
Oscillators: Tempe, AZ.: 602-967-7874; 
Inductors, Transformers: Yankton, SD: 
605-665-9301 . 

Dale makes your basics better. 

CIRCLE NO 1 

Small outline molded dip package, 
ceramic chip carrier styles and flat 
pack (MIL-R-83401 ). All standard 
schematics. RIC styles available. 

Thin Film Networks 
TLCC *TOMC 

EJ 
Chip carrier styles and small 
outline molded dip package. All 
standard schematics. 

Thick Film Chips 
CRCW RCWP RCWPM 

• •rm Commercial and MIL-R-55342 styles. 
1%, 2% & 5% tolerance. Standard 
sizes available from stock. 

Thin Film Chips 
TNP ~ 

*TN PW 1:1!!!!111!1! 
Commercial styles. Flow 
solderable. Single element 
and tapped, wire bondabte. 

Transformers 

Custom designs 
available. 

Chip Potentiometers 
ST r-=-.... 

Standard, automatic or reverse 
adjustment. 100 ohms to 1 Meg. 

Thermistors 
W H 

NTC style. 5% & 10%, R25 tolerance. 

Chip Inductors 
* IMC 

Molded style , 1 J.LH to 1000 J.LH. 
10% & 20% tolerance. 

Oscillators 
XOSM • 

Metal packages in two styles 
(XOSM-43, XOSM-51 • ). Compatible 
with most logics. 240 Hz to 60 MHz. 

Wirewound Resistors 
LVSR 

*WSM 

1 , 2, 3, 5 watts including tow 
value current sensing styles. 
" S" and Gull Wing leads. 

•Available soon. 
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"We brought 19 products into full compliance. 
FCC, DOC, UL and CSA. 50 approvals! 
On time and on budget . 

. Thanks,DS&G!" Gavin Steven, 
Bri t ish Telecom/ 
M itel Datacom 

BRITISH TELECOM CHOSE DS&G 
' 'A single compliance problem could have crippled our 
introduction and damaged our reputation. We chose the best 
R&D facility to help us '.' 

"WE KNEW ENOUGH NOT TO GO IT ALONE" 
Until 1984, British Telecom was itself the telecommunications 
approval authority in Great Britain. They understand the benefits 
of using an independent laboratory solely dedicated to compliance 
approvals and totally familiar with the smallest regulatory details. 

''WE CHOSE THE BESTU.S.R&D FACILITY'' 
Dash Straus & Goodhue is much more than the East Coast 's largest 
R&D facility specializing in compliance. It actively consults with 
the U.S. government on compliance matters, runs the industry's 
most extensive seminar and training programs, publishes the 
industry's sourcebook, Compliance Engineering, and handles 
world-wide compliance programs. 

BEYOND TESTING TO TOTAL SOLUTIONS 
DS&G can handle every aspect of your compliance program, 
including all paperwork and liason with government agencies. 
DS&G offers initial design assistance, full product safety, emissions 
and telecom testing, and complete retrofit designs. 

LESS WORRY, LESS DELAY, LOWER COST 
Estimated completion dates and prices are given up front. Because 
DS&G engineers and lawyers are compliance experts, most clients 
find costs to be far less, and the company's compliance position 
safer, than with internally run programs. 

TO LEARN MORE, CALL OR WRITE: 617-263-2662 

D S I G 
Dash Straus & Goodhue, Inc. 
593 Massachusetts Avenue, Boxborough, MA 01719 
Telex: 317-632 DASH 

Da' h Strau, & Goodhue Fe: ~ @15~ € @ 
~CT,&~ Accredited by the National Bureau of Standards for Emissions and Telecommunications Testing 



lihe world"s smallesli 
surface mounli mixers 1,!8B5 

Tight packing density, lowered assembly costs, and improved 
reliability make surface-mount technology (SMT) highly attractive to 

systems and product manufacturers. If your design is ready for SMT, 
specify Mini Circuits ' new RMS series, the world 's smallest (0.25 by 

0.30 by 0.2 in.) double-balanced SMT mixers, spanning 0.5 to 
1000MHz, from only $6.95 (10-49 qty). 

The tiny, non-hermetic package houses RF transformers, a ceramic
alumina substrate, and a four-diode assembly. A unique edge-plated 

design eases the job of making reliable solder connections to a 
printed-circuit board. A protective-barrier layer on top of the package's 

conductive layer retards the harmful effect of electromigration which 
may occur during soldering. The RMS can be attached to a pc-board 

by conventional manual soldering or with automatic equipment; 
mixers can be supplied in a tape-and-reel format for automated 

pick-and-place machines. 

When you think SMT, think small , low-cost ... 
think Mini-Circuits RMS series. 

finding new ways ... 
setting higher standards 

SPECIFICATIONS 
FREQUENCY RANGE, MHz 

LO. RF 

IF 

CONVERSION LOSS, dB, Typ. 

Mid-band ( 1011-fu/2 ) 

Total range ( 11- fu ) 

ISOLATION, dB, Typ. 

Low-band ( f, - 101, ) 

Mid-band ( 10f1- fu12 ) 

Upper-band ( fu12 - fu ) 

PRICE (10-49) 

11 = lowest frequency in range 

I u = highest frequency in range 

t::I Mini-Circuits 
A 01v1s1on ol Sc1ent1f1c Components Corporation 

EDN January 7, 1988 

PO. Box 350166 . Brooklyn . New York 11 235-0003 (718) 934-4500 
Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 6201 56 
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RMS-1 RMS-2 

0.5- 500 5-1000 

DC-500 DC- 500 

5.5 6.5 

6.2 7.0 

L-R L-1 L-R L-1 

55 50 55 50 

33 30 35 30 

27 24 25 20 

$6.95 $7.95 

F110 REV. ORIG . 
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de to 4.6GHz ... $32~ 

finding new ways 

Tough enough to pass stringent MIL-STD-202 
tests, useable from de to 6GHz operation, and smaller than 

most RF switches, Mini -Circuits ' hermetically-sealed 
KSW-2-46 offers a new, unexplored horizon of applications. 

Unlike pin diode switches that become ineffective below 
1 MHz, this GaAs switch can operate down to de with control 

voltage as low as - 5V, at a blinding 2ns switching speed. 

Despite its extremely tiny size, only 0.185 by 0.185 by 0.06 in., 
the KSW-2-46 provides 50dB isolation (considerably higher 
than many larger units) and insertion loss of only 1 dB. The 

surface-mount unit can be soldered to pc boards using conventional 
assembly techniques. The KSW-2-46, priced at only $32.95, 

is yet another example of components from Mini-Circuits 
with unbeatable price I performance. 

Switch fast . . . to Mini-Circuits' KSW-2-46 

SPECIFICATIONS 
FREQ. RANGE dc-4.6 GHz 

INSERT. LOSS (db) lyp max 
dc-200MHz 0.9 1.1 

200- 1000MHz 1.0 1.3 
1-4.6GHz 1.3 1.7 

ISOLATION (dB) typ min 
dc-200MHz 60 50 

200- 1 OOOMHz 45 40 
1-4.6GHz 30 23 

VSWR (typ) 1.3:1 

SW. SPEED (nsec) 
rise or fall time 2(typ) 

MAX RF INPUT (dBm) 
up to 500MHz +17 
above 500MHz +27 

setting higher standards CONTROL VOLT. -5V on, OV oH 

0 MiniA~.~,!.~,~~.!io~ 
PO. Box 350166, Brooklyn , New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500 

Fax (718) 332-4661 Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 6201 56 

CIRCLE NO 140 

OPER / STOR TEMP. 

PRICE 
-50 to + 100°C 

$32.95 (1-24) 

C 117 REV. A 

EDN January 7, 1988 
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On the cover: Real-time operating 
systems are introducing order into chaos. 
See pg 114. (Photo courtesy Intel Corp) 

WBPA MP II 
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DESIGN FEATURES 
Special Report: Real-time operating systems 114 

,,£~ 
KEEPING AMERICA 
COMPETITIVE 

A real-time operating system can enable 
you to design and write a large real-time soft
ware system as a collection of simple, poten
tially reusable routines . But using a formal 
real-time OS means learning a completely 
new programming style.-Charles H Small, 
Associate Editor 

DC/DC converters adapt to 
the needs of low-power circuits 

145 

High cost, quiescent current, and circuit complexity have often 
restricted switching power supplies to high-power applications, for 
which the switchers' high efficiency, wide input range, and reduced 
size and weight offset their drawbacks. Now, however, you can advan
tageously employ switchers in low- and medium-power applications. 
-Len Sherman, Maxim Integrated Products 

Proper glitch capture requires 
knowledge of logic-analyzer limits 

157 

Using a logic analyzer to locate the source of intermittent malfunc
tions in digital systems can prove to be extremely frustrating. If you 
understand your analyzer's capabilities and limitations, though, you 
raise the odds of having the instrument furnish the information you 
need.- Wo!.(gang Schweitzer, Knntron Messtechnik 

Integrated PLDs support 
Multibus II bus arbitration 

165 

The incorporation of buried state registers in PLDs makes the 
devices suitable for the design of sequential machines. Such devices 
thus provide compact packages for containing the bus-arbitration logic 
in Multibus II systems.-Arthur Khu, Advanced Micro Devices 

Micropower op amp offers 
simplicity and versatility 

181 

An op amp whose input range includes both supply rails and whose 
output voltage swings within 100 mV of those rails can simplify a cir
cuit by eliminating certain traditional components.-2ahid Rahim, 
Signetics Corp 

Continued on page 7 
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S SE! 
The old limits are off. .. 

fiber optic 
desi constraints. 

Meet Hewlett-Packard's 
Versatile Link HFBR-0501 series of 
fiber optic components. Innovative 
HP technology now makes the noise 
and interference immunity of fiber 
optics accessible and easy to use for 
short-distance applications. This 
opens up significant new voltage iso
lation and data communication 
design possibilities in pc board inter
communications, instruments, 
computers and test equipment. 

HP's Versatile Link is TIL-and 
CMOS-compatible. Data rates can go 
from DC to 5 megabits/ sec. Low pro
file mounts allow tight board stacking. 
Three styles of connectors, including 

CG08703 

6 

latching and duplex, permit almost any 
configuration called for by your design. 

Plus, it can be auto-inserted and 
wave-soldered. And, no optical design 
is required ... making it remarkably 
cost-effective. 

Take the limits off yourself! 
A comprehensive Versatile Link 

evaluation kit is available through 
your authorized Hewlett-Packard 
components distributor for just $24.95~ 
(Order Part No. HFBR-0501.) In 
the U.S., contact: Almac Electronics, 
Hall-Mark, Hamilton/Avnet, or 
Schweber. In Canada: Hamilton/ 
Avnet or Zentronics Ltd. 
*U.S. List price. 

F//'OW HEWLETT 
a!~ PACKARD 

CIRCLE NO 137 

For more information, call the Hewlett
Packard sales office listed in your 
telephone directory white pages and 
ask for the Components Department. 

EDN January 7, 1988 



Continued from page S 

Just-introduced telecomm ICs offer 
economical ivays to upgrade telephone
and PA BX-system designs (pg SS). 

EDN magazine 
now offers 

Express Request, 
a convenient way 

to retrieve product 
information by 
phone. See the 
Reader Service 

Card in the front 
for details on how 

to use this free 
service. 

ExQress11111.l. 
Request., 

EDN January 7, 1988 
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TECHNOWGY UPDATE 
Telecomm ICs offer improved functions 
for telephone- and PABX-system designs 

55 

T he latest offerings from telecomm-IC manufacturers not only con
tinue the general trend toward higher integration by incorporating 
more functions than previous telecomm ICs did- they also substantial
ly improve on those functions.-Dave Pryce, Associate Editor 

Analog com.Parators achieve high speeds, 75 
but application challenges remain 

High-speed analog comparators have always presented design 
challenges, and the state-of-the-art devices discussed in this article are 
no exception.- David Shear, &gional Editor 

Raster printers profit from 
availabfe technologies to suit diverse uses 

87 

Almost all computer applications today rely on hard-copy-output 
devices, and with the abundance of raster-printing technologies 
available, you can now match a raster printer with just about any ap
plication.-Maury Wright, &gional Editor 

PRODUCT UPDATE 
500-kHz to 1-GHz hybrid amplifier 
Frequency- and time-measuring analyzer 
Scientific calculators 

DESIGN IDEAS 
Baseline restorer is voltage programmable 
Program designs T flip-flop state machines 
Circuit vocalizes dialed phone numbers 
Signal edges set and clear D flip-flop 
MOSFET switches memory-supply current 

103 
104 
106 

191 
192 
198 
200 
202 

Continued on page 9 
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PROGRAMMABLE REASONS 
TO MOVE UP TO THE 291. 

With support for an additional 200 
devices. the 298 Universal Program
ming System continues to program 
virtually every device on the market, 
including the latest one megabit 
EPROMs and PLDs in PLCC pack
ages. And the 298 continues to sup
port more devices than any other 
programmer, because no one is more 
committed to keeping pace with the 
semiconductor manufacturers than 
Data 1/0®. 

THE 291 GIVES YOU A PROGRAM· 
MING FUTURE. While the 298 sup
ports more than 1600 devices, you 
don't have to buy support for every 
device all at once. Its modular system 
of pa ks gives you the flexibility to 
build a universal programming sys
tem at your own pace-whether 

gradually or all at once. For example, 
you can start with gang and set pro
gramming for EPROMs and 
EEPROMs. Later, expand your sys
tem by adding logic or bipolar PROM 
programming. 

r 
UPGRADE 

For a limited time o 
receive a credit t n/y, you 'll 
298 mainfram awards a new 
GangP k™ e, Un1Pak 28™ or 

a when y · 
your e9uivalent oafau,~pgrad_e 
~~nt. in_cluding the 17 ~ e1b~~-

MANUFACTURER·APPROVED mainframe· u p' k · or 
ALGORITHMS FOR RELIABILITY. The Pin Gang Modul~. ni a ; or 24/28-

298 provides manufacturer-approved 1RADE IN 
algorithms for superior programming. Or trade in an h 
So, whether you operate the system mer (from an Y ot er program-
in the stand-alone mode, from a ter- you 'll receive~ :~~u:acturer), and 

298 Memor L . ' towards the 
minal, or from a personal computer gramrning S~stig1c. or Gang Pro-
using PROMlink"' programmer inter- Call to f d m. 
face software, you're guaranteed reli- much you~~rgu:aexactly .how 
able, trouble-free programming and gut hurry! This ~ff';~~ is worth. 
maximum yields. It's this dedication ecernber 31, 1987. s 

to superior performance and com- 1·800-247-5700 
plete device support that's made the 1_._-:==---De~pt:.:.:...:. 4:::5~·~---J 
298 the leader, year after year. J 

Data 110 Corporation 10525 Willows Road N E , PO Box 97046, Redmond. WA 98073 9746, U.S A 1206) 881 6444 / Telex 15 2167 
FutureNet 9310 Topanga Canyon Boulevard, Chatsworth, CA 91311 5728 (818) 700 0691/Telex 910-494 2681 
Data 1/ 0 Canada 6725 Airport Road. Suite 302, Mississauga, Ontario l4V 1V2 14161678-0761/06968133 
Data 1/ 0 Europe World Trade Center, Straw1nskylaan 633. 1077 XX Amsterdam, The Netherla1ds t20I 622866/ Tele)( 16616 DATIO NL 
Data 110 Japan Sum11omose1me1 Higash1sh1nbash1 Bldg, SF, 2·1 7, H1gash1 Shmbash1, Mmato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan 

!03f 432-6991/Telex 2522685 DATA!O J 

© 1987 Data 1/0 Corporation . 
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INMOS. 
IMS T800 TRANSPUTER. 
4.6 MEGAWHETSTONES. 

ONE TBOO TRANSPUTER GIVES 
2.5 DOUBLE PRECISION 
MEGAWHETSTONES ... 
SO WHEN IT COMES TO 
PROCESSING PO'NER SMN 
INMOS TBOO CHIPS COULD 
GIVE THE MIGHTY CRAY 1 S, 
RATED AT 16.1 MEGAWHETSTONES 
A REAL RUN FOR ITS MONEYI 



MORE 
MULTIPROCESSOR 

MUSCLE. 
MORE RAW 

PERFORMANCE. 
When you're out in the trenches fighting it out with ordinary 

microprocessors, running out of muscle is all too eosy. That's why you 
should look to the new TBOOTransputerfrom INMOS. 

The TBOO is the fostest 32-bit, single chip, flooting-point 
microprocessoravailabletoday.Aquickglanceatitsstatisticswillshow 
why nothing else is in its league ... 

32-bit enhanced RISC processor ... 64-bit on-chip IEEE floating
paint processor . ..4K Bytes on-chip 50ns static RAM ... Four20 MBits/sec 
interprocessor communication links .. . Eight independent DMA 
engines. All on a single chip capable of sustained l.5 MFLOPS ... and 
4.6M Whetstones! 

And, if that's not enough raw power, the TBOO's links allow 
multiprocessor systems to be constructed quickly and eosily - giving 
you 6 MFLOPSwith four TBOO's ... 30 MFLOPS with 20 ... 150 MFLOPSwith 
100 ... ln foci, there's no limit to the number ofTransputers you can use! 

Programming Transputers couldn't be easier, with compilers for 
C, Fortran and Pascal, and the world's first concurrent programming 
language OCCAM. 

Want to turbocharge your current system? No problem. Our 
exclusive Link Adaptor IC's allow Transputers to be connected to other 

microprocessors or peripherals. 
Other team members include the pin compatible T 414 Transputer, 

offering lower cost, 10 MIP performance and 0.75M Whetstones. 
Lined-up to provide all the 1/0 processing you need, the T212 16-bit 
Transputer is the ideal high performance controller and the M212 Disk 
Processor combines disk controller hardware and a Transputer on a 
single chip, supporting both Winchester and floppy disks. And the C004 
Link Switch makes the design of software reconfigurJble multiprocessor 
systems as easy as kicking an extra point. 

Whatever field you're in-from real-time distributed systems to 
high-performance graphics, from foult-tolerant systems to robotics, 
Transputer technology can give you scalable performance at a cost 
you can afford. 

Transputers are manufoctured using an advanced l.5 micron 
CMOS process which keeps the power consumption under one watt. 
So your system stays cool while under fire . 

Transputers lo MIL-STD 883C will be available in the first half 
of 1988. 

If this all sounds like your kind of game, put the ball in play by 
contacting your local INMOS sales office today. And get ready to score. 

DESCRIPTION PERFORMANCE AVAILABILITY PACKAGE 

Word Clock Integer Floating Point 
Port No. Length MHz Drystones Whetstones Commercial Militory 

IMSTB00-20 32-Bit 20 9500 4.6Million Now 0288 84PGA 
IMST414-20 32-Bit 20 9500 0.75 Mill ion Now 0 288 84PGA 
IMST212-17 16-Bit 17 8000 - Now 02 88 68PGA 
IMST212-20 16-Bit 20 9500 - Now 0288 68 PGA 
IMSM212-17 16-Bit 17 8000 - Now - 68 PGA 

NElWORK SUPPORT PRODUCTS AVAILABILITY PACKAGE 

Port No. Descr!E!ion Communication S;;;d Commercial Militory 

IMSC004 Software configurable 10 + 20 MB its/sec Now 0288 84 PGA 
32 way link switch 

24 Pin DIP IMSCOll Link to system bus 10 + 20 MBits/sec Now -
IMSC012 link to ~tern bus 10 + 20 MBits/Sec Now 0288 24 Pin DIP 

THE TRANSPUTER TEAM 

eorrumos· 
INMOS, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80935. Tel. (303) 630-4000. 

Orange County- 714-957-6018 
Santo Clara -408-727-ml 

Denver-303-252-4100 
Minneopolis-612-932-7121 

Dollas- 214-490-9522 
Boston- 617-366-4020 

8altimore - 301 -995-6952 
Atlonto - 404-242-7444 

r D s:d:e:f;m:;i: ~heT:n;u: ;:: D~ndm:;h:-T:,;u:;;;i;Pag=. a7s:g 1 
I of third-party manufocturers' transputer-based products and services. 
I D Please have a Field Applications Engineer call. D Please have a salesman call. 
I m 
I~ ~ ~ 
I Company Address !:! 
I : _____________ Zip Tel ______ _ 

L-------------------------
INMos Transputer 9 and IMS are trademarks of the INMOS Group of Companies. 
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I 
WYSE 
I j I I 

Wyse raises the standards for 
high resolution graphics, while 
lowering the cost. 

Now you can have high 
resolution and full IBM soft
ware compatibility. 

So Desktop publishing 
applications can get the screen 
treatment they deserve. You 
can run spreadsheets like Lotus 
1-2-3 with four times 
more data displayed on 
the screen. Computer
Aided Design packages 
can deliver their full 
potential. And Graphics
based pc environments 
finally have the high res
olution they were made for. 

¥1 
:!! 

I 
l 

I 

,, 

' 

At $999, the WY-700 Graphics Subsystem 
is easily affordable. And its 1280 x 800 
resolution makes the best of software 
packages like these: 
DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Ventura Publisher 
PageMaker/PC 
Frontpage 
DeskSet 
Pagemaster 
Rim System 
Compound Document 

Processor 
Display Ad Make-up 

System 
Ad van Tex 

GENERAL PC SOFTWARE 
Lotus 1-2-3 
Symphony 
PC-Paintbrush 

COMPUTER-AIDED 
DESIGN 
AutoCAD 
Cadvance 
In-A-Vision 
Generic CADD 
Versa CAD ADVANCED 
Workview 
ProcadPC 
P-CAD Systems 

GRAPHIC SYSTEM TOOLS 
MS-Windows 
GEM 
Meta Windows 
HALO 
KEE PC 

You can do it all on the 
WY-700. A complete system, 
monitor and board, for just $999. 
With a large 15-inch display, 

3571 N. First Street, San Jose, 
CA 95134. Or call toll-free, today, 
for more information. 

full tilt and swivel, and a crisp 
1280 x 800 pixel resolution. 

The WY-700. It's your best 
solution for high resolution. 

Write Wyse Technology, 
Attention: Marcom Dept. 700, 

·- ' : Hli ; ; 

' !i)lf 

··!ii 
j ill 
• ·rn 

i i !li 
·-· 

Call 1-800-GET-WYSE 

WYSE 
I I I I 

YOU NEVER REGRET A WYSE DECISION. 

WYSE is a registered trademark of Wyse Technology. WY-700 and the "V" shaped design are trademarks of Wyse Technology. © 1986 Wyse Technology. 
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Sometimes there's more to high 
technology than just the highs. A 
good CPU board delivers high 
quality, high performance, and 
high speed. A great CPU board 
can deliver all that with low power 
consumption and low heat dissipa
tion-all at a low cost. That's why 
Dynatem's DCPUl is a great CPU 
Board - a perfect blend of the 
highs and lows. The DCPU 1 
achieves this perfect blend by 
combining 100% Y!l'Uif. illiUI 

on the VMEbus 

~ 

With two serial ports, 40 pro
grammable parallel 1/0 lines plus 
three 16-bit timers, and a real-time 
clock/calendar, the DCPU 1 meets 
the performance challenges of 
many industrial applications. 

Round out the highs and lows 
with a feature that makes develop
ment on the DCPU 1 surprisingly 
easy-you can prepare program
ming on an IBM (or compatible> 
PC XTor 

100°/o 
CMOS 
VME. 
• 1/0 oriented CPU module with 
two serial ports, 40 programmable 
parallel lines, three 16-bit timers and 
a real-time clock/calendar. 
• 100% CMOS VME board with 
low power, low heat dissipation 
(CMOS 68000 CPU at 8, 10, 
12.5 MHz) 
• Programs can be prepared on 
an IBM or compatible PC and 
down loaded 
• Up to 512 Kbytes no-wait, dual 
ported static RAM, 128 Kbytes PRO 
• VME master and slave, receive 
and generate 7 levels of interrupt 
• Low cost 



MACSYMA 
automates symbolic mathematics. 

And yields enormous improvements in productivity, 
accuracy and modeling power. 

MACSYMA combines exact solutions, symbolic 
approximations, and numerical methods into a 
powerful automated approach to scientific and 
engineering computing . Major benefits include: 

• Improved Productivity: For many types of 
computations MACSYMA can increase your 
productivity by 10 to 100 times. 
It is that revolutionary. 

• Increased Accuracy: Manual computational 
errors are virtually eliminated. Use exact or 
approximate symbolic solutions in place of 
less accurate numerical ones. 

• Enhanced Mathematical Power: You can 
dare to perform automated computations 
which you would not believe practical using 
traditional methods. 

Wide Range of Capabilities 

MACSYMA offers the widest range of capabilities 
for combined symbolic and numerical mathematics of 
all commercially available software. 

• Algebra and Trigonometry 
• Calculus and Differential Equations 
• Symbolic Approximation Methods 
• Numerical Analysis 
• Graphics 

Available on Many Computer Systems 

• Apollo 
• Masscomp 
• SUN-2 and SUN-3 
• Symbolics 3600™ series 
• Vax family 

For an information kit about all the ways MACSYMA 
can work for you, just call 

1-800-MACSYMA. 
In Mass., (617) 621-7770. 

Computer-Aided Mathematics Group 
Dept. M-ED9 
Symbolics, Inc. 
Eleven Cambridge Center 
Cambridge, MA 02142 

MACSYMA 
The most comprehensive software for 
mathematical computing. 

sub1ed lo the cond11>on tho! Y(l , l 

Symbolically . . . 

(Cl) DEPENDS(Y,T)S 
(C2) DIFF (Y,T) + Y "2+ (2•T + l)•Y + T "2+ T + 1; 

(D2) ~~ + Y2 
+ (2 T + 1) Y + t 2 

+ T + 1 

(CJ) SOLN:ODE(D2,Y,T); 

(DJ) y = _ %CT %ET - T - 1 

%C%E1 - 1 
(C4) SOLVE(SUBST([Y = 1, T = 1 ],DJ), %C),NUMER; 
(D4) [%C = 0.5518192] 
(CS) SPECIFIC.SOLN:SUBST(D4,SOLN); 

(DS) y = - O.SS18192T%E
1 

- T - 1 

0.5518192 %ET - 1 

symbolics™ 

MACSYMA,.syrnbdes" Symbolics 3600 are trademarks of Symbolics, Inc. VAX is a trademark of the Digital Equipment Corporation. SUN-2 and SUN-3 are trademarks of SUN Microsystems, Inc. 
Apollo® is a trademark of Apollo Computer Inc. Masscomp is a trademark of the Massachusetts Computer Corporation © Copyright 1988 Symbolics Inc. 
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What do you need to build 
on a rough application concept? 



ecom 



onents a success. 
Whether you 're building a 
visionary home-or a 
breakthrough product or 
system-getting from con
cept to completion demands 

, more than bricks and 
mortar, or metal and silicon. 

There are other compo
nents that can make a 
critical difference in meet
ing your market window 
on time, and on budget. 

We call them the 
components of success
ready for immediate 
delivery from A1&T 
The component of 
commitment: here today, 
here tomorrow. 
JU&T is in the components 
business to stay. We have 
formed a separate unit, 
A1&T Microelectronics, 
to bring our more than 100 
years of electronic compo
nents experience to the 
marketplace. And, we have 
the capital, people, and 
technical savvy to meet our 
commitment to the future. 
The component of 
innovation: AT&T Bell Labs. 
Count on Bell Laboratories 
to help make your 'blue-sky" 
designs a reality. With 
everything from DSPs and 
optical data links, to custom 
designed products such as 
ASICs, multilayer boards, 
and power supplies. And 
throughout planning and 
manufacturing, count on 
JU&T to keep your product 
up to the minute with the 
latest Bell Labs advances. 

our history- and our future. 
The component of 
management involvement. 
A1&T Microelectronics gives 
you total support, right 
up to its president, Bill 
Warwick. If our solutions 
aren't on the money, 
call him at 1201 771-2900. 
The component 
of quick response. 
With 12 plants and an exten
sive network of design 
centers and sales offices 
worldwide, A1&T is ready to 
meet your volume demand 
for components. Ready with 
everything you need to get 
ideas off the ground and in 
the market-successfully. 

To learn why A1&T is 
more than ever the right 
choice, just give us a call. 

DIAL1800 372-2447 

AT&T Microelectronics 
Major Product Lines: 
ASICs 
Digital Signal Processors 
Communication ICs 
32-bit Microprocessors 

and Peripherals 
Solid State Relays 
Multilayer Circuit Boards 
HI Cs 
Optical Data Links 
Fiber Optic Components 
Power Products 
Transformers and Inductors 
Wound Film Capacitors 

Q 1987 AT&T 

--

AT&T 

The component of quality. 
Through our Integrated 
Quality System, Bell Labs 
engineers work with our 
quality professionals to 
meet customer-defined 
criteria. At A1&T qualiJ;Y- is The right choice. 
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It's your choice. 
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE 
PAGE2 

WEEK 15 

Hardware 
PCB#3~ 

Btl..D PROTO. -
DEBOOlllT 

Fortunately, the atlS\\'tr 
complex problems is shnpler1bari }'(If 

and budget might think BecauSe now Applied 
can mean lost oppor- Microsystems offers what we call per· 

many trapS that fonnance padcages: complete, fully 
delay a development schedule integrated deYelopment so1unoos, 

quite complex. especiallY when designed to meet your development 
they are compounded by problems that requirements.and to detfdeveD subde 
arise in cross development \\Qrk problems quickly. 

Like not knowing whether the errors 
you are getting from your prototype Perimnance Padcages that Uw Up 

processor are real Or losing~ in to Their Name. 
the cracks between your development F.ach package includes a~ in· 
system and the prototype. circuit emulator, the only tool that can 
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Invest now or pay later. 

Source LeYel Debugging for Intel 
Microprocessors 

Our VALlDATE/Soft-&ope and 
VALIDATE/Soft-&ope 286 packages 

EDN January 7, 1988 

are designed for any language produc
ing complete Intel OMF information. 

A PC-based, in-circuit source level 
debu~r and simulator are closely cou-

with our ES 1800 emulator. You 
use commands to examine varia
on the fly, check contents of regis
and determine current position in 
And real-time trace is displayed 
urce level statements, machine 
ctions or bus cycles. 
e packages also include a logic 
analyzer probe, and provide up to 2 

emt:J\ltes of overlay memmy plus full 
rect mode support for the 80286. 

LeYel Debugging for Motorola 
Microprocessors 

The window-oriented VALIDATE/ 
XEL package combines our XEI source
level debu~r, a simulator and the 
MCC68K compiler with our ES 1800 

emulator. The package also includes 
a logic state analyzer probe and our 
well-known SCSI interface option, that 
significantly decreases download time. 

In addition to up to 2 Megabytes 
of overlay memory, you get target control 
from your source code; powerful "C" 
language macros for code patching, 
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remote control and simulation of 
1/0; plus user-definable windows for 
viewing registers, stacks and variables. 

High-speed Symbolic Debugging 
for Intel, Motorola and Zilog 
Microprocessors 

Our VALIDATE/ES DRIVER pack
age includes easy-to-use (menu-driven 
and remote control) software that 
smoothly links the host functions to 
the ES 1800 emulator. This allows the 
upload and download of programs, 
symbol tables and command files. 

Also included are a· logic state analyzer 
probe; the SCSI option for increasing 
download speeds by up to 30 times; plus 
up to 2 Megabytes of overlay memozy. 

Tu find out more about 8, 16 or 
32-bit development solutions that save 
money in the long run, write Applied 
Microsystems Corp., P. O. Box 97002, 
Redmond, WA 98073-9702. Or call 
1-800-426-3925 (In Washington, call 
206-882-2000). 
In Europe, contact Applied Micl'QS}'Stems Corporation Ltd., 
Chiltern Court. High Street, Wendover, Aylesbury, Bucks, 
HP22 6EP. United Kingdom. call 44-{0)-296-625462. 

1111m1 
Applied 
Microsystems 
Corporation 
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FLUKE AND PHILIPS - THE GLOBAL ALLIANCE IN TEST & MEASUREMENT 

IFLUKEI ====® 

20 

The smart scope 
for people 

who hate to wait 
The Philips microcomputer-controlled 
PM 3050 Series. The only 50 MHz 
scopes in the world smart enough 
to find and display the signal
automatically. 

SMART PERFORMANCE 

• Autoset finds the signal at the touch of a 
button. Philips' intelligent beamfinder auto
matically selects amplitude, timebase and 
triggering for error-free instant display of 
any input signal on any channel. 

• 16kV CRT for optimum viewing. When it 
comes to brilliance, clartty and spot quality, 
nothing in ns class shines brighter. 

• LCD Panel for confident, at-a-glance 
operation. A valuable information center, 
n instantly displays all instrument settings 
and parameter values. Wrth no mistakes. 

• Auto-Triggering "thinks for you". This built
in intelligence provides fast, accurate, prop· 
erly-triggered signals up to 100 MHz. 

• IEEE Compatibility. The PM 3050 Series is 
the only family of 50 MHz scopes with an 
add-on IEEE-488 interface option for fast 
computer hook-up. 

• Choice of Models. Single timebase or 
delayed sweep versions are available. 
SMART SUPPORT 

Philips PM 3050 Series also comes with 
a 3-year warranty and all the technical and 
service assistance you need. From Fluke
the people who believe that extraordinary 
technology deserves extraordinary support. 
SMART BUY 

For about what you'd pay for the next-best 
scope you get innovative engineering that's 
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PHILIPS 

more productive and easier to use. You get 
plug-in modularity and IC microelectronics 
for reliability you've never seen in this class 
before. Plus, for a limited time, you get a 
no-risk, no-questions-asked, 30-day money
back guarantee. So why wait any longer? 

TEST THE DIFFERENCE 

So call Fluke today at 800-44-FWKE 
ext. n. And find out how smart your 
next oscilloscope buy can be. 

John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc., P.O. Box C9090, MIS 250C, 
Everett, WA. 98206 
U.S.: 206-350-5400 CANADA: 416·890-7600 
OTHER COUNTRIES 206-350-5500 

© Copyright1987 John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. 
All rights reserved . Ad No. 1075-P305X 

PM 3050/55 • 50 MHz• OSCILLOSCOPES 

IFLUKEI ====® 
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NEWS BREAIZS 
EDITED BY JOANNE CLAY 

SMD I SME DISK CONTROLLER FITS SUN WORKSTATIONS 

Capable of controlling as many as four SMD/ SME disk drives with serial data rates 
as high as 24 MHz and burst data rates in excess of 30M bytes/ sec, the Rimfire 3220 
VME Bus controller from Ciprico (Plymouth, MN, (612) 559-2034) also plugs directly 
into your Sun workstation without an intervening adapter card. The 3220 has the 
same 367x400-mm dimensions that Sun's triple-high, triple-wide plug-in cards have. 
This controller has an 80186 µ,P for cache control, a 512k-byte configurable cache 
memory that prereads data across track and cylinder boundaries, and as many as 
seven circular command queues that provide a software interface for communication 
with Sun's SunOS or the Unix BSD 4.2 operating system. You can purchase single units 
for $3495.-J D Mosley 

MORE COMPANIES JUMP ONTO THE RISC BANDWAGON 
MIPS Computer Systems (Sunnyvale, CA, (408) 720-1700), creator of the R2000 RISC

based µ,P, has licensed Integrated Devices Technology (Santa Clara, CA, (408) 727-6116), 
Performance Semiconductor (Sunnyvale, CA, (408) 734-9000), and LSI Logic (Milpitas, 
CA, (408) 433-8000) to build the device. Performance Semiconductor and IDT will pro
duce off-the-shelf products; LSI Logic will make the R2000 available as a standard pro
duct and also include it in its library for custom applications. All three licensees will 
be marketing MIPS Computer Systems' advanced RISC (reduced instruction set com
puter) software environment along with the chip set. The chip set consists of the CPU 
and a floating-point coprocessor. You can expect the devices to be in production by 
mid-1988.-David Shear 

BYTE-WIDE STATIC RAM SPECS 85-NSEC ACCESS TIME 
To cut down on the amount of clocking or timing logic in your next design, consider 

using the 256k-bit MCM60256 CMOS static RAM from Motorola (Austin, TX, (512) 
928-6705). Organized as 32k 8-bit words, Motorola's 256k-bit MCM60256 CMOS static 
RAM has two separate chip-enable pins to accommodate either active-low or active
high signals. An optional low-power version of this chip also provides a power-saving 
mode. Housed in a 28-pin, 600-mil DIP, this memory device is pin compatible with the 
manufacturer's 2764 EPROM family. You can order these devices with 85-, 100-, or 
120-nsec access times. Prices range from $18.78 (500) for the 120-nsec, standard-power 
model to $27.03 (500) for the 85-nsec, low-power version.-J D Mosley 

HYBRID IN CORPORATES PLD TO RESURRECT OBSOLETE IC 
When National Semiconductor (Santa Clara, CA, (408) 721-5000) made its DM8512 

flip-flop obsolete, the company inadvertently destroyed the original artwork, without 
which no more of the devices could be manufactured. Unfortunately, at least one com
pany needed that IC to maintain existing government systems; a 20-pin PLD would not 
fit into the original 16-pin socket. To solve the problem, Cer-Tek (El Paso, TX, (915) 
778-1555) incorporated both a 74LS74 and a PAL14H4 die in one package, creating a 
hybrid circuit that's compatible with the original device. National Semiconductor sup
plies preprogrammed PLD dies to Cer-Tek for the hybrid. L J Floyd, Cer-Tek's president, 
estimates that his company can create similar replacements for other obsolete parts 
for less than $20 (1000).-Steven H Leibson 
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NEWS BREAIZS 
PIN-COMPATIBLE FLOATING-POINT CHIP SET 

Integrated Device Technology (Santa Clara, CA, (408) 727-6116) has introduced a 
floating-point chip set that's pin compatible with the Weitek 1264/ 1265. The 
IDT721264/IDT721265 chip set uses a 30-nsec clock to perform 32- and 64-bit ALU 
operations at 16.7M flops, 32-bit multiplications at 16.7M flops, and 64-bit multiplica
tions at 8.3M flops. Besides including the Weitek standard ALU functions, the chip set 
has an instruction that supports the Newton-Raphson algorithm. Each device comes 
in a 144-lead pin-grid array; the chip set costs $406 (100) .-David Shear 

PATTERN GENERATOR TEAMS UP WITH YOUR LOGIC ANALYZER 
The PI-6500 pattern generator from Pulse Instruments (Torrance, CA, (213) 

515-5330) can provide any logic analyzer with stimulus and response capabilities. The 
pattern generator offers a maximum of 48 channels with 4k bits of pattern memory 
behind each channel. For applications requiring deeper pattern memory and fewer 
channels, you can chain groups of 16 channels together to obtain three channels with 
64k bits each of pattern memory. The pattern generator's clock rates can vary from 
760 Hz to 25 MHz, allowing you to generate timing sequences with 40-nsec resolution. 
The skew between any two channels is less than 4 nsec. The output levels are TTL com
patible, and they can be 3-state. 

You can define as many as 4k subpatterns from the basic pattern memory and then 
use those subpatterns in a pattern-control program. The triggering function can use 
the immediate mode or the latched mode; the latched mode waits one to 16 clock 
periods before triggering on the data. The trigger reactions require nine clock periods 
plus 170 nsec before the output changes state. The occurrence of a trigger event also 
produces as many as 256 different flag events that you can use to control your logic 
analyzer or other functions external to the pattern generator. The pattern generator 
has 256k bytes of nonvolatile RAM to store patterns and programs. An optional 
IEEE-488 or RS-232C interface card lets you generate }Datterns on a computer and send 
them to the pattern generator. The PI-6500 starts at $7475.-Doug Conner 

ADAPTER CONVERTS 68-PIN PGA TO PLCC 
If you're developing a design that will incorporate a device in a 68-lead plastic leaded 

chip carrier (PLCC), but you can only obtain the device in pin-grid arrays (PGAs), the 
308-1846-XX Series adapter from Methode Electronics Inc (Chicago, IL, (312) 867-9600) 
can solve your problem. The top of the adapter accepts a 68-pin PGA; PLCC leads pro
trude from the bottom. The adapter is available in lOxlO and llxll grid patterns and 
costs $265 in production quantities.-Steven H Leibson 
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Speed Reading. 

:i:;DN January 7, 1988 

A big book, packed full of record breaking, highest performance, 
lowest power parts. 

Required reading for designers who are building faster systems 
that run cooler, and use less power. 

Read all about: 

CMOS high speed SRAM. From our 7ns lK to our family 
of 25ns 64K SRAMs, with 30 + parts in 

between. 

CMOS high speed PROM. Reprogram
mable, if you wish. In a family with 

speeds as fast as 25ns and in sizes to 128K. 

CMOS high speed PLO. Including the fast
est, coolest CMOS 22Vl0 with 25ns quarter 

power performance, and optional repro
grammable versions. 

CMOS high speed Logic. Highlighted by our 
30ns 16-bit slice, and our 35MHz FIFO family in 

cool, cool CMOS. 

And read about: Our expanding military product 
line. Our QuickPro™ for easy programming and 

diagnostics using any PC-compatible. Our newest 
products. And our applications notes. 

624 pages of parts and ideas you can use to design 
faster, cooler systems. 

Yours fast, for a toll-free phone call. 
1-800-952-6300, ask for Dept. C48 

1-800-423-4440 {In CA}, ask for Dept.C48 
(32) 2-672-2220 {In Europe). (416) 415-3922 (In Canada). 

Cypress Semiconductor 3901 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134. Phone (408) 943-2666. Telex 
821032 CYPRESS SNJ UD, TWX 910-997-0753. QuickPro is a trademark of Cypress Semiconductor. 
«:>!987 Cypress Semiconductor. 
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NEWS BREAIZS: INTERNATIONAL 

SUBASSEMBLY EASES SOLID-STATE CAMERA DESIGN 
To simplify the design of cameras for surveillance and machine-vision systems, 

Philips' Component Div (Eindhoven, The Netherlands, TLX 51573) has introduced a 
camera subassembly that incorporates the company's monochrome solid-state image 
sensor. In addition to the image sensor, the subassembly includes all the drive, 
preprocessing, video-processing, and power-supply circuitry necessary to produce a lV 
p-p composite-video output. To produce a complete camera, you need only add a 
suitable lens and camera housing. Options for the subassembly include interlaced or 
noninterlaced operation, automatic or computer-controlled gain, automatic iris con
trol, internal or external synchronization, and switchable gamma compensation. Ver
sions are available for 525- or 625-line TV systems that meet EIA or CCIR standards. 
Built on a semirigid pc board, the subassembly folds down to 89x40x45 mm. In OEM 
quantities, the subassembly starts at around DM 600.-Peter Harold 

GRAPHICS ADAPTER DRIVES VIDEO MONITORS AND LASER PRINTERS 
Based on a 20-MHz, 32-bit Inmos T414 or T800 Transputer, the Vincent graphics 

adapter from Simulation Technology (Oslo, Norway, FAX (02) 156051) provides IBM PC/AT 
computers with high-resolution graphics and image-processing capabilities. The $6000 
board has as much as l.5M bytes of video RAM and a color look-up table; it allows you 
to display 256 gray-scale levels or 256 colors from a palette of 16M colors. Additional on
board RAM (as much as 4M bytes) provides program and data storage, as well as temp
orary buffers for image information. The board supports screen resolutions as high as 
1600xl280 pixels, and most of the video-output characteristics-including the vertical 
and horizontal scan rates, the number of dots per line, and the number of lines per 
frame-are software programmable. The board has an AT-bus interface that can operate 
at 800k bytes/ sec. The board's plug-in crystal oscillators allow you to operate it at dot 
rates as high as 120 MHz. In addition to its RGB video output, the board also has a 
Canon/ PelBox interface for a laser printer or phototypesetter.-Peter Harold 

As it appeared in the December 26, 1987, issue, the following item contained some 
inaccuracies, which made it misleading. The corrected version follows. 

STEPPER-MOTOR DRIVERS EASE INTERFACE TO MICROCONTROLLERS 
The MTC6017 stepper-motor driver from Mietec (Oudenaarde, Belgium, TLX 85739) is 

an H -bridge driver that's suitable for controlling the current in one winding of a 
bipolar stepper motor. Although it's similar to the industry-standard 3717-type driver, 
the MTC6017 has control codes for its two current-control inputs that maintain a direct 
(but nonlinear) relationship with the winding current, thereby simplifying control 
firmware . The driver also includes an on-chip 5V reference for the current-sense com
parators. Another device, the MTC6018, targets microstepping applications; it provides 
a 6-bit on-chip DIA converter for winding-current control. The MTC6017 and MTC6018 
will cost around $2.20 and $2.50, respectively. They're slated for introduction during 
the first and the second quarter of 1988, respectively.-Peter Harold 
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With Ciprico hardware, software, and humanware, 
you can make a more comfortable decision 

We start by taking your time frame 
for designing a high performance 
microcomputer or supermicro as 
seriously as you . You'll receive an 
intelligent disk or tape controller 
board for evaluation as your sched
ule dictates. 

That's humanware. 
So is the experienced team we 

assign to help you get your board 
up and running. And our pledge to 
get back to you within four working 
hours any time you contact us 
during evaluation. 

Software you can take for 
granted is a driver written by our 
engineering staff to take full advan
tage of your system's performance. 
MULTIBUS is a registered trademark of Intel Corp. 
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We can provide it with your board. 
Visit our plant and you 'll see 

how we develop new boards 
timely and reliably - with 
advanced design tools and a 
large library of proven firmware 
modules written in "C". Also, 
we have a comprehensive 
industry-leading ESD 
program, burn-in, 100% 
in-circuit testing , and 
functional stress testing . 

In other words, you 'll 
see you can take it for 
granted that every board 

·~~~~ICO 
CIPRICO LISTENS. AND RESPONDS. 
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will arrive on time and ready to work. 
(In rare cases, if repair is ever 

needed, take it for granted that we'll 
provide 48-hour turn-around.) 

You'll even find us easy to 
work with . 

Another thing to take for 
granted is our R&D commit
ment to develop the highest 
performance controllers . One 
good example is our new 
Rimfire 3400. This intelligent 
VMEbus ESDI disk controller 
features a unique 512 Kbyte 
intelligent caching architecture 
and a command queuing soft
ware interface. For more 
information on all Ciprico con
trollers, for VMEbus and 
MULTIBUS I & II , contact us now. 

For more information call from your modem 1-8D-m.-0012 
(~1200 bliud, 8 bi1, no parity I stop bit) and enter the aa::c:a rode 
aPBUSlOwbcn prompt~. (In VA call 70J-.476-52'5S) 
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0.5 to 1000MHz trom $13?s~24qty) 
Tough enough to meet full MIL-specs, capable of operating over a wide -55° to +100°C 

temperature range, in a rugged package .. . that's Mini-Circuits' new MAN-amplifier series. 
The MAN-amplifier's tiny package (only 0.4 by 0.8 by 0.25 in.) requires about the same 
pc board area as a T0-8 and can take tougher punishment with leads that won't break 
off. Models are unconditionally stable and available covering frequency ranges 0.5 to 

500MHz and 0.5 to 1 OOOMHz, and NF as low as 2.8dB. 

Prices start at only $13.95, including screening, thermal shock - 55°C to +100°C, 
fine and gross leak, and burn-in for 96 hours at 100°C under normal operating 

voltage and current. 

Internally the MAN amplifiers consist of two stages, including coupling capacitors. 
A designer's delight, with all components self-contained. Just connect to a de 

MODEL 

MAN-1 
MAN-2 
MAN-1LN 

OMAN-1 HLN 

supply voltage and get up to 28dB gain with +9dBmoutput. 

FREQ. 
RANGE 
(MHz) 

IL to lu 

0.5-500 
0.5-1000 
0.5-500 

10-500 

The new MAN-amplifier series ... 
another Mini-Circuits' price/performance 

breakthrough. 

GAIN MAX. NF DC PWR PRICE 
dB OUT/PWR t dB 12V, $ ea. 

min flatnesstt dBm (typ) mA (5-24) 

28 1.0 8 4.5 60 13.95 
19 1.5 7 6.0 85 15.95 
28 1.0 8 2.8 60 15.95 

10 0.8 15 3.7 70 15.95 

ttMi.dband 1 OIL to lu12 . ± 0.5dB t ldB Gain Compression OCase Height 0.3 In. 
Max input power (no damage) +15dBm; VSWR in/out 1.8:1 max. 

finding new ways ... 
setting higher standards 

t;;J Mini-Circuits 
A 0 1v1s1on of Sc1en11fic Components Corporation 

PO. Box 350166, Brooklyn, New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500 
Fax (718) 332-4661 Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156 

CIRCLE NO 141 
C1 18 REV. B 



raluB-

from 

de to 3GHz 
• less than 1d8 insertion loss over entire passband 
• greater than 40d8 stopband rejection 
• 5 section, 30dB per octave roll-off 
• VSWR less than 1. 7 ( typ) 

finding new ways ... 
setting higher standards 

t;;J Mini-:~!!"~~~J.P!" • over 100 models, immediate delivery 
• meets MIL-STD-202 

P.O. Box 350166, Brooklyn, New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500 
Fax (718) 332-4661 Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156 

·rugged hermetically sealed package (0.4x0.8x0.4 in .) 
• BNC, Type N, SMA available 

LOW PASS Model *LP- 10.7 21.4 30 50 70 100 150 200 300 450 550 600 750 850 1000 
Min. PassBand(MHz)DCto 10.7 22 32 48 60 98 140 190 270 400 520 580 700 780 900 
Max,20dBStopFrequency(MHz) 19 32 47 70 90 147 210 290 410 580 750 840 1000 1100 1340 
Prices (ea.): P $9.95 (6-49), B $24.95 (1-49), N $27.95 (1-49), S $26.95 (1-49) 

HIGH PASS Mode I *HP- 50 100 150 200 250 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 
start, max. 41 90 133 185 225 290 395 500 600 700 780 910 1000 

end, min. 200 400 600 800 1200 1200 1600 1600 1600 1800 2000 2100 2200 
Pass Band (MHz) 

Min. 20dB Stop Frequen cy(MHz) 26 55 95 116 150 190 290 365 460 520 570 660 720 

Prices (ea.): P $12.95 (6-49), B $27.95 (1-49), N $30.95 (1-49), S $29.95 (1-49) 

* Prefix P forpins. B forBNC, N forTypeN ,S forSMA examp/e: PLP-10.7 
CIRCLE NO 142 C105 REV.D 



\Ou wouldn't do this with your Analog VLSI devices. 
You'll have to if you go to most ATE companies for 
a solution to today's sophisticated "system silicon" 
testing problems. Because all you'll get is a make
shift tester. And that means resigning yourself to 
man-months of custom hardware work integrating 
analog and digital instrumentation. And putting up 
with the long hours of low-level software develop
ment that go with custom solutions. Worse, you can 
expect these delays to cut your chances of getting 
your product to market on time. 

Teradyne now has a simple answer to this com
plex testing problem. The A500 Analog VLSI Test 
System. It's the first of a new generation of systems 
specifically for AVLSI "system silicon" devices. 
A test system that can help you cut critical product 
development time by months or even years. 
One Test System, Once and for All 
With AVLSI devices you won't get fast design feed
back, unless you test individual components-the 
28 

"building blocks" of system silicon. And you won't 
comply with customer and industry requirements if 
you don't do complete "system" functional testing. 
With conventional test systems it means two of every
thing. Two testers, two test programs, two insertions, 
two data bases. And more than twice the time to 
get to market. 

The A500 allows you to do it all with one system. 
So there's only one system to program. One insertion 
to make for both component and functional testing. 
And only one data base to work with. Which means 
significantly less time to market. 
Vector Bus II"': the Great Integrator 
The heart of the A500 is Teradyne's unique Vector 
Bus II architecture. It integrates analog and digital 
VLSI test capability at the system level. Which 
means you won't have to build special applications 
hardware for every new device you design. Vector 
Bus II eliminates that costly custom-work bottleneck 

EDN January 7, 1988 



Why accept it in an Analog VLSI rest System? 
with such features as TimeMaster~ Synchronization, 
Mixed-Signal Event Control, and MultiSource Data 
Mixing. 
A Picture's Worth a Thousand Keystrokes 
The A500 also revolutionizes program development. 
Our IMAGE~ (Interactive Menu-Assisted Graphics 
Environment) software gives you graphics program
ming as powerful as device designers' CAD I CAE 
tools. Using a mouse to control multiple windows, 
pop-up menus and software "power tools,'' you 
move ideas rapidly from mind to screen. And much 
faster to market. 

Teradyne's new A500 is the only test system 
with the features you need to win the race 
for Analog VLSI market opportunities. To find out 
more, call Beth Sulak at (617) 482-2700, ext. 2746. 
Or call your nearest Teradyne sales office or write: 
Teradyne, Inc., 321 Harrison Avenue, 
Boston, MA 02118. 
EDN January 7, 1988 CIRCLE NO 130 

*measure quality. 
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EPLU 
view of 

• ves 
r...l'old on to your seat. 

CJ. You're about to discover 
an entirely new level of VME 
performance. And life in the fast 
lane will never be the same. 

Meet VME/ PLUS. Our new 
family of VMEbus products with 
a host of sophisticated 
features 

\jpAE/PfJJS 
that will give your 

project the kind of performance 
you've only dreamed about. 

VME/ PLUS starts with a 
68020 running at 25MHz without 
wait states. Complemented by 
lMB of local memory. There's 
also a ne\V VSB interface on P2. 
Which lets you add lots of 
local memory and 1/0 without 
increasing bus overhead. 
You also get two serial ports 
andupto4MB 
ofEPROM. 

30 

The result is system through
put that's way ahead of 
anything else in the 
VMEworld. 

Think about the 
possibilities 
for real-time 
applications. 
For the first 
time, you can 
squeeze every ounce of per
formance from every processor. 

With no wasted overhead. And 
no stalls. 

But that's only the 
beginning. Take a look 

at the newest 
member of the 
VME/ PLUS 
family, CPU 29. 

It comes with a 
powerful new real-

time, multitasking 
monitor called VMEPROM." 

EDN January 7, 1988 



you a different 
com etition. 

It's resident in EPROM, so 
there's no license required. And 

EDN January 7, 1988 

the functionality CPU·29 CHARAC'TCRISTICS compatible. 
of many complex 
ICs into a single, 
135-pin device. 

What this new 
technology 

PROCESSOR 
CO-PROCESSOR 
ZERO-WAIT-STATE 

SRAM 
VMEPROMN 

EPROM 

68020/12.5 TO 25 MHz 
68882/12.5 TO 25 MHz 

1MB 
REAL-TIME, 
MULTITASKING MONITOR 
UPT04MB 
@ 1 WAIT STATE 
2 RS-232 CHANNELS 

And guaranteed 
to cut the wait 
states out of your 
design cycle. 

SERIALl/O 
means for you is SECONDARY BUS 

unprecedented suPPORT vss 

So if you're 
looking for the best 
way to stay ahead 

of your competition and your 
deadline, take a close look at 
VME/ PLUS. You'll get the best 
performance for simulation 
systems, real-time graphics, 
factory automation and many 
other tough applications. 

levels of speed and system 
throughput, exceptional reli
ability and- here's the best 
part- lower total system cost. 

And if that's not enough, 
we also offer a full set of off
the-shelf peripheral boards 

and software. All VMEbus Give us a call today for our 
new 500-page, 1988 
data book. You'll 

get such a great 
viewofVME 

performance, 
you'll never 
look back. 
1 (800) BEST VME. 

FORCE COMPUTERS, INC. 
3165 Winchester Blvd., Campbell, CA 95008 
Telephone ( 408) 370-6300 

© 1988 Force Computers, Inc. 

Telex 172465 Telefax ( 408) 374-1146 

FORCE COMPUTERS, GmbH 
Daimlerstrasse 9 D-8012 Ottobrunn 
Telefon (089) 60091-0 Telex 524190 forc-d 
Telefax (089) 6 097793 

VME/ PLUS and VMEPROM are trademarks of Force Computers, Inc. CIRCLE NO 127 
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CADDOCK's Precision and Ultra-Precision Resistor Networks 
provide a designer's choice of performance that will 
optimize solutions in precision analog circuit designs. 

Precision and Ultra-Precision Resistor 
'Pairs' and 'Quads' deliver a selection 
of Ratio Tolerance to as tight as ±0.01 % and 
Ratio Temperature Coefficient to 2 PPMl°C 
combined with exceptional long-term stability. 

Standard Type T912 and T914 Precision and 
Ultra-Precision Resistor Networks. 

Standard models of the Type T912/T914 Precision 
and Ultra-Precision Resistor Networks combine all 
of these performance characteristics : 

r,,.ma --........... --
• Absolute Tolerance: 0.1% for all resistors. 

• Ratio Tolerances: 0.1%, 0.05%, 0.02% 
and 0.01% 

• Ratio Temperature Coefficients: from 
10 PPM/° C to 2 PPM/° C. 

• Absolute Temperature Coefficient: 25 PPM/° C 
from 0° c to + 70° c. 

..... 
nn 

• Ratio Stability of Resistance at Full Load 
for 2000 Hours: within 0.01%. 

r,,. m • --.. 1--
• Shelf Life Stability of Ratio for Six Months: 

within 0.005%. 

The standard part number below provides a 
selection of over 500 in-production models of Type 
T912/T914 precision and ultra-precision 'pairs' and 
'quads' : 

A - T912 with Rt "' 10R, 
IEMmple. 1K - IOK) 

8-Tfll2willl R, . llR, 
(ExMlpfe 1K - 91<} 

No 1.aW - 1912 With R, • A, 
Noi.MW - T91Cwi0l A,• A,• A, ' A, 

---•.>: tK 10K 40K -

2K 2llK - -5K 2151< IOOK COOK 

Custom Type T912 and T914 Precision and 
Ultra-Precision Resistor Networks. 

Custom models of these precision 'pairs' and 'quads' 
can include these special performance features : 

• Resistance Values: from 1 K to 2 Megohms with 
maximum ratios of 250-to-1 . 

• Absolute TC: as low as 15 PPM/° C. 

• Ratio TC: as low as 2 PPM/° C. 

• For Type T912/T914 data, circle Number 201. 

-!Meg. 

Precision Decade Resistor Voltage Dividers 
and Current Shunt Resistor Networks deliver 
many optimum combinations of precision 
and temperature coefficient performance 
for high accuracy range-switching circuitry. 

Standard Type 1776 Precision Decade Resistor 
Voltage Divider Networks. -

The Type 1776 Precision Decade Resistor 
Voltage Dividers provide a family of networks 
that includes 3, 4 and 5-decade voltage divid
ers with ratios from 10:1to10,000:1. Standard 
performance includes a wide range of specifi
cations in particular combinations that meet 
the most often requested requirements. 

• Absolute Tolerances: from 0.25% to 0.1%. 

-.... 171.-cllt 

-
• Ratio Tolerances: 0.25%, 0.1 % or 0.05%. 9llll 

• Absolute TC: from 50 PPM/° C to • 
25 PPM/° C. 

• Ratio TC: from 50 PPM/° C to 5 PPM/° C. 

• Voltage Coefficient: As low as 
0.02 PPMNolt. 

With 36 standard models to choose from, each circuit designer can 
specify the exact levels of performance required by each application. 

• For Type 1ns data, circle Number 202. 

Standard Type 1787 Precision Current Shunt 
Resistor Networks. 

The Type 1787 Current Shunt Resistor Networks 
achieve the combination of performance require
ments necessary to meet the demands of precision 
current measurement circuits, including labora
tory and bench-type instrumentation: 

• Resistance Values: 1 ohm, 
10 ohms, 100 ohms and 
1000ohms. 

• Absolute Tolerances: 0.25%, 
0.1% or 0.05%. 

• Absolute TCs: 100 PPM/° C, 
80 PPM/° C or 50 PPM/° C. 

There are now 12 standard 
models of the Type 1787 Current 
Shunt Resistor Networks available 
for 3 and 4-decade applications, 
and prototype quantities of many 
models are normally available from 
factory stock. 

• For Type 1787 data, circle Number 203. 

_,__.,. 
NH 

Standard models with 
Kelvin terminations 

are avai lable. 

Caddock's new 28-page General Catalog describes over 200 models of both standard and custom 
precision and ultra-precision resistors and resistor networks. For your personal copy, call or write our main offices at -

Caddock Electronics, Inc., 1717 Chicago Avenue, Riverside, California 92507 • Phone (714) 788-1700 • TWX: 910-332-6108 

HIGH PERFORMANCE FILM RESISTORS 
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SIGNALS & NOISE 
Analog simulation tools 
Several of our prospective custom
ers asked that a circuit shown in 
EDN's May 14, 1987, Special Re
port (pg 138) on analog CAE be 
benchmarked as proof of the capa
bility of Daisy's analog tools. Ac
cording to David Shear, the article's 
author, all analog simulation tools 
would provide misleading results. 

The circuit (pg 148) is a simple 
comparator, which, when bread
boarded, exhibits instability in the 
form of oscillations around its 
switching threshold. The author 
correctly claims that most analog 
CAE systems would predict stable 
operation. However, the author's 
claim that the instability is due to 
the comparator's high source imped
ance and the lack of hysteresis is not 
strictly true. 

In reality, all input signals and 
voltage rails are subject to noise. 
It's the noise that causes the device 
to oscillate when the input voltage 
reaches the required switching 
threshold, subject to the device's 
high input impedance, high open
loop gain, and consequent lack of 
hysteresis. 

By introducing a noise source into 
the input waveform, you can repro
duce the comparator's unstable op
eration. The accompanying F ig 1 
depicts the schematic representa
tion of the comparator circuit. 

In Fig 2, the comparator output 
switches between positive and nega
tive saturation when subjected to a 
noisy sawtooth input waveform; in 
other words, it's a "zero-crossing" 

Fig 1 
Vee 

VPlUS 

v• 
1k 35k 

IN1 

OUTPUT 

35k v-

GND IN2 
Vss 
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detector. On closer examination of 
the output, you see that the simula
tion successfully shows the many 
transitions expected around the 
threshold voltage. 

This benchmark shows that an 
analog designer equipped with Dai
sy's analog CAE tools can success
fully simulate a circuit to produce 
results comparable to t hose of a 
breadboard. It should be noted, 
however, that although analog CAE 
tools help the designer produce 
higher-quality designs, they don't 
replace engineering expertise. An 
inexperienced designer could pro
duce misleading results with his 
simulation, but these tools will com
plement the skills and knowledge of 
an experienced designer. 
Dave Richards 
Analog Applications Specialist 
Daisy Systems UK Ltd 
Basingstoke, UK 

David Shear replies: 
I don't believe that selectively plac
ing noise into a circuit so that the 
results look like real-world , results 
is the proper solution to the prob
lem. 

I would suggest that the addition 
of real-world parasitic capacitance 
that feeds the output back to the 
input would more closely match re
ality. Comparators have finite gain 
and wide bandwidth. When trying 
to resolve slow-moving inputs, they 
will, for a short time, be in a linear 
region. While they're in this linear 
region, if any of the output feeds 
back to the input (via the parasitic 

Fig 2 

4 
TIME 
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Your Custom Precision and 
Ultra-Precision Resistor 
Networks from Caddock: 

• Can be delivered in 
only 6 weeks ARO 

• With total NRE charges 
typically under $950°0 

• Includes 10 prototype 
networks -for your 
in-circuit 

.. 00t:L TH•c - 1• •u• 

evaluation. 011:::;1~!=~~1e, 

• Thin-Profile, Single-In-Line 
package design. 

Type 11794 Custom Low TC Precision 
and Ultra-Precision -

T 1194 1• a 1l• 

SIP Resistor Networks. ....,., ... ., 

Caddock"s Tetrinox® resistance 
film s provide a wide choice of Gain Setting 

Absolute TCs, Rat io TCs and Networks 

precision tolerance specifications. Select the perfor
mance of your custom network from the following : 

• Resistance Values: from 500 ohms to 50 Megs. 

• Absolute Tolerances: 1.0%. 0.50%, 0.25%, 0.20%, 
0.10%, 0.05% and 0.025%. 

• Ratio Tolerances: 1.Cl%, 0.50%, 0.25%, 0.20%, 
0.10%, 0.05% and 0.025%. 

• Absolute Temperature Coefficients: 50 PPM/° C, 
25 PPM/° C and 15 PPM/° C from o• c to +70°c . 

• Ratio Temperature Coefficients: 50 PPM/° C, 
25 PPM/° C, 10 PPM/° C and 5 PPM/° C from 
o• c to +70°c . 

• For Type T1794 infonnation, circle Number 204. 

Type 1789 Custom Low Resistance Value 
._ Precision SIP 
,,, .. ,, Resistor Networks. 

1112 

Current-Sensing 
Networks 

Using Caddock's Micronox® 
resistance films , your low 
res istance custom networks 
can now include: 

• Resistance Values: from 0.5 ohms to 10,000 ohms. 

• Absolute Tolerances: 1.0%, 0.50%, 0.25%, 0.20"Ai, 
0.10% and 0.05%. 

• Ratio Tolerances: 1.0%, 0.50%, 0.25%, 0.20%, 
0.10% and 0.05%. 

• Absolute Temperature Coefficients: 100 PPM/°C, 
80 PPM/° C and 50 PPM/° C from 0° C to + 70° C. 

• Ratio Temperature Coefficients: 80 PPM/°C, 
50 PPM/° C, 25 PPMl° C and 15 PPM/°C from 
o• c to +70°c . 

• For iype 1789 infonnation, circle Number 205. 

Caddock's high thru -put manufacturing capabil
ities provide cost-effective, on-time delivery of your 
custom resistor network requirements. Custom net
work designs are now in-production in quantities 
from 500 networks per year to as high as 500,000 
networks per year. 

For fast solutions to your 
custom resistor network needs, 

call our Applications Engineers at 
Telephone No. (714) 788-1700. 

HIGH PERFORMANCE FILM RESISTORS 
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WE'RE TAKING 
A POUNDING IN 
THE KEYBOARD 
BUSINESS. 

We planned it that way In fact, we invested 
millions of dollars to make it happen. 

Millions of dollars to let us pound, 
push, tap, shove and otherwise automati
cally test our keyboards before we let 
them out the door. 

Every key. Every switch. Every time. 
And all this after we've already built 

them to the industry's toughest standards 
on one of the industry's largest, fully 
automated keyboard manufacturing lines. 

So whether the box you receive from 
us contains a compatible IBM PC/XT key
board, PC/AT keyboard, switchable PC/ 
XT-AT board, our new IBM RT 101 keyboard, 
or one we've customized especially for 
you, there's one thing you can depend on. 

The keyboard in the box ~ill work 

the first time you take it out of the box. 
And continue working as smoothly as the 
day it was new, through over 50 million 
operations. 

And we back that promise with a full 
1-year warranty. 

If you'd like to see how reliable our key
boards really are, call us at (408) 727-1700 
for a complete list of local distributors and 
representatives. Or write Fujitsu Compo
nents of America, Inc., 3320 Scott Boule
vard, Santa Clara, California 95054-3197. 

Hit us with everything you've got. 
You'll find us hard to beat. 

~ FUJITSU 
- COMPONENT OF AMERICA . INC 

CIRCLE NO 129 



SIGNALS & NOISE 

capacitance), oscillations will usu
ally occur. Lowering the source re
sistance or using hysteresis often 
solves the problem. 

However, the reason the compara
tor oscillated is not the issue. The 
point I was making is that the 
model did not predict the circuit's 
true operation. After building the 
prototype, we found a discrepancy. 
The model was in error. Now we are 
arguing about how to fix the model. 
Who is right? Again that is not the 
point. 

Article neglected 
the IBM RT PC 
I found the Special Report on work
stations in the October 29, 1987, 
issue of EDN (pg 168) to be quite 
readable and generally accurate. 
However, I feel there is a serious 
omission in the list of systems 
shown in Table I (pg 172). 

Noticeable by its absence is the 
IBM RT PC. The RT PC's price is in 
the range shown, the processor is a 
RISC (reduced-instruction-set com
puter) chip developed by IBM, and 
the feature list certainly places the 
RT PC in the race. 

Most impressively, however, we 
have found in our benchmarking 
that the current version of the RT 
PC has performance superior to 
most of the systems in the chart. 
The RT PC has performance that is 
generally superior to the fastest of 
the Motorola-based systems 
(25-MHz 68020 machines). The cur
rent RT PC really is a superior 
system that has received less notice 
than it deserves. 
David Wilson 
Workstation Laboratories 
Humboldt, AZ 

WRITE IN 
Send your letters to the Signals and 
Noise Editor, 275 Washington St, 
Newton MA 02158. We welcome all 
comments, pro or con. All letters must 
be signed , but we will withhold your 
name upon request. We reserve the 
right to edit letters for space and 
clarity. 

EDN January 7, 1988 

SWITCH MODE POWER 
FIT FOR YOUR NEEDS 
Case21 

750 Watts 
5"x6.5"x10 
Single Outputs 
Up to 5V 150A 
15A Auxiliary Mag 
Amp Outputs 

The power and flexibility you'd 
expect from 5X8X11 "slot" switch
ing power supplies is now 
available with room to spare with 
the Qualidyne Case 21 . Delivering 
750 Watts from 1 to 7 fully regu
lated outputs. A unique package 
design that makes system connec
tions a snap. A full assortment of 
standard features and options 

THE SWITCHER FIT FDR YOUR NEEDS 

ll,ua/id!Jne 
plus safety approvals and com
pliance with worldwide standards. 
Cut your power supply down to 
size with the Qualidyne Case 21. 

Qualidyne Systems, Inc. 
3055 Del Sol Boulevard, San Diego, CA 92154 

(619) 575-11 00 Telex: 709 029 FAX : 619 4291011 
(800) 445-0425 In Calif. (800) 237-6885 

CIRCLE NO 2 

We eat conventional 
transformers for breakfast 

With our advanced toroidal 
transformers, we offer a veritable 
menu of benefits for your state
of-the-art electrical designs and 
applications. 

Our TOREMA toroids are 
lighter, quieter and smaller than 
traditional laminated transform
ersAND other toroids, too .. 
food for thought when you're 
looking for exceptional technical 
and design advantages as well 
as significant savings in your 
finished product. 

Contact us for more informa
tion on TOREMA toroidal trans
formers-we'll feed it to you in a 
hurry. 

CIRCLE NO 3 

T R ANSFORME R S 

Torema U.S.A., Inc. 
6699 Portwest Dr. / 130 
Houston TX 77024 
(713) 861-6643 
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Finally there are graphics 
workstations as committed 
to incorporating industry 
standards and to ensuring 
upgradability, as to breaking 
today's graphics throughput 
barriers. You know that barriers 
are made to be broken. But that 
your investment in hardware 
and software, in systems and 
training, is made to last. 

That's why Tek's new 
4300 Series Workstations are 
designed with parallel graphics 
and compute processors. This 
architecture gives you the 
choice of putting Tek graphics 
to work in a workstation or termi
nal configuration. And because 
you can later upgrade that 
terminal to a fully integrated 
workstation, you know your 
investment in Tektronix 

engineering has lasting value. 
Just as forward-looking is 

the fact that the 4300 Series in
cludes the industry's most 
established standards: UNIX, 
68020 processors, Ethernet, 
TCP/IP, X Windows, and Tek 
PLOT 10® software, enhanced to 
complement the high through
put of these new systems. 

With 14 different configura
tions , a common user interface, 
Tek's de facto graphics stan
dard , and unsurpassed quality, 
the 4300 Series allows not just 
leading performance until the 
next breakthrough comes along 
- but growth for tomorrow. 

For more information on the 
4300 Series, contact your local 
Tek representative today. 
Or call 1-800-225-5434. 
In Oregon , 1-235-7202. 





How to improve 
your memory. 

Get 1 Mbit of RAM in a credit-card size cassette. 
The DuPont Memory Cassette System is the first 
system of its size to deliver up to 1 Mbit of memory. 
It gives you everything you can ask for-size, speed, 
and security. 

While other types of data storage media may 
have slightly more memory, you can fit multiple 
Du Pont Memory Cassettes in the space of conven
tional drive systems. These cas
settes can provide greater memory 
and direct access to your data. And 
they're faster too-about 107 times 
faster, in fact. 

Unlike floppy disks, the cas

sette protects closed architectures 
and virtually eliminates copying. 
With along-life replaceable lithium battery, to avoid 
erasure during power failures. And the cassette 
is designed to offer protection from electromagnetic 
interference and electrostatic discharge. 

We've put all those features in a really tough 
package-the connector is rated for 10,000 mating 
cycles minimum; tested up to 50,000 cycles-to 
create a truly unforgettable system. Perfect for your 
every application, RAM or ROM. The Memory Cas
sette System will allow you to save on components, 
save on space, and still design a more versatile product. 

We'll be glad to tell you more. Just call 1-800-
527-2601, for our free brochure. But call now, 
while it's fresh in your memory. 

DuPont Electronics 
Share the power of our resources. 
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The SPACE SAVER. 
The Model 615 Trackball 

No room for a trackball in your new console design? Then our Model 
615 will convince you there's plenty of room for improvement. 
Only 1.5 inches in diameter in a 2. 75 x 2:75 inch case, the Model 615 
needs only 1 inch of back panel 
space. Even so, it provides the 
high quality and good feel you 'd 
expect only from a much larger 
trackball. 
And we've left plenty of room 
tor options. You can get the 
Model 615 with a quadrature 
square wave or TTL level pulse 
output. Coded digital outputs 
are also available in a slightly 
larger case. 
Call or write us tor more infor
mation. And we 'll prove all this 
room is no rumor. 

Measurement Systems, Inc. 
121 Water Street, Norwalk, CT 06854, U.S.A. (203) 838-5561 
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ThermaPro-V 
Technology 
for the 
Major DC and 
Patriot DC fans. 
Introducing Major DC and Patriot DC with optional ThermaPro-Y Technology. 
High pressure capabilities for computer and telecommunications applications, com
bined with ThermaPro-V, make Major DC and Patriot DC a design engineer's answer 
to complex cooling problems. 
Comair Rotron 's Major DC and Patriot DC with patented feathered edge blades offer 
wide voltage input and extended performance ranges. Simplified circuits, increased 
options, quiet ball bearing operation and an all metal venturi are now available in a 
single fan for multiple use. 
ThermaPro-V Technology, Voltage Regulated, Programmable, and Thermally 
Speed Controlled. 
Comair Rotron . The First Name in Forced Convection Cooling Technology. 

For literature only call 800-367-2662. In NYS 
and for product or technical assistance call our 
application Engineering Dept. at (914) 246-3615. 

COMAIR~ROTRON 
a KLI company 

12 North Street Sawyer Industrial Park. Saugerties, N. Y. 12477-1096 
Telephone: C914J 246-3615 TWX 910-333-7572 Telex: 551496 
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CALENDAR 
Third Annual Technical Symposi
um on Optoelectronics and Laser 
Applications in Science and Engi
neering, Los Angeles, CA. SPIE, 
Box 10, Bellingham, WA 98227. 
(206) 676-3290. January 10. 

ATE and Instrumentation Confer
ence West, Anaheim, CA. MG Ex
positions Group, 1050 Common
wealth Ave, Boston, MA 02215. 
(800) 223-7126. January 12 to 14. 

Third Annual Battery Conference 
on Applications and Advances, 
Long Beach, CA. Cecile Duong, De
partment of Electrical Engineering, 
California State University at Long 
Beach, 1250 Bellflower Blvd, Long 
Beach, CA 90840. (213) 498-4605. 
January 12 to 14. 

Designing Real-Time Hardware 
for Digital Signal Processing 
(short course), Los Angeles, CA. 
Integrated Computer Systems, Box 
3614, Culver City, CA 90231. (800) 
421-8166; in CA, (213) 417-8888. Jan
uary 12 to 15. 

Real-Time Operating Systems 
(short course), San Diego, CA. Inte
grated Computer Systems, Box 
3614, Culver City, CA 90231. (800) 
421-8166; in CA, (213) 417-8888. Jan
uary 12 to 15. 

Annual IEEE Design Automation 
Workshop, Apache Junction, AZ. 
Walling Cyre, Control Data, HQM 
173, Box 1249, Minneapolis, MN 
55440. (612) 853-2692. January 13 
to 15. 

Conference on Optical Fiber Com
munication (OFC '88), New Or
leans, LA. Optical Society of Ameri
ca, 1816 Jefferson Pl NW, 
Washington, DC 20036. (202) 223-
0926. January 25 to 27. 

Neural Networks for Artificial In
telligence, Los Angeles, CA_ Tech
nology Transfer Institute, 741 10th 
St, Santa Monica, CA 90402. (213) 
394-8305. January 25 to 27. 
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M ICRO·CAP ll:M 
The CAE tool with fully interactive 

analog simulation for your PC. 
Spectrum Software's MICRO-CAP II® is 
fast, powerful, and feature rich. This fully 
interactive, advanced electronic circuit 
analysis program helps engineers speed 
through analog problems right at their 
own PCs. 

MICRO-CAP II, which is based on our origi
nal MICRO-CAP software, is a field-proven, 
second-generation program. But it 's dra
matically improved. 

Schematic Editor 

MICRO-CAP II has faster analysis routines. 
Better resolution and color. Larger librar
ies. All add up to a powerful, cost-effective 
CAE tool for your PC. 

The program has a sophisticated inte
grated schematic editor with a pan capa
bility. Just sketch and analyze. You can step 

EDN January 7, 1988 

7/-a11sie11t Analysis 

component values, and run worst-case 
scenarios-all interactively. And a 500-type* 
library of standard parts is at your finger
tips for added tlexiblity. 

MICRO-CAP II is available for IBM® PCs 
and Macintosh.'" The IBM version is CGA, 
EGA, and Hercules® compatible and costs 
only $895 complete. An evaluation version 
is available for $100. Call or write today for 
our free brochure and demo disk. We'd like 
to tell you more about analog solutions in 
the fast lane. 

• Integrated schematic editor 
• Fast analysis routines 
• High-resolution graphic output 
• Standard parts library of 500* types 

• IBM versions only. 

CIRCLE NO 36 

• 'Ifansient, AC, DC, and FIT routines 
• Op-amp and switch models 
• Spec-sheet-to model converter* 
• Printer and plotter* hard copy 

AC Analysis 

------------ -- -- - - --- - -.=:::-§:F~~;:= ~= 5 5 

1021 S. Wolfe Road, Dept. E 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
(408) 738-4387 

MICRO·CAP II is a regis1ered trademark 
of Spectrum Software. 
Macintosh is a trademark of Mcintosh Laboratory, Inc. 
and is being used with express pemussion of its owner. 
Hercules is a registered trademark 
of Hercules Computer Technology 

IBM is a registered trademark 
of lntemationaJ Business Machines. Inc. 
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Cut Costs 
50°/o 
on Electronic 
Chassis and 
Enclosures 

Use Steel Wire 
construction ... 
one source does it all 
IR&D 
I prototyping 
I in-house tooling 
I short runs 
I low- or high-vol. production 
I in-house finishing TITCHENER E.H. Titchener & Co. 
I defect-free performance 
I just-in-time delivery ~ P.O. Box 1706 

• 

28 Titchener Place -1 a;nghamton, NY 13902 

Send for FREE Design Guide 
® Phone 607-772-1161 

FAX 607-771-0264 
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Who are you buying from 
... a company that fills 
orders? Or one that literally 
puts their entire facility at 
your disposal? 

Telegenix wants to be 
your resource for DC plasma 
displays. But we intend to 
earn and keep your business 
by taking the time to know 
your exact needs, and using 
our extensive engineering and 
manufacturing capabilities 
to produce the displays you 

require. If our off-the-shelf 
line doesn't provide pin-to-pin 
compatibility, rest assured, 
we will custom engineer our 
products to meet any specifi
cations and back them with 
a two year warranty. All of 
this, we might add, at very 
competitive pricing. 

If this isn't what you're 
hearing from your present 
source, perhaps you need the 
resource in plasma displays ... 
Telegenix! 

AN INDUCTOTHERM COMPANY 

26 Olney Avenue, P.O. Box 5550, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 • (800) 424-5220 (EXT. 132) 
in NJ coll (609) 424-5220 (EXT. 132) 
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CALENDAR 
Annual Reliability and Maintaina
bility Symposium, Los Angeles, 
CA. V R Monshaw, RCA, Astro 
Electronics, Box 800, MS 55, 
Princeton, NJ 08540. (609) 426-
2182. January 26 to 28. 

Designing Real-Time Hardware 
for Digital Signal Processing 
(short course), Montreal, Canada. 
Integrated Computer Systems, Box 
3614, Culver City, CA 90231. (800) 
421-8166; in CA, (213) 417-8888. Jan
uary 26 to 29. 

High-Performance Computer Ar
chitectures (short course), Wash
ington, DC. Integrated Computer 
Systems, Box 3614, Culver City, CA 
90231. (800) 421-8166; in CA, (213) 
417-8888. January 26 to 29. 

APEC '88, New Orleans, LA. IEEE 
Power Electronics Council, 655 15th 
St, NW, Suite 300, Washington, DC 
20005. (202) 639-4990. February 1 
to 5. 

Microwave Circuit Design I (short 
course), El Segundo, CA. UCLA 
Extension, 10995 Le Conte Ave, 
Los Angeles, CA 90024. (213) 825-
3344. February 1 to 5. 

High-Performance Computer Ar
chitectures (short course), Los An
geles, CA. Integrated Computer 
Systems, Box 3614, Culver City, CA 
90231. (800) 421-8166; in CA, (213) 
417-8888. February 2 to 5. 

Microwave Circuit Design II (short 
course), Los Angeles, CA. UCLA 
Extension, 10995 Le Conte Ave, 
Los Angeles, CA 90024. (213) 825- · 
3344. February 8 to 12. 

Unix Technical Conference, Dal
las, TX. Usenix Conference Office, 
Box 385, Sunset Beach, CA 90742. 
(213) 592-1381. February 9 to 12. 
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The one interconnect system 

Reliable , low cost 
Thermoplastic QIKMATE™ 
plugs and receptacles in 10 
sizes (2-36 contact postions) . 

Thermoset rectangular 
connectors with 104 and 152 
contact positions. 



you never outgrow! I 
~ 
~ 

Trim Trier 
r 
m 
(J) 
)> 
z 
0 

~:u 
Single contact system 
satisfies over 100,000 
interconnect variations. 

Designed for maximum flexibility, proven 
in millions of applications-Burndy's 
TRIM-TRIO contact/connector family 
lets you meet all your application needs
no matter how often they change
without changing your contact system! 
Your tooling! Or your installation 
procedures! 

You simply select the contact/housing 
combination that best satisfies your 
current needs. Then, as needs change, 
you just change the combinations. 
Nothing else! Not your tooling! Not your 
operations. Nothing! And no matter what 
combination you choose-or how many
you still enjoy all the advantages of 
standardization. Which means faster, 
more economical assembly and greater 
quality control-all along the line. 

So make it easy on yourself. Standardize 
on the proven reliability of the Burndy 
TRIM-TRIO interconnect system. The 
one system that offers you thousands of 

·1 

~ 
Q 
c 
:u 

variations. The one system you'll never ; 2 
outgrow. And to make things easier, all ill 
variations of the TRIM-TRIO family are~ 
available-off the shelf-at your local ~ [] 
Burndy Distributor. For details, write: ~ 
Burndy Corporation, TRIM-TRIO 5 

(1 Product Manager, Norwalk, CT 06856. ~ 

Or call: 203-852-8711. ~ ~ 
THE TRIM-TRIO CONTACTS SYSTEM: ~ 
Closed barrel Machined Contacts 8 
for both crimp and wire-wrap power ~ 
applications up to 13 amps. Open barrel ~ 

Precision Formed contacts for power and s: n 
signal applications. Sub-miniature Coax ~ 
(one-piece or 2-piece) for coaxial cable, R 
shielded conductors and twisted pairs. 6 
These three basic types (with variations for ~ 
different conductors, contact platings and ~ D 
termination options) make up the S 
TRIM-TRIO contact system. All can be ~ 
intermixed in any of scores of Burntly ~ 

connector housings designed around this ~-:~:fi_~ ;z contact system. 

.Q BURNDV 
"O o""'"" ·::~~::·~::~:::~::::~~" !~ ., 

CIRCULAR SERIES: with ~ 
rugged metal bayonnet ·:~~:u· m coupling. 9 sizes (4 

thru 48 positons) . 

BANTAMATE II™ low cost 
circulars- deliver up to 500 
mating cycles. Positive 
polarization. Quick 
disconnect. 4 sizes (4 thru 
30 positions). 
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People have been talking 
about optical drives for years. 
But have you ever actually seen 
one work? 

Well, now you can. 
Because while others were 

talking about optical drives and 
solutions, Maxtor was devel
oping them. And now we're 
shipping our 800MB 5~-inch 
optical WORM drive in volume. 

It's the first in our family of 
optical drives. And it's perfect 
for high-volume back-up, 
image or archival storage. 

It's offered with a full com
plement of integration software 
and hardware, including media, 
cable and host adapter. Or it's 
available as a fully-configured 
plug-and-play mass storage 
subsystem. 

Either way, it's fully compatible 
with most popular computers. 

So don't wait to make optical 
drives a reality for your system. 

Contact the Maxtor distributor 
or sales office listed below for 
complete technical 
and ordering infor
mation. 

Because 
seeing is 
believing. 

Sales offices: Atlanta (404) 455-4226, Austin (512) 345-2742, Boston (617) 872-85561 New Jersey (201) 747-7337, 
Orange County (714) 472-2344, San Jose (408) 435-7884, Woking, England (44)/4862-29814, Tokyo, Japan 81-3-431-8940. 

Distributed by Anthem Electronics, (7l4) 768-4444, (408) 295-4200, (617) 657-5170, Future Electronics, (514) 694-7710, Pioneer Standard Electronics, Inc., (216) 587-3600, 
(301) 921-0660, Quality Components, Inc., (214) 733-4300, Storex Corporation, (617) 769-3400, Storage Dimensions, Inc., (408) 395-2688. 

© 1987 Maxtor Corporation 
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EDITORIAL 

Standards aren't always standard 

EDN January 7, 1988 

I'm glad my local hardware store stocks standard hardware. If manufactur
ers developed their own fittings, nuts, and bolts, mechanical repairs and 
projects would be impossible. The same is true in electronics. Standard 
component values and packages make designing circuits easier. However, 
as electronic systems become more complex, standards become less stan
dard, which leads to trouble. 

In the early days of microcomputers, the S-100 Bus became a de facto 
standard. However, that standard meant different things to different 
suppliers. Undefined bus signals and timing relationships often led to chaos 
as suppliers defined signals to meet their own needs. Users could spend 
days debugging a system after simply exchanging one CPU board for 
another. The IEEE finally standardized the S-100 Bus specification-just 
when the bus's popularity plummeted. 

Even the availability of an industry-wide standard doesn't guarantee 
compatibility. Anyone who has connected RS-232C-based devices can attest 
to the standard's transformation into an ever-present nightmare. Almost 
everyone has his own interpretation of what RS-232C signals do. 

More-complex standards lead to more-complex problems. For example, 
even on the fairly simple STD Bus, you can't always exchange one CPU card 
for another. Cards compatible with a 68000-based CPU board may not work 
with a Z80-based CPU card. Even the well-thought-out VME Bus has its 
problems. Why else would there be interest in setting up laboratories to 
test VME Bus products? 

Software has its own set of problems. Although the Basic and C 
languages are fairly standard, there are enhancements and extensions 
galore. Such additions may make it difficult for users to make their 
individual versions compatible with future language standards. Even 
among so-called "MS-DOS-compatible" PCs, software-compatibility prob
lems persist. Programs that run on one computer may not run on another. 

The problem of standardization hasn't spared the automotive sector, 
either. Although General Motors established the Manufacturing Automa
tion Protocol (MAP) standard, it has already made major revisions. MAP 
users may be comforted to know that the MAP Group Steering Committee 
says that there will be no major change in the standard for six years. 
However, the committee envisions "minor" changes, so although you won't 
see version 4 soon, you may find version 3.1 or 3.2 around the corner. 

In sum, although standards are useful and good for the electronics 
industry, it's wise to use caution when adopting them and remember that 
they're only a starting point. , 1 • 

~~ U Editor 
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High-resolution conversion 



in the blink of an eye. 

Get video speed, low power consumption, 
high resolution and superior price/performance 

with our new CMOS data converters. 

We've expanded our Line to include more CMOS flash 
ADC's, a charge balancing ADC, an SPI ADC and a DAC. All 
featuring single 5V supply operation. 

We also offer a new high-speed op amp especially well
suited to driving ADC's or video cables. 

4, 6 and 8-bit CMOS flash ADC's. 
Choose from 4, 6 and 8-bitADC's. All operate at \~deo 

speeds, with clocking speed and input bandwidth specified at 
5V. What makes these flash ADC's special is silicon-on
sapphire construction, resulting in low cos~ high speed, very 
low input capacitance, low power consumption and inherent 
latch-up resistance. 

10-bit CMOS charge balancing ADC. 
This 10-bit successive approximation ADC captures fast 

moving signals, providing excellent resolution. 
It features a built-in fast tr'dck and hold, with conversion 

rates of 150 KHz and an input bandwidth of 1.5 MHz. Even at 
the maximum rate, power consumption is less than 20 mW. 

10-bit CMOS serial ADC. 
The CDP68HC68A2 is selectable for either 8-or 10-bit 

resolution and has an 8-channel multiplexer allowing up lo 
8 channels ofinputs. The device can be used directly with our 
CDP68HC05C4, C8 or D2 microprocessors or other similar 
SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) buses. 

8-bit CMOS R-2R video-speed DAC's. 
These CMOS/SOS digital-to-analog converters operate 

from a single 5V supply at video speeds and can produce "rail
to-rail" output swings. Typical update rate is 50 MHz. Seuling is 
fast (20 ns typical) to V2 LSB. "Glitch" energy is minimized by 
segmenting and bar graph decoding of upper 3 bits. 

High-speed op amp. 
Specially designed for use with data converters, the 

CA3450 op amp has excellent speed and transmission line 
driving capabilities. 

For IO-bit accuracy, it settles to within V2 LSB in 40 ns with 
a 2Vinputsignal. And it can drive up to four50 ohm 
transmission lines. 

ADC's Res. Bits Conv. Rate Hz Power Diss. (M W} Pkg. Leads 1K Price 

CA3304E 4 20M 30 16 2.95 

CA3304AE 4 25M 35 16 4.50 

CA3306CE 8 10M 65 18 5.50 

CA3306E/3306AE 6 15M 70 18 6.25111.25 

CA3318E/3318CE 8 15M 150 24 38.50/24.00 

CA3310E/3310AE 10 150K 15 24 6.00/8.00 

CDP68HC88A2E 10 10K 15 16 3.75 

DAC's 

CA3338E/3338AE 8 SOM 100 16 6.00/8.40 

OP AMP UGBWHz Slew Rate (X10) /..,, MA Pkg Leads 1KPrlce 

CA3450E 200M 'JOOV/µ.Sec ±75 16 2.70 

Data in a flash. 
For data sheets of these new products, call toll-free 

800-443-7364, extension 19. Or contact your local GE Solid 
State sales office or distributor. 

• 
In Europe, call : Brussels, (2) 246-21-11; Paris, (1) 39-46-57-99; London, 0276-685911; Milano, (2) 82-291 ; Munich, (89) 63813-0 . 

GE/ RCA/lntersil Semiconductors 
These three leading brands are now one leading-edge company. 
Together, we have the resources-and the commitment -
to help you conquer new worlds. 

GE Solid State 
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The all new 
SMS™ (surface 

mount sensor) series 
thermistors offer fast 
response, high inter
changeability and 
long term stability, 
making them ideal for 
both temperature 
sensing and compen
sation . Hermetic 
design makes the 
SMS™ series more 
durable and resistant 
to cleaning materials . 
The availability of a 
wide range of 
resistance values and 
slopes allows more 
flexib ility in designing 
with surface 
mount appl i-
cations. ~ 

Shown 
actual 

Phone or 
write for your 
free design data. 

llDWEST 
OMPONENTS 
NC. 

P.O. Box 787 

size 

1981 Port City Boulevard 
Muskegon, Ml 49443 
(616) 777-2602 
TWX: 51 0-394-4130 
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EON 
INFO CARDS 

The Fastest, Most Cost-Effective 
Way to Generate Sales Leads! 

RUSH ME YOUR FULL COLOR 
6 PAGE BROCHURE. 
Name 
Title 
Comµ,.ny 
Address 

--- • C1tv 

Send me the ~Thermauoy 

'E~T SIN~ CATALOG 

With EON Info Cards, you can turn a small investment into high-quality 
sales leads. 

Issued six times per year in loose-deck packs, EDN Info Cards are delivered 
to EDN magazine's U.S. circulation of 121,500 specifiers and buyers. Which 
means they deliver results! In fact, the average card in a deck pulls literally 
hundreds of prospects. 

You'll enjoy this steady, dependable source of qualified leads for less than 
l 1/2¢ per name. And because all inquiries come directly back to you, the 
faster you respond, the faster you get results. 

Used as an adjunct to an advertising /promotion campaign or all by them
selves, EDN Info Cards will generate the qualified leads you need to sell 
your products. 

For further information, contact Lauren Fox, EDN Info Cards Manager, 
at (203) 328-2580. 
*Numbers represent actual responses. 
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If you were ITI and had to automate 
power monitoring and control systems 
for telephone power plants, who would 
you turn to? And what if you were Bell 
Canada and your purpose was to auto
mate the company's trouble reporting, 
analysis, and control procedures? Or 
suppose you were the Allright Parking 
Company and had to automate the data 
acquisition and distributed control of 

THE 
SOFTWARE 
PROBLEM 
SOLVERS 

a large number of parking facilities? 
If you knew what those companies 

know, you would do what they did. You 
would turn to FORTH, Inc. because you 'd 
know that they have the real-time soft
ware capabilities that such automation 
programs require-as well as Custom 
Applications, Software/Hardware lnte-

gration, Installation and Training, Ongo
ing Maintenance, and Hot Line Support. 

And if yours is not a custom appli
cation, FORTH, Inc. also offers its power
ful family of polyFORTH software and 

related hardware products. These inter
active development tools are compatible 
with the most popular computers from 
microprocessors to super-minis. 

So, for applications-oriented 
products or expert help with your auto
mation project, do what the major corpo
rations are doing. Turn to FORTH, Inc., 
the "software problem solvers" who 
understand such real-time applications 
as process control, robotics, digital signal 
processing, machine vision, data acquisi
tion and analysis, and networking. 

FORTH, Inc. gives you the option
produd or custom services. FORTH will 
do it all for you, or provide you with a 
product to solve your problem. You make 
the decision. 

Bell Canada 
Automated Telco 

Trouble 
Reporting 

Allright Parking 
Automated 

Data Acquisition 
& Control 

Your Company 
How Can We 

Help You? 

Cost-Effective 
Solutions 

For Programming 
Real-Time Process Control 
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D Please send me your brochure that describes 
the polyFORTH family of products and 
your custom services. 

D I have an application in mind, which 
is _______ _ 

Name/Tille 

Company/Division 

Address 

City 

State 

D Have a salesman call me. FORTH, Inc. Phone 

Zip 

EDN010788 

FORTH, Inc., 111 N. Sepulveda Blvd., Manhattan Beach, CA 90266. 
Phone: 800-55-FORTH. Inside california: (213) 372-8493. 

I 
I 
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SENSIBLE DRIVING. 

455-6136115 

SPR ~ ~GUE Sprague is the only company that makes all of the electronics for brushless de 
J-W motors. Sprague makes a wide range of brushless motor drivers: unipolar, half-bridge, 

HAS IT ALL full-bridge, dual full-bridge, 3-phase: some with commutation logic. Sprague 
also makes Hall Effect IC sensors for use as brushless de motor commutators. 

FOR Bn1usHLESS DCs ~~~s~f~o~~ts~~t=r~~v~~~u~~:e~yn~v~~ve 
~ e extended temperature ranges and 

survive in punishing environments. You can count on Sprague to give you the right match of power !Cs and Hall Effect 
sensors for sensible driving of brushless de motors. May we tell you more? Sprague Electric Co., Semiconductor Group, 
Worcestor, MA. For applications assistance , call 800/247-2ITT7 (in Mass., 800/247-2076). For Motor 'i'T;•~.._ SPRnGUEI!! 
Driver Brochure WR-202, Hall Effect Application Guide CN-207, and Data Sheet 29318.20 write to (!~· 1!J) H 
Technical Literature Service, Sprague Electric Company, P.O. Box 9102, Mansfield, MA 02048-9102. --h'"' THE MARK oF REL1u1uTv 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

Telecomm ICs offer improved functions 
for telephone- and PABX-system designs 
Dave Pryce, Associate Editor 

The latest offerings from telecomm
IC manufacturers not only continue 
the general trend toward higher in
tegration by incorporating more 
functions than previous telecomm 
!Cs did-they also substantially im
prove on those functions. Many of 
these just-introduced telecomm !Cs 
offer economical ways to upgrade 
your telephone and PABX designs. 

In the last few years, ICs have 
taken over many telephone and 
PABX functions that were previous
ly performed by electromechanical 
circuitry. In telephone handsets, for 
example, the bu~ky electromagnetic 
bell has gone the way of the dino
saur, relegated to extinction by 
monolithic tone ringers that drive a 
small permanent-magnet speaker or 
a piezoelectric transducer. Speech 
amplification, in conjunction with 
other functions on the same IC, has 
allowed designers to replace the car
bon-granule microphone with a 
more reliable dynamic type. Mono
lithic pulse- and tone-dialer ICs now 
replace the archaic rotary dialing 
mechanism, and speakerphone ICs 
now let designers create compact 
systems that permit hands-free con
versations. 

For PABX applications, monolith
ic SLICs (subscriber-line interface 
circuits) provide a number of func
tions, including the replacement of 
the hybrid transformer that's nor
mally required for the 2- to 4-wire 
conversion. For trunk-line and cen
tral-office applications, which have 
tougher specifications for longitudi
nal balance, you can find monolithic 
ICs that employ magnetic compen
sation to reduce the size and cost of 
the transformer. And at least two 
very recent !Cs let you eliminate the 
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Forming the basis for a complete telephone, this module from Rohm includes a DTMF 
dialer, a speech network, and a tone ringer. 

transformer in even the toughest 
applications. 

Of the early tone ringers that 
replaced the electromagnetic bell in 
telephones, the most successful was 
probably the ML-8204 from Mitel, 
which was later offered by a number 
of alternate-source suppliers. Liter
ally millions of these ICs were used 
in inexpensive telephones during 
the phone glut between 1983 and 
1985. This chip had shortcomings, 
however. It couldn't easily drive a 
piezoelectric transducer, and it re
quired an external bridge rectifier 

and zener diode to interface with 
the phone line. 

The ZN488E from Ferranti solves 
both of these problems, as well as 
providing other features. The ZN4-
88E (Fig 1) includes an on-chip 
bridge rectifier for direct-line oper
ation, and you can use this IC with 
either piezoelectric or magnetic 
transducers. A standard 560-kHz 
ceramic resonator controls the 
clock-oscillator frequency, and in
ternal frequency dividers provide 
selectable output frequencies of ei
ther 1000 and 1250 Hz or 1167 and 
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Only Xlcor lets you migrate 
fro111 2K to 16K-wlth no 
hardware develop111ent 
detours. 

Sooner or later, your E2PROM-based 
designs are going to be headed for 
an upgrade. And when they are, 
you'll be glad you designed in Xicor 
serial 1/0 parts. Because they're the 
direct route from low- to high-density 
applications. The only direct route. 

Xicor's family of 2K, 4K and 16K 
serial E2PR0Ms offer pin-for-pin 
compatibility, up and down the line. 
They're ideal for data storage in 
single-chip microcontroller designs, 
when field reprogrammability is 
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essential. In these applications
where data lines are limited
interface requirements can be 
reduced to a simple, two-wire bus T .. 

Increasing Capablllty ~ 

strudure. So you save both on board ] 
space and on component costs. 

No matter what serial E2PROM 
path you take, Xicor sta~ with you 
all the way. At the low end, we 
offer a 256-bit NOVRAM, X2444, 
that's actually two memories in 
one: a 256-bit SRAM, overlaid with 
a nonvolatile 256-bit E2PROM. And 
at the high end, our CMOS parts 
feature low-power operation-well 
suited for portable designs. 

Throughout the line, Xicor serial 
E2PROMs deliver reliable perform
ance in applications that require 
extended endurance, with data 
retention greater than 100 years. 
They're available in commercial, 
industrial and military temperature 
ranges. And backed by Xicor's on-
site technical design support. 

CIRCLE NO 26 

So if your designs need eco
nom ica I storage options today plus 
easy growth potential tomorrow, 
check with Xicor. Were the only 
supplier who can get you on the 
right track now. And keep you on 
it-farther down the road. Call 
(408) 432-8888 today, or write: 
Xicor, Inc., 851 Buckeye Court, 
Milpitas, CA 95035. 

-------® 
MAKll IT MIMOllAal 
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1333 Hz. The IC switches between 
the selected frequencies at a 10-Hz 
rate to generate a warbling ringing 
tone. A key feature of the ZN488E 
is its excellent dial-pulse rejection, 
which is accomplished by means of 
internal digital filtering. Housed in 
an 8-pin plastic DIP, the device 
costs $1.35 (1000). 
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Although it's not a tone ringer 
per se, the TCM1520A from Texas 
Instruments detects the ringing sig
nal from the telephone line and con
verts it to an output suitable for 
driving an optocoupler or TTL, 
NMOS-logic, or CMOS-logic device. 
The TCM1520A will work with ei
ther isolated or nonisolated sup
plies. It's used principally in feature 
phones and autoanswer modems to 
activate other equipment after a 
specified number of rings. In a typi
cal application, the device is acti
vated by the telephone line ringing 
voltage of 40 to 150V at 16 to 68 Hz. 
The IC provides an inverting output 
for driving external logic. Packaged 
in an 8-pin DIP, the TCM1520A 
costs $1.01 (100). 

Fig 2-For DTMF transceiver applications, the SSl-20C89 from Silicon Systems generates 
and detects all 16 standard DT MF signals. The circuit provides a microprocessor interface for 
tone-signal generation. 

Listen to the tones 
The replacement of the rotary di

aling mechanism with pushbuttons 
has brought with it a number of 

monolithic !Cs that replicate the 
dial pulses or generate DTMF (dual
tone multiple-frequency) signals (as 
in AT&T's Touch Tone phones). Al-

RINGING 
GENERATOR 

r0-i 
I 

LINE I 
I 

1 

B 

SUBSTRATE 

560-kHz 
CERAMIC 

RESONATOR 

SELECT 
OUTPUT 

FREQUENCIES 

TONE GENERATOR 
DIVIDERS AND LOGIC 

Fig 1-Able to drive either piezoelectric or magnetic transducers, the ZN488E t.one ringer 
from Ferranti includes an on-chip bridge rectifier for direct-line operation. 
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though pulse-dialing applications 
are rapidly fading as the telephone 
networks switch over to DTMF, a 
number of manufacturers such as 
Gould/AMI, Mostek, Plessey, and 
SGS still supply !Cs for pulse dial
ing. The 2560-type device, for exam
ple, is still popular and is available 
from several suppliers. For DTMF 
applications, manufacturers of tele
phone !Cs offer a variety of prod
ucts, such as the PCD3310 from 
Philips and Signetics, which pro
vides both pulse- and DTMF -dialing 
functions. 

Silicon Systems offers a complete 
circuit for DTMF applications. Its 
SSI-20C89 chip is actually a trans
ceiver that not only generates and 
detects all 16 standard DTMF codes 
but also provides a microprocessor 
interface. The DTMF receiver sec
tion of the SSI-20C89 (Fig 2) de
tects the presence of a valid tone 
pair on the telephone line, indicat
ing a single dialed digit. Pin 8 ac-
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cepts the analog input signal which 
then goes through eight bandpass 
filters that detect the individual 
tones. The digital postprocessor 
times the tone durations and pro
vides the correctly coded digital 
outputs. The chip's 3-state outputs 
facilitate bus-oriented architectures 
and drive standard CMOS circuitry. 
A low-cost, 3.579545-MHz color
burst crystal provides the time base 
for the digital functions and the 
switched-capacitor filters. 

The transmitter (DTMF genera
tor) section of the 20C89 provides 
performance similar to that of the 
Mostek MK5380, but has a tighter 
specification for output amplitude 
range and includes the addition of 
independent latch and reset con
trols. The DTMF generator on the 
20C89 responds to a hexadecimal 
code input. Pins D4 through D1 are 
the data inputs for the generator. A 
high-to-low transition at the 
LATCH input results in the internal 
latching of the hexadecimal code and 
the generation of the appropriate 
DTMF tone pair. A high on the 
RESET pin disables the DTMF out
put, which will not be enabled again 
until the circuit latches in new data. 
The SSI-20C89 costs $8.48 (1000). 

ICs such as the SSI-20C89 are 
useful in consumer products such as 
telephone-answering machines. The 
DTMF receiver section, for exam
ple, allows the consumer to ring the 
answering machine from any DTMF 
telephone and act_ivate a playback of 
the messages by simply pushing one 
of the telephone's dial buttons. 

One-chip telephones 
Exemplifying the trend toward 

incorporating multiple functions on 
a single chip, the PBL-3780 from 
Rifa (Fig 3) is essentially a 1-chip 
telephone. This multipurpose IC 
contains the DTMF generator for 
tone dialing, the speech network for 
2- to 4-wire conversion and amplifi
cation of the signal from the micro
phone (and from the line to the 
receiver), and a simplified tone ring
er. The tone-ringer section requires 
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a 
3.58 MHz 

Fig 3-Essentially a I-chip telephone, the PBL-3780 from Rifa includes a DTMF generator 
for tone dialing, a speech network for 2- to 4-wire conversion and signal amplification, and a 
simplified tone ringer. 

the addition of several transistors 
and a few passive components. 

A key feature of the PBL-3780 is 
its ability to work at low current and 
low voltage-which is important in 
equipment intended for use in resi
dences, where several phones are 
sometimes connected in parallel. 
The PBL-3780 is well suited for use 
in telephone handsets. The bench
mark for telephone handsets is the 
traditional, passive, type 2500 tele
phone set, which uses a transform
er. Such telephones don't rely on 
electronics for speech transmission, 
and they're capable of functioning at 
currents of a few milliamps. The 
PBL-3780 functions at currents as 
low as 2.5 mA and at voltages under 
1.5V. 

Adding to the versatility of the 
PBL-3780 is the option it allows you 
of configuring the DTMF input pins 
(normally connected to the keypad) 
to a 4-bit latched data port. You can 
use this port to control the DTMF 
generator, thereby facilitating the 
use of a repertory dialer such as the 
Rifa PBM-3915 or a single-chip mi
croprocessor to perform advanced 
dialing functions. The PBL-3780 
sells for $2.48 and the PBM-3915 for 
$2.25 (10,000). 

Rohm Corp touts its BP3003 as a 
1-chip telephone, but it's not really a 
1-chip circuit at all. The BP3003 is 
actually a small (1.5X2.25-in.) print
ed-circuit module that includes 
three separate monolithic ICs, a ce-

ramie oscillator, and an assortment 
of transistors, diodes, and passive 
components. The monolithic ICs 
provide the basic functions of a 
DTMF dialer, a speech network, 
and a tone ringer. Because of its 
small size and low profile, this 
ready-to-use functional module fits 
easily into compact telephones. The 
BP3003 contains all of the electron
ics required for a complete tele
phone. The only components you 
need to add are the handset, a piezo
electric speaker, and the keypad. 
Evaluation samples cost $25. 

Speakerphone chips 
Among this year's crop of new 

telecomm ICs are improved speak
erphone chips. These devices are a 
welcome development, because 
many earlier attempts at designing 
speakerphone chips were less than 
fully successful. 

The basic difference between a 
speakerphone and a telephone hand
set lies in their operation. The hand
set is a full-duplex device that allows 
simultaneous conversations in both 
directions. In the handset, the mi
crophone is physically separated 
from the receiver and little, if any, 
acoustic feedback can occur to cause 
oscillations. Of necessity, speak
erphones use half-duplex operation, 
allowing conversation to take place 
in only one direction at a time to 
prevent the proximity of the micro
phone to the speaker from causing 
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There Will Still Be a Few Uses 
for Conventional ECL ASICs. 

Cold facts: now the highest-density ECL logic array runs at a 
cool 1/10 the gate power of competing devices. 

Raytheon's ASIC design expertise 
and proprietary technology make 
conventional ECL arrays too hot to 
handle. The superior performance of 
the new CGA 70El8 and CGA40El2: 
the ECL logic array family with the 
highest density and the lowest power 
requirement now available. 

D Superior performance: 300 pS 
delay and 300 µ W (typical gate) power 
dissipation deliver the industry's low
est speed-power product: <0.1 pJ . 
Toggle frequency 1.2 GHz (typical). 

EDN January 7, 1988 

D Highest density: 
CGA70El8 - 12540 equivalent gates 
CGA40El2 - 8001 equivalent gates 

D Lowest power: Industry's smallest 
bipolar transistors result in power dis
sipation that is a fraction of conven
tional ECL at comparable propagation 
delays. Typical chip power dissipation 
of 3W to 5W. 

D Et cetera: Interface TTL, ECL 
(lOK, lOKH , IOOK), ETL. Customer 
access to proven, fully integrated 
CAD system. Commercial and mili
tary operating ranges. 

CIRCLE NO 29 

Call Raytheon for access to the right 
ECL technology. We're not blowing 
any smoke, and neither should your 
system's performance. 

Raytheon Company 
Semiconductor Division 
350 Ellis Street 
Mountain View, CA 94039-7016 
(415) 966-7716 

Access to the right technology 

Raytheon 
59 
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any "howling," or self-oscillation. -----------------, 
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Although you may still have diffi
culties with the physical placement 
of the microphone and the speaker 
in your speakerphone design, the 
newer speakerphone !Cs can ease 
your task, because manufacturers 
now have a better understanding of 
the overall requirements of speak
erphones and the functions the !Cs 
must have to overcome the inherent 
problems in speakerphone design. l._ ____ ------- _ _J 

A second-generation speak
erphone chip from Motorola, for ex
ample, offers a number of improve
ments over its predecessor. You can 
use the chip to design a high-perfor
mance speakerphone system. The 
MC34118 (Fig 4) is a voice-switched 
circuit that features background 
noise monitors for both the transmit 
and the receive paths, 4-point signal 
sensing for improved sensitivity, an 
improved attenuator-gain range of 
52 dB between transmission and re
ception, and the ability to operate at 
low voltage (3 to 6.5V) for line
powered applications. 

Fig 4-This second-generation speakerphone circuit-the MC34118 from Motorola-is a 
voice-switched circuit that includes background-noise monitors for both the transmit and the 
receive paths, 4-point signal sensing, and the ability to operate at low voltage. 

The MC34118 includes an on-chip 
microphone amplifier with an ad-

justable gain and mute control, and 
a dial-tone detector to prevent the 
attenuation of the dial tone by the 
receiver's background-noise moni
tor circuit. The chip also includes 
two line-driver amplifiers that you 
can use to form a hybrid network in 
conjunction with an external coup
ling transformer. The chip requires 
you to add an external power ampli
fier to drive the speaker, as you 
often had to do with earlier Motoro
la speakerphone !Cs. The MC34118 

For more information ... 

costs $4.00 in a 28-pin DIP and $4.24 
(100) in a 28-pin sore package. 

Rifa offers a selection of three 
speakerphone !Cs, including two 
u,nconventional CMOS types that 
are essentially advanced building 
blocks for high-quality speak
erphones. The CMOS types use re
sistor ladders and digitally con
trolled analog switches to perform 
the variable gain/attenuation func
tions. The PBL-3786 bipolar type is 
a more conventional analog circuit 

For more information on the telephone ICs discussed in this article, circle the appropriate numbers on the 
Information Retrieval Service card or contact the following manufacturers directly. 
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Ferranti Electric Inc 
87 Modular Ave 
Commack, NY 11725 
(516) 543-0200 
Circle No 685 

Gould Semiconductor Div 
3800 Homestead Rd 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 
(408) 246-0330 
Circle No 686 

Mite! Semiconductor 
360 Leggett Dr 
Kanata, Ontario 
K2K 1X5 Canada 
(613) 592-5630 
Circle No 687 

Motorola Inc 
Semiconductor Products 
Box 20912 
Phoenix, AZ 85036 
(800) 521-6274 
Circle No 688 

National Semiconductor Corp 
2900 Semiconductor Dr 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 
(408) 721-5000 
Circle No 689 

Philips Elcoma Div 
Box 523, 
5600 AM Eindhoven 
The Netherlands 
(040) 757-005 
TLX 51573 
Circle No 690 

Plessey Semiconductors 
9 Parker Rd 
Irvine, CA 92718 
(714) 472-0303 
Circle No 691 

Plessey Seniconductors Ltd 
Cheney Manor 
Swindon, Wiltshire 
SN22QW, UK 
0793-36251 
TLX 449637 
Circle No 692 

Rifa 
3255-4D Scott Blvd 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 
( 408) 988-3603 
Circle No 693 

RifaAB 
S-163 81 
Stockholm, Sweden 
08-757 50 00 
TLX 8125008 
Circle No 694 

Rohm Corp 
8 Whatney 
Irvine, CA 92718 
(714) 855-1669 
Circle No 695 

SGS Semiconductor Corp 
1000 East Bell Rd 
Phoenix, AZ 85022 
(602) 867-6100 
Circle Np 696 

Signetics Corp 
811 E Arques Ave 
Sunnyvale, CA 94088 
(408) 991-4571 
Circle No 697 

Silicon Systems Inc 
14351 Myford Rd 
Tustin, CA 92680 
(714) 731-7110 
Circle No 698 

Texas Instruments Inc 
Semiconductor Group (SC-766) 
Box 809066 
Dallas, TX 75380 
(800) 232-3200 ext 700 
Circle No 699 

Thomson Components-Mostek Corp 
1310 Electronics 
Carrollton, TX 75006 
(214) 466-7220 
Circle No 700 
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that is optimized for line-powered 
circuits. 

The PBL-3786 can operate at a 
supply voltage as low as 2.6V, which 
allows it to work on a wide range of 
telephone lines. The chip includes 
internal voltage regulation for its 
biasing and overvoltage protection, 
continuous speech-attenuation char
acteristics for soft-switching be
tween transmit and receive modes, 
and a speaker amplifier with auto
matic volume attenuation. An un
usual feature of the chip is its inclu
sion of a tone ringer, which most 
speakerphone chips don't include. 
The PBL-3786's tone ringer takes 
advantage of the built-in speaker 
amplifier. The chip sells for $3. 75 
(10,000). 

Subscribing to the line 
The basic functions of a subscrib

er-line card at the telephone ex
change are described by the 
BORS(C)HT standard. BORS(C)HT 
is not beet soup, but an acronym 
that stands for Battery, Overvolt
age, Ringing, Supervision, (Codec), 
Hybrid, and Test. The most difficult 
of these functions to perform with a 
monolithic IC is the hybrid function, 
which traditionally uses a trans
former for the required 2- to 4-wire 
conversion. This conversion includes 
changing from balanced transmis
sion on the 2-wire side to a single
ended transmission on the 4-wire 

side. The FCC requires the part 
that performs the hybrid function to 
exhibit longitudinal balance in order 
to reduce crosstalk on the lines, so 
the bulky transformer has been dif
ficult to replace with an IC. 

Typical SLIC de-feed circuits sup
ply 20 to 100 mA of current, depend
ing on the length of the loop. To 
handle these large currents without 
saturating, the transformer em
ploys magnetic laminates. The 
transformer must also have a large 
inductance value to satisfy return
loss and frequency-response specifi
cations. To satisy both these re
quirements, the transformer must 
be rather large. 

One way to reduce the size of the 
transformer yet still meet the FCC 
specs for longitudinal balance is to 
use a technique called magnetic 
compensation. National Semicon
ductor (TP3200) and Texas Instru
ments (TCM4207 A) offer monolithic 
!Cs that are specifically designed to 
provide magnetic compensation. 
(For a complete description of the 
National Semiconductor device, see 
"Magnetic compensation gives new 
life to transformer-based SLICs," 
EDN, April 30, 1987, pg 149.) 

The TP3200 and the TCM4207A 
ICs use the current in a tertiary 
winding on the transformer to can
cel the de flux (caused by loop cur
rent) in the main windings. This 
action prevents the transformer 

from saturating and allows you to 
use a small ferrite core. Special cir
cuits in the !Cs measure the loop 
current by sensing the voltage 
across a matched set of battery-feed 
resistors and, with proper adjust
ment, exactly cancel the de flux in 
the other windings. By using mag
netic-compensation !Cs, you can 
achieve a longitudinal-balance spec 
of greater than -60 dB. 

Although they're not identical in 
construction and features, both the 
TP3200 and the TCM4207A provide 
not only magnetic compensation, 
but also all of the other functions 
normally required in a SLIC. Pack
aged in a 22-pin DIP, the TP3200 
costs $3. 75 (1000). In a 24-pin ce
ramic DIP, the TCM4207 A costs 
$7.38 (1000). 

Eliminating the transformer 
Even though the technology of 

the transformer-based SLIC is a 
well-proven one, many designers 
would like to replace it with a mono
lithic IC. Unfortunately, until re
cently, no widely available mono
lithic IC could provide the required 
performance-particularly with re
gard to the specifications for longi
tudinal balance. Now, however, Mo
torola and Rifa offer devices that 
appear to be capable of doing just 
that. 

The Motorola MC34120 (Fig 5) 
and the Rifa PBL-3762 achieve the 

Vee .---.+=::::::e========i===========;------~;::::;::::;:::::::::::;;:::::;::::;::::;::::;:::::i._ Voo (5V) 
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'--------<1---c, 
,_ ___ ~ __ __.-----------~-- Coe 

Fig 5-Because it provides all the basic functions for a subscriber-line interface, the MC34120, along with a codec, can replace the 
transformer in PABX systems and other applications. 
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Discover the Power of Integrated CAE 
Design Capture and Verification. 
INASERIES 

Finding the most powerful electronic 
design solutions is now easier than ever, 
thanks to the Designer's WorkSystem'." 

Developed by Tektronix as part 
of Tektronix Aided Engineering, the 
Designers WorkSystem combines design 
capture and verification tools into one 
powerful solution. 

Designer's Database Schematic 
Capture (DDSC™) provides you with 
a fast, user-customizable, menu-driven 
system for design capture of IC and 
PCB schematics. 

From that same DDSC user interface, 
you can create graphic and textual 
descriptions of your circuit stimulus and 
run one of our powerful design verifi
cation tools, HIL0"'-3 Logic Simulation 
System or SPICE'"2G.6 analog simulator. 
Graphical simulation results are easy 
to view using our interactive graphi
cal circuit probe capability 

Once you're ready to document 
your project, our TekWriter™ 

PRODUCT 
CONCEPT 

Mechanical 
Design 

Engineering Design Documentation 
System (based on lnterleaf'") lets 
you merge DDSC design schematics 
and simulation data with professional 
text formats and other graphics for fast, 
camera-ready documentation. 

It's all part of Tektronix Aided Engineer
ing. A family of integrated WorkSystems 
addressing each area of your electronic 
design cycle. From design capture, 
verification and documentation to IC 
and PCB layout. All running on industry
standard platforms from 
Apollo"' 
and DEC'." 

WorkSystem, DDSC, TekWriter are trademarks of Tektronix, Inc . HILO is a registered trademark of GenRad, Inc. 
SPICE is based on Berkeley SPICE, University of California at Berkeley lnterleaf is a trademark of lnterleaf, Inc. 
Apollo is a registered trademark of Apollo Computers, Inc. DEC is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation 
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Best of all, it's from Tektronix. The 
name you've always trusted to get the 
engineering job done. So you're assured 
of worldwide service, support and 
training . 

To discover the power of Tektronix 
Aided Engineering , contact your local 
Tektronix, CAE Systems Division , sales 
office. Or call 800/547-1512. Tektronix, 
CAE Systems Division, PO. box 4600, 
Beaverton, OR 97076. 

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE 
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SINGLE-SLOO' /AT SOLUTIONS 
AVAILABLE NOW! 

CAT902 
10 MHz, I wait: Up to I 
meg RAM. 128K PROM: 
Dual floppy controller: 
SCS I hard disk interface: I 
parallel and 2 serial ports: 
EGA and 80287 optional: 
Keyboard port, speaker, 
reset I key lock I t urbo ports 

CAT910 
CAT900 Features plus: 
EGA extended resolution 
(1280 x 800): CGA and 
monochrome modes: 
1280 x 800, 640 x 
480, 640 x 350, and 640 
x 200 resolutions 

CAT911 
CAT 901 Features plus: 
EGA extended resolution 
(1280 x 800): CGA 
and monochrome modes: 
1280 x 800, 640 x 480, 
640 x 350, 640 x 200 
resolutions 
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CAT901 
12 MHz, 0 Wait: Dynamic 

clock speed change: Up 
to 4 meg RAM. 64K PROM: 

PROM set-up routines: 
Dual floppy controller: 
ST506 hard disk inter

face: I parallel and 
2 serial ports: EGA 
and 80287 optional: 

Keyboard port, speaker, 
reset I key lock I 

turbo ports 

CAT900 
12 MHz, 0 wait: Up to 8 

meg RAM . 64K PROM: I 
parallel and 2 seria l ports: 
EGA and 80287 optional : 

Keyboard port, speaker, 
reset, keylock, turbo port 

CAT912 
CAT902 features plus: 

EGA extended resolution 
(1280 x 800): CGA and 

monochrome modes: 1280 
x 800, 640 x 480, 640 x 

350, and 640 x 200 
resolutions 

• Backplanes • Card Cages • Fans • Plug-In Power Supplies • Low Profile Enclosure 
• Small Footprint Enclosure • Industrial Chassis • Rack Mount Chassis Design 
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~! Diversified 
liiiil Technology 

CALL 1-800-443-2667 
IN MS 601-856-4121 

P.O. BOX 748 • Ridgeland, MS 39158 
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)~·:-For~:;sor, scan, position ·::~si~~-~r---·-~ 
and robotics applications 

• Up to 400,000 operations 
• Detented or non-detented versions 

• All quadrature two bit codes 

•5000 lots for standard shafts and codes. 

920 Rathbone Avenue• P.O. Box 1528 
Aurora, Illinois 60507 USA 

STANDARD ~ 
GRIGSBY~ 
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FAX 312/844-4286 
312/844-4300 We Switch The World 
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UPDATE 
hybrid function by using a separate 
codec/filter circuit, and both devices 
carry impressive specifications for 
longitudinal balance. The specs are 
difficult to compare, however, be
cause they're stated somewhat dif
ferently. 

The MC34120's data sheet shows 
a 2-wire spec of -58 dB at 300 Hz 
and 1 kHz, and -53 dB at 3 kHz. 
The PBL-3762's 2-wire specs are 
-60 dB between 200 Hz and 1 kHz, 
-50 dB between 1 and 4 kHz, and 
-63 dB between 300 Hz and 3.4 
kHz. Of the two devices, the Rifa 
device appears to have somewhat 
better specs in the 300-Hz to 3-kHz 
range, but it's not certain, because 
Motorola and Rifa obtained their 
results under different conditions. 
Rifa, however, claims that the PBL-
3762 will meet or exceed all FCC 
specifications for longitudinal bal
ance. 

The first samples of the MC34120 
are planned for March or April 1988; 
the company expects to offer them 
for $6.80 (100) in either 20-pin DIPs 
or 20-pin SOIC packages. The PBL-
3762 (in a 22-pin DIP) is in produc
tion; it costs $8.95 (10,000). 

The parts discussed here are rep
resentative of the wide variety of 
telecomm ICs on the market: You 
can choose from literally hundreds 
of different types. From simple tone 
ringers to complex speakerphone 
chips to high-performance SLICs, 
ICs are available to satisfy almost 
any telecomm function in telephone
handset and PABX systems. EDN 

Article Interest Quotient 
(Circle One) 

High 515 Medium 516 Low 517 
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The 
CY233-

• 5v 40 pin CMOS 
• 300 Baud to 57.6K Ba 
• Selectable Token support 
• Numerous Operational Modes 
• $75/ea., $30/ 100 ------....... 

Parallel to Serial 
Parallel 
TTL 
Data & 
Strobes 

Serial Out 

Peer Ring LAN 

* 
*Local Intelligent Network Controller 

connects your world so 
many ways at such 

a low price! 

Quick Basic 
& Turbo-C 
Drivers 

~, Available 

Serial 
Serial to Parallel 

Parallel Out, 
Strobes 

& Mode 
Selection 

Host Ring Serial Ring Network with up to 
255 Nodes or Stations (2048 I/O Lines) 

Cybernetic Micro Systems, Inc. 
Box 3000 • San Gregorio, CA 94074 • USA 
(415) 726-3000 • Telex: 910-350-5842 

0 Rush free data sheet on the CY233-LINC 
0 Send $10 User Manual 
0 Send Manual and_ chips at $75 ea.+ $5 Shipping 

0 California Residents add Sales Tax 
0 Check enclosed 0 Charge my MC/VISA/Amex card 

Card # expire __ sign __ _ 

Name ________ Title ___ _ 
Company Phone 
Address Mail Stop 
City State _ Zip 



Who Makes Power 
And Tough Enough For 

COMPUTER 

SGS-THOMSON Microelec
tronics, of course. 

In fact, engineers now have 
a full range of self protecting 
power devices capable of 
intelligently interfacing with 
computers. 

No other industrial load driv
ing solutions are simpler or 
more cost-effective. SGS
THOMSON integrates protec
tion, diagnostic feedback and 
control functions on a single IC. 

Short circuits, overloads, 
ground and load disconnection 
are no problem. 

Meeting your demanding 
specs is no problem, either. 
SGS-THOMSON offers a full 
range of current ratings and 
configurations. Plus, you can 
choose from power packaging, 
mini-dip or surface mount ICs. 

INTERFACE 

• 
POWER AMPLIFICATION 

• From CPU small signals to 
power currents into the load 
• Any input level accepted: 
TTL, CMOS, etc. 
• Wide supply voltage range 

LOAD CONTROL 

• Load condition monitoring 
• Resistive and highly 
inductive loads 
• Dynamic stability with all 
loads 

CPU FEEDBACK 
• Output ON or OFF 
• Alarm output 
•Load conditions (open/ 
short) 

SAFETY FUNCTIONS 

• No indeterminate states 
upon power on 
• Current limitation 
• Link disconnect 
• Reset functions 
• High noise immunity 
• Thermal protection 
• Overvoltage protection 

SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics 
1000 E. Bell Road, Phoenix, Arizona 85022 

c)1987 All rig hts reserved . 
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DEVICE VCCmax. I max. 
(in V.) (in A.) 

TDE1607 36 0.5 
TDE1647 50 1.0 
TDE1737 50 1.0 
TDE1747 50 1.0 
TDE1767 50 1.2 
TDE1767A 60 1.2 
TDE1787 50 1.2 
TDE1787A 60 1.2 
TDE1798 50 0.5 
TDE3207 36 0.3 
TDE3237 36 0.3 
TDF1778 35 2.0 
TDF1779A 35 2.0 
UAF1780 35 2x2.5 
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Driver ICs Smart 
Industrial Conni I? 

The last word on reliability, Free. 
Industrial load driving is a tough job. But somebody has to do it. And nobody 

does it better than you by designing in reliability with SGS-THOMSON. 
Let us help you prove it. Send for free comprehensive lit

erature that covers the full range of one-chip intelligent 
self protecting power drivers. 

Find out about the family of products smart 
and tough enough to protect your design's 
reputation as well as your interfaces. 

Contact: SGS-THOMSON Micro
electronics, 1000 East Bell Road, 
Phoenix, Arizona 85022. 
Phone 602/867-6259. 

EDN January 7, 1988 
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BUSCON: 
Putting Together the Best 

in the Industry 

Solving the puzzle of board-level applications, and the 
jigsaw of appropriate bus architectures, takes an in
creasing amount of concentration. With focused tech
nical sessions, seminars, and exhibits, BUSCON/88-
West puts the pieces together all in one place, at one 
time. If you're involved in the design, application and/ 
or specifying of single-board microcomputers and ex
pansion boards, BUSCON/88-West is for you. 

SEMINARS: 
A Technical Look at Bus Structures • VMEbus 

Overview • VSB: A VME Subsystem Bus • NuBus 
Designing with Message Passing Coprocessor 

Futurebus • IBM's Microchannel Architecture 

SESSIONS: 
Backplane Systems • Real-Time Operating Systems 

Interfaces • High-Speed Processing • High 
Performance SCSI • Tools, Tips and Techniques 

Analog I/O Applications • Real-Time Kernels 
System Architecture • Communications I/O 
Applications Linking UNIX to a Real-Time 

Environment • Multiprocessing 

EXHIBITS FEATURING: 
Connectors • Software • Systems Integrators 

Board/Systems Manufacturing and Marketing 
Surface Mount Devices • PC Bus • Multibus I 

Multibus II • Q-bus • Futurebus • STD Bus • VME Bus 
NuBus • S-100 Bus • STE Bus • G-64 Bus • CAMACbus 

Cimbus • Bibus • SMP Bus • Exorbus 
BITbus • Fastbus • Versabus • SCSI 

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION: Write or telephone 
Anne Weber, Project Manager 

CMC • 222 Fashion Lane, #201 • Tus tin, CA 92680 
Telephone (714) 669- 1201 • FAX: 714 669-9105 

BUSCON 88-West 
The Bus/Board Users Show & Conference 

February 22-25, 1988 
Disneyland Hotel 

Anaheim, California 
BUSCON will run concurrent with the Power 
Electronics Conference and NEPCON/West 

Powe1 
Electronic~ 
Conference 

Tean 

WORK5 
P u lling Togethe1 

the Best in Designers & Users 

The Power Electronic! 
Conference/BB-West 
For Users/Integrators & Designers of 

Power Sources and Related Component~ 

• Date/Location: February 22-25, 1988 
Disneyland Hotel• Anaheim, California 

• Characteristics: 
A focused technical conference that concentrates on 
application needs of both power electronics designers and 
users/integrators. It provides opportunities to learn new de~ 
techniques, the latest power topologies, and to exchange 
applications ideas with fellow engineers. Technical exhibits; 
the "hardware dimension" to the "intellectual software" oft~ 
sessions and seminars. 

• Technical Sessions: 
Quality and Reliability• Battery Applications • Military PowE 
Supplies • Systems Design • The Specifying Art • Circuit 
Design-Basic• Circuit Design-Advanced • Magnetics Desigr 
High Frequency Designs• Thermal Management 

• Tutorial Seminars: 
Power Supply Basics • Thermal Design• Enhanced 
Measurements• Circuit Analysis • Regulatory Agencies 
Multi-output Power Supplies• Power Devices • lntroductior 
Control Loops• EMC Basics • Japanese Marketing 
Techniques 

• User/Designer Symposia : 
Systems Integrator Symposium• The Components Clinic 

• Relevant Exhibits: 
z135-displaying power supplies , sources , magnetic 
materials, test equipment, semiconductors, and related 
components, in an unhurried atmosphere. 

• Target Audience: 
Real-time applications knowledge for senior engineering 
personnel, such as: Electrical Engineer, Sr JDesign Engineer, Project En( 
Sr. Development Engineer, Chief Engineer, Sr. Engineering Specialist, Developn 
Engineer, Associate Engineer, CONS Engineer, Applications Engineer, R&D 
Mgr JCoordinator, Engineering Manager, Key Account Engineer, R&D Engineer 
Consulting Engineer/Mgr. , Sr. Test Engineer, Laser Engineer, Design PC Engim 
Components Engineer, Hardware Development Engineer, T ransfomier Enginee 
Semiconductor Manager, Microcomputer Engineer, OEM Vendor Engineer, 
Technician, Radar Production Engineer, AMTS 

•Sponsors: 
Power Sources Manufacturers Association 
Power Conversion Products Council International 

• Advance/Discount Registration lnformatic 
Write, telephone or FAX: Edward E. Grazda, Director of 
Education, PEG, 222 Fashion Lane, #201 , Tustin, CA 9261 
(714) 669-1201 , FAX (714) 669-9105 
PEC WILL RUN CONCURRENT WITH 

BUS~ON AND NEPCON/WEST. 
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HP's new logic analyzer 
family gives you more of 
what you want in logic 
analyzers. For less. 

So now measurements 
are easier to make. And 
high-quality HP logic 
analyzers are easier to buy! 

You get the performance 
that best suits you: from 32 to 400 
channels of 100 MHz transitional 
timing/25 MHz state, and up to 80 
channels of 1 GHz timing analysis. 

Our new family also offers 
you easy operation, powerful trigger
ing, a CAE link, an oscilloscope, 
pattern generation, portability, 
built-in mass storage, simple prob
ing, optional 3-year protection, and 
much more. 

The small secret 
behind the big value. 

Tu give you more for your 
money, HP developed a Logic
Analyzer-on-a-Chip containing a 
complete state analyzer, timing 
analyzer, and acquisition memory. 
This proprietary HP IC makes 
exceptional value possible ... 80 
channels of 100 MHz transitional 
timing for only $7,800*. 

You can assign state or tim
ing in 16-channel increments. Get 
fully independent state, timing, 
state/timing, or state/state setups. 
Even time-correlate measurements 
on complex multiprocessor systems. 

Operational simplicity 
runs in the family. 

We've made our controls 
even easier than before, without 
sacrificing performance. 

You can make timing or 
state measurements using just three 
menus, so you never get Jost. 
Triggering setups, from the simple 
to the complex, are a snap. And 
autoscale gives you one-button 
setup for timing analysis. 

You even get a color touch
screen and knob, or optional mouse 
with the new HP 16500A. Color 
lets you quickly distinguish be
tween menu choices, measurements , 
and results ... and find glitches 
more easily. 

Probing made easy. 
HP's new passive probes are 

lightweight and flexible ... specially 
designed to grip easily and securely 
to your device under test. Plus, our 
preprocessors give you quick setups 
with most popular 8, 16, and 32-bit 
µPs, including the Motorola 68020 
and Intel 80386. And if you 've al
ready invested in HP preprocessors, 
we offer you an easy upgrade path. 

HP 1651A: full-featured 
logic analyzer for 
only $3,900.* 

With 32 channels of 100 MHz 
transitional timing for just $3,900*, 
the HP 1651A gives the hardware 
engineer a highly economical, yet 
powerful debugging tool. 

It's a full-featured logic 
analyzer with no compromises in 
state and timing capabilities (25 
MHz state/100 MHz transitional 
timing on all channels), memory 
depth, triggering, or I/O features. 
It supports most popular 8-bit µPs 
with full inverse assembly. Plus it 's 

compact, weighs just 
22 lbs., and has an optional 
carrying case for easy transport. 

HP 1650A: the new 
standard in general
purpose logic analysis 
for just $7,800.* 

The HP 1650A features time
correlated state/state or timing/state 
operation on 80 channels. Plus 
eight sequence levels to meet your 
toughest triggering tasks. Yet it 's 
priced below $8,000! 

You get 25 MHz state/100 MHz 
transitional timing on all 80 chan
nels, and preprocessor support for 
8, 16, and 32-bit µPs. And, the 



More value 
HP 1650A is portable, 
lightweight, and small 
enough to fit comfortably 
on a crowded workbench. 
It's also programmable, 
has a built-in disc drive 
for storing measurements, 
and provides hardcopy 
documentation. 

HP 16500A: modular 
system solution, priced 
your way. 

The HP 16500A is modular, 
with the flexibility to meet your 
debug, characterization, or pass/ 
fail test application needs today 
and tomorrow. You get a combina
tion of state, timing, oscilloscope, 
and stimulus-response capabilities 

through your choice of performance 
modules. You can have up to 400 
channels of 25 MHz state/100 
MHz transitional timing. 8 chan
nels of full-featured , simultaneous 
scope analysis. 80 channels of 
1 GHz timing. Or 204 channels of 
50 Mbit/sec stimulus. 

Just $12.400* buys you a 

basic configuration with 80 
channels of 25 MHz state/100 MHz 
transitional timing. 

You can trigger one module 
with another. Time-correlate mea
surements between modules ... 400 
Ms/sec scope and 1 GHz timing, 
for example. Even view state, timing, 
and analog on the same screen! 
Fully programmable, the HP 16500A 
eliminates the need for separate 
data storage and printer control. 
HP-IB and RS-232 are standard. 

Now, bring real-world 
measurements into the 
CAE environment. 

The HP 16500A is part of HP 
Design Center. .. a product develop
ment environment that unites 
engineers from IC design/verification 
to PCB design and test. By linking 
the HP 16500A with HP CAE, you 
can compare measurement results 
and simulated data on your work
station, and use measurement 

results as your simulator patterns. 

Mail the card today! 
For more information, fill out and 
mail the postage-paid reply card 
today. Call us at 1-800-367-4772 , 
Ext. 232W. Or contact your local 
HP sales office listed in the telephone 
directory white pages. Ask for the 
electronic instruments department. 

F//69 HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARD 



Excellent reliability, service, and support. 
When you purchase a logic analyzer from HP, you get high reliability. The 

support you need to be productive with your instrument quickly. And a worldwide 
sales and service network to ensure your continuing satisfaction for years to come. 

HP 1651A $3,900* 
The HP 1651A is a general

purpose, low-cost 32 channel logic 
analyzer with many features normally 
found on more expensive analyzers. 

• 100 MHz transitional timing on all 
32 channels. 

• 25 MHz state on all channels. 
• Support for most popular 8-bit µPs . 
• Fully programmable, with built-in 

disc drive and hardcopy output. 
• Portable and compact - weighs 

just 22 lbs. 
• Optional 3-year protection. 

HP 1650A $7,800 * 
The HP 1650A is a general

purpose logic analyzer with a range 
of features to satisfy many requirements 
in design and test. 

• 100 MHz transitional timing/25 MHz 
state on all 80 channels. 

• Support for most popular 8, 16, and 
32-bit µPs. 

• Configurable as 2 totally indepen
dent analyzers. 

• Fully programmable, with built-in 
disc drive and hardcopy output. 

• Eight sequence levels with storage 
qualification, pattern and range 
recognizers. 

• Glitch capture on all channels. 
• Optional 3-year protection. 

HP 16500A 
The HP 16500A is a modular, 

configurable system solution that can 
meet a wide variety of logic analysis, 
oscilloscope, and stimulus-response 
measurement requirements. 

• Configurable through your choice 
of performance modules: 
- 25 MHz state/100 MHz transi

tional timing (80 channels per 
module) $5,200 * 

- 400 Ms/sec 100 MHz band
width digitizing oscilloscope 
(2 channels per module) $5 ,500 * 
1 GHz timing (16 channel 
master) $7,800 * 

- 50 Mbits/sec pattern generation 
(12/48 channels per module) 
$3 ,700/$4 ,000 * 

- Mainframe $7,200 * 
• Color touchscreen and knob, with 

optional mouse. 
• Intermodule triggering. 
• 'IWo built-in disc drives. 
• Fully programmable, with RS-232 

and HP-IB interfaces. 
• Optional 3-year protection. 

• U.S. list price. 

Motorola 68020 1s a trademark of the Motorola Corporauon. 
Int.el 80386 1s a trademark of the Int.el Corporation. 

Fh0'9 HEWLETT 
~ea PACKARD 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 

Analog comparators achieve high speeds, 
but application challenges remain 
David Shear, Regional Editor 

High-speed analog comparators 
have always presented design chal
lenges, and the state-of-the-art de
vices listed in Table 1 (pg 76) are 
no exception. When applying them, 
you'll have to overcome such device 
limitations as inherent instability, 
varying propagation delays, low 
gain, high input bias current, nar
row input-voltage ranges, 
input slew-rate limits, 
strange supply-voltage re
quirements, and high cost. 

It's not that manufactur
ers haven't attacked these 
problems-it's simply that 
victory in one area gener
ally involves a retreat in 
others. The biggest strug
gle involves combining in 
one device two conflicting 
parameters: 

• High gain, to allow 
the comparator to re
solve small differ
ences at its input, 
and 

• Wide bandwidth (or 
short propagation 
delay) , to allow the 
comparator to oper
ate at high speeds. 

Despite the sacrifices in gain or 
bandwidth that manufacturers 
make, the devices nevertheless ex
hibit a tendency toward instability. 
To minimize this tendency, you 
should, when laying out a compara
tor circuit, place a ground plane 
under the comparator and any asso
ciated parts. In addition, place pow
er-supply bypass capacitors close to 
the device. 

These precautions reduce the pri
mary cause of oscillations: parasitic 
capacitance. As the output changes 
state, current flows to the input 
through this capacitance. The cur
rent in turn can alter the level at the 
input and cause the output to 
change state once again. That sec
ond, and inappropriate, change can 
again affect the input, with the re
sult that the output bursts into os-

cillation. 
In addition to employing 

layout techniques that 
minimize parasitic capaci
tance, you can take other 
approaches to eliminating 
oscillation. One is to make 
sure that the input signal 
is fast enough to drive the 
device through its linear 
region before oscillation 
can begin. This approach is 
fine if you have control of 
the incoming signal, but 
usually you don't. 

As another approach, 
you can provide feedback 
from the comparator's out
put to its noninverting 
input to establish hystere
sis. According to this ap
proach, when the output 
changes state, the feed
back signal forces the non
in verting input through 
the active region to keep 
the output from oscillat
ing. 

Two TTL-compatible de
vices illustrate the type of 
tradeoff that manufactur
ers of high-speed monolith
ic comparators are forced 
to make between gain and 
speed: The Signetics/Phil
ips NE5105A has a gain of 
18,000, but a propagation 
delay of 50 nsec; in con
trast, VTC Inc's VC7696 
has a propagation delay of 
10 nsec but a gain of only 
400. 

Fig 1-The large blocks of metal, which you can see in the left 
center of this die photo of Elani,ec's EL2018, are replaced by a 
second latch in the otherwise-identical EL2019. The second latch 
implements the EL2019's flip-flop. 

Vendors, too, take steps 
to minimize the risk of os
cillation. Most high-speed 
comparators, for instance, 
have a latch on their out
put. Although one function 
of such a latch is to support 
synchronous acquisition, it 
also helps to suppress os-
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 
cillations. The latch gives you con
trol over the output, which can 
change only when you allow a 
change. The latch effectively discon
nects the input from the output, 
thus breaking the feedback path. 

Latched comparators have two 
modes of operation, transparent and 
latched, which you control via a 
latch-enable input. To control the 
latch, the latch-enable pulse must 
be long enough to allow the latch to 
operate, but short enough so as not 
to re-establish input-to-output feed
back and allow oscillation. 

A latch gives you control 
The EL2019 from Elantec simpli

fies control of the latch by using a 
master/slave flip-flop. The device is 
similar to the EL2018, which has a 
simple latched output rather than 
the flip-flop. From a manufacturing 

standpoint, the only difference be
tween the devices lies in the final 
stages of metallization (Fig 1). 

The rising edge of the clock input 
controls the EL2019's flip-flop. 
Thus, you needn't worry about 
pulse width, as you would with the 
simple latch. With the EL2019, the 
pulse can be as long as you desire. 

The EL2019's approach proves 
beneficial because it's usually much 
easier to find a clock edge in a 
circuit than it is to find a pulse with 
just the right timing. In a succes
sive-approximation analog/digital 
converter, for instance, you can use 
the clock that controls the convert
er's successive-approximation regis
ter to latch an EL2019. 

Achieve nearly infinite gain 
The use of a latch creates a nearly 

ideal comparator-<me whose gain 

approaches infinity. Fig 2 shows the 
transfer function of a typical compa
rator using a latch and one not using 
a latch. The resolution of the latched 
comparator is limited by its own 
noise. 

All comparators have a specified 
propagation delay: the time it takes 
a signal to get from the input to the 
output. You'll notice in Table 1 that 
propagation delays are often speci
fied with an associated overdrive 
voltage: the input differential volt
age in excess of the value required 
to cause an output transition. 

For some comparators, a larger 
overdrive reduces the propagation 
delay, and manufacturers' specs can 
make it difficult to judge the de
vices' relative performance. In 
Table 1, each propagation-delay 
spec was measured using a 100-m V 
input signal, but with overdrive lev-

TABLE 1-REPRESENTATIVE HIGH-SPEED ANALOG COMPARATORS 

INPUT BIAS INPUT OFFSET 
MANUFACTURER COMPARATORS/ PROPAGATION DELAY/OVERDRIVE VOLTAGE GAIN CURRENT VOLTAGE 
AND DEVICE PACKAGE (nSEC MAX/mV) (VN MIN) {µAMAX) (mV MAX) 

ANADIGICS 
ACP10010 1 1.0/20 100 0.10 30 

ANALOG DEVICES 
AD96685 1 3.5/10 - 10 2 

AD96687 2 3.5/10 - 10 2 

ELANTEC 
EL2018 1 30/5 15,000 0.30 3 

EL2019 1 - - 0.30 5 

HARRIS 
HMD-11685·2 1 0.5/-(TYP) 10@100 MHz 0.10 -

1.5@2 GHz 

HONEYWELL 
HCMP96850 1 3/10 4000 (TYP) 20 3 

HCMP96870A 2 2.3/10 4000 (TYP) 20 3 

HCMP96900 2 4.2/50 (TYP) 1000 (TYP) 20 3 

PLESSEY 
SP93802 2 < 1/10 (TYP) 20 9 3.5 

SP93804 4 < 1/10 (TYP) 20 9 3.5 

SP93808 8 < 110 (TYP) 20 9 3.5 

PRECISION MONOLITHIC$ 
CMP-08 1 9.515 800 13 2.5 

SIGNETICS/PHILIPS 
SE/NE5105A 1 50/5 18,000 1.2 0.25 

VTC 
VC7690 1 1.8/10 400 20 5 

VC7695 1 1.8/10 400 20 5 

VC7696 1 10/10 400 10 3 

VC7697 2 1.9/10 400 20 5 

VC7698 2 10/10 400 10 3 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 
els ranging from 5 m V or less to as 
much as 50 mV. 

When the propagation delay is 
optimized, the gain usually suffers. 
Therefore, you might have to sacri
fice speed in gain-critical applica
tions such as A/D conversion, for 
which the gain must be high enough 
to resolve the least significant bit. 
For an ADC that has a lOV input 
range using logic that requires 2V 
signals, the minimum gain is 410 for 
10-bit resolution, 1639 for 12-bit res
olution, and 26,212 for 16-bit resolu
tion. 

On the other hand, other applica
tions might be more sensitive to 
speed than to gain. In automatic
test-equi pment, line-receiver, and 
instrumentation applications, the 
input is often a relatively large sig
nal, and a gain as low as 100 might 
be adequate. Although such applica-

COMMON-
MODE-VOLTAGE SUPPLY 

RANGE VOLTAGE OUTPUT 
(VMAX) (V) COMPATIBLE 

+1/-2 +5/-5 EGL 
(SINGLE 
ENDED) 

+5/-2.5 +5/- 5.2 EGL 

+5/ - 2.5 +5/-5.2 EGL 

+12/-12 +15/-15 TTUCMOS 

+12/-12 +15/-15 TTUCMOS 

+1 .25/-2 .25 +4.5/-3.5 EGL 

+2.5/-2.5 +5/-5.2 EGL 

+2.5/-2.5 +5/-5.2 EGL 

+10/-3 +12/-7 EGL 

+2.6/-2.1 +5/-5.2 EGL 

+2.6/-2 .1 +5/- 5.2 EGL 

+2.6/-2.1 +5/-5.2 EGL 

+2.7/-3.0 +5/-5.2 EGL 

+3/-3 +5/-5 TTL 

+2.5/- 2.5 +5/-5.2 EGL 

+2.5/-2.5 +5/-5.2 EGL 

+3.5/-3.5 +5/-5 TTL 

+2.5/-2.5 +5/-5.2 EGL 

+3.5/-3.5 +5/-5 TTL 
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tions might not demand high gain, 
they might well require fast compa
rators with small variations in prop
agation delay. 

Such devices include those in the 
SP9380X family from Plessey. They 
have a gain of only 20, but a propa
gation delay of less than 1 nsec. The 

(a) 

analog front end (Fig 3) is a gain 
block that amplifies the signal to a 
level sufficient to allow the latch to 
determine the appropriate output. 
The latch circuitry is regenerative, 
so once the output latches, the gain 
of the device goes from 20 to nearly 
infinity. This approach allows the 

(b) 

Fig 2-The transfer function of Elantec's EL2018 (a), operating in a transparent rrwde, 
shows the limitation of its gain as the input nwves through the active region. In the latched 
rrwde, the EL2019 (b) has a gain limited only by the noise of the input. For both photos, the 
vertical scale is JV/div, and the horizontal scale is 100 µV/div. 

POWER 
OUTPUT DISSIPATION 

TYPE (mW MAX) PRICE COMMENTS 

DIRECT 200 $19.50 (1000) 

LATCHED 140 $4.60 (100) 

LATCHED 280 $6.40 (100) 

LATCHED 400 $4.50 (100) 3-STATE OUTPUT, POWER-DOWN MODE 

MIS FLIP-FLOP 420 $4.50 (100) 3-STATE OUTPUT, POWER-DOWN MODE _i 

LATCHED 1250 $155 (100) 

LATCHED 125 $6.19 (100) 

LATCHED 250 $8.38 (100) 

LATCHED 720 (TYP) $15.31 (100) 

LATCHED 360 $26.56 (1000) GLITCH CAPTURE, ADJUSTABLE HYSTERESIS 

LATCHED 360 $46.04 (1000) ONBOARD BANDGAP REFERENCE 

LATCHED 640 $69.05 (1000) 

DIRECT 210 $3.35 (100) 8-PIN DIP WITH EGL OUTPUT 

LATCHED 130 $4.75 (100) 

DIRECT 300 $7.21 (100) 8-PIN DIP WITH EGL OUTPUT 

LATCHED 300 $10.21 (100) 

LATCHED 300 $7.21 (100) 

LATCHED 600 $15.29 (100) 

LATCHED 300 $10.71 (100) 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 
comparator to achieve subnano
second propagation delays with the 
low-gain front end and still be able 
to resolve low-level input signals. 

Each comparator in the SP9380X 
family also has a glitch-capture cir
cuit, which detects whether the out
put exceeds 20 mV (or the input 
exceeds 1 m V) for more than 900 
psec. If it does, the glitch-capture 
latch sets and remains set until the 
device receives a reset pulse. You 
can easily look for glitches in a time 
window by controlling the latch 
reset. 

Variations can be important 
In some applications, changes in 

propagation delay can be as impor
tant as the delay spec itself. A com
parator's propagation delay can 
vary with temperature, with input 
voltage, and between devices. 

Analog Devices' AD96685/7 single 
and dual ECL-compatible compara
tors have a dispersion (the change in 
propagation delay throughout a 
range of input-overdrive levels) of 50 
psec from 100 m V to 1 V, and the 
propagation delay of Honeywell's 
HCMP96900 varies less than 100 
psec (typ) despite changes in input 
voltage, input direction, and input 
overdrive. 

Although Anadigics doesn't ex
plicitly list a dispersion spec for its 
ACP10010 GaAs comparator, the 
data sheet does note that the propa
gation delay is 1.0 nsec with a 
20-m V overdrive and 0.5 nsec with a 
100-m V overdrive, implying a dis
persion of 50% within the 20- to 
100-m V overdrive range. 

Even with constant overdrive lev
els, propagation delays vary from 
device to device-by an amount 
that's not always specified. One 
manufacturer that does provide this 
spec is Plessey. For its SP9380X 
family, the company specifies chan
nel-propagation-delay matching of 
better than 100 psec for devices in 
the same package. 

There's one more source of diffi
culty in interpreting propagation
delay variations, and it involves the 
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.--------It-ORES 

Vcc1u-.....----~--
I (COMPARATORS 1 AND 2) 

CK, U------+--1 

CK1 < >------+-
DIFFERENTIAL 
CLOCK 
BUFFERS 

SP93802 

CK2D------+--I 

CK2u-----t---t 

-l/P2 < >------+-1 

+l/P2 U------+-1 LATCHED COMPARATOR/GLITCH CAPTURE 2 

Vcc2 < >---------~ 
I 

V1:1t:2 L___ -------------- -- -- -- - _ J 

Fig 3-Each channel in the Plessey SP9380X dual, quad, and octal comparators includes a 
comparator, an output latch, and glitch-capture circuitry. 

definition of the point at which you 
consider a transition to have oc
curred. For comparators with true/ 
complement ECL outputs, you can 
determine the exact time of switch
ing by using a test circuit that de
tects when the outputs cross. How
ever, when only a single ECL 
output is available, as with the Ana
digics ACP10010, it's more difficult 
to define the point at which the 
output transition occurs. You could 
define the exact time as the point at 
which the output voltage crosses the 
midpoint between the high and low 
output logic level; however, that 
50% point depends on rise/fall times 
and might also depend on the load 
and other factors. 

A comparator must track 
Propagation delay and dispersion 

aren't the only factors you have to 
consider when evaluating whether a 
comparator is fast enough for your 

application. Another important, 
though rarely specified, parameter 
is the input slew rate. If the compa
rator's front end can't keep up with 
the slew rate of the incoming signal, 
then errors will result. Honeywell's 
ECL-compatible HCMP96900 can 
handle inputs with slew rates to 
1500V/µsec, and Elantec's EL2018/ 
19 can track a 300V/µsec slew rate. 

Input bias currents are high 
Another challenge to your design 

i!l the input bias current. To meet 
this challenge, you might employ 
one of the few high-speed compara
tors that exhibit low bias currents. 
For example, the EL2018/19's input 
bias current is 0.30 µA max, 0.10 
µA typ, and the GaAs comparators 
from Harris and Anadigics spec 
input bias currents of 0.10 µA max. 

Most high-speed comparators, 
however, have high input bias cur
rents-in the range of tens of micro-
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Time for some straight talk. 

At ITT Cannon, we 
didn't survive in the intercon
nect business for 70 years 
without continually changing 
to meet the needs of the 
marketplace. 

So when you asked for 
faster, more efficient servic
ing, we changed. We stream
lined. We created a straight 
line access between customer 
and manufacturer. 

Now it's easier than ever 
to do business with Cannon. 

We made specialists out 
of our sales force so they can 
answer your product needs 
immediately. Or put you in 
touch with someone who can. 
The object is to give you a 
straight access to the person 
who can get the job done. 

We added more manufac
turer representative organiza
tions and distributors across 
the country. Now there are 
hundreds of people in more 
cities to service you directly. 

Were constantly 
updating our extensive sales 
network on the newest prod
uct information. So, when 
you deal with a Cannon 
salesperson, you not only get 
straight line delivery, but also 
straight line answers about 
any of our products. 

No doubt about it. You 
expect us to keep up with 
your needs. We demand it. 

Sales responsiveness. Part 
of the new story at Cannon. 

Talk to us. 

Worldwide Headquarters 
10550 Talbert Ave. 
Fountain Valley, CA 92 708 
Or call (714) 964-7400 

ITT CANNON 
We're making progress. 

Not excuses. 
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amperes. Such high input bias cur
rents usually require that you 
include a FET buffer on the input. 

12 
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Not only do you often need a 
buffer, but you might also need a 
voltage divider on the input. A scan 
of Table 1 shows that most high
speed comparators have a rather 
narrow common-mode-voltage 
range, in the neighborhood of ±3V. 
The GaAs comparators have a com
mon-mode-voltage range that's even 
narrower. The Harris HMD-11685-2 
can only accept signals from + 1.25 
to -2.25V. Unfortunately, your in
puts are likely to be ± 12V max 
analog signals (from analog circuits 
powered by ±15V supplies) or -2 to 
+8V digital signals (from circuits 
made of CMOS-logic, ECL, or TTL 
devices). 

~ 8 
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±2.Sm ±25m ±250m ±2.5 

A comparator's prop
agation delay isn't 
constant. For exam
ple, Precision Mono
lithics' CMPOB exhib
its a variation in 
propagation delay 
with a varying input 
signal level. 

INPUT VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 

Wide input voltage range 
input voltages of -8 to + 13V, de
pending on the supply voltage. With 
a+ 12V and -7V supply (test condi
tions) , the HCMP96900's common
mode voltage range is -3 to + lOV. 
This range satisfies most ATE appli
cations, but the device's 20-µA 
input bias current might still re
quire that you use a buffer. 

To directly meet the needs of ana
log signals, the Elantec EL2018/19 
devices can accept ± 12V signals 
when powered from ± 15V supplies, 
although their propagation delay is 
a relatively long 30 nsec. Honey
well's HCMP96900 is faster-4.2 
nsec-but it nevertheless can accept The HCMP96900 offers yet anoth-
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For more information .. . 
For more information on the comparators described in this article, contact 
the following manufacturers directly or circle the appropriate numbers on 
the Information Retrieval Service card. 

Anadigics Inc 
35 Technology Dr 
Warren, NJ 07060 
(201) 668-5000 
TWX 510-600-5741 
Circle No 701 

Analog Devices 
70 Shawmut Rd 
Canton, MA 02021 
(617) 461-3821 
TLX 174059 
Circle No 702 

Elantec Inc 
1996 Tarob Ct 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
(408) 945-1323 
Circle No 703 

Harris Microwave 
Semiconductor 
1630 McCarthy Blvd 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
(408) 433-222 
Circle No 704 

Honeywell Inc 
Signal Processing Technologies 
1150 E Cheyenne Mountain Blvd 
Colorado Springs, CO 80906 
(303) 577-1000 
TLX 452433 
Circle No 705 

Philips Elcoma Div 
Box 523, 5600 AM 
Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
(040) 757005 
TLX 51573 
Circle No 706 

Plessey Semiconductors 
9 Parker 
Irvine , CA 92718 
(714) 472-0303 
Circle No 707 

Precision Monolithics Inc 
1500 Space Park Dr 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 
(408) 727-9222 
Circle No 708 

Signetics Corp 
811 E Arques Ave 
Sunnyvale, CA 94088 
(408) 991-4545 
Circle No 709 

VTC Inc 
2401 E 86th St 
Bloomington, MN 55420 
(612) 851-5000 
TLX 857113 
Circle No 710 

er advantage: It can withstand an 
input voltage that's 1 V higher than 
its supply voltage. Thus, you can 
power the comparator and external 
circuitry from one supply and use a 
simple diode clamp to protect the 
comparator's input. For such a 
clamp to effectively protect a com
parator whose input can't withstand 
voltages in excess of the supply volt
age, the external supply voltage has 
to be at least one diode drop less 
than the comparator's supply 
voltage. 

Some unusual requirements 
Powering a high-speed compara

tor can entail difficulties beyond 
those of meeting the requirements 
of an input-protection scheme. For 
example, the Harris HMD-11685-2 
requires the nonstandard voltages 
of +4.5V and -3.5V, and the Hon
eywell HCMP96900 presents com
plex power-supply-voltage options. 
In contrast, Elantec's EL2018/19 is 
quite easy to power. It can accept 
any level from ±5 to ±15V, and its 
output remains TTL compatible 
throughout that range. 

The foregoing discussion illus
trates the tradeoffs you face when 
designing with high-speed compara
tors. You might choose one model 
because its specs suggest more-
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WHO YA GONNA CALL TO ICE 
68020 BUGS? ATRON BUGBUSTERS! 

We recently received a competitive 
analysis written by a billion-dollar 
competitor of ours. In it, they rank in
circuit emulation companies in order 
of importance. We were number one. 

SO WHO'S ATRON? 
Today, Atron is the 

number-one supplier of 
hardware-assisted soft
ware debuggers for 
8088/80286/803 86-
based PCs. Nine of the 
top ten software pack
ages were written by 
Atron customers. Every
body from AST to 
Borland to Oracle to 
Zenith. Now, we can 
make the same claim in 
the 68020 marketplace. 

Everybody from 
Apple (MAC Ils) to 
Wellfleet (datacom) will 
attest to the superiority 
of Atron's 68020 debug
ging technology. One 
Atron customer even 
said, "We sent our non
Atron ICE unit out sev
eral months ago for 
repairs; nobody around 
here seems to know or 
care if it's back yet. The 
Atron unit is the tool of 
choice:' 

25-MHZ, REAL-TIME, EMULATION: 
SOONER OR LATER, YOU KNOW YOU'LL NEED IT. 

Why invest in a slower emulator (especially one that 
costs more)? Some bugs only occur in real time, and you 
know your next design will be 25 mhz. Before Atron's 
state-of-the-art design, there was no such thing as a 25-
rnhz emulator. There still isn't another one anywhere near 
our price. 

PROBE CAN TRACE IT THROUGH THE PIPELINE, 
SO YOU WON'T LOSE YOUR MIND. 

The 68020 has an on-board pre-fetch pipeline. Without 
Atron's 68020 PROBE, your best software engineer will 
spend a lot of time figuring out which instructions actu
ally execute, and then, which bus cycles go with those 
instructions. The 68020 PROBE eliminates all these 

tedious mental translations and displays what the 
processor really did. The technology, called pipeline 

dequeueing, is only available from 
Atron. Because the Atron bugbusters 
are the only ones anywhere who've 
figured out how to do it. And it took us 
100,000 lines of code. Consider it our 
contribution to your sanity. (It was a 
dirty job, but somebody had to do it.) 

25 mhz 
Transparent 
2048 cycles by 96 bits 
Qualified trace region 
Dequeued trace data 
Pre and center triggered 
Includes symbols and source 
Dynamic cache control 
8 hardware on execute 
Read, write, fetch, logic 
Single or range addresses 
16 software breakpoints 
Sequential triggers - 4 terms 
Real -time pass counter 
Guarded access on memory 
Output lines for cross trigger 
Input lines for external logic 
512K 
Yes for C , Pascal, Assembler 
S, Tek, Coff, 4.2 BSD, SUN and 
IEEE formats 
Limited on ly by AT disk size 
Multiple windows and menus 
Yes. and conditional execution 
To target system at 375k baud 
6888 1,68851 

LET THE SOURCE 
BE WITH YOU. 

Why spend all day 
doing mental transla
tions between your C 
source code and the 
machine code in your tar
get? These tedious oper
ations are eliminated 
with Atron's source-level 
debugging capabilities. 

Since PROBE uses a 
PC AT as its instrumen
tation chassis, you can 
get compiled code to its 
target via Ethernet, 
VAXNet, SUNNet, 
SCSI or RS-232 . And 
whether you are compil
ing on a PC, a worksta
tion or a VAX, Atron 
supports more object
module formats than 
anybody else (see speci
fication box). 

YOU'LL BE A BELIEVER 
AFTER A SHORT DEMONSTRATION. 

So who ya gonna call? Bugbusters! Today. At 
4081741-5900. Or send in the attached coupon. 

r-------------------------1 
My business card or company letterhead is attached: 

D I've got to see this for myself. Please have a represen
tative call me to schedule a demonstration. 

D Please send me your 36-page 68020 PROBE user's 
guide, with its command summary and examples of use. 

Gfi'i·:M EDN010788 

BUGBUSTERS 
A division of Nonhwest Instrument Systems, Inc. 

20665 Fourth Street • Saratoga, CA 95070 • 408/741-5900 

Copyright © 1987 by Atron. 68020 PROBE is a trademark or Atron. 1lle other companies mentioned O\Nn numerous registered trademarks. ICE is a trademark of Intel. Adv. by TRBA 
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE 
than-adequate gain or speed mar
gins for your application. But, that 
device might have high bias cur
rents and a narrow input range, 

A 100-mV overdrive 
enables the ACP10010 

from Anadigics to 
achieve a propagation 

delay of 500 psec. This 
GaAs comparator can 

maintain a gain of 100. 

requiring input buffers and voltage 
dividers, and in turn possibly reduc
ing your circuit's speed to unaccep
table levels. Moreover, special pow-

er-supply requirements might 
drastically increase the complexity 
of the external circuitry. 

Don't forget that you have to con
sider cost, too: High speed and high 
cost usually go hand in hand, but not 
always. For example, Precision 
Monolithics' CMP08 is a 9.5-nsec, 
ECL-compatible comparator that 
costs $3.35 (100), and the AD96685 
from Analog Devices is a 3.5-nsec 
device costing $4.60 (100). EON 

Reference 
1. Fleming, Tarlton, "Design chal

lenges attend application of monolithic 
voltage-comparator ICs," EDN, Febru
ary 6, 1986, pg 45. 

Article Interest Quotient 
(Circle One) 

High 518 Medium 519 Low 520 

WINS/Streams: The natural solution 
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AUToCAD® RELEASE 9. 
ITS ENHANCEMENTS ARE 
EVIDENT. 

AutoCAD's new release 
builds on the strengths of 
its eight predecessors. 
Here's how: 

PuLL-DOWN MENUS. 

Release 9's pull-down 
menus let you choose all of 
AutoCAD's fundamental 
commands with a click of 
your mouse or digitizer. You 
can also customize menus 
to provide your own fre
quently used commands. 
Pull-down menus are com
patible with AutoCAD's 
proven system of screen and 
tablet menus. 

ICON MENUS. 

When you wish to select 
3-D objects, text fonts, or 
hatch patterns, for example, 
you can pick them from an 
icon menu that appears on 
the screen. You can do the 
same thing with objects you 
create on your own. Icon 
menus make it easier and 
faster to choose the option 
you want. 

DIALOGUE BOXES. 

These let you converse with 
AutoCAD; give it instruc
tions by "filling in the 
blanks." They can simplify 
many of your tasks-enter
ing layer information, for 
example. 

FILE PORTABILITY. 

With Release 9, drawing 
files are directly compatible 
without any conversion 
steps across four different 
operating systems on four 
different machine architec
tures: PC-DOS/MS-DOS, 
Apollo AEGIS, DEC VMS, 
Sun UNIX:" 

On a network with different 
types of computers you can 
access a single copy of a 
drawing from any machine. 

MORE NEW FEATURES. 

Release 9 also offers you 
twenty additional text fonts 
from the industry standard 
Hershey library, B-spline 
curve generation, and a 
direct link to the newly 
released AutoShade:" 

RELEASE 9 = MORE 
POWER+ EASIER ACCESS. 

If you think CAD would 
boost your productivity, but 
you worry that a serious pro
fessional CAD package will 
take forever to learn, Auto
CAD Release 9 is for you. 

You'll be able to put its 
extraordinary capabilities 
to work faster than you ever 
thought possible. 

A uroCAD is reg istered in the U.S. Paten t 

and Trademark Office by Autodesk, Inc. 
AuroShade is a trademark of Autodesk, Inc. 

2320 Marinship Way, Sausalito, CA 94965 

CIRCLE NO 86 

AuToCAD 
THE STANDARD. 

CAD is an essential produc
tivity tool today, as essential 
as drafting boards and 
T-squares were yesterday. 

With over 100,000 packages 
sold in seven languages 
around the world, Auto
CAD is the CAD software 
of choice among architects, 
engineers and designers. 

CALL 800/445-5415 FOR 
DETAILS. 

We'll put you in touch with 
an authorized dealer who 
will show you the unprece
dented power and ease of 
use of AutoCAD Release 9. 

Your dealer will also show 
you which graphics systems 
can support our new display 
capabilities. 

*PC-DOS is a registered tradema rk of lnce rna· 

tiona l Business Machines Corporation. MS-DOS 

is a registered t rademark of Microsofr Corpora· 
t ion. Apollo A EG IS is a trademark of Apollo 

Computer, Incorporated. DEC and VMS a re 

trademarks of Digita l Equ ipment Corporat ion. 

Sun is a trade mark of Sun Microsystems lncorpo· 

rated. UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell 

Laboratories. 

AUTODESK, INC 
Tools for the golden age 

of engineering. 
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single source solution to a multi-source problem. EZ-NET is a compatible group 
of networking information products, designed to create an information and 
control solution custom-made for you. So the right people have the right infor
mation at their fingertips, to help turn raw data into money-making decisions. 

If you'd like to develop an integrated tester environment that truly maxi
mizes the strengths of your people and equipment, L TX can put ~K 
it all together. We can also put together the mousetrap brain C) · ~ 
tester above. Just call your nearest L TX sales office. CA: 

TEST YOUR LIMITS 
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Make the connection with Emerald. 

EMERALD saves you time and money 
with complete systems, interfaces and 
controllers that let you connect your 
system to a flat panel display without 
altering or customizing existing circuits. 

As great as flat panel displays are, they 
have one major drawback. They don't 
easily connect to any existing CRT-based 
system . Until now you've had only two 
options: spend a lot of time and money 
engineering a product yourself, or buy a 
potentially overpriced or inadequate 
product. 

Emerald offers a better solution. You can 
purchase a high-performance unit from us, 
ready to connect. Emerald manufactures 
an array of products: terminals and 
monitors (some with touch input), sub
assemblies, and board level interfaces and 
controllers. Emerald supports all technolo
gies: EL, Plasma, VF and LCD. For spe
cialized, high-volume applications, we 
custom design anything from board level 
products to complete systems. 

86 

So, to make your connection easily and 
economically, talk to Emerald. We are the 
most experienced and diversified flat panel 
display people in the industry. 

Here's a sample of what you can get, 
at prices you can afford~ 

•Terminals 
• Touch Terminals 
•Monitors 
• LCD VT100 Terminals 
• Subsystems 
•Text and Graphics RS232 
• RGB-EGA to 640x400 
• RGB-CGA to 640x200 

$1 ,595 
1,995 
1,550 
1,095 
1,295 

220 
180 
110 

*Based on the purchase of 1,000 units. 

EMERALD .. 
7324 S.W. Durham Rd . 
Portland , OR 97224 
(503) 620-6094 
FAX (503) 639-7932 

CIRCLE N084 

LCD, Plasma, EL Touch and EL Modules 

Interface and Controller Boards 
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Raster printers profit from 
available technologies to suit diverse uses 
Maury Wright, Regional Editor 

Almost all computer applications 
today rely on hard-copy-output de
vices, and with the abundance of 
raster-printing technologies avail
able, you can now match a raster 
printer with just about any applica
tion. Not only do you have a choice 
of monochrome- and color-graphics 
capabilities, you can spend as little 
as a few hundred dollars to as much 
as several thousand. Still and all, for 
the time being, printer-control lan
guages and application software 
may ultimately dictate your choice. 

Whether you're choosing a raster 
printer for yourself or whether you 
want to integrate one in a particular 
system, you have the same choice of 
technologies: dot matrix, laser, 
LED, LCS (liquid crystal shutter), 
ink jet, thermal transfer, and elec
trostatic-not to mention other, 
lesser-known types. When it comes 
time to decide on a technology, such 
factors as output quality, printing 
speed, and cost as well as software 
are important. 

In terms of units sold, dot-matrix
impact types dominate the market. 
These printers offer such features 
as 300-cps print speeds, letter-quali
ty-print emulation, graphics, plot
ter emulation-and even color print
ing-for less than $1000. Some 
dot-matrix printers even sell for less 
than $200. Dot-matrix units will 
continue to retain their popularity 
in many applications strictly be
cause of their low cost. 

Laser prices are coming down 
In the majority of applications, 

however, laser printers offer in
creased functions, and prices for en
try-level versions have dropped to 
less than $2000. Office Automation 
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Ink-jet technology and 240-dotlin. resolution allow the Howtek Pixelnwster to print irrw,ges 
on plain paper. 

Systems Inc (Oasys), for example, 
offers its 8-page/minute Laserpro 
Express for $1895, and the 6-page/ 
minute Laserline 6 from Okidata 
sells for $1995. (Incidentally, the 
combined availability of near-letter
quality dot-matrix printers and low
cost laser printers has virtually 
eliminated the daisy-wheel printer 
market.) 

Laser printers' advantages re
volve primarily around their print
ing speed, output quality, and 
graphics capabilities. Models are 
available with 300X300-dot/in. reso
lution, and you can expect to see 
400- and 600-dot/in. units within the 
next year. The quality of text possi
ble with recently introduced laser 
printers far exceeds that of dot
matrix offerings. 

The slowest laser printers print at 
speeds equal to the fastest dot-ma
trix units-and orders of magnitude 
faster than daisy-wheel printers. 
Nevertheless, you should beware 

when considering laser printers' 
speed specs. Most manufacturers 
specify the theoretical maximum 
speed of a printer's engine. You may 
find that, in real life, your laser 
printer operates slower even on sim
ple text-printing tasks. Printing 
complex graphics jobs can take sev
eral minutes per page. 

Actually, choosing a laser printer 
for word-processing applications is a 
rather simple procedure. Most laser 
printers emulate popular dot-ma
trix and daisy-wheel printers and 
therefore you can drive them with 
virtually any text-oriented software 
package. Consequently, you should 
choose a printer for such text appli
cations based on electromechanical 
design, ease of use, cost, and the 
output quality that your application 
demands. 

The electromechanical, or engine, 
design is the factor most responsible 
for a printer's ease of use, speed, 
and printing quality, and it also 
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Easier Tusting. By Comparison. 
Scopemate 2:M With Tuur Scope Or Ours) 

Still The Best Price Solution 
For Good/Bad IC and Component Testing 

ow you can economically test all 
types of analog, digital and hybrid 
components-including resistors, capaci
tors, diodes and ICs with up to 40 pins
using a simple X-Y oscilloscope. In the 
field or on the bench, in-circuit or 
out-of-circuit. Without tedious pin-by-pin 
or contact-by-contact testing. 

It's made possible by Scopemate 2rn 
from Beckman Industrial. All it does is 
plot voltage vs. current. Just a lot easier. A 
lot faster. 

Scopemate 2 compares components 
known to be good with those to be tested, 
giving you a very accurate and fast way to 
identify bad devices. The voltage vs. 
current plot from a known good device is 
compared to the device under test. In fact, 
since there's no complex numerical test 
data to interpret, Scopemate 2 is ideal for 
less experienced personnel. 

And, at $395 it doesn't take too long 
to figure that Scopemate 2 may pay for 
itself in saved testing time. Real soon. 
Scopemate 2 comes with a simple yet 
comprehensive operator's manual, a 
complete set of leads, interconnect cables 
and plug-in transformer. 

Although Scopemate 2 will work 
with just about any X-Y oscilloscope, 
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Beckman Industrial Circuitmate"' Model 
9020 offers capabilities seldom found on 
other scopes costing less than $500. 

Proven capabilities such as delayed 
sweep for easy bandwidth analysis, zoom
in for short-duration events, a variable 
holdoff function for a stable display of non
periodic signals-even beam finding to 

Scopemate 2™ IC/Component Tester 
$395.00 
Test Method: Direct Visual Comparison (known good 

vs. device under test) 

Test Sockets/Interface: 20 and 40-pin ZIF IC sockets; 
banana jacks 

Power: 120 or 220VAC, 50/60Hz, 5VA max. (specify) 

Circuit Test Voltage/Current: 14VAC RMS (voltage, 
approx.); 300µA AC RMS (current, approx.) 

Pin Test selection: Push-button switch per pin. 

CIRCLE NO 83 

9020 20MHz Delayed 
Sweep Oscilloscope 
$499.00 
Vertical Accuracy: ±3% 
Time-based accuracy: ±3% 
Input Impedance: 1M ohm 
35pF (2%) 
Input Max. Voltage: 400V 
(DC+ pas. peak AC) 
Sweep Delay Ranges: 
10,1,0.1ms; 10,1,0.1µs 

Mode: Normal, search, delay 

locate and return trace to view regardless 
of control settings. And switchable Xl/XlO 
probes give you more sensitivity for low 
frequency measurements, less circuit 
loading for high frequency measurements. 

For real value, combine the 9020 and 
Scopemate 2 for performance and flexi
bility unmatched by systems costing 
Sl,500 or more. For less than 8900. 

Both Scopemate 2 and our Circuit
mate Model 9020 illustrate a simple com
mitment by Beckman Industrial- to 
provide service test instruments that meet 
your needs. Whether through advanced 
technology or value-oriented applications 
of proven technology, Beckman Industrial 
gives you the right features at the right 
price, with service test instruments built 
to rigorous standards of quality and 
reliability 

Visit your Beckman Industrial 
distributor today and find out how the 
ruggedly reliable Scopemate 2 and the 

9020 Oscilloscope can meet your 
needs. And why they offer the best 
value around. By comparison . 

• tVIce 
tnnnents, 

\\freThe One. 
............. ri:af r1.1 
··------~~- ...... 

Beckman Industrial Corporalion. Instrumentation Products Division 
A Subsidiary or Emerson Electric Company 
3883 Ruffin Road, San Diego, CA 92123-1898 
(619) 495-3200 • FAX• (619) 268·0!72 • TLX , 249031 

© 1987 Beckman Industrial Corporation 
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influences cost. The majority (75% 
or maybe more) of the laser printers 
available use either a Ricoh or 
Canon engine. When evaluating a 
laser printer's engine, you have to 
evaluate characteristics such as its 
duty cycle, paper path, paper-out
put options, paper-feed options, and 
maintainability. 

First, keeping your application 
foremost in mind, ascertain that the 
engine is rated to print the number 
of pages you require per month
not to mention its lifetime printing 
spec. Also, the straighter and sim
pler a printer's paper path, the less 
likely you'll be stuck with paper 
jams or wrinkled paper. Make sure 
the engine offers a face-down (col
lated) paper-output capability. 
Printers that handle envelopes 
without wrinkling them typically 
use a straight-through paper path 
for such hand-fed items. 

Laser printers require different 
maintenance than traditional types 
of printers. For instance, you have 
to replace toner cartridges and 
drum units on a regular basis. Make 
sure that the installation of these 
consumables is straightforward. 
Some printer manufacturers pro
mote the inexpensiveness of their 
consumables as a feature. Although 
toner and drum units do affect the 
cost of using a printer, these costs 
are negligible for most applications. 

LEDs and LCSs charge drum 
Printers that use engines based 

on LED or LCS technology compete 
directly with laser printers for ap
plications such as word processing 
and graphics, and in fact, some man
ufacturers call LED or LCS print
ers laser printers to avoid confu
sion. All three types use a similar 
printing technology. A light source 
alters the charge of a photosensitive 
drum. The drum attracts toner par
ticles with an opposite charge. The 
drum then transfers the toner to the 
paper, and the printer fuses the 
toner and paper with heat. 

Laser printers employ a laser 
source and a rotating mirror to 
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Both electrostatic and thermal-transfer printers from Versatec target the GAE !CAD market 
for plotters. 

strobe the lines of an image onto the 
drum surface. LCS printers use a 
single light source and a linear 
array of LCS elements to transfer 
each line of an image to the drum. 
LED engines include an array of 
LED elements that alters the 
drum's charge. 

A number of new LED and LCS 
printers are available that suit 
word-processing and monochrome
graphics applications. For instance, 
Data Technology offers the $1995 
6-page/minute Crystalprint Series 
II and the $2495 8-page/minute 
Crystalprint VIII. Both employ 
LCS technology. Fujitsu recently 
introduced the RX7100 LED print
er, which prints 5 pages/minute and 
sells for $1160 (100). 

Advocates of LED and LCS tech
nology claim that engines for such 
printers cost less than laser en
gines. Laser-printer manufacturers 
argue that, today, the cost differ
ence is less than $50. The LED and 
LCS units do lend themselves to 
simpler engine repairs, however. 

Printer language guides choice 
Printer technology notwithstand

ing, when choosing a printer for 
graphics applications such as desk-

top publishing, you have to consider 
the issue of software. Publishers of 
complex graphics packages can't 
support all the different printers 
available the way publishers of 
word-processing packages can. 
You'll be well-advised to choose a 
printer that emulates a de facto 
graphics printing standard. 

More page-graphics application 
software supports the Hewlett
Packard Printer Control Language 
(PCL) than any other printer lan
guage, and HP holds a dominant 
share of the laser-printer market 
with its Laserjet family of printers. 
Moreover, the company developed 
PCL in levels, or layers, so that it 
could use the language in all its 
printer products. Simple dot-matrix 
printers only use the low levels of 
PCL; laser printers use the highest 
levels. 

The 8-page/minute $2595 Laser
jet Series II printer is currently the 
mainstay of the Laserjet family. 
The standard model includes only 
512k bytes of memory, but you can 
ask for an additional IM-byte 
($495), 2M-byte ($995), or 4M-byte 
($1995) board. The standard config
uration isn't capable of full-page 
graphics output: You must add 
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memory to improve its graphics ca
pabilities and to allow the machine 
to hold multiple fonts in memory. 

Numerous manufacturers offer 
raster printers compatible with 
Laserjet Series II PCL (typically 
called Laserjet+ compatibility), but 
some are more compatible than oth
ers. In certain cases, you can simply 
test a particular printer's compati
bility with the software package 
you wish to use, but such simple 
tests don't prove complete PCL 
compatibility. Ref 1 contains some 
sample programs that are effective 
for testing compatibility. A printer 
that passes such tests will be more 
likely to work with any software 
package that supports the Laserjet 
Series II and its downloadable 
fonts. 

As is true of the Laserjet units, 
PCL-compatible printers from 
other manufacturers also require 
extra memory to handle download
able fonts and graphics. The Oasys 
Laserpro Express offers PCL com
patibility, but not a downloadable
font feature. The company's $2295 
Laserpro Express Series II accepts 
downloadable fonts; you must pur
chase the $2795 Laserpro Silver Ex
press or the $3695 Laserpro Gold 
Express to add full-page graphics 
capabilities. 

Okidata's Laserline 6 comes with 
just 272k bytes of memory, and you 
can only expand it to 676k bytes. So, 
even though the Laserline 6 accepts 
downloadable fonts, it can't print a 
full page of graphics. Data Technol
ogy's Crystalprint VII includes 
1.5M bytes of memory, but the 
Crystalprint Series II only includes 
512k bytes (albeit expandable to 
1.5M bytes). The Fujitsu RX7100 
contains 640k bytes of memory, and 
the company plans to off er expan
sions for a total of 3M bytes. 

Postscript adds versatility 
For some graphics applications, 

you may want to consider a printer 
with a higher-performance control 
language-the Postscript page-de
scription language from Adobe Sys-
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An extended version of the manufacturer's PCL (printer control language) includes color 
commands to control the Paintjet printer from Hewlett-Packard. 

terns (Mountain View, CA), for ex
ample. Adobe developed the 
language and licenses it to printer 
manufacturers. Postscript provides 
software developers with a tool for 
creating, modifying, and printing 
graphical images. It also has a set of 
proprietary fonts and can scale 
those fonts to any size. 
Typically the Postscript interpreter 

resides in the printer and offloads 
much of the graphics processing 
from the host. The cost of adding 
Postscript to a printer is approxi
mately $2000; it is the combination 
of royalties paid to Adobe and the 
added computing power required to 
run the language that results in the 
price premium. 

Many graphics packages that take 
advantage of Postscript are emerg
ing, and several printer manufactur
ers now offer Postscript-compatible 
printers. QMS and its subsidiary, 
The Laser Connection, both have 
Postscript-compatible printers 
available. The QMS-PS 810 has 2M 
bytes of memory and is compatible 
with both Postscript and PCL. In
deed, this $5495 8-page/minute 
printer includes an Appletalk inter-

face in addition to the standard 
printer interfaces. 

The Laser Connection sells the 
$4995 PS Jet and the $5495 PS Jet 
Plus, which include l.5M and 2M 
bytes of memory, respectively. 
These printers offer essentially the 
same features as the QMS product. 
The Laser Connection also offers an 
add-on product that converts the 
Hewlett-Packard Laserjet Series II 
printer to a Postscript printer. The 
$2495 kit includes a board that re
sides in a personal computer and a 
board that is installed in the print
er. The company offers similar capa
bilities for other printers with 
Canon engines. 

Several other printer companies 
have licensed Postscript for use in 
laser printers, including AST Re
search, NEC Information Systems, 
and Texas Instruments. Other com
panies will choose to acquire Post
script compatibility elsewhere. 

Phoenix Technologies Ltd (Nor
wood, MA), for example , has an
nounced its Page Printer Control 
System (PPCS), and Canon intends 
to use PPCS in a printer due out 
around midyear. Phoenix Techno-
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logies cloned Postscript but of 
course had to use its own fonts and 
algorithms. Personal Computer 
Products Inc (San Diego, CA) has 
also introduced its Imagescript lan
guage, which emulates Postscript. 
Oasys has announced plans to offer a 
Postscript clone, developed in
house, as an option on its Express 
printers. 

As you can surmise, the market 
for monochrome desktop graphics is 
booming, thanks to the combination 
of available graphics software, rea
sonably priced printer hardware, 
and standard printer-control lan
guages. This is not yet the case for 
the color-graphics market, although 
color printers are emerging that 
will eventually bring color graphics 
to the desktop. Soon companies will 
even offer color laser printers. Still, 
no standards yet exist for color 
desktop graphics. Adobe plans on 
adding color to Postscript, but prod
ucts may be a year away. In addi
tion, manipulating color images re
quires more computing power and 
better software than do mono
chrome applications. 

Hewlett-Packard currently offers 

The 3M-byte memory capacity of the Oasys Laserpro Gold Express provides room for 
downloadable fonts and full-page bit-image graphics. 

its Paintjet printer for $1395. The 
printer employs ink-jet technology, 
produces 180x180-dot/in. resolu
tion, and can also output near-let-

ter-quality text at 167 cps. Hewlett
Packard added extensions to PCL to 
control the Paintjet, and the printer 
primarily targets applications such 

For more information ... 
For more information on the raster printers discussed in this article, contact the following manufacturers directly or 
circle the appropriate numbers on the Information Retrieval Service card. 
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AST Research Inc 
2121 Alton Ave 
Irvine, CA 92714 
(714) 863-1333 
TLX 753699 
Circle No 670 

Canon USA Inc 
1 Canon Plaza 
Lake Success, NY 11042 
(516) 488-6700 
Circle No 671 

Data Technology Corp 
2551 Walsh Ave 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 
( 408) 727-8899 
Circle No 672 

Fujitsu America Inc 
3055 Orchard Dr 
San Jose, CA 95134 
( 408) 432-1300 
TLX 176207 
Circle No 673 

Hewlett-Packard Co 
1820 Embarcadero Rd 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 
Phone local office 
Circle No 674 

Howtek Inc 
21 Park Ave 
Hudson, NH 03051 
(603) 882-5200 
Circle No 675 

The Laser Connection 
7852 Schillinger Park W 
Mobile, AL 36608 
(205) 633-7223 
Circle No 676 

NEC Information Systems Inc 
1414 Massachusetts Ave 
Boxborough, MA 01719 
(617) 264-8000 
Circle No 677 

Office Automation Systems Inc (Oasys) 
8352 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 
San Diego, CA 92111 
(619) 576-9500 
Circle No 678 

Okidata Corp 
532 Fellowship Rd 
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054 
(800) 654-3282 
Circle No 679 

Ricoh Corp 
155 Passaic Ave 
Fairfield, NJ 07006 
(201) 882-2000 
TLX 752930 
Circle No 680 

QMS Inc 
1 Magnum Pass 
Mobile, AL 36618 
(205) 633-4300 
TLX 266013 
Circle No 681 

Tektronix Inc 
Box 1000, MS 63-447 
Wilsonville, OR 97070 
(503) 235-7202 
Circle No 682 

Texas Instruments 
Box 809063 
Dallas, TX 75380 
(800) 527-3500 
Circle No 683 

Versatec 
2710 Walsh Ave 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 
( 408) 988-2800 
TWX 910-338-0243 
Circle No 684 
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NEW FROM BURR-BROWN 

FIRST UALITY 

TC SM Cs 

Model Description/Features 

DAC7541AJP 4-quadrant multiplying 
AKP • Latch-up resistant 
AJU •Low cost 
AKU • Replace 7521 , 7541 , 7541A 
AAH DA Cs 
ABH 
ASH 
ATH 

DAC7545JP 4-quadrant multiplying 
KP • Buffered inputs 
LP •Low cost 
GLP • Replace 7545 DACs 
JU 
KU 
LU 
GLU 
AH 
BH 
CH 
GCH 
SH 
TH 
UH 
GUH 

DAC8012JP 4-quadrant multiplying 
KP • Data readback 
JU • No protection Schottky 
KU needed 
AH •Low cost 
BH • Replace 8012 DACs 
SH 
TH 

Now you can get your CMOS MDAC 
solutions from one source-Burr-Brown. 
And they're backed by 30+ years of 
quality linear design and manufacturing 
experience, more than any other supplier. 

Consider these features: 
• CMOS processing yields high 

performance at low power; 
• pin-for-pin replacements for industry 

standard parts; 

Max Max Gain 100s 
Relative Error (LSB) Temperature Price• 

Accuracy (LSB) Yoo = +sv Range (°C) Package Type ($) 

± 1 ± 6 01+70 
± 1/ 2 ± 1 01+70 
± 1 ± 6 0/+70 
± 1/ 2 ± 1 01+70 
± 1 ± 6 - 25/+85 
± 112 ± 1 - 25/+85 
± 1 ± 6 - 55/+125 
± 112 ± 1 - 55/+125 

± 2 ± 20 01+70 
± 1 ± 10 01+70 
±112 ± 5 0!+70 
± 1/ 2 ± 1 01+70 
± 2 ± 20 01+70 
± 1 ± 10 01+70 
± 1/ 2 ± 5 0/+70 
± 1/ 2 ± 1 01+70 
± 2 ± 20 - 25/+85 
± 1 ± 10 - 25/+85 
± 1/ 2 ± 5 - 25/+85 
±1/ 2 ± 1 - 25/+85 
± 2 ± 20 - 55/+125 
± 1 ± 10 - 55/+125 
± 1/ 2 ± 5 - 551+125 
± 1/ 2 ± 1 - 55/+1 '25 

± 1 ± 3 0!+70 
± 112 ± 1 01+70 
± 1 ± 3 01+70 
± 1/ 2 ± 1 01+70 
± 1 ± 3 - 251+85 
± 112 ± 1 - 251+85 
± 1 ± 3 - 551+125 
± 112 ± 1 - 551+125 

• choice of ceramic, plastic, and SOIC 
packages; 

• guaranteed 12-bit monotonicity over 
temp range; 

• single +sv to + 15V supply, 30mW max; 
• only second-source for latched "8012" 

devices, with data read-back feature; 
• superior design gives you extra 

protection against input " latch-up" 
problems; 

• 10%- 20% lower prices. 

CIRCLE NO 49 

Plastic DIP 7.15 
Plastic DIP 7.95 
Plastic SOIC 8.55 
Plastic SOIC 9.55 
Ceramic DIP 7.95 
Ceramic DIP 8.75 
Ceramic DIP 23.25 
Ceramic DIP 27.10 

Plastic DIP 8.00 
Plastic DIP 10.45 
Plastic DIP 11 .45 
Plastic DIP 16.75 
Plastic SOIC 9.20 
Plastic SOIC 12.00 
Plastic SOIC 12.15 
Plastic SOIC 19.25 
Ceramic DIP 9.50 
Ceramic DIP 11.95 
Ceramic DIP 12.95 
Ceramic DIP 15.85 
Ceramic DIP 22.20 
Ceramic DIP 35.85 
Ceramic DIP 38.85 
Ceramic DIP 57.60 

Plastic DIP 8.28 
Plastic DIP 17.33 
Plastic SOIC 9.52 
Plastic SOIC 19.93 
Ceramic DIP 9.83 
Ceramic DIP 19.87 
Ceramic DIP 27.94 
Ceramic DIP 59.62 

• U.S. unit prices only. 

We've got all the low power, low cost 
12-bit CMOS MDACs you need. If we 
don't make them first, we make them 
better. Call your sales rep or 
Applications Engineering, 602/746-1111 , 
for complete information and samples. 
Burr-Brown Corp ., PO Box 11400, 
Tucson, AZ 85734. 

BURR - BROWN® 
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as spreadsheet-program-generated 
charts. Although you can use plain 
paper with the Paintjet, the compa
ny recommends special paper or 
transparency media for best results. 

Howtek is another vendor with a 
color printer for sale that uses ink
jet technology. The Pixelmaster is 
capable of generating color-page 
graphics comparable to those of 
monochrome laser printers. It 
mixes text and color graphics on a 
page at a resolution of 240 dots/in. 

Furthermore, this printer prints 
on plain paper. The unit includes 
compatibility with PCL and exten
sions for color output. Although its 
resolution and print quality are suf
ficient for color desktop publishing, 
you may have a hard time finding a 
software package to drive it. An 
IBM PC/ AT-class host would be 
very slow in generating a color
graphics image without help from 
dedicated hardware. The printer 
costs $4500 with 512k bytes of mem
ory; a 2.5M-byte version sells for 
$5700. 

The LED engine that Fujitsu uses in its 5-pagelminute RX7100 proves to be a low-cost 
alternative to a laser-based engine. 

Tektronix offers a thermal-trans
fer color-graphics printer that 
pririts 300 dots/in. The 4693D can 
produce high-quality pages of 
graphics, but requires the use of 
coated paper. Tektronix presently 
offers the product with a card that 
interfaces to the Apple Macintosh II 
Nubus; the Macintosh II version 
with 4M bytes of RAM costs $7995. 
The Tektronix printer suffers from 
the same lack of software and dedi
cated hardware as the Howtek 
product. 

The Colorgrafix 100 printer from 
QMS is probably the closest to pro
viding the computer power neces
sary for processing color images. 
QMS sells the $16,995 printer with a 
2-board dedicated controller. The 
boards fit in an IBM PC/AT or com
patible and include a TI TMS 34010 
graphics processor. The thermal
transfer printer's resolution is 
300x300 dots/in. The controller's 

QMS has also signed the first li
censing agreement for a color ver
sion of Adobe's Postscript language. 
QMS will introduce a color Post
script-based printer early this year 
and plans to ship it in the second 
half. 

Besides word-processing and 
desktop publishing, you can also 
make use of some of these mono
chrome and color raster printers in 
CAEICAD applications. For exam
ple, the monochrome page printers 
from both Oasys and QMS, as well 
as Howtek's color Pixelmaster, in
clude support for Hewlett-Packard's 
plotter control language, HP-GL. 

Oasys has recently introduced the 
22-page/minute Laserpro 2200, 
which prints on 11X17-in. paper, 
for $16,500. Don't expect laser tech
nology to allow printing on paper 
much wider than 11 inches. The 
laser beam becomes distorted when 
aimed at the edges of the printer 
drum. LED or LCS printers, how
ever, may continue to expand in 
terms of paper-width-printing capa
bilities. 

Electrostatic plotter for CAD 
native language is an extension of Electrostatic plotters are also 
the Direct Graphics Interface Speci- useful in CAE/CAD applications. 
fication (DGIS). Electrostatic devices essentially em-
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ploy a raster-printing technology, 
but most people think of them pri
marily as plotters. Such plotters are 
popular because they print many 
orders of magnitude faster than pen 
plotters. In an electrostatic device, 
coated paper passes under an elec
trostatic head. The electrostatic 
head consist of a linear array of wire 
nibs. 

The wire nibs in the electrostatic 
head place a charge on the coated 
paper. The paper passes through a 
toner bath and then a fusing pro
cess. The wire nibs in the electro
static head determine the resolu
tion. Typically, electrostatic 
plotters are capable of 400-dot/in. 
resolution. 

Versatec's electrostatic plotters 
cover a broad range. The V-80 fami
ly plots on 11-in.-wide paper, and 
Series 7000 plotters plot on 22- or 
44-in.-wide paper. Moreover, the 
company also offers electrostatic de
vices with color capability. These 
plotters use a single electrostatic 
head and four toner stations to pro
duce color with four passes made on 
each plot. The 2500 Series produces 
color on 11-in. paper, and the 3000 
Series is compatible with 22- and 
44-in. paper. 

Because electrostatic plotters 
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Omron responds. 
0 mron's innovative design capabilities, coupled 

with their wide variety of relays, switches and 
photomicrosensors, give you the ability to improve 
upon your present product designs and make 
tomorrow's technologies more productive. 

From the automotive industry to office automa
tion, Omron's broad product line capabilities are 
bringing innovative products to life. Industrial 
robotics, bank teller machines, vending 
machines, security systems, 
automotive safety devices and 
computer systems are just a few of 
the thousands of products in which 

om Ron® 
Responsive Innovation 

Omron components are employed. 
Backing up Omron's full-line of components is the 

security you'll feel in knowing that behind each product 
is our "zero defects" quality. Quality built on years of 
experience, and a desire to respond to customer 

design needs for product innovation. 
Let one of our nationwide network of 

distributors accommodate your relay, switch 
or photomicrosensor needs quickly and 

• reliably. 

-c}~ Call Omron toll free. 

1 ·800·62·0MRON 

OMRON ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Consumer and Commercial Division 
One East Commerce Drive 
Schaumburg, Illinois 60173 
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UPDATE 

Liquid-Crystal-Shutter ( LCS) technology 
charges the photosensitive drum in Data 
Technology's Crystalprint VIII page printer. 

print raster data but often function 
in a vector world, Versatec offers a 
number of printer-control options. 
The company sells stand-alone 
rasterizing controllers, controllers 
that fit into a host such as a VAX or 
an IBM PC/AT, and controllers em
bedded in certain plotter models. 
Prices range from $8000 for an 
11-in. monochrome unit to $52,000 
for an E-size color unit that includes 
a rasterizing controller. 

Rounding out its raster-printer 
offerings, Versatec has thermal
transfer color plotters for sale. The 
2700 Series handles 11-in. paper. 
Typical configurations cost under 
$9000. Although Versatec targets 
the 2700 Series for plotter applica
tions, you can conceivably use these 
printers in other graphics applica
tions. EDN 

Reference 
1. McCown, R, and H Clark, "Laser 

Metrics," PC Tech Journal, September 
1987, pg 74. 

Article Interest Quotient 
(Circle One) 
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TDK Multilayer and Integration Technology 
Stands at the Leading Edge 
with TDK Multilayer Chip Inductors. 
For the first time ever, inductors can be made without actual winding. Consider TDK Multilayer 
Chip Inductors. Thanks to TDK, they eliminate the problems of high density circuit boards. 

Multilayer surface mount devices from TDK include ceramic chip capacitor networks, chip 
band pass filters and chip LC traps that require both designs and manufacturing technology 
of a sophisticated nature. Furthermore, TDK is making significant progress toward "super 
multilayer" and high circuits integration. 

TDK technology ranges from raw materials to finished multilayer chip components to 
automatic mounting equipment, namely, our Avimount series. We strive to meet the require
ments of the industry for high quality, high performance chip components. And we're striving 
to achieve total surface mount technology from start to finish. 

When it comes to SMT, come to TDK. 

TDK Surface Mount Technology-At Your Service. 

@TDK® 
TDK CORPORATION OF AMERICA HEAD OFFICE 4711 West Goll Road , Skokie, IL 60076, U.S.A. Phone· (312) 679-8200 CHICAGO REGIONAL OFFICE 
Phone: (312)679-8200 INDIANAPOLIS REGIONAL OFFICE Phone: (317) 872-0370 NEW YORK REGIONAL OFFICE Phone (516)625-0100 LOS ANGELES 
REGIONAL OFFICE Phone: (213) 539-6631 DETROIT DISTRICT OFFICE Phone. (313) 353-9393 NEW JERSEY DISTRICT OFFICE Phone: (201) 736-0023 
HUNTSVILLE DISTRICT OFFICE Phone: (205) 539-4551 GREENSBORO DISTRICT OFFICE Phone: (919) 292-0012 DALLAS DISTRICT OFFICE Phone: 
(21 4) 506-9800 SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT OFFICE Phone: (408) 437-9585 TOK CORPORATION. TOKYO, JAPAN 
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Simplifying High Density Placement 
TDK Surface Mount Devices 
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ILITARY 
16·BIT A/D's 

FIRST IN 
THEIR CLASS 

MIL-STD-1772 CERTIFIED 

MN5295/MN5290 & MN6290 
High Speed: 

MN5295: 17µsec Max. Conversion Time 
MN5290: 40µsec Max. Conversion Time 
MN6290: 20kHz Min. Sampling Rate 

Small 32-Pin Double-Wide DIP 
14-Bit "No Missing Codes" 
- 55°C to + 125°C Operation 
MIL-STD-883 Screening 

In the two speed classes of 16-bit A/D's that 
have emerged, only one supplier designs its 
devices to meet all of your military and aero
space requirements: Micro Networks. 

In the high-speed (15-20µsec) class, our 
MN5295/96 are the fastest (17µsec), smallest 
(by 31 %), and only devices to offer - 55°C to 
+ 125°C operation and MIL-STD-883 
screening. 

98 

In the general-purpose (40-50µsec) class, 
our MN5290/91 offer these same advantages; 
while our MN6290/91 add an internal T/H, plus 
FFT testing for improved performance, ease 
of specification, and significant space savings. 

And most critical to your designs, these are 
the only devices that operate over the 
extended military temperature range with 
full military screening. 
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MN5295/MN5296 
The newest in our expanding line of high
performance, military, 16-bit A/D's are at the 
top of their class. 

Fastest Conversion Time: 
17µsec Max. (16 Bits) 

Smallest Package by 31%: 
Double vs. Triple DIP 

Widest Temperature Range: 
- 55°C to + 125°C 

Only Devices Available with 883 Screening 

In the top speed class, our MN5295/96 excel, 
providing outstanding 16-bit performance in 
a DIP package that is fully 31 % smaller than 
any competitor's. No other supplier can meet 
your requirements for high-speed, high
resolution, military A/D's. When your design 
demands the best, demand Micro Networks 
MN5295/96. 

MN5290/MN5291 
They're the best in their speed class of 
workhorse 16-bit A/D's. Specify them for all 
your applications that don't require the 
added performance of our MN5295/96. 

Fastest Conversion Time in Their Class: 
40µsecMax. 

Smallest Package by 31%: 
Double vs. Triple DIP 

Widest Temperature Range: 
- 55°C to + 125°C 

Only Devices Available with 883 Screening 

Like our MN5295/96, our MN5290/91 A/D's are 
ideal for any design where you need true 14 
or 13-bit performance over an extended tem
perature range. These devices were the first 
16-bit military A/D's. Since their introduction, 
their broad acceptance and proven perfor
mance have made them industry standards. 

MN6290/MN6291 
In a class by themselves, these FFT-tested 
sampling A/D's are ideal for traditional 
data acquisition and DSP applications. 

Single Package Sampling AID 
High Resolution/Sampling Rate: 

16 Bits @ 20kHz 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 84dB 
Harmonics: - 88dB 
Temperature Range: - 55°C to + 125°C 
Available with MIL-STD-883 Screening 

Signal 
Amplitude 
Relative to 
Full Scale 

OdB • .... 
I 
j 

20dB J . 
j .. 

40dB ~ - -· · 
1 .. 

60dB -- ···· 

Input Frequency: IOkHz 
Sampling Rate: 20.SkHz 

RMS Signal : 0.28dB 
RMS Noise: 85. 7ldB 

SIN: 85.43dB 
2nd Harmonic : 93 .6BdB 
3rd Harmonic : 94 .89dB 

BOdB ·· ················· ·········· ··· ···· ·· · 

IOOdB 

120dB 

140dB 

OHz 
Input Freq uency 

. ...... ·; 

10.2SkHz 

These devices eliminate the hassle of evalu
ating T/H specs that are difficult to under
stand and often don't relate. 

For more detailed information, send for our 
comprehensive data sheets. For rapid 
response, call Russ Mullet at Ext. 208. 

Micro Networks 
324 Clark Street 
Worcester, Massachusetts 01606 
(617) 852-5400 

Micro Networks 
Advancing Data Conversion 
Technology 

Regional Sales Offices: Worcester, MA (617) 852-5400; Dallas. TX (214) 991-8566; Santa Ana, CA (714) 261-5044. 
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Hitachi MOS Memory Leadership Has Been Earned 
The stag faces constant challenges from 

aspiring leaders of his herd. He maintains his 
leadership only by winning those battles-over 
and over again. Similarly, in the highly competitive 
MOS memory market, leadership must be earned 
... not just claimed. 

Hitachi's MOS memory leadership is well 
documented. For example: 

1983 Hitachi is ranked the number one CMOS 
RAM manufacturer by engineers in Electronic 
Design's Audit of Brand Recognition. 

1984 Hitachi again is rated the leading CMOS 
RAM manufacturer in Electronic Design's study. 

1985 Hitachi again is rated number one in CMOS 
RAMs, in ED's Brand Recognition Study. 

1986 Hitachi is the first manufacturer that 
purchasing agents consider when buying CMOS 
RAMs, as reported by Electronic Buyers' 
News, Buyers' Preference Study. 

1986 Hitachi rated the most preferred CMOS 
RAM vendor in EBN's Japanese Semiconductor 
Manufacturers' Benchmark Study. First in quality, 
customer service, technical assistance, trust, ease 
of doing business ... and first in eight additional 
categories. 

Marketplace recognition has been building 
over the years. This is due, in part, to our uncom, 
promising QA programs, which have given our 
memory products a legendary reputation for quality 
and reliability. Our long,range investment in 
production technology is also important to our 
customers. It means that our products are in 
constant, dependable supply. 

Supremacy Achieved 



Hitachi's technology pushes MOS memory 
to new levels of performance. The new HM62256 
is the latest achievement. At 85ns, it's the fastest 
32Kx8 SRAM you can buy, yet it draws only 
40mW power. And, you can choose either a 
standard 28,pin DIP, or Hitachi's new surface 
mount SOP (Small Outline Package). This 
packaging innovation permits double,sided surface 
mounting for board densities five times greater than 
standard DIPs ... another Hitachi plus. 

So, the next time someone claims they're 
"number one" in MOS memories, consider the 
facts. If you're like the survey participants men, 
tioned above, you'll call Hitachi first. 
Contact us through your local 
Hitachi Sales Representative 
or Distributor Sales 
Office today. 

Fast Action: To obtain product literature 
immediately, CALL TOLL FREE, 
1,SQ0,842,9000, Ext. 6809. Ask forliterature 
numberR16. 

Hitachi America, Ltd. 
Semiconductor and IC Division 
2210 O'Toole Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131 
Telephone 1-408/435-8300 



Portable Problem Solver 
Ultra-compact Digital 
Stora_ge Oscilloscope
Multimeter. 

Easily carried in a tool kit or attache 
case-powered by batteries or supplied 
ac adaptor-this 2-in-1 lightweight is 
always ready for hand-held action. 

Multi-function, 
200-kHz DSO. 

Just flip the switch from DMM to 
SCOPE and the performance of a pro
fessional Digital Storp.ge Oscilloscope is 
at your fingertips . Lets you capture and 
analyze single-shot and very slow phe
nomena. Stores up to three waveforms, 
and has such top-of-the-line features as 
auto-ranging time base setting, pre-trig
ger, roll mode, and on-screen readout of 
setting conditions. Low-power indicator 

alerts you when batteries need recharg
ing, while a separate back-up system 
protects memory. 

Full-function 
3 Yz-digit nMM. 

Precise measurement of ac/dc volt
age, current and resistance is easy to 
see on the large, high-contrast, display. 
Automatically selects range which pro
vides greatest accuracy and resolution. 

Perfect for many 
applications. 

LCD-100 is a unique combination in
strument that can confirm that its DMM 
is measuring a desired signal. Better by 
far than a OMM alone .. . more useful in 
the field than any benchtop DSO in this 
bandwidth, LCD-100 is ideal for servic-

ing a broad range of electromechanical, 
electrical and electronic systems. 

Call toll-free 

1-800-645-5104 
In NY State 

(516) 231-6900 
Ask for an evaluation unit, our latest 
Catalog, more information, or the name 
of your "Select" Leader Distributor. 

For ~rofessionals 

k~~l!!;l!;j,il 
difference. 

380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788 
Regional Offices: 

Chicago, Dallas, Los An!;Jeles, Boston, Atlanta 
In Canada call Omnitrornx Ltd. (416) 828-6221 

Circle 114 for Product Information Circle 153 for Product Demonstration 



PRODUCT UPDATE 

Wideband 500-kHz to 1-GHz hybrid amplifier 
includes internal decoupling capacitors 
The LH4200 is a general-purpose 
500-kHz to 1-GHz amplifier that in
cludes internal decoupling capaci
tors to simplify its use. This device 
has been demonstrated to work even 
with extremely long power-supply 
leads. The only extra decoupling it 
requires is an electrolytic capacitor 
to guard against low-frequency os
cillations. 

The amplifier's input stage is a 
dual-gate GaAs FET, which pro
vides low input capacitance and high 
transconductance. The dual-gate 
structure accepts the signal on 
input 1. Input 2 controls the gain of 
the amplifier. The amplifier has 

10k 82k 

-
0.01 µF 

r 
INPUT2 

INPUT 1 

-
FEEDBACK 

CT. 

maximum gain when input 2 is 1.5V. 
When input 2 is -2V, the gain is 
reduced by 60 dB. Thus, at 100 
MHz, a full 60 dB of automatic-gain
control range is available. 

The amplifier has a third input for 
use in series feedback. The output 
feeds back to pin 3 via a single 
resistor, which controls the overall 
power gain of the amplifier. The 
second and third stage of the ampli
fier are bipolar, providing high 
power output. At 10 MHz, the out
put is capable of delivering 12 dBm 
into 500 with 1 dB of signal com
pression. 

The ac-coupled amplifier has a 

47 µf 

33 

22 

23 10 

3 

2 

0.01 µF 

gain of37 dB at 100 MHz and 3 dB at 
1 GHz. You can cascade two amplifi
ers to get more than 60 dB of gain at 
100 MHz. 

The LH4200 has a noise figure of 
3 dB at 500 and is powered from a 
single lOV supply; it requires 70 mA 
max of current. The amplifier comes 
in a 24-pin ceramic package. The 
commercial part (LH4200CD) costs 
$54; the military version (LH4200C) 
costs $66 (100).-David Shear 

National Semiconductor Corp, 
2900 Semiconductor Dr, Santa 
Clara, CA 95052. Phone (408) 721-
5856. 

Circle No 733 

10V 

0.01 µF 

OUTPUT ~ 

GAIN BANDWIDTH R c 
30 dB 150 MHz 1.5 kn 9 TO 30 pF 

25 dB 300 MHz 860!) 2 TO 8 pF 
A 20 dB 500 MHz 430!l < 1 pF 

When you use the LH4200 as a feedback amplifier, you can control its gain with a single resistor in a series-feedback con]iguration. 
The accompanying table shows various gain/bandwidth options for the part. The only external decoupling required for this amplifier is 
the 47-µF electrolytic capacitor. 
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PRODUCT UPDATE 

Analyzer constantly monitors and displays 
500-MHz frequency and interval variations 

The 5371A is an unusual frequency 
and time-measuring instrument be
cause it makes continuous measure
ments with no dead time between 
samples, even when the sampling 
interval is only 10 nsec (IOM sam
ples/sec). In addition , without ex
ternal equipment, it can give you a 
picture of the way time-related 
quantities (frequency , for example) 
vary as a function of time. 

Although many counters let you 
connect an external recorder to ob
tain plots of the trend of a measured 
quantity, only the 5371A offers con
tinuous-measurement capability 
and an integral graphics display, the 
vendor claims. The 5371A can meas
ure frequencies from 0.125 Hz to 
500 MHz, pulse widths as short as 1 
nsec and phase delays with 0.1 ° 
precision. The instrument's capabil
ities don't stop there, however. Built 
into its firmware are routines 
which , among other things , com
pute and display histograms of 
measurements and calculate statis
tical measures, such as standard de
viation and variance. 

Besides having a set of keys adjacent to 
firmware-generated legends on the screen, 
the 5371A's front panel also promdes cursor 
arrows and both keypad and rotary controls 
for data entry. 
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FREQUENCY 
DOMAIN 

(~~~r~~l§r 

TIME 
DOMAIN 

(SCOPES) 

F 

MODULATION 
DOMAIN 

(DYNAMIC FREQUENCY 
AND TIME-INTERVAL 

ANALYSIS) 

Fig 1-The " modulation domain" is the term Hewlett-Packard coined to describe the 
measurement area where its 5371A excels, and to contrast the types of measurements it makes 
to those made by scopes and spectrum analyzers. 

The instrument's ability to take 
near-instantaneous measurements, 
to perform them without interrup
tion, and to reduce them to a readily 
understandable form should greatly 
simplify work on equipment such as 
frequency-agile and digital commu
nication systems, radar and elec
tronic-warfare systems, and electro
mechanical storage peripherals. 

If you're trying to learn the full 
range of values assumed by a rapid
ly changing measured quantity, you 
can find it frustrating, and possibly 
downright misleading, to use an in
strument (such as a counter) that 

may miss significant data because it 
spends only a small fraction of the 
time actually taking measurements. 
In such applications, the 5371A, 
with its continuous-measurement 
capability, should prove particularly 
valuable. In addition, the 5371A can 
present the data in a form you can 
readily assimilate. For example, it 
can display a plot of frequency or 
time interval vs time, or a probabili
ty-density curve of the percentages 
of a sequence of measurements that 
fall into several user-defined value 
ranges. 

You can understand the 5371A's 
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UPDATE 

significance by comparing it with 
oscilloscopes and spectrum analyz
ers. Think of three orthogonal axes 
representing voltage, frequency, 
and time (Fig 1). The scope displays 
voltage vs time (the time domain); 
the spectrum analyzer displays volt
age vs frequency (the frequency do
main); and the 5371A displays fre
quency vs time. The vendor calls 
this third measurement mode the 
"modulation domain." With tongue 
only slightly in cheek, the compa
ny's representatives suggest that 
"it's about time" you were able to 
make measurements in the modula
tion domain. 

Because the 5371A's forte is meas
uring variations in time-related 
quantities, you have to be able to 
predict how much variability the 
instrument itself introduces into its 
measurements. With a 100-nsec 
measurement time (only lOx the 
period of the measured signal), 
curves on the data sheet show an 
uncertainty of -100 kHz when you 
measure a 100-MHz input; when you 
increase the measurement time to 1 
sec, the uncertainty drops to -10-3 

Hz-10 parts per trillion of the 
measured quantity. 

In the preceding examples, the 
frequency display changes in 
20-kHz increments at the 10-nsec 
sample time and in 2x 10-2-Hz incre
ments when the sample time is 1 
sec. One year after calibration, crys
tal aging adds another 20 Hz of 
uncertainty to a 100-MHz measure
ment. The HP 5371A costs $21,500. 

-Dan Strassberg 
Hewlett-Packard Co, 1820 Em

barcadero Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303. 
Phone local sales office. 

Circle No 732 
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Programmable 
Anti-Alias Filters for 
Critical A/D Pref iltering 
848P8E Series 
are Elliptic 
lowpass filters 
providing 
extremely sharp 
roll-off for 
AID prefiltering. 

Features: 
• 8 pole, 6 zero elliptic 

lowpass filters 
• Digitally 

programmable 
corner frequency 

• Shape factor of 1. 77 at 80db 
• 8 bit (256:1) tuning ratio 
• Internally latched control 

lines to store frequency 
selection data 

• Ideal for single or 
multi-channel applications 

• Plug in, ready to use, 
fully finished filter modules 

• Five frequency ranges to 51.2kHz 

Other Filter Products Available: 
• Linear phase • Programmable 
• Fixed frequency• Instrumentation 
• Custom designs 

For more information about 
how Frequency Devices can 
meet your most critical 
filtering requirements, call 
our applications engineers at 
(617) 374-0761. 

CIRCLE NO 22 

FREOUEnCY 
DEVICES'" 
25 Locust Street 
Haverhill, MA 01830 
(617) 374-0761 

DID YOU KNOW? 
Half of all EDN's 

articles are staff .. written. 
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PRODUCT UPDATE 

Two calculators suit 
manager and engineer 

For the first time, the engineering 
manager can have a scientific calcu
lator that also provides the financial 
functions usually found only on busi
ness calculators. The HP-278 ($110) 
can perform "time value of money" 
operations (such as amortization) 
and forecasting operations, as well 
as the usual, basic scientific func
tions. 

Meanwhile , the vendor has also 
upgraded the performance and user 
interface of its revolutionary 
HP-28C scientific calculator. The 
upgrade, designated HP-288 ($235), 
has 32k bytes of user RAM (its 
predecessor had less than 2k bytes). 
Further, the HP-288 augments the 
HP-28C's unusual soft-key, menu
driven interface by allowing you to 
set up menus for your own func
tions. 

Externally, the HP-288 differs 
only in graphics details from the 

I HP-28C. Internally, the HP-288 has 
just two custom chips; the HP-28C 
had five. 

Offering both scientific and financial func
tions, the HP-278 calculator aids the engi
neering manager who must do engineering 
design as well as figure out budgets. 

With increased memory and an aug
mented user interface, the HP-288 scientific 
calculator supercedes the HP-28C. 

Both the HP-278 and the HP-288 
have an infrared light-beam printer 
interface for the HP 82240A printer 
($135). Interestingly, for the pur
pose of reducing costs, the vendor 
did not make the printer interfaces 
bidirectional. The calculators de
pend on careful timing, rather than 
a Busy signal from the printer, to 
avoid overrunning the printer's buf
fer. Thus, neither calculator has any 
facility for external storage or re
trieval of programs or data; you 
must key in every program step or 
datum manually.-Charles H Small 

Hewlett-Packard Co, Inquiries 
Manager , 1000 NE Circle Blvd, 
Corvallis, OR 97330. Phone (800) 
752-0900 for nearest dealer. 

Circle No 731 
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IS SCOPE SETUP 
A SOURCE OF DELAY? 

The Tek 2465A with AUTO SETUP 
is the time-saving solution. See up 
to four waveforms on-screen at the 
touch of a button. Your display is 
triggered and scaled automati-
cally, without having to adjust a 
single knob. Add other standard 
features such as 350 MHz 
probe-tip bandwidth , 2 mV/div 
sensitivity and auto trigger 
level-all in a scope made 
for solving tough prob-
lems in analog design. 
It makes trou- · 
bleshooting trou
ble-free! 

CUT 
IT OUT! 

D Please send me your free 
videotape introduction, "The 
2445A/2465A Family: From 
Performance to Productivity." 

D Please send me your free 22-page 
brochure. 

D Please have a Tek representative 
get in touch with me as soon as 
possible to arrange a 
demonstration. 

In a hurry? Call Tek direct 

1-800-426-2200 
D887-6-38AX EON 

Yes! I want a closer look at the Tek 2445A/2465A Family. 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Phone Ext 

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE 

Copyright © 1987, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. PMA 816A-1 



SCOPES CUT OUT FOR 
YOUR KIND OF WORK. 

Accurate measurements, accu
rately interpreted. The 350 MHz 
2465A builds on proven, industry
standard high performance. You can 
easily measure pulse parameters 
and frequency with on-screen cur
sors. Full bandwidth is maintained at 
2 mV/div sensitivity to monitor low
amplitude signals such as noise and 
ripple with full fidelity. 

You can make timing measure
ments with 20-ps resolution at sweep 
speeds to 500 ps/div. And trigger on 
500 MHz signals from any one of four 
channels or on four asynchronous 
channels. Dual , delaying time bases 
mean precise measurements on 
complex waveform details. 

Key Features 

Probe Tip 
Bandwidth 

No. of Channels 

Horizontal 
Accuracy 

Max. Sweep 
Speed 

Vertical Sensitivity 

Trigger Frequency 

GPIB 

Counter/Timer/ 
Trigger/Word 
Recognizer 

Digital Multimeter 

Video Trigger 

Probes 

2465A DV 

350 MHz 

4 

2% 
(.001 %') 

500 psec 

2 mV/div 

500 MHz 

Standard 

Standard 

Standard 

Standard 

4 

2465A OM 2465A CT 2465A 2445A 

350 MHz 350 MHz 350 MHz 150 MHz 

4 4 4 4 

2% 2% 2% 2% 
(.001 %') (.001 %') (.001 %') (.001 %') 

500 psec 500 psec 500 psec 1 nsec 

2 mV/div 2 mV/div 2 mV/div 2 mV/div 

500 MHz 500 MHz 500 MHz 250 MHz 

Standard Standard Optional Optional 

Standard Standard Optional Optional 

Standard Not Optional Optional 
Available 

Not Not Optional Optional 
Available Available 

4 4 2 2 

Measurement options, extended 
capabilities. For specialized per
formance requirements, five com
binable enhancements are available 
- a GPIB interface, digital multi
meter, counter/timer functions with 
enhanced triggering , 17-bit word 
recognition and video measurement 
capabilities. 

Warranty 3 years on parts and labor, including CRT 

Three multiple-option packages, 
the 2465A Special Editions, are con-

' with Counter/Timer/Trigger 

figured for specific application areas 
at a significant savings over the sep
arately ordered options. 

All models come with Tek's com
prehensive three-year warranty on 
labor and parts, including the CRT. 

Get the full story! Return the 
reply card , or call your Tek Sales 
Engineer for a hands-on demonstra
tion . To place an order or request 
product literature, call Tek direct: 
1-800-426-2200. 

----------------------------------------------------

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO 1 BEAVERTON, OR 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

Tektronix, Inc. 
Del. Station 02-050 
PO. Box500 
Beaverton, OR 97077 
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READERS' CHOICE 
Of all the new products covered in EDN's October 15, 1987, issue, the ones reprinted here generated the most 
reader requests for additional information. If you missed them the first time, find out what makes them special: 
Just circle the appropriate numbers on the Information Retrieval Service card, or refer to the indicated pages in 
our October 15, 1987, issue. 

A PEN-GRIP DMM 
The DM71 handheld, pen-type digital multimeter 
(DMM) features a 31h-digit LCD. The autoranging 
meter has 0. 7% accuracy max and possesses a data
hold function (pg 254). 
Beckman Industrial Corp. 
Circle No 605 

CPU BOARDS 
The 68020-based CPU-22/23 board 
facilitates message passing on the 
VME Bus and provides either 256k 
bytes or lM byte of dual-port 
RAM (pg 83). 
Force Computers Inc. 
Circle No 601 
Force Computers GmbH 
Circle No 602 

PASCAL DEBUGGER 

CHIP SET 
The 5-member FE3500 chip set 
provides the core logic and the 
memory and I/O control necessary 
to implement a 16-bit, 80286-based, 
IBM PC/AT-type personal comput
er (pg 233). 
Faraday Electronics Inc. 
Circle No 604 

A PIEZOELECTRIC FAN 
The LP24HT, a de-operated miniature piezoelectric 
fan, produces a planar air stream that emanates from 
the front tips of its resonating blades (pg 216). 
Piezo Electric Products Inc. 
Circle No 603 

T-Debugplus version 2.0 is a symbolic run-time de
bugger for Turbo Pascal. It debugs programs that 
use CGA, EGA, or Hercules graphics modes (pg 245). 
TurboPower Software. 
Circle No 606 
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READERS' CHOICE 
Of all the new products covered in EDN's October 29, 1987, issue, the ones reprinted here generated the most 
reader requests for additional information. If you missed them the first time, find out what makes them special: 
Just circle the appropriate numbers on the Information Retrieval Service card, or refer to the indicated pages in 
our October 29, 1987, issue. 

VIDEO GENERATOR 
The Montest-AD8 video generator 
uses an 8-MHz dot clock to gener
ate four test patterns-full raster, 
color bars, crosshatch, and win
dows-at any of eight user-selecta
ble scan frequencies from 15. 75 to 
31.5 kHz (pg 302). 
Network Technologies Inc. 
Circle No 611 
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PLL SYNTHESIZER 
The TBB200 CMOS PLL frequency 
synthesizer operates in single- or 
dual-modulus modes and is in
tended for use in radio communica
tions equipment (pg 27 4). 
Siemens Components Inc. 
Circle No 608 
Siemens AG 
Circle No 609 

~ DISK DRIVES 
The half-height 1600 family and 
the full-height 1500 family of 5%
in. Winchester disk drives offer 
storage capacities of 180M and 
765M bytes, respectively (pg 138). 
Micropolis Corp. 
Circle No 607 

FORMAT CONVERTER 
The Interchange package transforms data from the 
5%- to the 31h-in. disk format and lets you transfer 
data from IBM PCs to PS/2 machines (pg 318). 
SMT Inc. 
Circle No 612 

~AVANTEK 
MSA-0670 

.5 1.0 3.0 4.0 

Frequency, GHz 

.A AMPLIFIERS 
These general-purpose monolithic microwave IC am
plifiers are cascadable 500 gain blocks that can oper
ate with power-supply voltages as low as 5V (pg 284). 
Avantek Inc. 
Circle No 610 
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NOW YOU CAN DRIVE 
OUR SUBCOMPACTS. 

Seagate's family of 3112" hard disc drives. 

As computers 
grow smaller, 
the demand for high-quality 
drives grows larger. But if you're 
looking for 3112'' drives for your 
small computer systems, you 
don't have a lot to choose from. 

Except at Seagate. 
We offer six 3 V211 drives with 21, 

32 and 48 MB formatted capacities. 
You also have a choice of interfaces: 
SCSI or ST412 with RU. or MFM encoding. 
All with 28 msec access time. 
O~ 3 1/2

11 drives use Seagate's field-proven, 
propnetary stepper motors to achieve fast access 
times normally found only with more expensive 
voice coil actuators. 

Seagate's 3 1/2
11 

drives are not only fast 
- they're power savers, 

using as little as 8 watts. 
And for added data integrity, 

the drives feature autopark with 
a balanced positioner. 
All of Seagate's 3 V2" drives are 

built with the precision and quality that 
have made us the world's leading inde

pendent manufacturer of 5 1/4'' full-height 
and half-height hard disc drives. 

Only Seagate has the world-
wide, high-volume manufacturing 

efficiency to meet the 
growing demand for 
3 1/2

11 drives. 
Once you evaluate Seagate's subcompacts, 
you'll be ready to go for a little drive. 
Call us today. 800-468-DISC. 

&5'seagate 
The first name in disc drives. 
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ITEM 

TRANSFORMERS 
Toroidal 

Pot-Core 

Laminate (power) 

CONNECTORS 
Military panel 

FlaVCable 

Multi-pin circular 

PC (2-piece) 

RF/Coaxial 

Socket 

Terminal blocks 

Edge card 

D-Subminiature 

Rack & panel 

Power 

LEADTIME INDEX 

0 16 63 16 5 

7 7 65 14 7 

0 35 38 23 4 

0 15 38 39 8 

12 42 29 13 4 

0 14 50 36 0 

5 21 63 11 0 

18 29 35 18 0 

14 41 38 7 0 

12 40 40 8 0 

6 33 56 5 0 

13 29 50 8 0 

6 41 35 18 0 

6 41 29 24 0 

Percentage of respondents 

0 9.3 8.7 

0 9.4 10.0 

0 8.7 7.7 

0 11.5 11 .2 

0 6.6 5.4 

0 10.0 8.2 

0 7.3 5.8 

0 6.4 5.1 

0 5.3 3.6 

0 5.6 4.5 

0 6.3 6.4 

0 6.2 4.5 

0 6.8 7.4 

0 7.2 7.4 

ITEM 

RELAYS 
Dry reed 0 36 27 Jr 

Mercury 0 30 40 30 

Solid state 6 35 35 24 

DISCRETE SEMICONDUCTORS 
Diode 17 31 25 22 

Zener 12 29 24 29 

Thyristor 10 16 32 42 

Small signal transistor 4 38 29 21 

MOSFET 0 50 23 23 

Power, bipolar 0 40 40 20 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, DIGITAL 
Advanced CMOS 5 24 33 38 

CMOS 4 28 36 32 

TTL 19 39 27 15 

LS 18 39 25 18 

0 0 8.9 7.0 

0 0 8.8 8.8 

0 0 7.5 9.0 

5 0 7.8 5.1 

6 0 8.8 5.5 

0 0 9.5 7.9 

8 0 8.8 5.7 

4 0 8.0 9.0 

0 0 7.5 8.0 

0 0 9.3 7.3 

0 0 8.7 6.5 

0 0 5.7 5.9 

0 0 5.9 5.2 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, LINEAR 
Single-sided 

Double-sided 

Multi-layer 

Prototype 

RESISTORS 
Carbon film 

Carbon composition 

Metal film 

Metal oxide 

Wirewound 

Potentiometers 

Networks 

FUSES 

SWITCHES 
Pushbutton 

Rotary 

Rocker 
Thumbwheel 

Snap action 

Momentary 

Dual in-line 

WIRE AND CABLE 
Coaxial 

Flat ribbon 

Multiconductor 

Hookup 

Wire wrap 

Power cords 

POWER SUPPLIES 
Switcher 

Linear 

CIRCUIT BREAKERS 

HEAT SINKS 

RELAYS 
General purpose 

PC board 
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5 57 33 5 0 0 5.1 5.9 

0 34 57 9 0 0 6.9 6.9 

0 9 86 5 0 0 7.9 7.7 

7 79 14 0 0 0 3.5 4.2 

40 30 27 3 0 0 3.6 3.3 

38 31 28 3 0 0 3.1 5.0 

23 40 34 3 0 0 4.4 4.4 

19 44 31 6 0 0 4.8 4.9 

6 26 55 13 0 0 7.2 5.8 

6 41 41 12 0 0 6.4 5.0 

14 45 41 0 0 0 4.7 5.7 

32 42 21 5 0 0 3.8 3.8 

11 44 30 15 0 0 6.0 4.8 
0 48 35 13 4 0 7.3 5.3 

12 44 32 12 0 0 5.7 5.2 
9 29 33 24 5 0 8.4 6.2 

14 36 43 7 0 0 5.6 5.0 
4 55 32 9 0 0 5.6 6.3 

0 43 50 7 0 0 6.4 6.2 

36 36 28 0 0 0 3.3 3.7 

21 46 33 0 0 0 4.0 3.7 

27 32 36 5 0 0 4.6 4.5 

35 42 23 0 0 0 3.1 3.5 

28 18 54 0 0 0 4.8 4.4 

26 44 19 11 0 0 4.5 4.9 

5 15 50 20 10 0 10.1 8.3 

6 19 44 25 6 0 9.5 7.8 

0 24 57 19 0 0 8.2 7.1 

10 35 45 10 0 0 6.2 5.0 

8 33 42 17 0 0 6.9 5.6 

0 33 38 29 0 0 8.5 6.9 

Communication/Circuit O 38 25 Jr 0 
OP amplifier 11 26 Jr 26 0 

Voltage regulator 7 45 27 21 0 

MEMORY CIRCUITS 
RAM 16k 

RAM 64k 

RAM 256k 

RAM 1M-bit 

ROM/PROM 

EPROM 64k 

EPROM 256k 

EPROM 1M-bit 

EEPROM 16k 
EEPROM 64k 

DISPLAYS 

19 

13 

22 

8 

0 

8 
5 
0 

0 
7 

Panel meters 8 

Fluorescent o 
Incandescent 12 

LED 8 
Liquid crystal 0 

MICROPROCESSOR ICs 
8-bit 8 

16-bit 10 

32-bit 6 

FUNCTION PACKAGES 
Amplifier O 

Converter, analog to digital 7 

Converter, digital to analog 0 

LINE ALTERS 

CAPACITORS 
Ceramic monolithic 

Ceramic disc 

Film 

Aluminum electrolytic 

Tantalum 

INDUCTORS 

7 

10 

13 

15 

12 

8 

5 

33 14 34 0 

30 26 31 0 

11 22 39 6 

17 25 42 8 

47 13 40 0 

33 21 38 0 

32 21 Jr 5 

14 22 50 14 

36 21 43 0 
27 20 46 0 

38 31 23 0 

10 30 50 10 

38 0 50 0 
46 23 23 0 

30 35 29 6 

40 20 32 0 

33 9 48 0 

35 18 41 0 

22 33 45 0 

13 40 40 0 

8 50 42 0 

26 47 20 0 

38 38 14 0 
33 Jr 17 0 

27 35 19 4 

34 30 24 0 

32 41 19 0 

27 50 18 0 

Source: Electronics Purchasing magazine's survey of buyers 

0 8.9 8.5 

0 7.8 7.1 

0 6.8 5.8 

0 7.3 4.1 

0 7.7 6.5 

0 10.0 6.7 

0 11.1 11 .8 

0 8.7 7.7 

0 8.5 6.5 

0 9.7 7.5 

0 13.5 10.5 

0 9.4 8.5 
0 9.6 8.5 

0 7.2 6.4 

0 13.0 9.4 
0 8.9 6.9 

0 6.8 5.4 

0 9.8 8.6 

0 7.8 6.8 

0 9.1 7.0 

0 8.9 9.8 

0 10.2 8.0 

0 9.8 7.9 

0 10.7 8.0 

0 7.6 7.3 

0 6.3 5.7 

0 6.5 5.7 

0 7.5 5.9 

0 7.2 7.1 

0 7.1 6.9 

0 7.6 6.3 
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When you're designing !Cs, 

The Last Thing You 
Need is Silicon. 

Before you commit your IC 
design to silicon, you can design your 
circuit, simulate it, test it, analyze 
it, and even estimate manufacturing 
yields with the IC Design Tool Kit 

from Analog Design Tools. 
Offered as an addi

tion to the popular 
Analog Work
bench™ and PC 
Workbench™soft
ware, you can use 

the kit with your 
own models and 

simulators, remote 
computers, and a vari-

ety of popular CAE/CAD 
software and workstations. And the 
model library, tailored specifically for 
IC design, includes active and passive 
components that contain modifiable 
process-related parameters that are 
tracked through all of the compo
nents on the chip. 

If you design I Cs, the first thing 
you need is an advanced CAE tool. 
See the best in action: call 1-800-
ANALOG-4 and ask for a FREE Demo 
Disk or Video. 

ANALOG 
DESIGN 
TOOLS 
1080 East Argues Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
408-737-7300 or 1-800-ANALOG-4 

C 1987 Analog Design Tools, Inc. 
Ana1og Workbench and PC Workbench are 
trademarks of Analog Design Tools. 
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Special Report 

Real-time operating systems help speed software development by linking computer resources to your code modules. (Photo courtesy Ready 
Systems) 
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Real-titne operating 
systetns 

A real-time operating system can enable 
you to design and write a la1lJe real-time 
software system as a collection of simple) 
potentially reusable routines. It can also 
help you avoid some difficult bugs common 
to real-time programming. But using a 
formal real-time OS system means learn-
ing a completely new programming style. 

Charles H Small, Associate Editor 

Two groups of software engineers face the need to 
adopt real-time operating systems: embedded-system, 
assembly-language programmers who are now con
fronting applications so large and complex that the 
projects demand formal programming methods (Ref 1), 
and high-level-language programmers who must use 
Ada. Although high-level-language programmers are 
comfortable with the complex tools, elaborate operat
ing systems, and formal design methodologies needed 
for developing robust, maintainable software systems, 
and high-level-language and assembly-language pro
grammers are familiar with the intricacies of real-time 
processing, both groups are entering unfamiliar terri
tory when they begin to use real-time operating sys
tems. 

Using a real-time operating system to encase your 
application is like wearing armor into battle. The ar-
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mored knight was better protected than an unarmored 
warrior. But the extra weight he was carrying also 
made him slower and less agile. A real-time operating 
system, especially when coupled with other, formal 
software-engineering methods, provides protection 
against the kinds of software disasters and blunders 
that unstructured development sometimes produces. 
Unfortunately, writing an ad hoc real-time system also 
extends the opportunity to write impenetrable "spa
ghetti" code (unstructured code) into another dimen
sion-that of time. 

But a real-time operating system's protection comes 
at a price-extra CPU overhead. Also, submitting to 
the discipline of formal software-design methods means 
you will have to restrict the scope of your ingenuity and 
creativity to within the confines of the tool set the 
real-time operating system provides. 

Real-time OS isn't just a check-off item 
Many software engineers decide to write their own 

real-time executives. Who can blame them? A real-time 
executive is one of the most exciting projects a software 
engineer can undertake. And not every application 
needs a real-time operating system. Just because your 
application performs I/O operations does not mean you 
need an operating system. Further, if the state dia
gram for your application looks like a string of pearls, 
your application is batch oriented and will not benefit 
from concurrent processing. Further, some applica
tions require such high throughput that they can't 
tolerate the overhead of any operating system, whether 
it's a real-time one or not. 

Despite the attraction of writing your own real-time 
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After dividing your application into tasks) 
you)ll need to set up intertask communica
tion channels and protection mechanisms. 

l • I · 
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This display of a task map, data-flow diagram, and control map 
from Ready Systems' Cardtools CASE package documents a real
time software system. 

operating system, you should consider adopting an 
available real-time operating system (Ref 2). A pre
written real-time operating system from an outside 
supplier does cost your company a license fee, but for 
the fee you get a reusable, and presumably debugged, 
system that you don't have to write. Thus, you can save 
some development time and debugging headaches. For 
example, even a small, embedded system doing a simple 
job may have to interface with a local-area network. 
Many real-time operating systems come with utilities 
and handlers for common local-area networks already 
written. 

Industry observers report a disturbing trend among 
prospective first-time users of real-time operating sys
tems to treat the real-time operating system as a 
check-off item (see box, "Considerations in operat
ing-system selection"). No two available real-time oper
ating systems are equivalent. Choosing an operating 
system demands close and careful examination. 

Although all real-time operating systems are multi
tasking, not all multitasking operating systems are 
real-time systems. Unix, for example, takes far too long 
to answer interrupts and make a context switch to suit 
real-time applications. Its file structures suit program 
development but not on-line record keeping. Unix does 
not use re-entrant code; if 16 users invoke an editor, for 
example, Unix loads 16 copies of the editor. Hence, 
Unix consumes large amounts of memory. Further, it 
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has only rudimentary facilities for intertask communi
cation and synchronization. 

Two classes of real-time software exist: full operating 
systems (which include kernels) and stripped-down 
kernels themselves. Full operating systems are gener
ally disk-based and are loaded into the host from disk 
every time you start up the host. Onboard ROMs, on 
the other hand, usually store kernels. The kernels are 
generally small in size, ranging from 2k bytes to as 
much as lOOk bytes. For example, US Software's USX 
occupies fewer than 3k bytes. 

Full operating systems have, in addition to their 
kernels, utilities such as file managers, debuggers, 
compilers, and editors, plus the myriad run-time utili
ties that high-level programmers need. Many of the 
full-blown operating systems, such as Technical Sys
tems Consultants' UniFlex and Industrial Program
ming's MTOS-UX, mimic Unix but have different inter
nal workings that suit real-time systems. Diab Systems' 
D-Nix is Unix compatible but can handle multiple µPs 
in real time. Integrated Solutions' UniWorks overlays 
Unix-compatible programs on Ready Systems' VRTX. 

These distinctions are not clear-cut, however. Many 
full-blown operating systems such as Alcyon's Regulus, 
Microware's OS/9, and Intel's iRMX offer a subset of 
the operating system as ROMable kernels. And kernel 
makers such as Ready Systems and Software Compo
nents Group have file and debugger options that you 
can add to their basic kernels. Most do what JMI 
Software Consultants Inc has done for its C Executive 
-they offer run-time libraries you can use to call the 
real-time operating kernel's primitives from your high
level programs. Further, JMI has rewritten 300 com
mon Unix run-time libraries so that they are re-entrant 
and ROMable and so they can be used in a real-time 
system. In other words, the kernel manufacturers are 
moving toward full-blown operating systems while the 
operating system makers are moving toward kernels. 

Some real-time operating systems are targeted for 
specific µPs; others are available for a range of common 
µPs. Intel's iRMX works only with Intel µPs. Micro
ware's OS-9 is written in assembly language for 68000-
family µPs. JMI Sofware Consultants's C Executive is 
written in C, and the firm can adapt it for any µP that 
has a C compiler. 

Generic operating systems are, by definition, more 
portable than specially targeted systems. Assembly
language operating systems, on the other hand, can be 
faster and more compact than ones written in high-level 
languages. And an operating system targeted for a 
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Considerations in OS selection 
You'll probably already have selected a µP and 
system bus for your real-time system before you 
begin to look for a real-time operating system or 
kernel. When choosing a system, consider- at 
minimum-the following characteristics: 

• Response time (interrupt latency) 
• Kernel or full operating system 
• Coprocessor support 
• Multiprocessor support 
• Other hardware support-clocks, timers, in

terface chips, buses 
• Other µPs supported 
• Software drivers-terminal, I/O boards, 

disk, tape, networks, graphics 
• Host development aids 
• Target-system, ROM-resident monitor 
• Debugger 
• Performance analyzer (program profiler) 
• License fees. 

specific µP can more easily take advantage of a given 
µP's special features. 

Some of the memory-protection hardware of ad
vanced µPs suits multitasking systems. This hardware 
can keep one task from corrupting the program or data 
of another task. Some advanced µPs have special in
structions for task switching, semaphore signaling, and 
debugging. But some features of advanced µPs impede 
real-time processing. 

For example, a numeric coprocessor can increase the 
number of registers and the amount of data that a 
real-time operating system must save and restore when 
doing a context switch. And context switching, like 
subroutine jumping, destroys the effectiveness of in
struction-prefetch queues and cache memories. Fur
ther, no advanced µPs come with features that handle 
common real-time operating-system overhead such as 
prioritized-list management. 

Computer boards come with real-time OSs 
As evidence of electronics engineers' growing inter

est in real-time operating systems, computer-board 
manufacturers are begininning to offer specially tar
geted real-time-operating-system ROMs along with 
their CPU boards. Along with its 68020-based VME 
boards, for example, Force Computers now offers a 
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customized, ROM-resident version of Eyring Research 
Institute's PDOS operating system at no extra charge. 
The 16-bit µP versions will appear later. Force's subset 
of PDOS functions, dubbed the VMEPROM, includes a 
file manager and basic I/O modules, as well as RAM
disk support, a screen editor, disk utilities, and a 
debugger. 

Dyad Technology Corp has a board with a version of 
Ready System's VRTX that's specially designed for the 
IBM PC. You can even get real-time operating systems 
for the smallest of computing engines: single-chip µPs. 
A vocet Systems Inc, Intelligent Machinery Co, and 
Micro Computer Control have high-level language com
pilers and real-time operating-system kernels for µPs 
such as the 8051 family. In particular, the Intelligent 
Machinery Co's imx/51 manual comes with numerous 
functional, clearly written examples that serve as a 
tutorial on real-time programming for the 8051 family. 

Introduction to new tools and design methods 
But simply deciding to adopt an operating system is 

only the beginning of the transformation you must 
undergo when switching from writing ad hoc, sequen
tial code and operating systems to more formal, real
time coding. Real-time operating systems are but one 
weapon in a software engineer's panoply. The real-time 
operating system is an armature upon which you hang 
your application. No matter how robust the operating 
system's mechanisms may be, they can't make up for a 
poor design. Long before you actually begin to write 
routines that invoke the operating system's resources, 
you should perform a thoroughly documented, top
down design. 

For example, to make effective use of an operating 
system's intertask-communication mechanisms, you 
should have a clearly thought-out data-handling proto
col along with a complete data-flow diagram. 

Real-time operating systems generally do not do 
much error checking and exception handling. There
fore, you must set up and enforce rules to ensure that 
your tasks pass properly formatted messages and pa
rameters that are within specified ranges. You must 
also set up your own error-checking and error-recovery 
routines. 

According to US Software, you should carefully chart 
all intertask communication before writing your pro
grams. Such a chart will greatly reduce debugging and 
"thrash" time you might otherwise spend when check
ing out your system. The firm does not suggest that the 
communication chart can take the place of other design 
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Any real-time) multitasking OS that per
forms pre-emptive scheduling must occa
sionally turn off either its scheduler or the 
µP)s external interrupts. 

With the aid of this plug-in, real-time operating-system board from 
Dyad Technology, you can get real-time performance from your 
IBM PC. 

documentation, but rather that it's an adjunct to that 
documentation. 

The firm recommends that the communication chart 
should include (as source and destination points) tasks, 
common-code routines, and user-interrupt routines. 
You should annotate the arrows between these points to 
indicate the direction of data flow as well as the type of 
communication (event parameters, accept or release, 
clear or set, mailbox, message type, wake-up call, etc) 
and any other useful information. 

At present, only Ready Systems can supply comput
er-aided tools for formal design methods that apply 
specifically to real-time systems. Without Ready Sys
tems's Cardtools, you will have to do your formal, 
top-down design, and documentation manually. Card
tools can produce software documentation in the style 
of DoD-STD-2167 (which is required in Defense work). 

Cardtools is an elaborate suite of programs whose 
functions span three phases of a formal software
engineering project: software-requirements specifica
tion, high-level design, and detailed design. After these 
three phases, you are still left with coding and testing, 
integration and debugging, installation and operation, 
and maintenance. 

Cardtools begins with a graphics-oriented diagram 
and text editor with which you can decompose function
al and data specifications to any number of levels. Like 
all the programs in the Cardtools package, the specifi
cation tool saves all the data you enter in a common 
Cardtools database. And, because it is more than a 
passive graphics editor, it does completeness and con
sistency checks as well. 

Next, the package's rapid-prototyping facility lets 
you set up user screens. It automatically generates 
source code for the displays. (In computer-aided soft
ware-engineering (CASE) circles, rapid prototyping 
generally means dummying up the user interface. The 
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resulting dummy prototype often passes for a demon
stration program.) 

Another tool then prompts you for complete specifi
cations for logical and numeric data definitions. Hope
fully, by declaring I/O parameters early in the design 
cycle, you will be able to catch such errors as misrepre
sentation of data, out-of-range excursions, and design 
overkill. 

An Ada-related tool allows you to build libraries of 
related functions into Ada "packages." This tool helps 
you follow the Ada programming style and additionally 
gets you thinking early on about reusable routines. 

By this point in the sequence of applying the tools, 
the Cardtools database has acquired much information 
about your design. It can now automatically produce a 
data-flow diagram (but you can draw your own, if you 
wish). Nearly all software-engineering gurus recom
mend a comprehensive data-flow diagram as an aid to 
rational, reliable use of an operating system's communi
cations and task-synchronization primitives. 

Cardtools even has a program that will help relieve 
the principal source of anxiety for real-time software 
engineers-especially those unaccustomed to real-time 
systems; it provides an early estimate of the most 
important spec for a real-time system-its speed. The 
package's real-time performance-verification tool per
forms ~ritical-path analysis on your design's multi
tasking architecture. The tool uses the specifications 
you entered in the Cardtools database to evaluate your 
system's timing response. 

Last, a program-design-language (PDL) editor and 
analyzer accepts and checks structured-English 
(psuedolanguage) versions of your program's routines. 
Ready Systems claims that using a PDL editor before 
beginning to code in your real high-level language 
increases work at the design stage by 5% but trims 15% 
off the overall design effort. 

Software engineers who must work with Ada should 
remember that Ada is not just a compiler. The Ada 
specification covers all phases of a project from 
specification to debugging. At present, Ada users have 
enough to worry about just to find an efficient compiler. 
But eventually, Ada tools will have to expand their 
coverage to meet all DoD specs. 

Guidelines for task splitting 
However you design your real-time system, manually 

or with CASE tools, the most important phase of the 
design is dividing the application into tasks. While no 
hard-and-fast rules apply to partitioning an application 
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into tasks, some general guidelines apply. First, you 
should split the processing load into small tasks, each 
task having generally only one function. A task, there
fore, is the smallest unit of execution that can compete 
on its own for system resources. A task inhabits a 
virtual, insulated environment that the real-time oper
ating system provides. In this environment, the task 
can use--0r, if necessary, can wait until it can use-any 
of the real-time operating system's resources without 
explicit concern for any other tasks in the system. 

You should divide your tasks so as to minimize 
intertask communication. Too much intertask commu
nication exacts a penalty in the form of too much 
operating-system overhead. Because intertask commu
nication increases dependencies among tasks, intertask 
communication is at odds with the goal of partitioning 
software into autonomous tasks. If you find your appli
cation doing too much intertask communication, you 
may have partitioned your tasks poorly, or you may be 
trying to use a real-time operating system in an applica
tion it's not suited for. 

Naturally, you must devote considerable thought to 
assigning priorities to tasks. Do not confuse priority 
with the amount of CPU time a task will consume. You 
could very well have a very-high-priority task that runs 
infrequently, and that, when it does run, runs for a 
short time before going back to sleep. Conversely, you 
could have a low-priority task that consumes the bulk of 
the CPU time but can tolerate interruptions at any 
time. 

Similarly, don't confuse hardware-interrupt priority 
with software-task priority. You could have an input or 
output port with a high hardware priority-a high
speed data link, for example. But a simple hardware
interrupt handler could respond to the high-priority 
hardware interrupts and do no more than put the 
characters from the high-speed link into a buffer for 
later processing by a low-priority task. This situation is 
not uncommon because many I/O channels are "bursty" 
in nature; that is, they have short, intense bursts of 
communication interspersed with long periods of inac
tivity. 

Generally, the system-clock interrupt has the highest 
priority for real-time operating systems that do time 
slicing. You may have to assign some other hardware 
interrupt a higher priority, but in so doing, you may 
disrupt your system's timing. Because the priority of 
tasks influences the performance of the overall system, 
be prepared to do some experimentation until you 
fine-tune your system's performance sufficiently. 
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Thermometer 

Vat2 t 2 
Thermometer 

In this data-flow diagram of a real-time system, squares are 
external devices, I-beams are communications interfaces, and circles 
are tasks. The diagram was produced with a graphics editor, from 
Andyne Computing, that allows you to document the structure of a 
real-time system. 

In all cases, you must partition processing not only 
among tasks, but also between interrupt handlers and 
their respective tasks. The general rule is to make 
interrupt handlers as short as possible and to do as 
little processing as possible in the handler. 

Dangerous calls for interrupt handlers 
Even though your interrupt handlers must be as 

short and fast as possible so as to minimize the time the 
µP turns off interrupts during an interrupt service, 
interrupt handlers still interact frequently with the 
operating system and your higher-level tasks in the 
system. For example, the interrupt handler might have 
to acquire a memory buffer from a memory pool. Not all 
of a kernel's function calls are safe for an interrupt 
handler to make. 

Generally, an interrupt handler can make with impu
nity any call that creates a structure. Interrupt han
dlers can write and read data as safely as any other 
software entity can, providing they obey the protocols 
you've set up for your system. 

Any kernel function call that sends the operating 
system a signal that could change the state of a task can 
be dangerous if the handler does not first lock the 
system scheduler. You should use caution when employ
ing such calls in an interrupt-service routine simply 
because interrupt-service routines occur asynchronous
ly by nature, and they could cause unexpected behavior 
in the tasks they affect. 

Even more dangerous for interrupt handlers to call 
are blocking commands that lock out high-level tasks 
from a memory area or a system resource. Further, you 
should not allow interrupt handlers to perform system 
calls that create or delete tasks. 

After you've designed your real-time system, you 
will have to begin coding the individual modules and 
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Critical regions in the operating system 
and in your tasFs code both affect the most 
important specification for real-time sys
tems: interrupt latency. 

Because of demands by engineers, board-level-computer makers 
such as Force Computers are supplying ROM-resident real-time 
operating systems for their computer boards . 

tasks. Encoding a real-time software design is challeng
ing. For example, you must often write re-entrant code. 
Re-entrant code proves useful in real-time systems for 
two reasons: First, it saves space, because many tasks 
can use the same re-entrant code simultaneously. The 
fastest real-time systems keep all code in memory; a 
practice that puts a premium on a compact coding style. 
Second, re-entrant code exactly suits multitasking be
cause, by definition, you can interrupt a process using 
re-entrant code at any point in the code segment, and 
later restart the process with no adverse effects. 

Some languages, such as Forth, produce inherently 
re-entrant code. Other languages require discipline on 
the part of the programmer and a special compiler that 
produces ROMable code. Making a routine re-entrant 
simply means that the code can't modify itself; for 
example, all variables must reside in an area private to 
the task using the code, not in the code itself. The 
penalty for using re-entrant code can be increased 
overhead and more CPU cycles, because read and write 
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operations are indirect rather than immediate. 
In addition, for re-entrant coding, you may wish to 

adopt object-oriented programming (Ref 3). Propo
nents of object-oriented programming claim that unless 
you use object-oriented programming, your real-time 
system will become unmanageable and incomprehensi
ble if you have more than seven to 10 tasks. 

Of the languages commonly used by EDN readers, 
only Forth offers straightforward programming facili
ties for building classes of objects. If you choose to 
adopt the object-oriented programming style and use 
other languages, you'll need to exhibit some program
ming discipline (Ref 4). 

In addition to its real-time kernel, Intel's iRMX 
offers an elaborate set of function calls for manipulating 
objects. Thus, if you have the discipline to write object
oriented programs, you can put your objects under the 
control and protection of iRMX. 

Using operating-system primitives 
The biggest difference between sequential program

ming and writing programs that will run under a 
real-time operating system is, of course, actually using 
the real-time operating system's primitives. Each real
time operating system is a universe unto itself. No two 
operating systems mean quite the same thing when 
they call their primitives "semaphores" or "mailboxes," 
for instance. Each real-time operating system provides 
a suite of primitives having subtly, but significantly, 
different properties. 

Although it's not difficult to find superficial descrip
tions of real-time-operating-system primitives, expla
nations of how they actually work are rare. It's worth
while considering the subject in depth, however. If you 
understand how real-time-operating-system function 
calls work and how to use them, you'll find that they're 
trickier than they seem at first blush. Understanding 
how they work will also help you decide, first, whether 
you want a real-time operating system at all, and then, 
whether you'll write your own or buy a ready-made 
one. The following discussion will attempt to give you 
some idea of how real-time operating system function 
calls work and how to use them. 

After splitting your application into tasks, you'll need 
to set up intertask communication channels, ensure 
that the tasks are properly synchronized, and use 
protection mechanisms so that they don't interfere with 
each other. 

Any real-time, multitasking operating system that 
performs prioritized, pre-emptive scheduling must oc-
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casionally turn off either its scheduler or the processor's 
external interrupts--0r both-to allow a task to exe
cute what are termed "critical" code regions. 

A critical region is any program sequence, in one of 
the system's tasks or within the operating system 
itself, which cannot tolerate being interrupted. Take, 
for example, the prioritized lists that operating sys
tems must constantly update. If the operating system is 
in the process of ordering a list of prioritized tasks, it 
must not be interrupted by a task that wants to change 
its priority or by a task that wants to join the queue 
until it's finished ordering the tasks at hand. 

Similarly, a task could be updating or accessing a 
shared area of memory. The task must be able to work 
with the shared memory without the risk that some 
other, higher-priority, task will interrupt and change 
the common memory before the lower-priority task is 
finished. Protecting these critical code regions obvious
ly affects the system's ability to process interrupts in a 
timely fashion, because lower-priority tasks can lock 
out higher-priority ones. 

Lengthening interrupt latency 
Critical regions in the operating system and in your 

task's code both affect the most important specification 
for real-time systems: interrupt latency. If the operat
ing system, or your tasks, have turned off interrupts or 
disabled task scheduling, a delay will occur before an 
interrupt is serviced or processing begins. Obviously, a 
maker of real-time operating systems can't supply a 
spec for how your critical regions will affect interrupt 
latency. 

But the complexities of the inner workings of real
time operating systems make giving clear-cut, useful 
specs for interrupt latency difficult for makers of real
time operating systems to supply as well. Even if one 
particular maker can supply a useful spec for its 
system, the specs depend heavily on the hardware used 
(the µP , memory, memory manager, coprocessor, etc) 
and the software test setup (the number of tasks in the 
test system and the synchronizing scheme selected, for 
example). This lack of uniformity of test conditions 
makes comparing latency specs for competing real-time 
operating systems next to impossible. 

The performance of some real-time operating sys
tems depends on how many tasks the operating systems 
are handling and what state the tasks are in. Pre
emptive, prioritized real-time operating systems must 
manage many lists and queues. These operating sys
tems must constantly update their lists and queues in 
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response to external interrupts and operating-system 
calls from tasks. Depending on just how a real-time 
operating-system designer writes his code, the real
time operating system's overhead can increase as the 
number of tasks increases simply because the real-time 
operating system has more items to keep track of. 

Other task-dependent effects on an operating sys
tem's interrupt latency can arise from the management 
of queues attached to common data structures and 
intertask-communications mechanisms. As the number 
of tasks waiting grows, the operating system's over
head for managing these resources can grow. These and 
other sources of variable interrupt latency can bedevil a 
user of real-time operating systems because most real
time systems must meet a minimum interrupt-response 
specification. 

One real-time operating system sidesteps many of 
these problems by simply having no scheduler and little 
need for critical-code lockouts. The operating system, 
Forth Inc's PolyForth, has an extremely simple mecha
nism for task switching that entails minimal overhead. 
Further, it relies on self-scheduling tasks rather than a 
pre-emptive scheduler to initiate task switching and 
thus avoids scheduler overhead simply by having no 
scheduler. PolyForth's schema is easy to understand 
and you could easily copy it if you wished to concoct 
your own real-time operating system. 

Poly Forth's task switching starts from a simple idle 
loop. Each task in the system has a Long Branch--0r 
Long Jump-instruction at the head of its task area. 
The argument of the Long Branch instruction is the 
address of the head of the next task in the idle loop. 
When all the tasks are quiescent, and the idle loop is 
running, the system's µP simply jumps from task to 
task endlessly in round-robin fashion. 

When the µP receives an external interrupt, it vec
tors to an interrupt handler. Unlike more complex 
systems that interpose the operating system between 
an interrupt handler and its associated task, each 
Poly Forth handler knows which task it must work with. 
The handler performs any time-critical processing 
needed by the external interrupt and, just before 
executing a Return instruction, changes the argument 
of its associated task's Long-Branch instruction from 
the next tasks's address to the entry point of a routine 
that wakes tasks up. 

Whenever the idle loop finally jumps to a task that an 
interrupt handler (or, perhaps another task) has 
marked for awakening, the idle loop detours to the 
wake-up routine. The wake-up routine knows which 
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The complexities of real-time operating sys
tems make it difficult for the OS vendors 
to give clear-cut) useful specs for interrupt 
latency. 

only three µP registers. A Forth task initiates a context 
switch by executing a Forth word. (Executing a Forth 
word is equivalent to calling a subroutine in other 
languages; in fact, executing subroutines is the funda-

1 mental, native way in which Forth programs execute.) 
By initiating task switches with Forth words, rather 
than at the arbitrary behest of an operating system, a 
Forth task naturally breaks its execution after comple
tion of a routine rather than being interrupted in the 
middle of doing something. Breaking at the end of a 
function decreases the amount of data that the context
changing routine must save, because well-written 
Forth words generally tidy up system resources before 
exiting. 

Because robotic vision systems must respond to sensory inputs as 
they perform their tasks, they require real-time operating systems. 
(Photo courtesy Software Components Group) 

task needs to be awakened because the task's address is 
on the µP's return stack. The wake-up routine restores 
the task's registers and transfers control to the task's 
program so that the task can pick up where it left off in 
its program. 

The task now has control of the µP, and only external 
interrupts can temporarily take control away from it; 
no other task can pre-empt the controlling task. No 
other high-level task can get control of the µP and begin 
running unless the currently running task voluntarily 
relinquishes control. In other words, Poly Forth needs 
no scheduler because it is self-scheduling. 

The Forth programmer has two ways of putting a 
task to sleep: The programmer can insert a Pause or a 
Wait command in the program's flow. If a task pauses, 
it puts itself to sleep and jumps to the next task in the 
idle loop. But it leaves its Long Branch instruction in 
the head of its task area, pointing to the wake-up 
routine. Thus, the next time the idle loop reaches the 
task, it will wake up. Alternatively, if the task executes 
a Wait, it puts itself to sleep and changes the argument 
of its Long-Branch instruction to the address of the 
next task in the idle loop. In this case, the idle loop will 
not activate the task; it will remain asleep until some 
external agent-an interrupt handler or another task
marks it for awakening. 

Several characteristics of Forth facilitate this simple 
scheme; not all high-level languages could use this 
scheme as easily. Saving or restoring a Forth task-a 
context switch-takes little time because Forth uses 
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And because no task can pre-emptively interrupt 
another task, the programmer need only worry about 
interrupt handlers corrupting resources (a data struc
ture, common memory area, or intertask communica
tion or synchronization mechanism) while the task is 
working with them. Thus, PolyForth does not need 
many of the complex critical-code-lockout and protec
tion schemes of pre-emptive operating systems. 

The success of PolyForth's schema rests on your 
ability to fine-tune your overall system by peppering 
each task with judiciously placed Pauses and Waits so 
that no one task can hog the system. As it does in many 
other areas, Forth leaves it to you to custom-make 
constructs and functions that other operating systems 
and languages come with. For example, you'll have to 
write your own arrays, semaphores, mailboxes, and 
servers. 

On the other hand, some unique hardware is avail
able for Forth. Most languages are customized for 
certain hardware. Like Lisp, however, Forth has hard
ware customized for the language. You can get a Forth 
µP from Novix Inc (Cupertino, CA); an enhanced 
version of the Novix µPis also available as a standard 
cell from Harris Semiconductor (Melbourne, FL). This 
µP executes common Forth words in a single cycle. 
Further, it has no instruction queue, and it can also 
jump to an interrupt routine in a single processor cycle. 
The chip's architecture thus makes context switches 
and interrupt handling very fast. 

At the heart, a kernel 
At the heart of every real-time operating system 

except PolyForth is a real-time kernel. The kernel is a 
small set of programs that schedule tasks, manage 
resources, and provide mechanisms for intertask com
munication and synchronization (the Forth kernel exe-
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cutes Forth). The kernel provides the mechanisms that 
you use to set up your system. It provides the means; 
you set the policy. For example, if the kernel has a 
prioritized scheduling mechanism, you set policy by 
assigning priorities to your individual tasks. 

Protection or lack thereof 
If a real-time operating system's kernel is to have 

high performance, then it must assume that the tasks 
you have written are correct. Otherwise, if your tasks 
can't be trusted to confine their reads and writes to 
authorized areas of memory and to pass properly de
fined parameters, the real-time operating system's ker
nel will have to spend extra time doing error checking 
and parameter validation. 

Real-time operating systems' kernels also do not do 
exception or error handling. If one of your tasks re
quests a service call that the real-time operating sys
tem's kernel can't execute, the kernel will simply return 
an error code. Your tasks must be prepared to decipher 
these error codes and take appropriate action. 

Semaphores 
Real-time operating systems do provide a host of 

special function calls. The simplest, in theory at least, is 
the semaphore. A semaphore is a simple software 
mechanism for granting control of a shared resource to 
one task at a time. Conceptually, the classical sema
phore is a counter with a queue attached. Tasks can 
perform only two operations-Signal and Wait-on a 
canonical semaphore. A Signal increments the counter 
and a Wait decrements it. If the counter's value is zero, 
any and all tasks performing a Wait join the queue and 
actually begin waiting until enough Signal operations 
occur to flush the waiting tasks from the semaphore's 
queue. Semaphore operations are good examples of 
critical regions. Some real-time systems use the classi
cal semaphore; others have embellished it considerably. 

Sometimes, a semaphore is implemented as a memo
ry location or variable that contains a "token" only 
when the resource is available. The token functions as 
the key to a hotel room does. A task wanting to use the 
resource first must check the semaphore (or signal it, 
depending on which real-time operating system you 
use) either by reading the variable or by doing a system 
call to see if the token is available. (In the case of an 
operating-system call, the operating system functions 
as a hotel desk clerk, handing out keys and checking 
tasks in and out.) 

If the task gets the token, it can use the resource. If 
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no token is available, the task can wait or do other 
processing until it gets the token. Simple systems 
require the blocked task to wake up repeatedly and poll 
the semaphore. More-sophisticated systems allow a 
task to put itself to sleep pending a wake-up call from 
the operating system. When finished with the shared 
resource, the task must return the token to the variable 
or to the operating system, as appropriate. 

Microware Systems Corp's OS-9 has an extension to 
the classical semaphore that the firm calls an Event. 
The Event accepts the basic Signal and Wait commands 
of the classical semaphore; tasks can queue up in FIFO 
buffers while awaiting a blocked semaphore. Further, 
the Event has a counter just like a semaphore's. A 
successful signal-function call will cause the counter to 
count up by a fixed increment (you specify the incre
ment when you set up the event). A successful Wait 
function call will reduce the counter's count by the 
specified increment. 

The purpose of the counter becomes clear when you 
learn that the Wait function call requires an argument 
specifying a range for this event counter over which the 
Wait call will activate a given sleeping task. That is, 
after a successful signal call, the operating system will 
search the Wait queue and activate all waiting tasks 
whose prespecified range encompasses the new value 
for the event count. Thus, the Event resource can 
launch multiple tasks with one Signal. 

Variations of the basic Signal call can jam a value into 
the event counter, increment it by a value other than 
the value fixed when the event was set up, or change 
the event counter's value temporarily (for one function
call cycle). This powerful, extended semaphore endows 
OS-9 with subtle intertask synchronization properties 
that experienced users can exploit creatively. 

The exact nature of the token is not relevant to 
understanding the mutual-exclusion mechanisms. Oper
ating-system designers have made use of the token 
differently. For example, Forth programmers use a 
zero as a token; if a task finds nothing in the mutual
exclusion location, then it writes its task-identification 
number into the location to take possession of the 
shared resource. If another task polls the location while 
the first task is in control of the shared resource, the 
polling task will not only know that the shared resource 
is busy, but will know which task is using it. 

Digital Resources's FlexOS has an unusual, complex, 
and powerful meaning attached to the value of a token. 
When a task executes any FlexOS system call that could 
be followed by a Wait operation, the OS returns a 32-bit 
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Glossary of real-time-software terms 
Programmers sometimes use old 
words in different ways, coin 
words, or----eonfusingly enough
use several different words to 
describe what's more or less the 
same thing. For example, "ex
change," "port," "channel," 
"socket," and "message" are all 
synonyms for "mailbox." The fol
lowing glossary explains some 
commonly used real-time-soft
ware terms. 
Activity-Synonym for wsk. 
CASE-Computer-aided soft
ware engineering. 
Context switch-A context 
switch occurs when, in a fashion 
similar to a subroutine call and 
return, one program is frozen 
and everything important to that 
program is stored in main or off
line memory: usually µP regis
ters and pointers to private data 
structures (and coprocessor reg
isters). Next, another program's 
registers and pointers are loaded 
into the µP. In some multi
tasking systems, an entire pro
gram and its attendant data 
structures are overlaid in core 
memory from off-line memory 
(real-time programs can't gener
ally tolerate such overhead; con
sequently, for real-time systems, 
all tasks, running or suspended, 
usually reside in RAM). And fi
nally, execution of the second 
program begins, starting at the 
location pointed to by the re
stored program counter. 
Critical region-Any sequential 
segment of a program's code 
that can't tolerate interruption. 
Generally, a task must bracket 
the critical region with a pair of 
system calls to first lock out, 
and when finished, enable, oper
ating-system interrupts. If you 
want your system to continue to 
answer external interrupts while 
a task is in a critical region, 
make sure that your interrupt-

service routine is not able to cor
rupt any processing that any 
task may have undertaken while 
in any critical region. 
Deadlock-A condition in which 
each of two tasks waits for the 
other indefinitely. Deadlock re
sults when two tasks attempt to 
control the same two resources 
at once. Each task can be in pos
session of one resource while 
waiting for the other task to re
lease the other resource; thus, 
the tasks will wait forever. 
De-reference-Etymologically 
unsound (compare to "delouse," 
for example) but useful neolo
gism current among C program
mers; it signifies retrieving an 
object pointed to by a pointer as 
opposed to directly referencing 
the pointer itself. 
Event-Term used by Micro
ware's OS-9 for a semaphore 
having some special extensions 
to the canonical semaphore. 
More generally, an event is any
thing that stimulates a program 
and eventually results in a con
text switch. 
FIFO-First in, first otlt. Taken 
in strict order of arrival. 
Hook-The means whereby you 
can add your own code to an 
operating system. A simple form 
of hook is a Jump from the oper
ating system's ROM to a RAM 
location. If you don't use the 
hook, you must initialize the 
RAM location with a Jump right 
back into the next location after 
the hook in the operating sys
tem's ROM. If you use the hook, 
you simply start your code at 
the destination of the hook's 
Jump command and eventually 
Return to the operating system's 
ROM upon completion of your 
addition. 
Kernel-A kernel can be loosely 
defined as the bare-minimum 
skeleton of an operating system 

that can sustain real-time multi
tasking. A kernel usually in
cludes simple I/O calls, a context 
switcher, a system-timer task, 
and mutual-exclusion mecha
nisms. It doesn't usually include 
file I/O, a debugger, complex I/O 
such as local-area networks, or 
any program-development aids. 
Library/libraries-An ambigu
ous term that can refer, in ei
ther singular or plural form, to 
either an entire library of pro
grams or a program from a li
brary. Presumably, "library pro
gram" was shortened to 
"library" just as "peripheral de
vice" was shortened to "periph
eral." The terms lead to such 
confusing utterances as: "You 
take the libraries from the ap
propriate library and include 
them as needed." 
Logical-As used by program
mers, the term is a synonym of 
"virtual"; it refers to the oppo
site of "physical" or "real," not 
the opposite of "illogical." It de
notes the way a program inter
prets something as opposed to 
the thing's physical reality in the 
system's hardware. For example, 
a program running in a memory
management system may think 
it begins execution at address 
zero when, actually, it doesn't: 
The memory-management hard
ware adds an offset to the logical 
address to produce the real, or 
physical address in memory. The 
OS-9 manual provides an exam
ple of the way programmers use 
the term: "Because all OS-9 files 
have the same physical organiza
tion, file-manipulation utilities 
can generally be used on any file 
regardless of its logical usage 
... text file, executable pro
gram-module file, data file, [or] 
directory." 
Mailbox-A secure mechanism, 
or object, for communication be-
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tween asynchronous tasks. More 
than just a simple shared memo
ry area, a mailbox has a mutual
exclusion protocol which keeps 
more than one task from ac
cessing the mailbox at one time. 
Many mailboxes have message
deposit and message-wait 
queues attached to their mutual
exclusion protocols that allow 
multiple readers and writers to 
queue up and wait at a mailbox. 
Some even accept a stack of 
messages. 
Maintenance-That portion of 
the software design and debug
ging process that continues after 
the program gets shipped to a 
paying customer (as opposed to 
a beta-site customer). 
Mutual exclusion-Allowing 
only one task to have access to a 
shared resource-either a physi
cal device or a data structure
at any given time. Mutual-exclu
sion mechanisms can also protect 
non-reentrant code and make it 
a serially reusable resource. 
Object-An abstract software
engineering concept. An object 
is the combination of a data 
structure and the program 
needed to manipulate the data 
structure, considered as a unit. 
An array created by the DIM 
command is an example of an ob
ject. External routines have no 
control over the object's code, 
and they can't manipulate its 
data structures directly. Mail
boxes, semaphores, arrays, vari
ables, and even tasks are all ob
jects. 
Object-oriented programming 
-A programming style said to 
make large complex programs 
manageable. Each data struc
ture, along with its associated 
code, gets partitioned off from 
the rest of your program and be
comes an object. You attempt to 
hide as much as possible of the 
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internal working of each of these 
objects from the rest of the pro
gram. Also, you should strive to 
make the interface for all your 
objects as uniform and simple as 
possible. 
Pipe-Unix name for a large 
FIFO buffer masquerading as a 
pair of files. Asynchronous tasks 
can communicate large amounts 
of data through a pipe. The task 
writing to the tail of the FIFO 
buffer thinks it's writing into a 
file; similarly, the task reading 
from the head of the FIFO buf
fer thinks it's reading from a 
file. Actually, the pipe is usually 
a memory buffer. So that pro
grammers need only master one 
set of 110 commands, elaborate 
operating systems such as Unix 
disguise this form, and all other 
forms of 1/0, as read and write 
operations to files. 
Pre-emptive-A pre-emptive re
source services requesters in 
order of their priority, not their 
arrival. 
Primitive-Synonym for service 
call or function call to the real
time operating system kernel. 
Process-Synonym for task. 
Re-entrant code-A program 
segment that does not modify it
self locally. Because any number 
of asynchronous tasks can use 
this segment without interfering 
with each other, re-entrant cod
ing helps make a real-time sys
tem compact. 
Resource-Defined loosely, a re
source can be any physical de
vice, data structure, or mecha
nism for intertask 
communication or synchroniza
tion that the operating system 
manages (and perhaps guards 
from blundering or malicious 
programs). 
Semaphore-A simple software 
mechanism for granting control 
of a shared resource to one task 

at a time. 
Supervisor-An ambiguous 
term. Some operating systems 
distinguish between the kernel 
and the supervisor (which some
times includes the kernel). The 
kernel handles task scheduling 
while the supervisor handles 
1/0. Others use the term "super
visor" to refer to the portion of 
the kernel that schedules tasks. 
Task-An abstract software-en
gineering concept. A task is an 
autonomous, asnychronous pro
gram that thinks it's running all 
by itself. How you divide a given 
software system into tasks is 
purely arbitrary. 
Time slicing-The supervisor in 
a real-time operating system 
kernel, in response to a system
clock interrupt, deals out a de
fined segment of CPU time to a 
series of tasks in round-robin 
fashion. Pre-emptive schedulers 
generally do round-robin time 
slicing when a system has sever
al ready-to-run tasks all at the 
same priority level. 

·Unit-An Intel iRMX term for 
the token that a semaphore re
turns to a calling task to indicate 
that the task has possession of 
the semaphore. Intel reserves 
the term "token" for the pointer 
that a calling task gets from the 
operating system after success
fully acquiring an iRMX object. 
The distinction is that the unit's 
content has a meaning only for 
the operating system and not for 
the calling task; the task merely 
keeps the unit temporarily and 
returns it to the operating sys
tem when it's finished with the 
semaphore. On the other hand, 
the calling task uses the iRMX 
token to both take control of, 
and find, the iRMX object. 
Virtual-Synonym of logical. 
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At the heart of every real-time operating 
system is a real-time kernel. 

token to the calling task. The token has only one of the 
32 bits set-in other words, it's a 1-bit bit mask. 

The task does not know or care just which bit, of the 
32 available, the operating system has set for that 
particular call. However, the operating system does 
keep track of which bit is set in each token possessed by 
each task. A given task can make as many as 31 
requests, logically OR all of the tokens together, and 
pass the resulting bit mask to an operating-system Wait 
call. Note that the task does not simply take the token 
and begin using the resource. It must make an explicit 
Wait call. If the resource is available, the operating 
system will wake up the task immediately after the 
task makes its Wait call. 

The power of this mechanism is the flexibility it gives 
you to suspend a task. Most real-time operating sys
tems allow a task to wait for only two things at once: an 
event or a timeout (the event can be an unblocked 
resource, a message arrival, or an interrupt). A FlexOS 
task can wait for the first of 31 events to occur. The 
operating system also provides a software-interrupt 
mechanism for the cases in which the bit-map token 
approach proves cumbersome and time consuming. 

Semaphores have three kinds of queues 
Intel's iRMX semaphores can have more than one 

token available if the shared resource has more than 
one unit available. You could use such multiple-token 
sempahores to regulate a producer-consumer re
lationship of, for example, a memory pool having sever
al buffers within it. 

Intel's iRMX semaphores have further embellish
ments. Three different kinds of queues are attached to 
each semaphore. Tasks that find themselves blocked 
when they try to use a resource guarded by a sema
phore can wait in a FIFO queue or a prioritized queue 
(the task with the highest priority goes to the head of 
the queue even if it was the most recent one to join). 
Further, iRMX semaphores include a unique prior
itized mechanism that the firm calls a Region. 

Regions are not, in Intel terminology, areas of memo
ry. Rather, they are prioritized semaphores with spe
cial properties. Regions have only one token to give. 
While a given task has the Region's token and is in 
control of the shared resource, the task's priority can 
change dynamically. After the task gives up the token, 
its priority returns to its predefined level. The task 
holding the token has its priority raised to the level of 
the highest-priority task waiting in the queue for the 
Region. 
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The reasoning behind this seemingly arcane mecha
nism is simple if you consider the following example: 
Suppose a low-priority task gets control of the resource 
guarded by the Region. Next, while the resource is 
blocked, a high-priority task joins the Region's queue 
and waits for the low-priority task to give up the token. 
But before the low-priority task can finish using the 
resource, it gets pre-empted by a medium-priority task 
that is not waiting in the Region's queue. 

In effect, the medium-priority task has blocked the 
high-priority task because the low-priority task can't 
run to completion. The Region mechanism owes its 
existence to this subtle but troublesome problem, 
which, unfortunately, is only one of many subtle prob
lems that arise from even as seemingly straightforward 
and simple a real-time mechanism as a semaphore. 

Deadlock and how to avoid it 
The most commonly cited problem you might incur 

when coordinating multiple tasks with semaphores is 
deadlock, a condition in which each of two tasks waits 
for the other indefinitely. You risk deadlock if you allow 
your tasks to attempt to control more than one resource 
at a time. Imagine that you have two tasks and two 
shared resources. Each task captures control of one of 
the two resources. Then each task attempts to acquire 
the resource the other task controls. Failing to gain 
control, one task puts itself to sleep to await its turn at 
the resources the other task controls. 

However, the other task will also fail in its attempt to 
gain control of the resource that the first task controls. 
Because it's blocked and asleep, the first task will never 
release its resource. Therefore, the second task has no 
choice but to put itself to sleep to await the release of 
the other resource. Both tasks are blocked forever 
unless you set a timeout before requesting resources. 
Even if you have set a timeout, your tasks must still 
resolve the deadlock when they wake up from their 
unsuccessful attempts to get the resources. 

If you have no choice except to allow your tasks to 
control multiple resources, you can avoid deadlock by 
requiring tasks to request and release these resources 
in the same sequence and by dynamically adjusting the 
controlling task's priority in a fashion similar to Intel's 
Region. In other words, order your shared resources 
and assign them a number. Then, you must enforce the 
following discipline: Tasks must request control of the 
resources in ascending order and release them in de
scending order. That way, a task will be able to gain 
control of either an entire group of resources or none at 
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The most commonly cited problem you 
might incur when coordinating multiple 
tasks is deadlock. 

all. And because the controlling task's priority is mo
mentarily adjusted up to t he level of the highest
priority task that's waiting for the group of resources, 
lower-level tasks will not be able to block the waiting 
high-level task. 

Semaphores allow independent tasks to share non-re
entrant resources safely. Tasks could communicate by 
placing messages in a shared memory area protected by 
a semaphore. But most real-time operating systems 
have a special mechanism, called a mailbox, for passing 
short messages. 

Mailboxes let tasks pass messages to each other 
A mailbox is a software entity, normally controlled 

by a real-time operating system, for passing messages 
between tasks or between tasks and interrupt han
dlers. You can think of a mailbox as an extremely 
shallow FIFO buffer-so shallow that it holds only one 
item. You need mailboxes when you send messages 
between asynchronous tasks. The writing task posts a 
message to a mailbox whenever it needs to. Similarly, 
the reading task attempts to get the message out of the 
mailbox at a time appropriate for its program sequence. 
Naturally, the operating system must provide for mu
tual exclusion to ensure that the two tasks do not try to 
access the mailbox simultaneously. 

Real-time-software engineers often employ mail
boxes in pairs to effect a software simulation of a 2-wire 
handshake: The posting task uses one mailbox to send a 
message, and the receiving task uses another mailbox 
to acknowledge receipt of the message. 

Also, if the reading task has not yet picked up the 
message previously posted by the writing task, the 
operating system must return an error code to the 
writing task. In other words, the writing task needs to 
know that its letter was picked up before it posts 
another message. Similarly, if the mailbox is empty, the 
reading task must get an error code so that it can go to 
sleep to await the receipt of a message. The mailbox can 
thus synchronize communication between asynchronous 
tasks. 

Intel's iRMX extends the notion of the mailbox by 
incorporating three queues: a message queue, a writ
ing-task queue, and a reading-task queue. Of course, 
the task-waiting queues can be either FIFO queues or 
prioritized queues. 

Simple descriptions of how real-time operating sys
tems' primitives work do not do justice to them. To use 
these primitives (such as mutual-exclusion mecha
nisms), a software engineer must adopt a mindset 
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entirely different from the one he uses for sequential 
programming. 

To get an idea of just how different multitasking 
programming is from sequential programming, consid
er the four examples discussed in the following section. 
The examples show the coding of four different schemes 
for granting reading and writing privileges to a com
mon data area or file. The examples are taken from 
Andyne Computing Ltd's PCMascot manual, which 
provides many more such examples. PCMascot is an 
implementation for the IBM PC of the Mascot real-time 
operating system (Ref 5). 

One peculiarity of Mascot needs to be explained 
before you can understand the examples: Mascot com
bines the notion of a mutual-exclusion queue with that 
of a mailbox. A task can join a queue. The operating 
system will suspend the task until it reaches the head of 
the queue. Once at the head of the queue, the task 
awakens and owns the queue until it explicitly leaves 
the queue (even the task's going to sleep does not 
release the queue). 

While it's in possession of the head of a queue, and 
only in that state, a task can wait on the queue. That is, 
the task suspends itself and will awaken only when 
another task stimulates the queue. Obviously, no other 
task can take possession of the head of the queue until 
the waiting task is awakened and decides to leave the 
queue. 

To flesh out these examples with another real-time 
operating system, you would have to coordinate a 
semaphore and a mailbox. That is, a task would first 
have to request a semaphore. When it acquires the 
semaphore, it then must request a read from a mailbox 
-and perhaps wait for a message to be deposited in the 
mailbox. After a successful read, the task finally sur
renders the semaphore. 

The problem these examples solve is the general 
"readers and writers" problem. The solutions must 
satisfy two conditions: Any number of readers can 
simultaneously access the data, but any writer must 
have exclusive access to the data (there can be only one 
writer at a time). That way, readers need not be 
concerned that the data will mysteriously change as 
they are reading it (remember, each task in a multi
tasking system is under the delusion that it alone is 
running). 

The four strategies for establishing precedence are: 
• Taking readers and writers in strict order of 

arrival. Once a writer is writing, all readers and 
writers are excluded; a batch of consecutive read-
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Using mutual-exclusion mechanisms re
quires a software engineer to adopt a mind
set entirely different from the one he uses 
for sequential programming. 

control queues: 

ida layout: 

stan_read () 
( 

JOIN mutex 

mutex 
read_ count_ cq 

read count 
data ::-record 

JOIN read_count_cq 
read_count++ 
LEAVE read_count_cq 

LEAVE mutex 

end_read () 
I 

JOIN read_count_cq 
read_count-· 
II (read_count == 0) 
( 

STIM mutex 
) 

LEAVE read_count_cq 

slan_wrlte () 
I 

JOIN mutex 
whlle (read_count > 0) 
I 

WAIT mutex 

end_wrlte () 
I 

LEAVE mutex 

Fig I-These entry and exit routines accommodate/readers and 
writers in strict seq1ience of arrival. Tasks gain entry to reading and 
writing routines (not shown here) by joining mutual-exclusion 
qnenes. Tasks sort out precedence, here and in Figs 2, 3, and 4 by 
keepinr count of readers and writers and posting niessages (STIM) to 
tasks waiting on queues. 

ers has unrestricted access until the next writer 
arrives. 

• Giving readers precedence over writers. Waiting 
readers have access before waiting writers do. 

• Giving writers precedence over readers. Waiting 
writers have access before waiting readers do. 

• Dividing readers into two classes: high-priority 
readers that have precedence over writers, and 
low-priority readers, over which writers have 
precedence. 

The Mascot queues, by their nature, give requesting 
tasks strict FIFO access. Some other real-time operat
ing systems, such as Intel's iRMX, would give you the 
option of prioritizing their semaphore and mailbox 
queues. 

The examples in Figs 1 through 4 consist of two pairs 
of simple routines that reading and writing tasks must 
call before and after doing a read or write. The exam
ples are written in a C-like psuedolanguage and are 
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stripped of many implementation details. The actual 
data manipulation in the shared-data area is application 
dependent and is not germane to these examples. Each 
of the examples begins with a declaration of mutual
exclusion control queues. Note that the "ida" (intercom
munication data area) declaration in the program head
er is simply a declaration of the data constructs and 
variables that are local to these functions. 

The routines in Fig 1 fulfill the first strategy and 
accommodate readers and writers in the strict se
quence of arrival. To understand the action of the two 
pairs of procedures in Fig 1, assume that no read or 
write requests are under way and that the first request 
is a read request. Starread increments reacount by one 
and allows the reader to proceed. All subsequent read 
requests, up to the first write request, will have the 
same effect. Now suppose that a write request occurs 
while a number of readers are currently reading. When 
the writer reaches the head of the mutex mutual
exclusion queue, it will block all further readers from 
initiating reads. 

The writing task in possession of the mutex queue 
then goes to sleep to wait for the last reader to call 
enread. The last reader's calling enread will decrement 
reacount to zero and use the STIM system call to send a 
message to the writing task, which has been waiting for 
just such a message (remember, the queue functions as 
a mailbox for the task at the head of the queue). The 
writing task then updates the common data area and 
finally exits through enwrite, releasing the mutex mu
tual-exclusion queue, and allowing other readers and 
writers their turn to proceed. 

F ig 2 is the same two pairs of read- and write-access
control routines modified to allow readers precedence 
over writers. When you compare Fig 2 with Fig 1, 
you'll note that the listing in Fig 2 has an additional 
control queue, writcq, in which tasks waiting to write 
must queue up. Note the cause and effect here: Giving 
readers precedence over writers means that writers, 
not readers, must queue up. 

Starread is exactly the same in Fig 2 as it is in Fig 1. 
Enread is almost identical-the only change is that the 
routine must now stimulate writcq when reacount be
comes zero instead of mutex. The starwrite procedure is 
quite different because a writing task must first join 
the queue of waiting writers. 

After reaching the head of the queue of writers, it 
must then wait until no more readers are reading. This 
situation is an example of a case in which you must 
exercise extreme care when setting up mutual-exclu-
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You must use precision when applying pro
tection mechanisms to asynchronous tasks. 

control queues: 

ida layout: 

stan_read () 
I 

JOIN mutex 

mutex 
read count cq 
write_cq -

read count 
data_:r ecord 

JOIN read_count_cq 
read count++ 
LEAVE read_count_cq 

LEAVE mutex 

end_read () 
I 

JOIN read_count_cq 
read count--
H {read_count == OJ 
I 

STIM wrlte_cq 
) 

LEAVE read_count_cq 

stan_wrlte () 
I 

JOIN wrlte_cq 
JOIN mutex 
whlle (read_count > 0) 
I 

LEAVE mutex 
WAIT wrlte_cq 
JOIN mutex 

end_wrlte () 
I 

LEAVE mutex 
LEAVE wrlte_cq 

Fig 2-Somewhat similarly to those of Fig 1, these read- and 
write-access-control routines allow readers precedence over writers. 

sion mechanisms. The writing task that has reached the 
head of the writers' queue, an·d is checking to see 
whether any active readers are left, must first gain 
control of the mutual-exclusion queue mutex before 
checking the reacount variable. If the writing task 
weren't preventing reading tasks from initiating a read 
during the interval in which the writing task was 
checking for readers, a reading task could overtake the 
writing task. 

Now you have the explanation for the clumsy-looking 
series of LEAVE and JOIN function calls that bracket 
the writing task's WAIT function call (the task is 
waiting for a message from the last exiting reading 
task). The writing task must gain control of the 
mututal-exclusion queue mutex to check on readers, 
but must leave it so that readers can continue to read 
the resource as long as they wish-thus fulfilling the 
second scheme's requirements. 
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control queues: mutex 
read cq 
read-count cq 
write_ count_ cq 

ida layout: 

stan_read () 
I 

read count 
write count 
data _i'ecord 

JOIN read_cq 
JOIN mutex 
whlle (wrlte_count > 0) 
I 

) 

LEAVE mutex 
WAIT read_cq 
JOIN mutex 

JOIN read_count_cq 
read_count++ 
LEAVE read_count_cq 
LEAVE mutex 

LEAVE read_cq 

end_read () 
I 

JOIN read_count_cq 
read count--
If (read_count == OJ 
( 

STIM mutex 
) 

LEAVE read_count_cq 

stan_wrtte () 
( 

JOIN wrlte_count_cq 
wrlte_count++ 

LEAVE wrlte_count_cq 
JOIN mutex 

whlle (read_count > OJ 
I 

WAIT mutex 

end_wrlte () 
I 

JOIN wrlte_count_cq 
wrlte_count--
11 (wrlte_count == OJ 
I 

STIM read_cq 
) 

LEAVE wrlte_count_cq 
LEAVE mutex 

Fig 3-These routines give writers precedence over readers. 

The third example, in Fig 3, gives writers prece
dence over readers. As in Fig 2's listing, in Fig 3 a 
control queue for tasks waiting to read, reacq, replaces 
the previous queue for tasks waiting to write. Also new 
to this schema is a counter (writcount) for the number 
of writers waiting to write, and a mutual-exclusion 
queue (writcouncq) to protect it. 

In a fashion similar to the writing routine of Fig 2's 
example, a reader first joins the read queue reacq and 
then, after reaching the head of the queue, waits for a 
message from the final writer that all writers are 
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Once they)re written, all real-time systems 
require extensive debugging and fine
tuning. 

control queues: mutex 
read cq 
read- count cq 
write cq -
write: count_cq 

ida layout: 

start_hp_read () 
I 

JOIN mutax 

read count 
write count 
data_ record 

JOIN read_count_cq 
read_count++ 
LEAVE read_count_cq 

LEAVE mutex 

end_hp_rHd () 
I 

JOIN read_count_cq 
read_ count·· 
If (l'llad_count == 0) 
I 

STIM wrlte_cq 
} 

LEAVE raad_count_cq 

start_wrlle () 
I 

JOIN wrlle_count_cq 
wrlle_count++ 

LEAVE wrlle_count_cq 
JOIN wrlte_cq 
JOIN mutex 
while (read_count > 0) 
I 

LEAVE mutex 
WAIT wrlte_cq 
JOIN mutex 

end_wrlte () 

JOIN wrlle_count_cq 
write count·· 
II (write_count == O) 
I 

STIM read_cq 
} 
LEAVE wrlte_count_cq 
LEAVE mutex 
LEAVE wrlte_cq 

start_lp_read () 
I 

JOIN read_cq 
JOIN mutex 
while (wrlte_count > 0) 
I 

) 

LEAVE mutax 
WAIT rHd_cq 
JOIN mutex 

JOIN read_count_cq 
read count++ 
LEAVE read_count_cq 
LEAVE mutax 

LEAVE read_cq 

end_lp_read () 
I 

JOIN read_count_cq 
read count·· 
11 (read_count == O) 
I 

STIM wrlte_cq 
} 

LEAVE read_count_cq 

Fig 4-Using all the techniques deve/,oped in Figs 1, 2, and 3, these routines allow for two classes of readers: a high-priority class that takes 
precedence over readers and a low-priority class that doesn't. 

finished. Note the similar sequence of getting and 
releasing the mutual-exclusion queue mutex while 
checking the variable writcount. Writcount is another 
classic example of a critical region that needs protec
tion. 

The read task still has more to do before it actually 
reads. It must get to the head of the queue that 
protects the variable holding the count of readers, and 
it must increment the count. The reader must lock out 
other tasks from the reacount variable because writing 
tasks use reacount for decision making-another criti
cal region. 

Reading tasks exit through enread. If a reading task 
is the last one to exit, it sends a message (via the STIM 
function call) to any waiting writing task. Writing tasks 
simply work their way to the head of the writing-task 
queue and increment the count of the number of writers 
kept in writcount. They then work their way to the 
head of the mutual-exclusion queue. Once at the head of 
the mutual-exclusion queue, they automatically block 
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any more read tasks from starting a read operation. 
When all the readers who were currently reading 
eventually finish, the writer gets a message posted at 
mutex by the last exiting reading task, and it begins 
writing. When exiting, the last writing task posts a 
message to the reading task (if one exists) that has been 
waiting for its turn. 

The handshaking between reading and writing tasks 
is very subtle in this example. Readers can't proceed 
until all the writers are finished, and once one or more 
readers gets control of the common data area, writers 
must wait. Note the structure of the exclusion mecha
nisms that accomplish this handshaking. One mecha
nism, mutex, protects reads of two resources: writcount 
(by the reading task) and reacount (by the writing 
task). Yet reading and writing tasks have separate 
exclusion mechanisms, reacouncq and writcouncq, to 
protect writes to these same two resources ( reacount 
and writcount). This example incisively illustrates the 
precision with which you must apply protection mecha-
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CDP680502 28002 
CDP6805E3 

80C86 NEC: V20 V40 
80C88 V30 V50 

8085A2 6809E 64180Rl National: Signetics: 8X300 
8096/97 
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68809 NSC800 8X305 
68809E 

... ANDMORE 

american automation A 
2651 Dow Avenue, Tustin, California 92680 (714) 731-1661 

FAX: 714/731-6344 
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•Assumes EZ-PRO Development Station 
connected to MSDOS host. 

IBM is a registered trademark of 
International Business Machines, 

VAX and Micro VAX are registered trademarks 
of Digital Equipment Corporation, 

Macintosh is a registered trademark of 
Apple Computer, Inc., Sun Workstation 

is a registered trademark of Sun 
Microsystems, Inc. 
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Most real-time-software engineers pepper 
their code with extra routines that record 
information about a routine as it executes. 

nisms when dealing with asynchronous tasks. 
The last example, Fig 4, allows for two classes of 

readers, high-priority readers ( starhread) and low
priority readers ( starlread). High-priority readers zip 
through their entry routine, pausing only long enough 
to increment the count of readers. In a similar fashion, 
the last exiting reader kicks off any waiting writing 
task by sending a message, via the STIM function call, 
to the writcq queue (which, as before, serves as first a 
queue and then a mailbox). 

Writing tasks, in the course of writing, block any 
low-priority reading tasks, which must wait until all 
writers finish. Note, however, that even low-priority 
readers, once they get going, increment the reacount 
variable, just as high-priority readers do; they thus 
block any subsequent writers until all readers finish. 
By now, you should realize that to write routines such 
as these, you need a solid design and a thorough 
understanding of real-time-programming intricacies. 

Once they're written, all real-time systems require 

extensive debugging and fine-tuning. At present, no 
completely integrated hardware-and-software debug
ging tools are available (Ref 6). You can obtain hard
ware and software tools separately, of course. High
level-language debuggers are available in several 
forms, and you can get real-time-OS debuggers. You 
can also find logic analyzers, in-circuit emulators, and 
software-performance analyzers (Ref 7), which can 
identify software bugs that baffle software-based tools. 
But you can't obtain a single integrated package that 
can simultaneously control a high-level language debug
ger, an operating-system debugger, and hardware
based tools. 

Consequently, most real-time-software engineers 
will probably fall back on tried-and-true techniques of 
"instrumenting" their code. That is, they will pepper 
the code with extra routines that record pertinent 
information about a routine as it executes. The classic 
example of this technique of instrumenting a program 
with additional statements is the practice of debugging 

Manufacturers of real-time operating systems 
For more information on real-time operating systems, circle the appropriate numbers on the Information Retrieval 
Service card or contact the following manufacturers directly. 

Alcyon Corp Dyad Technology Corp Intel Corp Ready Systems 
5010 Shoreham Pl 4040-G Sorrento Valley Blvd 5200 NE Elam Young Parkway Box 61029 
San Diego, CA 92122 San Diego, CA 92121 Hillsboro, OR 97124 Palo Alto, CA 94306 
(619) 587-1155 (619) 450-17861 Phone local office (415) 326-2950 
TWX 510-600-4947 Circle No 716 Circle No 722 TLX 71510608 
Circle No 711 FAX 415-326-1427 

E yring Research Institute Inc Intelligent Machinery Co Circle No 727 
Andyne Computing Ltd 145 West 820 North 2400 Westwood Dr 
544 Princess St, Suite 202 Provo, UT 84601 Longwood, FL 32779 Software Components Group 
Kingston, Ontario (801) 375-2434 (305) 869-8168 4655 Old Ironsides Dr 
Canada K7L 1C7 Circle No 717 Circle No 723 Suite 370 
(613) 548-4355 Santa Clara, CA 95054 
Circle No 712 Force Computers Inc JMI Software Consultants Inc ( 408) 727-0707 

702 University Ave 904 Sheble Lane TLX 757697 
Avocet Systems Inc Los Gatos, CA 95030 Box 481 Circle No 728 
Box 490 (408) 354-3410 Spring House, PA 19477 
Rockport, ME 04856 Circle No 718 (215) 628-0840 Systems & Software Inc 
(800) 448-8500 Circle No 724 3303 Harbor Blvd, C-11 
(207) 236-9055 Forth Inc Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
Circle No 713 111 N Sepulveda Blvd Micro Computer Control (714) 241-8650 

Manhattan Beach, CA 90266 Box 275 TWX 910-695-0215 
Diab Systems Inc (213) 372-8493 Hopewell, NJ 08525 FAX (714) 241-0377 
323 Vintage Park Dr TLX (275182 (609) 466-1751 Circle No 729 
Foster City, CA 94404 Circle No 719 Circle No 725 
(415) 571-1700 US Software Corp 
TLX 516020 Industrial Programming Inc Microware Systems Corp 14215 NW Science Park Dr 
FAX (415) 573-7562 100 Jericho Quadrangle 1900 NW 114th St Portland, OR 97229 
Circle No 714 Jericho, NY 11753 Des Moines, IA 50322 (503) 641-8446 

(516) 938-6600 (515) 224-1929 TLX 4993875 
Digital Research Inc Circle No 720 TWX 910-520-2535 Circle No 730 
18600 Embarcadero Rd FAX 515-224-1352 
Suite 215 Integrated Solutions Circle No 726 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 1140 Ringwood Ct 
(415) 856-4343 San Jose, CA 95131 
FAX (415) 8567-2103 ( 408) 943-1902 
Circle No 715 TLX4996929 
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(818) 846-1800 • TWX: 910 4982701 
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a Basic program by inserting extra Print statements 
throughout the program. 

To instrument their code, real-time-software engi
neers would probably do something that's better suited 
to real-time systems. For example, they might equip 
each task with routines that record the system clock's 
value in a debugging array at critical points in each 
routine's execution-routine entry and exit points, for 
example. Such extra code obviously distorts the real
time performance of the system, but it provides a quick 
way of identifying routines that are hogging the CPU. 

EDN 
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•:A_ CASE far SUN 
in Computer-Aided 
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It's a first! CASE Technology now offers 
its new Vanguard CAE Design System, 
a comprehensive set of electronic 
design applications for the system level 
designer-PCB and ASIC-on the SUN 3 
family of engineering workstations. The 
system includes schematic capture, logic 
and fault simulation, circuit simulation, 
and PCB design capabilities. 

The full-featured Vanguard system 
and the SUN 3 workstation represents 
one of the best values available for a high 
performance CAE design system. Using 
Ethernet TCP / IP and NFS, SUN 3 engi
neering workstations and personal 
computers can be networked together to 
create a completely integrated engineer
ing environment. 

CASE promotes its flexibility as a 
front-end CAE design tool for users 

CIRCLE NO 102 

concerned with integration of existing 
tools and as a facility solution for those 
interested in a single source for all of 
their CAE needs. 

With more than 3000 installed 
systems worldwide, CASE Technology 
has developed a solid reputation as a 
premier supplier of professional CAE 
design tools. If you haven't seen what 
CASE has to offer, then now is the time. 

CASE Technology Inc., 2141 Landings Drive, 
Mountain View, California 94043 
Phone(415}962-1440; Telex 506513 ; 
FAX (415 )962-1466. 

CASE 
TECHNOLOGY 
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TOSHIBA. THE POWER 

AREA SALES OFFICES: CENTRAL AREA, Toshiba America, Inc, (312) 945-1500; EASTERN AREA, Toshiba America, Inc., (617) 272-4352; NORTHWESTERN AREA, Toshiba America, Inc., (408) 244-4070; SOUTHWESTERN 
REGION, Toshiba America, Inc , (714) 259-0368; SOUTH CENTRAL REGION, Toshiba America, Inc, (214) 480-0470; SOUTHEASTERN REGION , Toshiba America, Inc., (404) 368-0203; MAJOR ACCOUNT OFFICE, POUGH
KEEPSIE, NEW YORK, Toshiba America, Inc., (914) 462-5710; MAJOR ACCOUNT OFFICE, BOCA RATON, FLORIOA, Toshiba America, Inc., (305) 394-3004. REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES: ALABAMA, Montgomery Markeling, Inc , 
(205) 830-0498; ARIZONA, Summit Sales, (602) 998-4850; ARKANSAS, MIL-REP Associates, (512) 346-6331; CALIFORNIA (Northern) Elrepco, Inc., (415) 962-0660; CALIFORNIA (LA. & Orange County) Sager Electronics, 
Inc , (818) 712-0011 , (714) 957-3367, (San Diego County) Eagle Technical Sales, (619) 743-6550; COLORADO, Straube Associates Mountain States, Inc., (303) 426-0890; CONNECTICUT, Datcom, Inc., (203) 288-7005; 
FLORIOA, Sales Engineering Concepts, (305) 426-4601 , (305) 682-4800; GEORGIA, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (404) 447-6124; IOAHO, Components West, (509) 922-2412; ILLINOIS, Carlson Electronic Sales, 
(312) 956-8240, R.W. Kunz, (314) 966-4977 ; INDIANA, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (317) 842-3245; IOWA, C.H Horn, (319) 393-8703; KANSAS, D.LE. Electronics, (316) 744-1229; KENTUCKY, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, 
(317) 842-3245; LOUISIANA, MIL-REP Associates, (713) 444-2557; MAINE, Datcom, Inc, (617) 891-4600; MASSACHUSETTS, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; MICHIGAN, Action Components Sales, (313) 349-3940; 
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IN MEMORIES. 
We are the leader in 1 Mb DRAMs. In 256K static RAMs and 

1 Mb VSRAMs, CMOS EPROMs and 1 Mb ROMs. Yet, people still think 
of us only as the world leader in CMOS and NMOS static RAMs. 

We are the world leader in CMOS 
and NMOS static RAMs. We make fast 
2Kx8, 4Kx4 and16Kx4 static RAMs 
all at 25 ns! And a lMb VSRAM at 100 
ns. We also offer 64Kxl, 8Kx8, 8Kx9 (at 
35 ns) and industry standard 32Kx8 
CMOS static RAMs. 

But we make a lot more than static 
RAMs. The chart shows we have a 
complete line of DRAMs and EPROMs 
with a high density lMb EPROM and 
one-time programmables. And they 
are all in volume production today. 

Tradition of being first. 
We were also the first to introduce 

the lMb DRAM and we're now the 
market leader. We were one of the first 
suppliers of 256K CMOS static RAMs. 
We were a leader with the 256K ROM 
and within a year of introduction, we 
shipped more than all other suppliers 
combined. And we are matching that 
with our lMb CMOS mask ROM. 

So you can see that we have the 
capability to supply the memory pro
ducts you want-when you want them. 

TOSHIBA MEMORY PRODUCT SUMMARY 
PART NO. ORG. PROCESS SAMPLES PROD. SPEED SORTS PKG OPTIONS & 

AVAIIABLE (ns) COMMENTS 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
T MM41 256AP/ AT/ AZ 256KXI NMOS YES YES 100 120 150 P.T Z 
TMM41257AP/ AT/ AZ 256KXI NMOS YES YES 100 120 150 P,T,Z 
TMM41464APIATIAZ 64KX4 NMOS YES YES 100 120 150 

~f.~ rcs 11 000P/J1z lMbXI CMOS YES YES 85 100 120 

TCSl IOOtM!z IMbXI CMOS YES YES 85 100 120 P::i:z 
TCS11ooiPij1z IMbXI CMOS YES YES 85 100 120 p"J,z 

TC514256P/ /Z 256KX4 CMOS YES YES 85 100 120 P:i z 
TC514258f1(Z 256KX4 CMOS YES YES 85 100 120 p"J: z 
THMBIOOOSIL 1MbX8 CMOS YES YES 85 100 120 S, L 
THM91000S/L IMbX9 CMOS YES YES 85 100 120 S ,L 

STATIC RAMS 
TMM2016BP 2KX8 NMOS YES YES 90 100 120 150 P24, 600 mil DIP 
TMM2015BP 2KX8 NMOS YES YES 90 100 120 150 200 P24. 300 mil DIP 
TC5.517118CPL 2KX8 CMOS YES YES 15() 200 P24, 6T Cell Uhm Low Power 
TC5517/ISCFL 2KX8 CMOS YES YES 15-0 200 F24, 6T Cell Ultra Low Power 
TMM2064P 8KX8 NMOS YES YES 70 JOO 120 150 P28, 600 mil DIP 
TMM2064AP 8KX8 NMOS 12'87 03'88 70 100 120 P28, 600 mil DIP 
TMM206JP 8KX8 NMOS YES YES 70 100 120 150 200 P28 300 mil DIP 
TMM206JAP 8KX8 NMOS 12'87 03'88 70 100 120 P28, 300 mil UIP 
TC5565APL 8KX8 CMOS YES YES 100 120 150 P28, 4T Cell Low Power 
TC5565AFL 8KX8 CMOS YES YES 100 120 150 F'28, 4T Cell Low Power 
TC556.lAPL 8KX8 CMOS YES YES 100 120 150 P28, 300 mil DIP14T Cell 
TC5564APL 8KX8 CMOS YES YES 15-0 200 P28, 6T Cell Ultra Low Power 
TC5564AFL 8KX8 CMOS YES YES 15() 200 F28, 6T Cell Ultra Low Power 
TC55257PL 32KX8 CMOS YES YES 85 100 120 P28, 4T Cell Low Power 
TC5.5257APL 32KX8 CMOS YES YES 85 100 120 P28 4T Cell Low Power 
TC55257AFL 32KX8 CMOS YES YES 85 100 120 F'28, 4T Cell Low Power 
TC51832PL 32KX8 CMOS YES YES 85 100 120 P28 Pseudo Statlc 
TC51832SPL 32KX8 CMOS 11'87 YF.S 85 100 120 P28 300 Ml DIP 
TC51832FL 32KX8 CMOS YES YES 85 100 120 F28, flat Pack 
TC518128P 128KX8 CMOS YES 01'88 t 100 120 P32, Pseudo Statlc 
TC518128P 128KX8 CMOS YES 01'88 160 190 P32, Virtuall Static 

HIGH SPEED STATIC RAMS 
TMM2018AP 2KX8 NMOS YES YES 25 35 45 ?'4 
TMM2068AP 4KX4 NMOS YES YES 25 35 45 P'lO 
TMM2088P 8KX8 NMOS YES YES 35 45 SS 1'28 
TMM2089C 8KX9 NMOS YES YES 35 45 SS C28 
TMM2089P 8KX9 NMOS YES YES 35 45 SS 1'28 
TC5561P 64KX1 CMOS YES YES + 70 P22, 4T Cell Low Power 
TCS56ll 64KX1 CMOS YES 01'88 70 J24 4T Cell Low Power 
TC5562P 64KXI CMOS YES YES 35 4S SS P22 4T Cell Low Power 
TC 64KXI CMOS YES YES 35 45 SS J24, 4T Cell Low Power 
TC55416P 16KX4 CMOS YES YES 25 35 45 P22 
TC5541'6i: 16KX4 CMOS YES YES 25 35 45 :E4 
TC55417P 16KX4 CMOS YES YES 25 35 45 P24,0E 
TCS5417) 16KX4 CMOS YES YES 25 35 45 Jz4,0E 

EPROMS 
TMM2764AD- 8KX8 NMOS YES YES 15() 200 D 
TMM2764ADI- 8KX8 NMOS YES YES 15() 200 D 

TMM27128AD- 16KX8 NMOS YES YES 15() 200 D 

TMM27128ADI- 16KX8 NMOS YES YES 15-0 200 D 

TMM27256AD- 32KX8 NMOS YES YES 15-0 200 D 
TMM27256ADI- 32KX8 NMOS YES YES 15() 200 D 

TC57256AD 32KX8 CMOS YES YES 15() 200 0 
TMM27512D 64KX8 NMOS YES YES 200 25-0 D 
TMM27512DI- 64KX8 NMOS YES YES 200 25() D 

TC57100JD 128KX8 CMOS YES YES 200 25() D 

TC57100\D 128KX8 CMOS YES YES 200 25-0 0 

ONE TIME PROGRAMMABLES 
TMM2464AP 8KX8 NMOS YES YES 200 PF 
TMM241 28AP 16KX8 NMOS YES YES 200 PF 
TMM24256AP 32KX8 NMOS YES YES 200 Pf 
TC54256AP 32KX8 CMOS YES YES 200 Pf 
TMM24512P 64KX8 NMOS YES YES 25() Pf 

MASK ROMS 
TC5J257P 32KX8 CMOS YES YES 200 F, P28 

TCSJIOOJP 128KX8 CMOS YES YES 200 F, P'l8 

TC532000P 256KX8 CMOS YES YES 200 P32 

P = PLASTIC C =CERAMIC F = FLAT PACK D = CERDIP Y::DIE T:: PLCC 
J :: SOJ L :: LEADED MODULE Z=ZIP - " ± IQ% Vee AVAILABLE S :: SOCKET MODULE 
•::SELECTABLE SPEED SORT AVAILABLE t = IN DEVEWPMENT 

TOSHIBA. THE POWER IN MEMORIES. 

TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC. 

MINNESOTA, Electric Component Sales, 1612) 933-2594; MISSISSIPPI, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (205) 830-0498; MISSOURI, D.LE. Electronics, 1316) 744-1229; MONTANA, Components West, 1206) 885-5880; NEVADA, 
Elrepco, Inc, 1415) 962-0660; NEBRASKA, D.LE. Electronics. 1316) 744-1229; NEW ENGLAND, Dalcom, Inc , 1617) 891-4600; NEW HAMPSHIRE, Datcom, Inc., 1617) 891-4600; NEW JERSEY, Nexus-Technology, 
1201) 947-0151; NEW MEXICO, Summit Sales, 1602) 998-4850; NEW YORK, Nexus Technology, 1201) 947-0151 ; Pi-Ironies, 1315) 455-7346; NORTH CAROLINA/SOUTH CAROLINA, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., 
1919) 467-6319; NORTH DAKOTA/SOUTH DAKOTA, Electric Component Sales. 1612) 933-2594; OHIO, Steffen & Associates, 1216) 461-8333; 1419) 884-2313, 1513) 293-3145; OKLAHOMA, Mll-REPAssociates, 1214) 644-6731 ; 
OREGON, Components West, 1503) 684-1671 ; PENNSYLVANIA, Nexus Technology, 1215) 675-9600, Steffen &Associates, 1412) 276-7366; RHODE ISLAND, Datcom, Inc., 1617) 891-4600; TENNESSEE, Montgomery Marketing, 
Inc .. 1205) 830-0498; TEKAS, Mil-REP Associates, 1512) 346-6331, 1713) 444-2557, \214) 644-6731 ; UTAH, Straube Associates Mountain States. Inc., 1801) 263-2640; VERMONT, Oatcom, Inc., 1617) 891-4600; WEST 
VIRGINIA, Steffen & Associates, 1419) 884-2313; WASHINGTON, Components West, 1206 885-5880, 1509) 922-2412; WISCONSIN, Carlson Electronics. 1414) 476-2790, Electric Component Sales, 1612) 933-2594; WYOMING, 
Straube Associates Mountain Stales, Inc., 1303) 426-0890; CANADA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, Components West, 1206) 885-5880; ONTARIO, Electro Source, Inc., 1416) 675-4490, 1613) 726-1452. 

" 1987 Toshiba America, Inc. 
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Now you can unleash all the raw 
power of the 80386 for real-time applica
tions. All you need is our new iRMK™ 
real-time multi-processor kernel. It's 
the lean, clean core of a full-featured 
operating system. 

142 

Its blazing speed lets you keep up 
with the most demanding applications. 
Average interrupt response time is less 
than 10 microseconds. That's incredibly 
fast. 

But more important is the iRMK 
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kernel's feature set.Which includes 
interrupt management, time manage
ment, mailboxes, semaphores, multi
tasking, and preemptive, priority-based 
scheduling. 

And if you want more power, the 
iRMK kernel lets you use more pro
cessors. It's the only kernel that delivers 
multiprocessing support for the MULTI
BUS® II Message Passing Co-processor. 

Besides running fast, your application 
will also run right. Because we off er 

operating systems are solidly in touch 
with the rest of the real-time world. Our 
OpenNET'" Network connects it to VAX/ 
VMS and even PC DOS compatibles. 

REAL TIME COMPARISON 

Interrupt Development 
Latency Host Regions 

iRMK 10 µ,sec. PC-DOS yes 
iRMX286 13 µ,sec. self hosted yes 
VAXELN 33 µ,sec. VAXNMS no 

more reliability features than any other What's more, iRMK and iRMX are 
real-time kernel. Like user-defined easy to get started with. Because they 
objects. And priority adjusting sema- run on, our industry standard family 
phores (regions) to avoid deadlock. of open system MULTIBUS hardware. 

And if your application requires Including our new 20 MHz 80386 
features beyond MULTIBUS I and II boards. We 
what a kernel can even offer complete systems 
deliver, we offer for OEMs like our new 
the iRMX®286. 80386-based System 320. 
A complete real- And we top it all off with 
time operating re-entrant compilers, debug-
system that runs gers, utilities, customer 
onthe80386with- training and consulting. 
out modification. All designed to make 

In addition your design task 
to basic kernel .. _ easier and faster. 
functions, it So why waste any 
has reprogrammability, a human inter- more time? For a real-
face and on-target development. time response from Intel, call our 

iRMX 286 and the iRMK kernel are toll-free number: (800) 548-4725, and 
the latest developments in an operating ask for Literature Department W-392. 
system family we've been refining We'll mail a complete information 
since real-time began for micro- packet within one working day. 
processors. Currently, there are over And you'll see how quickly time flies 
half a million CPUs running iRMX, when Intel is on your side. 
making it the most popular real-time • tel® 
01s family in the world. In 
MW~~~,;~~:~~~~~.~~~~~:~~~~~"' '"'"'- •m''"'' C"f<M;oo 
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DC / DC converters 
adapt to the needs of 

low-power circuits 

High cost) quiescent current) and circuit 
complexity have often restricted switching 
puwer supplies to high-puwer applications) 
for which the switchers) high efficiency) 
wide input range) and reduced size and 
weight offset their drawbacks. N uw) huwev
er) you can employ switchers in luw- and 
medium-puwer applications as well. 

Len Sherman, Maxim Integrated Products 

Designers of de/de-conversion products are now ad
dressing the special requirements of low- and medium
power applications. As a result, you can apply switching 
techniques' advantages in battery-powered portable 
equipment, telemetry devices, and consumer products. 

A key requirement for designers of battery-powered 
products is that they minimize the number of cells used 
in the product. Substituting, for example, two large 
cells for a stack of six or seven smaller ones yields not 
only reductions in size and weight but also increased 
reliability and energy density. An efficient, low-power 
step-up voltage converter used in conjunction with a 
few high-capacity, low-voltage cells makes such a trade 
feasible, especially in an application where a stack of 
expensive rechargeable batteries would be the alterna
tive. 

The circuits shown in Figs 1 through 7 are all 
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270 µ.H ' 

12V, 25 mA 

MAX632 I 47µF 

COMP 
GND VFa 

3 

1N4148 -12V, 15 mA 

I +47 µF 

":' 

150k 
FROM 12V 
OUTPUT 

1N4148 i-;;___,,,...._.. ____ --0 -12V 

I +47 µ.F 

Fig 1-You can tailor this ±12V supply to provide either indepen
dently regulated outputs (a) or a tracking negative output (b). The 
inductors don't exact too great a size pen~,lty: Each measures only 0.6 
in. long by 0.26 in. in diameter. 
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The flyback configuration keeps circuitry 
compact, and it adapts not only to voltage 
boosting but to buck and buck/boost config
urations as well. 

flyback-type switching de/de converters (the same type 
that generates 10- to 20-kV supplies for television, 
video display terminals, and oscilloscopes) that operate 
at 50 kHz (see box, "Flyback converters' internal 
operation"). The flyback configuration keeps the cir
cuitry compact, and its versatility allows it to accom
plish more than simple voltage boosting. 

Derive ± 12V from digital system's supply 
Often, a digital system powered by a 5V supply 

includes a few analog functions that require ±12V. The 
circuit shown in Fig 1 uses two dedicated 8-pin convert
ers-the MAX632 and MAX636---to derive 25 mA at 
12V and 15 mA at -12V from a 5V logic supply. You can 
configure the circuit for independently regulated out
puts (Fig la) or for tracking regulation (b). 

The positive converter's efficiency is 85%; the invert
er's is 75%. You can improve these efficiency figures 
slightly by using Schottky diodes rather than the 
MAX632's internal diode and the 1N4148 signal diode 
connected to pin 5 of the MAX636. If you opt to use a 
Schottky diode with the MAX632, connect it in parallel 
with the chip's internal diode (that is, between pins 4 
and 5). 

With several popular types of high-current rectifier 
diodes, such as ones in the 1N4000 Series, efficiency 

µF 0.11 

(a) 

v •• 

MAX636 

? VREF 

GND -Vour 

56 µH" 

MAX642 

COMP 

B -
VFe GND EXT .-------.L__ 

7 3 

•CADDELL-BURNS #6860-10 
.. CADDELL-BURNS #6860-11 

-12V, 
60 mA 

and overall performance are poor for high-frequency 
(greater than 10 kHz) de/de conversion. Many of these 
diodes were designed to pass high current only at 120 
Hz; therefore, they waste energy at 50-kHz operating 
frequencies. In addition, these slow rectifiers might 
also allow the inductor's discharge voltage to reach 
excessive levels before the rectifier turns on and directs 
current to the load. 

Small-signal diodes, such as the 1N4148, are fast 
enough and work well in applications that require less 
than 50 mA. High-speed rectifiers, such as the 1N4935, 
are suitable in applications that require as much as lA. 
Schottky diodes provide the best performance with 
respect to speed and forward voltage drop, and they 
can significantly improve efficiency in low-voltage, 
high-current applications. However, you'll have to de
cide on the basis of your individual application whether 
their higher cost and relatively low reverse breakdown 
voltage eliminate the Schottky diodes from considera
tion. 

External MOSFET increases power 
If your application requires higher power than Fig l's 

circuit provides (if, for instance, you need the power for 
a data-acquisition board or a high-level industrial con
troller), then you can modify the circuit by adding an 

A 

B 

c 

TRACE HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 

A 51'SEC/DIV 5V/DIV 

B 51'SEC/DIV 0.5NDIV 

c 51'SEC/DIV 50 mV/DIV 
(b) 

Fig 2-With the addition of a few external components (a), the circuit of Fig 1 can supply currents of 100 mA at 12V and 60 mA at -12V . 
Traces A, B, and C (b) represent the switch voltage, inductor current, and output ripple for the 12V supply. 
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external power MOSFET, as shown in Fig 2a, and 
obtain 100 mA at 12V and 60 mA at -12V. The power 
MOSFET drops the 12V converter's efficiency to 80%, 
but driving the power MOSFET doesn't require any 
additional parts. 

The scope photo (Fig 2b) shows some of the key 
waveforms in the step-up circuit. Trace A is the voltage 
waveform at the drain of the IRF530 MOSFET (under 
full load), trace Bis the inductor current, and trace C is 
the ripple voltage at the 12V output. The ringing found 
on trace A near the end of each discharge cycle is 
normal and is due to the inductor's interaction with 
stray capacitance when the inductor current decays to 
nearly zero. As you can see from trace C, this ringing 
has no effect on the output waveform. 

Compensate for IR drops 
Not only might you need to derive ±12V from a 5V 

supply, you might also need to derive a regulated 5V 
level from a nominal 5V supply that suffers from an 
unacceptable voltage drop because of IR effects in long 
power-distribution cables. You can efficiently boost the 
voltage back to a regulated 5V by using the circuit 
shown in Fig 3. 

That circuit operates at input voltages as low as 4.5V. 
The transformer's 3.2:1 turns ratio allows the circuit to 
supply more than the MAX63l's usual output current 
without requiring external power transistors. This cir
cuit provides as much as 150 mA of output current at 
5V. You can wind the transformer on a 14X8-mm pot 
core, or you can obtain the transformer by ordering the 
standard part number listed in the schematic. 

When the MAX631's Lx switch turns off at each half 

+ 
1oµFI 

VouT 

4.5 TO 5.0V u---~ 

MAX631 

GND 

1000 pF 

620k 

220k 

3.2:1.0 TURNS RATIO, 
220-µH SECONDARY' 

+ I 220 µF 

0 AIE MAGNETICS #327-0115 

Fig ~This simple circuit boosts a supply voltage that might have 
sagged substantially because of JR drops in long cables. 
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cycle of its 50-kHz clock, the reflected voltage in the 
transformer's primary generates a 9V supply voltage 
for the MAX631 at the V ouT pin. Operating the 
MAX631 at 9V rather than at the 4.5V provided at the 
input increases the gate-source voltage of the internal 
MOSFET, consequently reducing the MOSFET's on
resistance. This circuit requires the external feedback 
resistors at V FB because, unlike the previous circuits, 
this circuit doesn't allow you to use V ouT as the feedback 
input for the regulator. 

Derive 12V from 8 to 15V input 
The simple boost converters of the previous examples 

are inadequate for some battery-powered applications. 
For example, the unregulated output of a 12V sealed 
lead-acid battery varies from worst-case peaks of 15V 
down to as little as 8V when it is deeply discharged. 
Therefore , you can't derive a regulated 12V output 
from a 12V lead-acid battery by using a simple boost 
converter, such as one of those illustrated in Figs 1 and 
2, because a boost converter can't accept an input 
voltage that is greater than its output voltage. Con
versely, a buck converter can't accept an input voltage 
that's less than its output; therefore, a simple buck 
converter won't work either. A buck/boost converter, 
as the name implies, is a combination of buck and boost 
circuitry that successfully addresses the challenge of 

Text continued on pg 150 

V1N. 8 TO 16V 0---<------to---~ 
2.2 µF 

r-------<1--t+ f---i 

LBI 

MAX641 

1k 

LBO EXT 1-6---+-I 

.__GT"ND ___ v';,;;."...J IRF513 

11 0k 1M 

1N41 48 

SHUTDOWN 

1N5817 

12V, 100mA 

+ 
1470 µF 

' GOWANDA ELECTRONICS #26 103 

Fig 4-A buck/boost converter can accommodate wide input-voltage 
swings, such as the 8 to 15V swing typical of a 12V sealed lead-acid 
battery. The LOW BATT output indicates when input voltage drops 
below 8V. Pulling SHUTDOWN low turns off the circuit. 
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Flyback converters' internal operation 
In a flyback converter, voltage 
applied to an inductor or trans
former primary via a switch 
causes inductor current to rise 
for a fixed period of time. When 
the voltage is switched off, the 
magnetic field stored in the 
transformer collapses, causing 
the secondary to supply current 
to the load. With the MAX640 
and MAX630 Series devices, this 
switching occurs at 50 kHz. You 
can use these devices to step up 
the voltage, step it down, or in
vert it just by changing the con
figuration of the switch (transis
tor), coil, and steering diode. 

Fig A illustrates the 
MAX641's internal operation. 
When the output voltage drops 
below the preset (or externally 
set) value, the error comparator 
switches high and connects the 
internal oscillator to the Lx and 
EXT outputs. EXT is typically 
connected to the gate of an ex
ternal n-channel power MOSFET 
(although the external MOSFET 
isn't necessary for most of the 
low-power circuits discussed in 

the accompanying article). When 
EXT is activated, the MOSFET 
turns on and off at the oscillator 
frequency. 

When EXT is high, the 
MOSFET switches on, and the 
inductor current increases line
arly, storing energy in the coil. 
When EXT switches the 
MOSFET off, the coil's magnetic 
field collapses, and the voltage 
across the inductor changes po
larity. The voltage at the catch 
diode's anode then rises until the 
diode is forward-biased, deliver
ing power to the output. As the 
output voltage reaches the de
sired level, the error comparator 
inhibits EXT until the load dis
charges the output capacitor to a 
point at which the error compa
rator connects the oscillator to 
the Lx, and EXT generates out
put once again. 

The MAX641 doesn't have a 
VIN pin. Input power to start the 
de/de converter is supplied via 
the external inductor (and exter
nal diode, if used), to the VouT 
pin. If you use an external catch 

~~--.-~~~~~Y""'":"'~~~~.-~~~-.---4M-~+-.--v-•.r 
1N5817 ~ 

R, 
100k 

LBI 

LOW-BATTERY 
OUTPUT 

LOW-BATTERY LBO ----. 
COMPARATOR 

MAX641 

· FOR Voor~ sv 

(SY) 
+ c, 

I 470µF 

C2 
100 pF 

Fig A-ThiJJ b/,ock diagram illustrates the MAX641's operatian. For many low-power 
applications, the external MOSFET and Schottky diode are unnecessary. 
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diode, connect its cathode to 
V ouT· Once the converter is 
started, it's powered from its 
own output voltage. This boot
strap design ensures that the 
external MOSFET has the maxi
mum gate drive and, conse
quently, the minimum RoN· 

One external component that 
you must select is the inductor. 
Although the inductance of many 
types of coils, such as RF chokes 
and air-core inductors, frequent
ly falls in the appropriate range 
for de/de converters (50 to 500 
µH), these inductors typically 
saturate at only a few milliamps 
and therefore are not a good 
choice for your de/de-converter 
design. 

A saturated inductor ceases to 
behave as an inductor. It can no 
longer store energy in its mag
netic field, so the mechanism 
that normally limits the inductor 
current no longer operates; all 
that limits the current is the se
ries resistance. This resistance is 
quite low; consequently, the cur
rent can rise to an excessive, 
and possibly destructive, level. 

The scope photo in Fig B 
shows the switch voltage (trace 
A) and inductor-current wave
forms (trace B) for an inductor 
that's well on its way to satura
tion. Compare these waveforms 
with the normal performance il
lustrated in Fig 2b on pg 146. 
The A and B waveforms in both 
photos are of the same A and B 
nodes of the 12V boost circuit in 
Fig 2a. Fig B reflects the ef
fects of using an inductor with 
an inadequate current rating in 
Fig 2a's circuit. 

When you look at Fig B, you'll 
see that, in the middle of the 
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charge cycle, above the 0.5A 
level, the current waveform's 
slope increases markedly, indi
cating the onset of saturation. 
At this point, the effective in
ductance of the coil decreases 
because the current through the 
inductor has risen to the satura
tion level. The rising edge of the 
switch-voltage waveform is much 
slower in Fig B than in Fig 2b 
because the inadequately rated 
inductor takes several microsec
onds to come out of saturation. 

An inductor doesn't saturate 
as long as its operating current 
is less than its rated maximum 
current. At first glance, it would 
seem easy enough to specify the 
maximum current rating for 
your inductor, but what you 
have to watch out for in your 
de/de designs is that the peak 
inductor current is often four to 
six times the converter's average 
current output. In the case of 
flyback converters, this peak 
current flows not just under 
peak load conditions, but each 

A 

B 

time the current switch turns 
on. For this reason, you must 
give careful consideration to the 
current rating of your converter 
circuit's inductor. 

Besides the care required in 
the selection of inductors, anoth
er often-overlooked area of con
cern in de/de-converter design is 
that encompassed by grounding, 
shielding, and bypassing. The 
quality of ground connections is 
key to the performance of de/de 
converters. Because the peak 
current in an inductor or switch 
(transistor) can reach several 
amps, you must provide these 
points with very-low-impedance 
paths to the supply common. For 
example, in the inverting circuit 
of Fig 2a, the coil current typi
cally exceeds IA. For best re
sults, use separate paths to 
ground for the high-current 
paths so that they are separated 
from the chip's power and feed
back connections. If you don't 
have the option of separate 
traces, then use as heavy a sin-

TRACE HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 

A 5 l'SEC/DIV 5V/DIV 

B 51<SEC/DIV O.SNDIV 

Fig B-The marked increase in the current waveform's slope (trace B) illustrates the 
onset of saturation for an inductor with an inadequate current rating. Trace A 
represents switch voltage. 
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gle trace as you possibly can to 
carry the high current back to 
the supply. 

Loop instabilities, caused by 
interactive ground connections 
or stray capacitive pickup, can 
also severely limit the perfor
mance of an otherwise sound de/ 
de-converter design. Some of the 
symptoms of these problems are 
high ripple voltages at the out
put, efficiency that's lower than 
expected, and "motorboating," 
or low-frequency oscillation. 

Motorboating occurs when the 
control loop of the de/de convert
er produces pulses in periodic 
clusters of 10 to 20 pulses rather 
than at more or less random in
tervals. Motorboating can be 
caused by one or more of the 
following phenomena: stray pick
up at the feedback node, un
wanted feedback to the refer
ence, and feedback via the 
ground or power-input pin. 

If the cause is stray pickup at 
the feedback node, add a lead 
compensation capacitor (100 to 
1000 pF) from the feedback ter
minal or COMP pin to the circuit 
output or reduce the size of your 
connections at the feedback 
input in order to reduce stray 
capacitance to ground. If un
wanted feedback to the refer
ence is the culprit, bypass the 
reference and power-input pins 
to ground (using 0.1 to 1.0 µF). 
If your circuit is suffering from 
feedback via the ground or pow
er-input pin, bypass the power
supply input (1.0 to 10.0 µF). 
You should also separate high
ground-current connections from 
the reference, feedback, chip
ground, and chip-power connec
tions. 
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You must sometimes develop SV from a 
nominal SV input that has sagged because 
of IR drops in long power-distribution 
lines. 

the wide input-voltage swing associated with the sealed 
lead-acid battery. 

The circuit of Fig 4 is a buck/boost converter that 
provides 100 mA at 12V and accepts 8 to 16V inputs. 
Both ends of the circuit's inductor are switched by 
separate power MOSFETs, which the MAX641 drives 
directly via its Lx and and EXT outputs. These outputs 
operate out of phase, so the p- and n-channel FETs turn 
on at the same time. When both the n- and p-channel 
FETs turn off, the two Schottky diodes steer the coil's 
discharge current to the 12V output. A slight drawback 
of this circuit is that the converter's efficiency is less 
than that of a pure buck or boost converter, because the 
two MOSFETs and two diodes increase losses in the 
charge and discharge current paths. Nevertheless, the 
circuit still delivers 100 mA at a respectable 70% 
efficiency figure. 

An additional benefit of this type of circuit is that you 
can control its operation with a TTL-level signal. Over
riding the V FB input with a high-level TTL signal (such 
as the diode-coupled inverter output in Fig 4) fools the 
MAX64l's internal feedback circuitry into thinking that 
the output is too high, so the chip turns off both 
MOSFETs. The circuit's idle current is around 400 µA. 

Obtain 50V from a 12V supply 
If you need to generate voltages higher than the 5 

and 12V levels of the circuits shown in Figs 1 through 4, 
consider a configuration such as the one shown in Fig 5. 
It provides a 50V output from a 12V input and is 
simpler than Fig 4's circuit: Because the output is 
higher than the input, a simple boost configuration 
suffices. 

12V 

5 
':' __ ......... __ 

100 µH, 1.SA" 
Voor 

1N4935 SOV, SO mA 

MAX641 

+ 

I 
68µ.F 

1000 pF 100V 
1M 

GND VF11 

7 

27k 

"GOWANDA ELECTRONICS #26103 

Fig 5-0nly the power MOSFET, catch diode, and output-filter 
capacitor need to withstand hi,gh voltages in this 50V supply cir
cuit. 
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The circuit uses an IRF530 n-channel MOSFET in 
conjunction with a MAX641 de/de controller. In this 
circuit, the 50V output is not connected directly back to 
the V ouT pin because that pin has a maximum voltage 
rating of 18V. The circuit uses an external resistive 
divider network to provide feedback to the V FB input. 
The VouT pin obtains power for the MAX641 directly 
from the 12V supply. The only components that must 
withstand high voltages are the MOSFET, the steering 
diode, and the output filter capacitor: They're rated at 
IOOV, 200V, and IOOV, respectively. 

A different twist to high-voltage de/de conversion is 
the requirement to power low-voltage logic circuitry 
from a high-voltage source-for instance, the telephone 
system's -48V battery voltage. The circuit of Fig 6 
uses a basic boost configuration to convert -48V to 5V. 
A small-signal, high-voltage pnp transistor shifts the 
feedback signal from the 5V output to the MAX641, 
whose ground terminal (pin 3) is tied to the -48V 
input. The output, at 5V with respect to ground, forces 
about 43 µA through the 100-k.0 sense resistor and the 
emitter of the 2N5401. This current is sent through the 
30-k.fl input resistor at V FB, placing this pin l.3V above 
the ground pin (or at -46. 7V). Because the internal 
reference of the MAX641 is a l.3V bandgap reference, 
the l.3V bias level at the feedback input closes the 
feedback loop. 

This biasing scheme allows the EXT output to direct
ly drive the n-channel MOSFET, switching the inductor 
to the -48V input without level shifting of the 
MOSFET's drive signal. The 330-pF capacitor provides 
feedforward compensation, which stabilizes the regula-

4.7k 

~------+-~ VOUT 

MAX641 

EXT 
0.1 2.2 + 
µF µF 

30k 

-48V 

DALE #TE-3 04 , 3 mH 

Fig 6-Telecomm appllcations often require you to develop your 
logic-level supply from -48V. Suitable for such applications, this 
circuit delivers 5V at 500 mA. 
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• 
DATEL's broad range of High Speed 
AID converters give you the greatest BITS OF 

MODEL NUMBER RESOLUTION 

choice available today from a sin!tle ADC-500/-505/-508 

source. This combination of pro ucts ADC-8500/-8505 

coupled with DATEL's commitment to ADS-105/-106 
12 

bringing you the fastest most precise ADS-21/-22 

and reliable AID converters, will expand ADC-510/-515 

your design capability and enhance your ADS-115/-116 10 

system performance levels. ADC-310 

Speed up your designs with DATEL ADC-5101 

converters today. ADC-81 5 
8 

Call or write for information on all ADC-303 

DATEL data conversion kroducts includ- ADC-304 

ing complementary Trac and Holds. ADC-207 7 

LEADERS IN DAT A CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY 
Date!, Inc., 11 Cabot Boulevard, Mansfield, MA 02048 (617) 339-3000 

THROUGHPUT 
CONVERSION (INCLUDING TRACK 

TIME & HOLD AMPLIFIER) 

500-800 nSec 

1.25-1.1 MHz 

750 KHz 

1.3/1.0 MHz 

425 nSec 

1.00 MHz 

50 nSec 

900 nSec 

700 nSec 

10 nSec 

50 nSec 

30 nSec 
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A buck/boost converter can deal with the 
wide input-voltage swings associated with 
sealed lead-acid batteries. 

12V 

B 

VoUT !-"'5--+--+----~ 
+ 

2.2 

1N4148 c 

+ 

15V, 
50 mA 

1r~ F 

I µF 
MAX641 

7 B 

r-
1 
I 
I 
L 

10k 

"AIE MAGNETICS 1:1 POT-CORE 

A 

TL431 

(a) TRANSFORMER, PRIMARY INDUCTANCE= 270 µH 

44.2k 

10k 

A 

B 

c 

TRACE HORIZONTAL VERTICAL 

A 5 µSEC/DIV 10V/DIV 

B 5 µSEC/DIV 200 mA/DIV 

c 
(b) 

5 µSEC/DIV 100 mVIDIV 

Fig 7-This circuit (a) provides 50 mA at 15V with an isolation rating of 500V-afunction of the transformer and opto-isolator. In the scope 
photo (b), traces A , B, and C represent the switch volt,age, primar y current, and output-voltage ripple. 

tor's control loop and improves the regulator's tran
sient-load response. 

Generating an isolated supply 
In large analog systems and in industrial-control 

systems, you must often provide power that is electri
cally isolated from the main system's power source. 
This isolation is necessary to prevent ground loops, to 
protect measurement hardware from dangerous volt
ages, and to reject common-mode signals. The circuit in 
Fig 7a generates a regulated 15V, 50-mA output that is 
fully isolated from the 12V input supply. The circuit's 
output power is supplied by a 14X8-mm pot-core trans
former, and the feedback signal returns to the uniso
lated side of the circuit via an opto-isolator. 

Although the peak primary current of the transform
er is within the ratings of the MAX641 converter IC's 
internal switch, you must use an external transistor to 
drive the transformer. The reason you need this exter
nal transistor is that when the transistor turns off, the 
15V secondary voltage is reflected to the primary, 
placing 30V across the transistor. This 30V exceeds the 
MAX641's 18V rating. The transformer primary's volt
age, current, and ripple voltage are illustrated in traces 
A, B, and C, respectively, of the Fig 7b scope photo. 

To transmit the feedback signal across the isolation 
barrier, the 15V output is divided and compared with 
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the 2. 75V reference of a TL431 shunt regulator. When 
the voltage at t he TL431's reference input exceeds 
2. 75V, the TL431 draws current through the opto
isolator's photodiode. The opto-isolator's transistor 
then pulls the COMP input of the MAX641 high, 
turning off the EXT output. The COMP input connects 
to the MAX64l's internal voltage divider, and thus the 
opto-isolator 's transistor can control the MAX641. The 
components specified in Fig 7a provide an isolation 
rating of 500V. EDN 
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ANNOUNCING 
1HE µCARDS™ SYSTEM ... 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
OR YOUR MONEY BACK 
Workstation Power For 
PCB Design At A µ.Price. From 
The SCICARDS® People. 

We're inviting you to try the µ.CARDS 
System. See if you don't agree that it's 
the fastest, easiest-to-use and most 
affordable major-function PCB design 
system in a workstation environment. 

It's a cinch to use. The easy question
and-answer format requires no special 
training. The µ.CARDS System can 
handle up to 600 components and up to 
20 board layers with swift, sure compo
nent moving, swapping and alignment in 
rows or columns and full rat's nest display. 
The µ.CARDS System router set whips 
through the design automatically and 
interactively with speed and accuracy; 
you choose the router best suited to your 
needs. And you can't make a mistake. 
The system provides dynamic online 
checking of clearances, trace widths and 
connectivity, assuring the integrity of all 
mechanical and electrical design rules. 

Try the µ.CARDS System for 60 days. If 
after that time you don't find it to be the 
PCB design system that redefines price / 
performance standards and ease of use, 
we'll refund your money. We're that 
confident. 

The µ.CARDS System at a µ.price . From 
the engineering that brought you the 
SClCARDS System. Now available on the 
VAXstation 2000. 

For more information, write or give us 
a call. We'll give you a demonstration. 

7796 Victor Mendon Road 
P.O. Box H 
Fishers, NY 14453 
1-800-4 HARRIS Ext. 4315 
1-800-344-2444 (Canada) 

== SC/c17Tlr/C 
aJ(b CFILCULFIT/i::Jl7S 

SCI CARDS and µCARDS are trademarks of 
Scientific Calculations, Inc. 

VAXstation 2000 and digital are 
registered trademarks of Digital 
Equipment Corp. 
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Start solving your design 
problems today! 
Gould offers two powerful 
tools to help the digital design 
engineer track down and elimi
nate intermittent failures. Used 
separately or teamed together 
with sophisticated triggering, 
they provide the power to 
resolve design problems. 

The K450B Logic Analyzer, 
with 80 channels at 100MHz or 
40 channels at 200MHz, gives 
you an overview of the whole 
system so that individual 
glitches or timing errors can 
be located. 

For Info on the 4070 Circle 154 

Using the 4070 Digital Storage 
Oscilloscope, with 2 or 4 chan
nels at 400 Megasamples per 
second, you can capture the 
analog details of the waveform 
and find noise transients or 
race conditions which can be 
the source of the failure. 

Put Gould on your design team 
with our special combination 
offer on scopes and analyzers. 
Call 1·800·GOULD·10 or write 
to Gould Inc., Test & Measure
ment Group, 19050 Pruneridge 
Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. 
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4070 DSO K450B LA 

2 or 4 channels @ 400MS/s 80 channels all @ 100MHz/ 
(400 Megasamples/sec.) 40 channels @ 200MHz 

2.5ns resolution on 5ns glitch capture on 
transient signals all channels 

Auto Setup TM Auto Setup TM 

Trigger delay by time/events 16 levels of Trace Control™ 

Built-in 4 color screen plotter Built-in disk drive 

•} GOULD 
Electronics 
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Hughes' Connector Line: 
When You Care Enough 
to Spec the Very Best. 
These hi-rel, hi-density connectors serve the 
military everywhere-eloquent testimony to 
their versatility, reliability and exclusive features. 

• Highest contact density, with 110 contacts 
to the square inch. 

• Super-sealing, with seals on the contacts 
in some environmental types. 

• Positive polarization with our exclusive 
Polar-Hex center jackscrew coupling. 

• MIL-C-28840 and MIL-C-55302 versions 
that incorporate superior design features 
and qualify to spec limits. 

• And our MIL-C-28876 fiber optic con
nector, the only multi-channel type to meet 
mil spec. 

For more information about our standard line, 
phone Bob Torres at 714-660-5829. In 
England, Hugh Mclnally at 932-47262. 

HUGHES 
AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

CONNECTING DEVICES DIVISION 
Industrial Electronics Group 
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Proper glitch capture 
requires lmowledge of 

logic-analyzer limits 
Using a logic analyzer to locate the source 
of intennittent malfunctions in digital sys
tems can prove to be extremely frustrating. 
If you understand your analyzer's capabili
ties and limitations) though) you raise the 
odds of having the instrument furnish the 
infonnation you need. 

Wolfgang Schweitzer, Kontron Messtechnik 

Logic analyzers are useful tools for tracking down the 
cause of intermittent malfunctions in digital systems. 
But because logic analyzers are sampled-data systems 
-that is, they acquire information only at discrete 
points in time-the information they yield can be mis
leading if more than one logic transition occurs between 
consecutive sample times. 

Analyzer manufacturers have devised glitch-capture 
circuits that allow the instruments to indicate such 
transitions. Glitch capture is not infallible, however, 
and you should not assume that its use guarantees that 
you will find the transient pulse you are looking for. 
Moreover, logic analyzers vary in speed and in the way 
they capture, store, and present glitch information; 
some logic analyzers, in particular the very fastest , do 
not include special glitch-capture circuits. Therefore, if 
you want to use an analyzer to best advantage, you 
must understand how it operates, and, sometimes, how 
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to employ additional instruments, such as an oscillo
scope, in conjunction with it. 

Use internal clock for best resolution 
Most modern logic analyzers can operate either as 

logic-state analyzers or as timing analyzers. When a 
logic analyzer performs timing analysis, it can use an 
internal sample clock and thus operate asynchronously 
from the system under test (SUT). An analyzer can also 
use a clock derived from the SUT and thereby operate 
synchronously with that system. In state-analysis 
mode, a logic analyzer always operates synchronously. 
Because an analyzer's internal clock should be able to 
run at a maximum rate that's considerably higher than 
that of the fastest clock in the SUT, using the internal 
clock yields the instrument's best timing resolution. 

When you use a logic analyzer to investigate glitches, 
you will almost invariably use it as a timing analyzer; 
state analysis isn't intended for glitch capture, and if 
you try to capture glitches with a logic analyzer in 
state-analysis mode, you will discover some significant 
shortcomings. 
For example, consider the use of a logic analyzer in its 

state-analysis mode to monitor a µP-based system's 
state at the end of each instruction cycle. If each 
instruction cycle requires many clock cycles, then legiti
mate state transitions during each clock cycle can fulfill 
the glitch criterion, resulting in an inappropriate glitch 
indication from the logic analyzer. 

Some logic analyzers allow you to operate a portion of 
their channels in state-analysis mode while you use the 
remaining channels for timing analysis. Sometimes, 
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If you try to capture glitches with a logic 
analyzer in state-analysis mode) you will 
discover some significant shortcomings. 

augmenting a timing display with a state display can 
help you to determine if a glitch is the probable source 
of a system malfunction. 

At first, glitch capture might seem unnecessary 
because if you don't use it and you make the sampling 
interval shorter than the narrowest glitch the SUT can 
produce, you can guarantee that you will catch all 
glitches. (The narrowest glitch is approximately equal 
to the propagation delay (tpo) of the logic family used in 
the system under test.) However, with this scheme, a 
glitch is likely to look like a legitimate logic state on the 
analyzer's display. 

Furthermore, because few systems operate at clock 
rates approaching the reciprocal of tp0 , attempting to 
set the logic analyzer's clock rate to greater than l/tpo is 
likely to require you to use a very-high-speed (and thus 
very expensive) analyzer, one that costs considerably 
more than an analyzer whose sampling rate you chose 
on the basis of the clock rate of the SUT. Another 
problem is that setting an analyzer's internal clock to a 
high rate to capture glitches limits the number of SUT 
states the instrument's memory can store. 

Glitch-capture circuits arose as an alternative to the 
use of high-speed analyzers to detect glitches in low
speed systems. However, such circuits can't capture all 
glitches. Moreover, even though your analyzer might 
tell you that a glitch has occurred during a particular 
sampling interval, it cannot tell you the duration of the 
glitch, its amplitude, its shape, or its precise timing 
within the interval. That missing information may be 
exactly what you need to isolate the cause of the 
anomaly. 

--- - - SAMPLE CLOCK 

i A f j 
(•) --fJ '----+---r----t-"'· 

(bl--!---

(c)--!'-_I._ ...... ___________ _, 

Fig 1-When a glitch occurs in the middle of a sample period (a), a 
latch-rrwde display (b) depicts it as a normal logic state existing f())" 
the entire subsequent sample interval. The second-order glitch
capture circuit and associated display (c) provide a m())"e nearly 
accurate picture. 
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In addition to the effect of the sampling interval, 
several other factors influence a logic analyzer's glitch
capture capabilities: 

• The ability of the analyzer's probes and front-end 
circuits to pass narrow glitches to the glitch 
detectors 

• The response time and recovery time of the 
detectors 

• The criteria the analyzer uses to recognize a 
glitch 

• The amount of memory required to store glitch 
information and whether the analyzer sacrifices 
channel capacity or memory depth to obtain it 

• Acquisition-speed limitations imposed by the 
speed with which the logic analyzer can write 
glitch information to its memory 

• The format used to depict glitches on the display. 

Bad timing can fool glitch detectors 
In some analyzers, the glitch-capture circuitry for 

each channel consists of a simple latch that is set the 
first time the associated input signal changes state 
within a given sample interval. This scheme, however, 
exhibits two problems: First, two or more transitions 
through the analyzer's threshold should be required to 
cause the analyzer to record a glitch, but only a single 
transition is needed to set the latch. Second, an analyz
er using a simple latch displays the glitch in a sampling 
interval subsequent to the one in which it was detected. 
(Some logic analyzers make it appear as though a glitch 
state exists for the entire interval following the one in 
which the glitch occurred.) 

-----SAMPLE CLOCK 

• •••• •• ••• •••SAMPLE CLOCK (IF IT OCCURRED AS IN FIG 1) 

I ~ /l 
(•) -+-11 '--------------· 
(b) 1 

(c) i 

Fig 2-If sampling occurs at the same time as a glitch (a), the 
latch-rrwde display (b) looks just like the one resulting from sam
pling bef())"e the glitch. With second-order glitch capture, the display 
(c) looks the same as that caused by a normal state having a 
single-sampling-interval duration. 
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Some older logic analyzers-units with so-called 
latch-mode display-exhibit both of these glitch-cap
ture and display defects. For the cases shown in F ig lb 
and Fig 2b, such instruments produce similar displays. 
For the case shown in Fig 3, the glitch has the same 
polarity as the logic state at the next sample, and the 
latch-mode analyzer's display (Fig 3b) gives no indica
tion of the glitch. Fig 4 shows the same signal as that in 
Fig 3 sampled at slightly different points. (Because 
sampling is asynchronous with the signal, the exact 
location of the sampling points is random.) In Fig 4b, 
normal sampling occurs in the middle of the positive 
glitch, but the latch detects what appears to it as a 
negative glitch. Therefore, the latch causes the analyz
er to display a logical-0-state glitch. Although the glitch 
does show up, the display doesn't indicate whether a 
positive glitch preceded a normal 0-to-1 transition or a 
negative glitch followed such a transition. 

Glitches can masquerade as normal states 
Although they do not depict glitches as logic states 

lasting a full sample interval, many analyzers that 
incorporate second-order glitch capture still provide a 
potentially misleading display. For example, when such 
analyzers find a glitch, they display a narrow pulse in 
the middle of the sample interval during which they 
detected the anomaly. The pulse displayed has a state 
opposite that found on the data line at the sample time 
preceding the glitch. 

Figs le, 2c, 3c, and 4c show examples of second
order glitch displays. Note that in Fig 2c, because 
normal sampling happened to take place at the same 
time as the glitch, the analyzer displays the glitch as a 
normal logical 1 with a duration of one sample interval. 

- - - - - SAMPLE CLOCK 

I 
I 

(I) 
!\)! 

I 
I 

(b) I 
I 
I 

(C) ~ I 
I 

Fig 3-lf the logic state at normal sample time is the same as that of 
a preceding glitch (a), the latch-rrwde display (b) completely fails to 
show the glitch. The second-order glitch display (c) does indicate the 
transient. 
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Fig 2c shows that the second-order display can present 
some glitches as normal logic states. More often, how
ever, the second-order display implies a particular 
glitch amplitude, duration, and timing, although nei
ther you nor the analyzer has much basis for drawing 
conclusions about the precise nature of these glitch 
parameters. To indicate the indeterminate nature of a 
signal during sampling intervals in which glitches are 
detected, some analyzers display glitches as shaded 
signals. 

The situations illustrated in Fig 3b and Fig 4b (where 
the analyzer sometimes catches a glitch and sometimes 
misses it) or by Fig le and Fig 2c (where the analyzer 
sometimes displays the glitch as a glitch and sometimes 
displays it as a normal logic state) demonstrate the 
need to make repeated measurements when you sus
pect that your analyzer may be missing glitches or 
improperly displaying them. If you have a situation in 
which the glitch always occurs, but the logic analyzer 
sometimes fails to catch it, or sometimes displays it 
incorrectly, you ought to be able to find the glitch after 
a short period of repeating the measurement. If the 
glitch itself occurs only on rare occasions, you really 
need to use techniques that will display it correctly 
every time it occurs. Otherwise, you will probably 
spend an inordinate amount of time trying to spot it. 

Determine what led to the glitch 
Some analyzers off er the option of triggering on 

glitches or of halting data acquisition when they detect 
a glitch. Because a logic analyzer generates its display 
from data stored in its memory, a glitch-triggered 
display can be a very powerful tool for collecting the 
information you need to determine the cause of and cure 

- - - - - - SAMPLE CLOCK 
•••• ••••••••• •••SAMPLE CLOCK (IF IT OCCURRED AS IN FIG 3) 

I : I 

/:Vi I 
I 
I 

(•) I 
I : I 

I I (b) 
I 

I ' 
I 
I 
I 

(c) 
I 
I 

I I 

Fig 4-When normal sampling and a positive-polarity glitch occur 
simultaneously (a), the latch-mode glitch detector can be fooled into 
detecting a negative-going glitch (b) after the real glitch. The second
order glitch detector (c) provides a fairly accurate representation. 
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On some logic analyzers) displays) a glitch 
looks much like a legitimate logic state. 

for intermittent malfunctions. Once you have deter
mined approximately when the glitch is likely to occur, 
glitch triggering allows you to repeatedly run the SUT 
and halt data acquisition or trigger the logic analyzer so 
that it displays the sequence of events that preceded 
the glitch. However, before you rely too heavily on a 
logic analyzer's glitch-triggering capability, you should 
understand the circumstances that can cause the in
strument to fail to trigger on a glitch. 

To be truly useful in your detective work, a logic 
analyzer's glitch-triggering capabilities should allow 
you to trigger the analyzer whenever a glitch occurs on 
any of its inputs (that is, the logical OR of all the unit's 
glitch detectors). An even better arrangement lets you 
specify which inputs to include in the glitch-triggering 
expression. Although glitch triggering doesn't tell you 
a glitch's amplitude, shape, or precise timing, there's a 
good chance that the screen display it provides contains 
the information you need to isolate and correct the 
problem. 

In µP systems, check interrupt lines 
In µP-based systems and other synchronous logic, 

many lines are relatively insensitive to glitches; they 
respond to data only at system-clock edges, and clock 
edges represent a small percentage of total time. Fur
thermore, if it's to have an effect on the system, data on 
these lines usually must be present for tens of nanosec
onds. Other lines-interrupt lines are a good example 
-can respond to signals that appear at any time. 
Frequently, these lines are sensitive to pulses only a 
few nanoseconds wide. 

Sometimes, if you disable interrupts, you can deter
mine whether a glitch on an interrupt line is the source 
of a system malfunction. Of course, in order to learn 
anything useful, you have to understand how the sys
tem is supposed to behave with interrupts disabled. If 
you suspect that a glitch on an interrupt line is causing 
your problem, and your logic analyzer allows a com
bined state/timing display, then once you have located 
the point in time when the troublesome glitch seems to 
be occurring, you can use the state analyzer to check 
whether or not interrupts are actually enabled. 

Setting a logic analyzer's sample rate too high can 
cause glitches to masquerade as normal logic states, but 
on the other hand, insufficient bandwidth in a logic 
analyzer's glitch-capture circuits can cause the instru
ment to miss glitches. 

Although a logic analyzer is a digital device, its 
ability to capture glitches depends strongly on circuit 
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elements that are primarily analog in nature. A logic
analyzer channel's input consists of a probe, a buf
fer/amplifier, a comparator, a line driver, and a delay 
line. (The vendor adjusts the delay line to compensate 
for timing skew between channels.) Together, these 
elements determine the width of the shortest pulse the 
analyzer can detect. For glitch capture to be effective, 
this pulse must be considerably shorter than the sam
pling interval used; otherwise, the analyzer will be 
unable to recognize when an input signal makes two or 
more transitions within a sampling period. 

Sometimes, the logic-analyzer manufacturer finds it 
prohibitively expensive to include circuit elements that 
permit glitch capture at the logic analyzer's maximum 
sample rate. You should check your analyzer's specs to 
find out whether the glitch capture will function at all 
sample rates; if it doesn't, you should determine the 
maximum sample rate at which the glitch capture 
functions or the minimum glitch width that the analyz
er's specs say it can detect. 

With a little information about your analyzer's glitch
capture circuits, you can make a rough calculation of the 
probability that the instrument will be able to capture 
glitches under a particular set of conditions. The results 
of the calculation may disappoint you. F ig 5 shows the 
timing considerations involved in the calculation. If the 
analyzer is to be able to separate a glitch from a normal 
transition, the glitch must precede the sample time by 
the glitch-setup time, tas, plus the data-setup time, tsu-

SAMPLE N SAMPLE N + 1 

I I II I I I I 
I_. tas-r- tsu ~l- ta.-t-taw-i--tas-f- lsu .U 

: 11 I : I 

: 11 l l I 

I II : I I SIGNAL 

OUTPUT OF 
GLITCH--+-,... 
DETECTOR I 

I 
t---DEAD TIME--.._G;:;::L:;.;.IT.;;CH.;......i, I 
I WINDOW I 
I I 

Fig 5-When an analyzer with glitch detection samples at a rate 
that approaches the reciprocal of the sum of the glitch detector's 
data-setup, glitch-setup, and glitch-reset times, the fraction of the 
time that the glitch detector can discriminate between a glitch and a 
normal logic state becomes very small. 
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If a glitch arrives soon enough, it will be detected, and 
the fact that it occurred will be stored in the analyzer's 
memory. Until it is reset, the glitch detector cannot 
recognize another glitch. 

The glitch detector's reset time is denoted by tcR· If 
you take the sum tcs+tsu+tcR, you have a total dead 
time during which the glitch detector is unable to 
detect a glitch. If you now subtract the dead time from 
the total sample time, you have the glitch window, tcw, 
the time when the analyzer can recognize glitches. If 
you then take the ratio of tcwltsAMPLE, you have the 
fraction of time during which the analyzer can catch 
glitches-a rough measure of the likelihood that the 
analyzer can catch a glitch. 

Storing the information that a glitch was detected on 
an input line in a particular sample interval takes more 
memory than simply storing the 1 or 0 state of the 
input. Memory isn't free, of course. So, rather than 
dedicating memory to storage of glitch data, most logic 
analyzers with glitch-capture capability allow you to 
obtain glitch memory from the analyzer's normal data 
memory. 

Some instruments obtain glitch memory by reducing 
the number of operating channels; others reduce memo
ry depth. When you aren't looking for glitches, you can 
use all the memory to store normal data. Both methods 
of obtaining glitch memory are compromises, and nei
ther is perfect. If you reduce the number of channels, 
you will probably have to rearrange the probes that 
connect the analyzer to the system under test and stop 
displaying some channels that have potentially impor
tant data. With reduced memory depth, you may not be 
able to display enough states at once to obtain a good 
picture of what is going on. 

Combine logic analyzer and digital scope 
If your logic analyzer has glitch triggering and can 

trigger another device, then, after you've narrowed 
down to one or two the number of lines that might be 
susceptible to a glitch, you may want to examine the 
suspect lines with a digital storage oscilloscope. The 
scope, of course, has far fewer channels than the logic 
analyzer does, but it can display waveforms in detail
something the logic analyzer can't do. 

Although the scope's trigger capabilities are less 
flexible than the logic analyzer's, you can compensate 
for that shortcoming by using the logic analyzer to 
trigger the scope. (You will almost certainly need a 
digital scope: The analyzer may produce its trigger 
output many sample periods after its input signals 
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satisfy the trigger conditions, and the scope therefore 
will have to display data it acquired before it received 
the trigger. Many digital scopes can provide the neces
sary signal delay; few, if any, analog ones can.) Al
though setting up both a scope and a logic analyzer to 
monitor the system under test may seem like a chore, 
the combination may reward you with a picture contain
ing more information about the troublesome transient 
than you could obtain using either instrument alone. 

If, at any point in your troubleshooting, you feel 
frustrated by a seeming lack of progress, a close 
examination of your system's schematic should be high 
on your agenda. It is important to understand which 
lines are likely to be susceptible to glitches, when they 
are susceptible, and the polarity and duration of 
glitches that can cause problems. For additional clues 
about the nature of the problem, you should consult 
device data books for detailed information about subtle 
properties of the !Cs in your system. 

The bottom line is that tracking down glitches isn't 
simple. You shouldn't assume that a logic analyzer that 
incorporates glitch-capture capability can always find 
the glitch you are looking for. If you fail to determine 
just what the analyzer can and can't do for you, you 
greatly increase the chances that your troubleshooting 
task will be tedious and unpleasant. Moreover, if you 
embark upon the task without a thorough understand
ing of the operation of your system and the characteris
tics of the components it uses, you may be setting 
yourself up for failure. EDN 
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ITAL ANALYSIS: 
TEK MAKES THE 
IBLE LOOK EASY. 

In every dimension- speed, 
channel width, memory 
depth, trigger capability, 
modularity and ease of 
use-the DAS9200 dwarfs 
what's been possible before. 

The DAS9200 features a 
tightly coupled, high-speed 
architecture in which multiple 
card modules can act as a sin
gle unit. Large color-coded 
displays, pop-up menus, 
performance analysis graphs, 



multi-tasking and more com
bine to take logic analysis to 
levels like these: 

1 State-d . trig
gering ~MHz. 

You can use up to 384 
channels of sync and 
async data acquisition. 
You can assurance
test high-speed logic 
at full speed, using 
4-level state tracking 

8, 16, or 32 Bit µP 8, 16, or 32 Bit µP 

Digital Hardware 

and high-speed counter/timers. '-----__,, '-"----~ 
asa 

~....,,,, )'J~lll ASIC deJice 
system. Featurin'"~ 

pattern generation, 8K 
vector depth, and 1 ns 
placement, tt offers the 
precision and simplicity to 

You can monitor and verify all 
timing measurements in 
a circuit. 

2 Symbolic, real-time soft
ware debugging. Register 

deduction and stack simulation 
let you pinpoint problems like 
stack overf ION or incorrectly 
restored pointers- without 
breakpoints or manual notation. 

Circle 151 for Sales Contact 

Hardware/Hardware lntegratton 

3 Simultaneous integration 
of up to six micro

processors. Use the dual 
timebases and real-time hand
shaking between system mod
ules to set up split-screens 
displays that scroll in precise 
time alignment. 

4160 channels of acquisi
tion at 2 GHz. Use up to 

500 ps sample inteNal and 

an attractive alternative to 
tralized systems. 

6 Stop wishing for the 
im "ble in digital anal-

ysis: ~are yQUr wish list 
against the complete list of 
DAS9200 capabilities. Contact 
your Tek sales engineer, or call 
toll-free for more information. 
Call 1-800-245-2036. 
In Oregon, 231-1220. 

Available in desktop and rack
mount versions, the DAS9200 
mainframe can be augmented 
with up to three expansion main
frames for a total of 28 card slots. 

COMMITTED TO EXCELL£NCE 
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CJ!BIT 
STD BUS FOR 

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL 
TWO 8-BIT 
PARALLEL PORTS 

TWO 
RS-232 PORTS 

164 

32/64K 
EPROM 

DEBUG FIRMWARE 
LINKS TO PC 
FOR DEVELOPMENT 

BATTERY BACKED 
CLOCK-CALENDAR 

Cubit Model 8020 CPU Board
$395 TO $445 

190 South Whisman 
Mountain View, CA 94041-1577 

( 415) 962-8237 

CIRCLE NO 39 

64180 MICROPROCESSOR 

64K 
BATTERY BACKED 
RAM 
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Integrated Pills 
support Multibus II 

bus arbitration 
The incorporation of buried state registers 
in PLDs makes the devices suitable for the 
design of sequential machines. Such devices 
thus provide compact packages for contain
ing the bus-arbitration logic in Multibus 
II systems. 

Arthur Khu, Advanced Micro Devices 

In multiprocessor environments, data transfers occur
ring over a common bus must be coordinated so that 
only one peripheral at a time can place data on the bus. 
Any peripheral that needs to transfer data to another 
board in the system must request access to the bus, and 
it must contend for control of the bus with other 
requesting units. Bus-arbitration schemes determine 
which requesting unit gains control. 

In a synchronous Multibus II system, bus arbitration 
is decentralized. Requesting boards use a back-off 
algorithm (see box, "Back-off algorithm for Multibus II 
bus arbitration") to mutually resolve concurrent bus 
requests, and lower-priority requesters defer to the 
requesting unit with the highest priority. This scheme 
makes a dedicated bus-arbiter unit unnecessary, there
by reducing the amount of logic in the Central Services 
Module (CSM), which every Multibus II system in
cludes. 

Because every Multibus II board that's capable of 
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controlling the bus must contain the same arbitration 
logic, it behooves the designer to integrate these func
tions into as few devices as possible to reduce cost and 
space requirements. Fewer devices also minimize the 
interconnections between ICs. 

The bus-arbitration logic requires four interrelated 
state machines, which PLDs can readily implement. 
The AmPAL2388 is particularly suited for this applica
tion because it contains six buried state registers (see 
box, "Compact building blocks for arbitration logic"). 
Therefore, you can implement all four state machines in 
one PLD, and you can use the AmPAL2388 in tandem 
with an AmPAL22P10, programmed with the back-off 
algorithm, to contain most of the logic necessary to 
implement the Multibus II arbitration and transfer 
protocols. 

Bus arbitration in a Multibus II system 
In a Multibus II environment, a board that interfaces 

to the system bus is known as an agent. At system 
reset, the CSM (which also generates time-out and 
clock signals) assigns to each agent an arbitration
priority ID. You can set the arbitration priority of the 
board by reprogramming the ID that the CSM assigns. 

Agents use this ID to arbitrate for control of the bus 
before transferring data. The agents monitor six arbi
tration signal lines, ARBO(L) through ARB5(L), to 
mutually determine the highest priority requesting 
agent to get first access to the bus. Note that the 
convention for denoting an active-low signal is to use an 
(L)-eg, ARBO(L). 

When the bus-request line BREQ(L) is inactive-set 
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Multibus II bus-arbitration logic requires 
four interrelated state machines. 

high, denoted by (H)-a requesting agent can drive the 
bus-request line and put its arbitration ID on the ARB 
lines. If more than one agent requests access to the bus 
simultaneously, the lower-priority agents defer to the 
highest priority agent in the requesting group. After 
this agent releases the bus, the other agents that 
generated bus requests concurrently are serviced se
quentially, based on their priority. This series of arbi
tration operations, where bus control is granted se
quentially to simultaneous requesters, is called a 
bus-request sequence. 

The requesting group locks out all other bus requests 
until each agent in the group has gained access to the 
bus. (Note, however, that an agent assigned a high
priority ID-one that asserts ARB5(L)-can enter and 
participate in a bus-request sequence simply by putting 
its ID on the ARB lines, even when the BREQ(L) line is 
active.) Once the bus-request sequence is complete, the 
BREQ(L) line becomes inactive, and a new bus-request 
sequence can begin. 

When an agent is contending for the bus, it needs to 
monitor several system control lines and operations. 

Back-off algorithm for Multibus II bus arbitration 
All agents contending for access 
to Multibus II use the back-off 
algorithm. When an agent puts 
its arbitration ID on the bus 
ARB lines, the ID value is wire
ANDed with the other IDs driv
en onto the bus. Each contend
ing agent monitors these ARB 
lines to determine whether it's 
the highest priority agent. 

To make this determination, 
the contending agent compares 
each bit of its assigned ID (MSB 
to LSB) with the wire-ANDed 
value on the ARB lines. Combi
natorial logic circuitry, which is 
present on each agent, forces 
the IDs of lower-priority agents 

· to cease driving the ARB lines. 
For example, if agent A has 

an arbitration ID (priority) of 14 
and agent B has an ID of 9, then 
agent B stops driving the 
ARB2(L) line and all lines below 
ARB2(L). 

The ARB lines are allowed 
three bus clock cycles to settle 
before they are used by the arbi
tration-monitor and -control 
state machines. An ARB ID 
MATCH command indicates that 
an agent has the highest priority 
and can take control of the bus 
on an EXCHANGE condition. 
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USE LOGIC EQUIVALENT 
TO FIT INTO AmPAL22P10 

HI_ PRIORITY OR ID5 _,___ _ ___ _ 

LOCAL BUS REQUEST 
PUT_ARB_ID 

~ 
FROM AmPAL23S8 

ARB_ID_MATCH 
(a) 

ARBID 
(ARB5(L) THROUGH AR BO(L)) 

AGENT A (14) HHLLLH 

AGENT B (9) HHLHHL 

AGENT A HHLLLH --J 

AGENT B HHLHHH 

AGENT B STOPS DRIVING ____s..J 
(b) 

LINES ARB2(L) THROUGH ARBO(L) 

ARB ID LINES 
FROM BUS 

J; 

ID WIRE-ANDed 
ON ARB LINES 

HHLLLL 

MATCH"""' 
HHLLLH 

AFTER AIB LINES 
HAVE SETTLED 

The back-off algorithm can be implemented with combinatmial logic circuitry (a). In 
the example of b, the lower-priority agent B backs off by ceasing to drive ARB lines 0 
through 2. 
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Three state machines perform these monitoring func
tions: 

• A transfer monitor, which tracks all transfer 
operations taking place on the bus 

• An arbitration monitor, which monitors all arbi
tration operations occurring on the bus 

• An arbitration controller, which controls the re
questing agent's arbitration operation. 

Once an agent becomes the bus owner, a fourth state 
machine comes into play: 

• A transfer supervisor, which supervises the data-
transfer operation. 

These four state machines are programmed into the 
AmPAL23S8 and are very closely coupled. Each state 
machine uses the status of the others to determine its 
next state. 

All agents capable of initiating data transfers use the 
transfer-monitor state machine to continuously monitor 
the bus to detect any data transfers taking place (Fig 

SAME FOR ALL STATE 

( M'C"'N" •N '•"""" 

CLEAR~ 

SCO(L)= L 

SCO(L)= SYSTEM CONTROL SIGNAL 
INDICATING REQUEST OR REPLY MODE 

EOT= END OF TRANSFER CONDITION 
= (SC2(L)= L)*(SC4(L)=L) 

CLEAR = (RESET(L)=L) OR 
RESET NOT COMPLETE OR 
EXCEPTION (BUS ERROR OR TIMEOUT) 

Fig 1-The transfer-monitor state machine monitors all data 
transfers taking place on the system bus. A transfer operation begins 
when SCO(L) goes low. 
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CLEAR -

MOVE ON NEXT 
CLOCK CYCLE 

EXCHANGE= H 

EXCHANGE= INDICATES BUS OWNERSHIP EXCHANGE POSSIBLE 
= (RESOLUTION_3)*(SC1 (L)= H)* 

((NO_ TRANSFER_OP*(SCO(L)= H))+(TRANSFER_OP*EOT)) 

~ / 
FROM TRANSFER-MONITOR STATE MACHINE 

Fig 2-The arbitration-monitor state machine synchronizes the 
exchange of the bus. 

1). Whether or not data transfers are taking place on 
the bus is a condition that the other three state ma
chines use when contending for control of the bus. The 
transfer monitor, a 2-state machine, monitors three 
system control lines called SCO(L), SC2(L), and 
SC4(L). A transfer operation begins when SCO(L) goes 
low, causing the machine's transition to the state la
beled DO TRANSFER OPERATION. The transfer
monitor machine remains in this state until the last data 
transfer for the current operation is complete. When 
SC2(L) and SC4(L) go low, the machine detects an 
end-of-transfer (EOT) condition and changes to the NO 
TRANSFER OPERATION state. 

Arbitration monitor resolves conflicts 
A bus-requesting agent must always monitor any 

arbitration operations taking place on the bus so that 
the agent can synchronize the granting and exchanging 
of bus ownership. To accomplish this function, the 
arbitration-monitor state machine counts three bus 
clock cycles after detecting that the BREQ(L) line has 
gone low (Fig 2). The state labeled RESOLUTION 3 
occurs on the third bus clock (the ARB lines have three 
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If more than one agent requests access to 
the bus simultaneously, the lower-priority 
agents defer to the highest priority agent in 
the requesting group. 

clock cycles to settle with the highest priority ID). All 
requesting agents remain in the RESOLUTION 3 state 
until a bus exchange is possible. The arbitration-state 
machine oversees the transfer-monitor machine and 
uses the equation for EXCHANGE shown in F ig 2 to 
determine whether the EXCHANGE conditions are 
fulfilled. When the EXCHANGE conditions are met, 
the machine makes the transition to the NO REQUEST 
state. 

The arbitration controller controls the behavior of an 
agent when it's participating in arbitration. If a unit on 
the agent (for example, the CPU) needs to transfer 
data, the agent initiates a bus request (AGENT 
BREQ). The state machine enters t he RESOLUTION 
state of arbitration if no current bus-request sequence 
is occurring (that is, if BREQ(L) is high), or if the 
current request sequence is ending (that is, if the bus 
can be exchanged on the next clock cycle) and a high
priority request is asserted (Fig 3). 

In the RESOLUTION state, the arbitration-control 

CLEAR -

EXCHANGE' 
ARB_ID_MATCH 

AGENT JlREQ'((BREQ(L)~ H) + EXCHANGE• 

Hl_PRI) 

ARB_ID_MATCH IS GENERATED BY THE AmPAL22P10 

AGENT _BREO IS GENERATED BY THE BUS REQUESTER 

Fig 3-The arbitration-control state machine controls an agent's 
bus requests . An agent acquires ownership of the bus when the 
EXCHANGE condition i.s met and when the agent's ID matches the 
ID on the bus-arbitration lines. 

machine sends a PUT ARB ID command to the combi
natorial logic in the AmPAL22P10. Concurrently, the 
agent places its ID on the ARB lines. Using the status 
of the transfer- and arbitration-monitor machines, the 
arbitration-control machine waits in the RESOLUTION 

Compact building blocks for arbitration logic 
The AmPAL23S8 is a 20-pin pro
grammable logic device capable 
of 33-MHz operation. It uses the 
sum-of-products (AND-OR) logic 
structure in conjunction with 14 
on-chip state registers. The reg
isters on the -2388 provide a 
compact architecture for building 
the four state machines neces
sary to implement the bus-arbi
tration logic for Multibus II. 

built around the I/O macrocells 
and output registers available on 
the chip. 

with a sum-of-products 
(AND-OR) logic structure is suf
ficient to implement the 
algorthm. The algorithm can be 
completely contained in a 24-pin 
AmPAL 22P10 chip. 

The device has six buried 
state registers, which give de
signers flexibility in designing 
sequence machines. The status 
of three of the four state ma
chines for Multibus II is not 
needed by external units; there
fore, the buried state registers 
provide convenient building 
blocks for these machines. The 
status of the fourth machine (the 
transfer-supervisor state ma
chine) is required by other units; 
therefore, that machine can be 
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Because the back-off algo
rithm only requires combinatori
al logic, a programmable device 

INPUTS 

10 10 8 

BURIED REGISTERS 

9 

PROGRAMMABLE AND ARRAY 

10 10 

OUTPUT LOGIC 
MACROCELLS 

12 12 

OUTPUT REGISTERS 

Sum-of-producta logk and 14 on-chip registera make the AmPAL23S8 suitable f01' use 
in Multilnts II arbitration. You can use the six buried registera t-0 build sequential 
machines. 
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state until the ID on the ARB lines matches its own ID 
(ARB ID MATCH) and the EXCHANGE condition is 
met. At least three bus clock cycles must occur in the 
RESOLUTION state before the agent can acquire bus 
ownership. 

When the conditions are met, the arbitration-control 
state machine enters the ACQUISITION state and 
remains there until the bus transfers are complete. Fig 
4's timing diagram shows the critical functions when 
two agents (A and B) simultaneously request control of 
the bus. Agent A has a higher priority than agent B. 

asserting SCl(L). This lock signal prevents other 
agents from gaining ownership of the bus while the 
current owner performs consecutive transfer opera
tions. On the last data-transfer handshake sequence, 
the agent asserts the system control line SC2(L), 
effecting an EOT condition. 

An agent can park the bus 
In the ACQUISITION state, the agent owns the bus 

and can perform data transfers. The bus owner can 
ensure that it retains exclusive use of the bus by 

If another agent contends successfully for use of the 
bus, the current bus owner will transfer bus control to 
the other agent. If no other agents request access to the 
bus, the EXCHANGE condition, as defined in Fig 2, 
isn't met, and bus control remains, or is parked, with 
the current bus owner. This parked condition allows the 
agent to perform another transfer operation without 
contending for the bus, thus reducing the data-transfer 
setup time. 

The transfer-supervisor state machine supervises the 

BCLK(L) 

BCLK(H) 

~ ---- BUS-REQUEST SEQUENCE ----

BRE~L) \~-----------------------------". * 
TRANSFER __ ...;_ ___ ......;. ___ SF_E_A_O_P_A_:r_o _______ ~r-T-A-AN_S_O_P ....... ..---N-O_T_A_AN_S_O_P __ """J..--

MONITOR (A) -------..,.N_o_T_AA_N ___ E_A_l_N ________ • .__ ___ ,._ ___________ _ 

ARBITRATION NO AEQ AESOL2 AESOL3 NO AEQ AESOL2 AESOL3 NO AEQ OPERATION (A) ______ .-...._ _______ .-...._ ___ ,,._ ___ _,....._ ___ • _____ , __ 

ARBITRATION 
CONTROL(A) IDLE RESOLUTION STATE ACQUISITION NO AAB REQUEST 

TRANSFER NO OPERATION AEQ PHASE HANDSHAKE NO OPERATION SUPERVISOR(A) ---------------_.,..._ ___ ,,._ ___ _,,,....._ _________ _ 

ARB 
LINES 

SCO(L) 

SC2(L~ SC4(L) 

TRANSFER 
MONITOR(B) 

--------------4{ __ AG_E_N_T_A_1D_,,X _____ A_G_EN_T_B_1D _______ >~----~ 

' AAS.ID.MATCH AND EXCHANGE CONDITION BECOMES TAUE 

LOW TRANSITION INDICATES REQUEST PHASE 
AGENT A 
REQUEST 

REPLYING AGENT DRIVES SC4(L)= L _......... \ EQT I 

AGENT B 
REQUEST 

NO TRANSFER OPERATION TRANS OP NO TRANS OP 

ARBITRATION OPERATION (B) ___ N_o_A_EQ _______ A_Es_o_L2 _ _. .. _A_Es_o_L._3 ___ N_o_AE_a_ ... __ AE_s_o_u ___ AE_s_oL_3 _______ ~ .. --

ARBITRATION 
CONTROL(B) 

TRANSFER 
SUPERVISOR (B) 

IDLE AGENT A IS OWNER, AGENT B REMAINS IN RESOLUTION STATE ACQUISITION 

AGENT B TAANSFEA SUPEAVISOA STAYS IN NO OP STATE AEQ PHASE 

Fig 4-When two agents simultaneously request bus ownership, the higher priority agent (A in this case) assumes control first. When A 
releases control, oumership transfers to B in an orderly sequence. 
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When an agent is arbitrating for the bus, 
it needs to monitor several system control 
lines and operations. 

agent while the agent performs data transfers (Fig 5). 
Other functional modules on the agent's board use the 
status of this machine to generate the proper control 
signals. For example, the machine enters the RE
QUEST PHASE state when the agent becomes the bus 
owner and asserts the operation parameters (such as an 
address to read from or write to). In the REQUEST 
PHASE state, read or write requests to a replying 
agent take place via the system control lines, SCO(L) 
through SC7(L), and addresses are set up on the 
address lines, ADO(L) through AD31(L). 

An address-generating unit (for instance, the CPU) 
drives addresses or data onto the 32 AD lines. This unit 
generates the address when the REQUEST PHASE 
status appears on the transfer-supervisor state ma
chine's registers. On the next clock cycle, the transfer 
supervisor begins the transfer handshake operation. If 
the bus owner isn't ready to accept data (on read 
operations) or provide data (on write operations), the 
state machine enters a handshake-wait mode by wait
ing in the OWNER HANDSHAKE WAIT state until 
the owner is ready. The conditions for the state trans
fers are shown in Fig 5. 

Asserting SC2(L) and SC4(L) effects an EOT condi
tion, completing the transfer. The state machine re
turns to the NO OP IN PROGRESS state. If an error 

AGENT PERFORMS DATA 
TRANSFERS HERE 

RESET ON NEXT 
CLOCK CYCLE 

EOT 

AGENT STATUS ERROR 

OWNER_NXLCLK = AGENT WILL BE THE BUS OWNER IN NEXT CLOCK CYCLE 
= EXCHANGE•ACQUISITION+ EXCHANGE •ARB...JD_MATCH •RESOLUTION 

............ --FROM ARBITRATION-CONTROL STATE MACHINE 

ADDA READY= AGENT IS READY TO DRIVE ADDRESS ONTO BUS 
OWNER RDY= AGENT READY FOR DATA TRANSFERS 

OWNER NOT READY =(SC2(L)= H)•(SC4(L)= H)"(OWNER_RDY= L) • 
- - (AGENT_STATUS_ERROR = L) 

HANDSHAKE_READY= (SC4(L)= H) + ((SC4(L)= L)•OWNER_RDY = H)" 
(AGENLSTATUS_ERROR = L)"(SC2(L)= H) 

Fig 5-The transfer-supervisor state machine controls the data
transfer handshake protocol. 
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(REPLIER_RDY= L)" 
(ADDR_RDY = H) 

REPLIER NOT READY =(SC3(L)= L)•(SC2(L)= H).(REPLIER_RDY= L)" 
(AGENT_STATU~ERROR = L) 

Fig 6-The replier-transfer state machine manages the handshake 
logic in the replying agent to transfer data. 

occurs during a transfer, the block transfer terminates, 
causing an ERROR EOT state transition before return
ing to the NO OP IN PROGRESS state. 

When a bus owner transfers data, the replying agent 
must perform the responding handshake sequence in 
compliance with its own replier-transfer state machine. 
This 4-state machine monitors six system control lines 
and two of its own signals, ADDR READY and REPLI
ER RDY, to control state transitions (Fig 6). The 
replier state machine requires two status-register bits, 
which are accessible to other units on the board. When 
the replier-transfer state-machine registers indicate 
the REPLIER HANDSHAKE state, the other units on 
the replying agent generate the system status and 
control signals. The SC3(L) and SC4(L) control lines 
accomplish the handshake. The sending agent controls 
the SC3(L) line while the replying agent controls the 
SC4(L) line. When the transfer is complete, the sending 
agent sets the SC2(L) control line low, which ends the 
transfer because the replying agent has already set the 
SC4(L) control line low. 

Programming the PLDs to implement the four state 
machines and the back-off logic is straightforward using 
a high-level language. Listing 1 shows the steps neces
sary to execute the arbitration-control state machine in 
AMD's Programmable Logic Programming Language 
(PLPL). The CASE statement defines which one of the 
four state machines is being programmed into the 
AmPAL23S8. Note the correspondence of the state
ment sequence with the respective state diagram. 
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Programming the PLDs to implement the 
four state machines and the back-off logic 
is straightforward using a high-level lan
guage. 

LISTING 1-ROUTINE FOR ARBITRATION-CONTROL STATE MACHINE 

"ARB OPER: 2-bit state machine in all requesting agents 
that controls the arbitrati on operation --------------" 

case {arb_oper[l:O]) 
begin 
NO_ARB) 

begin "agent wants bus and there is no current bus req" 
if {breq*{/bus_req + EXCHANGE*hi_pri)) then 

begin 
put_bus_request = 1; "assert bus request" 
arb oper[l:O] = RESOLUTION_STATE; 
end; 

else 
arb_oper(l:O] = NO_ARB; 

end; 
RESOLUTION_STATE) 

begin 
put arb id = 1; "put arbitration ID on ARB lines" 
if (EXCHANGE*arb id matc h) then 

arb oper[l:O] =ACQUISITION STATE; 
else - -

begin 
arb_oper(l:O] =RESOLUTION STATE; 
put bus request = 1 ; "continue asserting bus request" 
end; -

end; 
ACQUISITION STATE) 

begin -
if (EXCHANGE) then 

arb_ oper(l:O] = NO_ARB; 
else 

arb_ oper[l:O] = ACQUISITION_STATE; 
end; 

end; "ARBITRATION OPERATION state machine" 

Because logic equations specify the four state ma
chines, the machines can operate in parallel in a PLD. 
Once the status of a state machine is updated, it is 
immediately available to the logic equations for the 
other state machines on the same PLD. 

Author's biography 
Arthur Khu is a senior rrroduct plan
ning engineer with Advanced Micro 
Devices in Sunnyvale, CA, and has 
worked urith the company for three 
years. He rrresently researches and de
velops advanced logic-device architec
tures and design tools. Art holds a BS 
in math and computer science and an 
MS in computer science from Santa 
Clara University. In hi,s spare time he 
enjoys racquetball and reading about 
technological hi,story. 

For example, if a transfer operation is detected on the 
bus (that is, SCO(L) is active), the transfer monitor 
moves to the DO TRANSFER state on the next clock 
cycle. The other state machines in the device immedi
ately sense this state transition via output feedback. 
Any logic equation using the transfer-monitor status, 
such as EXCHANGE in the arbitration-monitor ma
chine, is automatically updated for the next clock cycle. 
All of the other conditions are updated in parallel, 
making them current on the next clock cycle. EDN 

Article Interest Quotient (Circle One) 
High 497 Medium 498 Low 499 
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A rad-hard gate array with 
only one set of standards. Military. 

Our ln'J~-R radiation-hardened gate 
anay family is bom lo the highest 
mililaty slat1dards. 11 is f w1ctional 
lo a lolal dose of 1()11 rads (Si) and 
operates lo data sht>et specifications 
al 2 x 10" (Si) rads. 

Producing gate airays for military and 
aerospace euslomers is nothing new lo 
lJTMC. t,oryears wt>'ve been providing 
high- reliability I Cs for divisions of 
Uni!Pd Technologies Corporation. 

Screened lo selected tests in 
MJL-STD-~C. the UTB-H family's 
patenledcQntinuous-coJumnarchitecture 

increases density witl10ut sacrificing 
mutability. IL uses transistors Lo isolate 
signals and allows you Lo get up lo 95% 
gale utilization. 

We combine high speed with 
low-powff consumption of CMOS 
doublP-lf'vel-melal technology. And, 
our VAX®-based HIGHLAND'~' Design 
System, which supports front-end · 
design on major workstations, enables 
maximum design flexiliility. 

Equivalent 2--input NAND gales rdilge 
from WOO to 7,600, 311d package options 
include DlPs, LCCs, PGAs, and Cerquads. 

CIRCLE NO 100 

Don't compromise your sl311dards. 
Choose the rad-hard gate array born 
to thf' mililaty-lhe lJTB-R Series. 

United 'lechnologies 
Microelectronics Center 
1575 Gaiden of the Gods Road 
Colorado Springs, CO 80907 

1-800-MIL-UTMC 
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S\Veet 16! <MHz> 
Our new static CMOS 80C286! 

Low power is the icing on the cake. 
Now you can have your cake 

and eat it too: a 16 MHz high
.. ~ throughput microprocessor with low 

CMOS power consumption. 
Complete compatibility with the NMOS 

80286: same pinout, same advanced multitask
ing architecture, same instruction set, same 
software. But with 16 MHz performance and 
a 60% reduction in operating power. 

Static CMOS design eliminates trade-offs re
quired by NMOS microprocessors. You get top
en d throughput (@ 10, 12.5, or 
16 MHz) when you need it or 
you can stop our 80C286 
and put your system 
into standby 
without 

© 1987, Harris Corporation 

fear of data loss or instruction execution 
errors. In either case, the Harris 80C286 has 
the lowest power requirement of any 80286. 

Designed with multitasking in mind, the 
80C286 is an exceptional performer in real
time control, portable instrumentation and 
data acquisition applications. And, coupled 
with our 80C86, 80C88 and F.O.R.C.E.-based 
microprocessors for distributed processing, the 
80C286 is a great host. 

Upgrading your system performance is a 
piece of cake with our 80C286. Give us a 

call and join the party. In U.S. phone 
1-800-4-HARRIS, Ext. 1286. 

In Canada, 1-800-344-2444, 
Ext. 1286. 
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Micropower op amp 
offers simplicity 
and versatility 

An op amp whose input range includes 
both supply rails and whose output voltage 
swings within 100 m V of those rails can 
simplify a circuit by eliminating certain 
traditional components. 

Zahid Rahim, Signetics Corp 

Linear circuits intended to meet the stringent demands 
of medical and industrial instrumentation, remote data 
acquisition, and portable equipment must deliver preci
sion at low voltages. A low-power, battery-operated op 
amp, for instance, requires precision de characteristics 
to process low-level signals from high source imped
ances, low supply current to conserve power, and wide 
bandwidth to process audio-frequency signals. Because 
low-voltage applications produce low signal levels, the 
op amp should have a wide dynamic range at the input 
and output. Moreover, both it and its external circuit 

I 

should function properly at the end-of-life battery volt-
age. 

The NE5230 op amp is suited to such requirements. 
It operates from a supply voltage of 1.8 to 15V and 
performs well in systems powered by single 5V sup
plies. The op amp not only offers precision de character
istics, its common-mode voltage can swing within 100 
m V of either supply rail-a characteristic matched by 
few other commercially available op amps. 

Furthermore, the bias-adjust terminal lets you ad
just the op amp's slew rate from 90 to 250V/msec by 
varying the op amp's internal bias currents. The device 
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also offers decent performance in two other parameters 
of concern in low-power applications-noise and output
current drive. The NE5230's input voltage noise is 22 
n V /YHz at 1 kHz, and it can source and sink 5 and 11 
mA, respectively, when operating from a 1.8V supply 
at 25°C. Other key specifications are listed in Table 1. 

These attributes allow you to use the op amp in 
battery-powered applications such as half-wave and 
full-wave rectifiers, window detectors with rail-to-rail 
input ranges, temperature-limit alarms, sound-acti
vated intrusion detectors, and supply-voltage splitters. 
An equally important application involves signal-condi
tioning circuits for bridge transducers-circuits that 
require no reference voltage or instrumentation ampli
fier. 

Rectify signals without diodes 
To keep costs low, battery-operated circuits for con

sumer applications should have a minimum component 
count. Fewer components also bestow the bonus of 
higher reliability. These considerations led to the half
wave-rectifier circuits of Fig 1. Neither circuit uses 
diodes. Because the op amp's input common-mode 
range extends beyond the supply rails, you can simply 
ground the noninverting terminal and thereby config
ure the amplifier as an inverter. You should also short 
the bias-adjust terminal (pin 5) to v- to provide a 
maximum slew rate. 

The amplifier behaves as a unity-gain inverter for 
negative inputs; positive inputs drive the output into 
saturation (Fig la). The NE5230's internal detectors 
prohibit the hard saturation that would occur in most op 
amps, however. Recovery from saturation is relatively 
fast. Operating from a 3V supply, the circuit can rectify 
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Battery-operated circuits for consumer ap
plications should have a minimum compo
nent count) and fewer components also be
stow the bonus of higher reliability. 

signal amplitudes as high as ±2.85V at frequencies well 
above 10 kHz. If the input signal has a reference level 
between OV and V+, you can simply reference the 
amplifier's noninverting input to the same level. If 
required, resistors R1 and R2 can provide a gain other 
than unity. 

To obtain a negative-polarity half-wave-rectified sig
nal using a conventional op amp, you have to provide 
dual (bipolar) power supplies. The NE5230's rail-to-rail 
input range and near rail-to-rail output range, however, 
let you achieve this function using a single supply. 
Simply connect the supply's positive terminal and the 
amplifier's v+ terminal to ground, and connect the 
supply's negative terminal to the amplifier's v- termi
nal (Fig lb). 

The amplifier's common-mode range lets you refer
ence the input signal to the positive rail (ground) by 
tying the noninverting and v+ terminals together. (You 
can't do this with most op amps, and most op amps' 
output voltage must remain at least one V BE voltage 
below the positive rail.) In short , you can use the 
amplifier with a single negative supply to condition the 
signal output from a variety of ground-referenced 
sensors. Again, if the input-signal reference is a voltage 
between OV and v- instead of ground , you should 
connect the amplifier's noninverting input to the same 
potential. 

Overdriving most op amps (beyond the supply rail, 
for instance) saturates the input stage, causing a phase 
reversal within the amplifier that can reverse the feed
back signal's polarity. Circuitry within the NE5230 
prevents phase reversal for inputs as large as 2V beyond 
the supply rail. This feature allows the amplifiers of Fig 

DYfvv DY~ 

(a) 

DY~ 

(b) 1k 

Fig 1-These positive (a) and negative (b) half·wave·rectifier 
circuits accomplish their job without the use of diodes. The resistors 
give you the option of gains other than unity. 

TABLE 1- SALIENT SPECS FOR THE NE5230 
(V +=1.8V; V -=GND) 
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BIAS CURRENT• TA=2s 0 c I 0°C < T/\ < 10°c 

SINGLE/DUAL SUPPLY - 1.8 TO 15V OR ± 0.9 TO ± 7.5V VOLTAGE 

SUPPLY CURRENT LOW 110µA 250 µA MAX 
HIGH 600 µA BOO µA MAX 

OUTPUT SWING ANY 1.6V 1.4V MIN 

Vos ANY 0.4 mV 4 mV MAX 

le LOW 20 nA 150 nA MAX 
HIGH 40 nA 200 nA MAX 

Avo LOW 150V/mV 50V/mV MIN 
HIGH 200V/mV 100V/mV MIN 

CMRR ANY 95 dB BO dB MIN 

OUTPUT SOURCE CURRENT HIGH 5 mA 4 mA (TYP) AT LOW BIAS 
OUTPUT SINK CURRENT HIGH 11 mA 5 mA (TYP) AT LOW BIAS 

SLEW RATE LOW 90V/mSEC 90V/mSEC 
HIGH 250V/mSEC 250V/mSEC 

BANDWIDTH LOW 250 kHz -
HIGH 600 kHz 

•NOTE: THE NE5230 OPERATES AT LOW BIAS CURRENT IF THE BIAS ADJUST PIN (PIN 5) IS LEFT OPEN . SHORTING THE 
NE5230's PIN 5 TO v - PROVIDES MAXIMUM BIAS CURRENT. CONNECTING A VARIABLE RESISTOR BETWEEN PIN 5 AND v
LETS YOU ADJUST THE AMPLIFIER 'S BIAS CURRENT AND HIGH-FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS. 
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2 to produce half-wave rectification without external 
components for input signals referenced to OV. 

In Fig 2a, the amplifier output follows the input 
signal above OV and goes into negative saturation for 
inputs below OV. (The output clamps near OV for 
negative inputs.) The circuit as shown can rectify 
signals of ±2V at frequencies above 10 kHz. _Inputs 
below -2V will cause internal phase reversal, however, 
allowing the output voltage to rise. You can prevent this 

av~ 

v,. o---------'-1 

(a) 

av~ 3 
av~ 

>-------<> VouT 

v,. <>---------< 

(b) 

Fig 2--Requiring no external components, these op amp circuits 
perform positive (a) and negative (b) half-wave rectification for 
ground-referenced ac signals. 

1k " 

1k" 
v,. u-----

3 

saa 

0 MATCHED RESISTORS 

(a) 

situation by adding a large resistor in series with the 
amplifier's input. To obtain a negative-polarity half
wave rectifier, simply reverse Fig 2a's supply-voltage 
connections (Fig 2b). Again, this circuit can rectify 
OV-referenced signal amplitudes to ±2V at frequencies 
above 10 kHz. 

Fig 3's circuit performs full-wave rectification using a 
single positive power supply. When a negative input 
voltage causes IC1 to clamp IC2's noninverting input to 
OV, IC1 delivers current through D1 and Ra to the signal 
source. IC2 acts as an inverting amplifier for negative 
input signals. Positive input signals produce a differen
tial voltage between the IC1 inputs and create reverse
bias across Di. placing IC1's output in negative satura
tion. This condition removes the OV clamp at IC2's 
inverting input by breaking IC1's feedback loop. Conse
quently, IC2 behaves as a follower during positive 
excursions of the input voltage. 

Although D1 is reverse-biased, clamp diodes at IC1's 
inverting input turn on and draw current through Ra. 
Accordingly, Ra's value should be 5000 or less to avoid 
a significant offset due to this parasitic current flow. (R1 
and R2 can be large-valued resistors.) Fig 3b shows the 
circuit operating with a 5. 7V p-p signal at 400 Hz. 
Similar to the way it rectified the half-wave circuits, the 
NE5230 performs negative full-wave rectification in 
Fig 4 using a single negative power supply. The same 
precautions apply as for Fig 3. 

You can also use the NE5230 to monitor a signal and 
to detect fault conditions in which the signal is shorted 

OUTPUT 

INPUT OF IC2 

INPUT 

(b) 

Fig 3-This absolute-value circuit (a) achieves full-wave rectification by clamping IC,'s noninverting input to OV when VIN is negative, and 
rerrwving the clamp when VIN is positive. Thus, IC, alternates between an inverter and a follower every half cycle. The photo (b) shows circuit 
performance at 400 Hz for a 5. 7V p-p input signal. The vertical scale is 2Vldiv, and the horizontal scale is 0.5 msecldiv. 
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Overdriving most op amps saturates the 
input stage) causing a phase reversal within 
the amplifier that can reverse the feedback 
signaPs polarity. 

to either supply voltage. The window-detector circuit of 
Fig 5 must have the same supply voltage as that of the 
remote signal source. Power-supply currents through 
R1 and R2 create small offsets essential to the circuit's 
operation. 

Both op amp outputs remain in positive saturation for 
VIN values between approximately 0 and 3V, which 
keeps the LED off. If VIN shorts to V+, however, IC1 
saturates negatively (at OV), turning on the LED. 
Similarly, IC2 turns on the LED by saturating negative
ly when VIN shorts to ground. As you can see, the op 
amp inputs' series resistors and clamp diodes limit the 
current drawn from the VIN source. 

Normally, building a 2-limit temperature alarm re
quires a temperature sensor and two op amps. The 
NE5230 itself becomes a temperature sensor, however, 
if you make use of the PTAT (proportional to absolute 
temperature) voltage at pin 5. This voltage is indepen
dent of the supply voltage and measures 14 m V at 27 
°C. What's more, it changes predictably at a rate of 
46.667 µ V/°C. For instance, at +85 and -15°C, the pin 
5 PTAT voltage is 16.7 and 12.04 mV, respectively. 

The alarm circuit (Fig 6) uses these trip points to 
activate a buzzer when the ambient temperature moves 
outside of the -15 to +85°C window. The R1/R2-divider 
voltage sets the upper temperature limit and the 
R3/R4-divider voltage sets the lower one. When the 
ambient temperature exceeds 85°C, IC1's inverting
input voltage is more positive than that at the 
noninverting input, and the resulting saturated output 
(OV) causes the buzzer to sound. Conversely, IC2's 

R, 

ov r 
lk ' 

ov~ R, 

v,. l k' 
Vour 

R, 
500 

' MATCHED RESISTORS 

":' v -=-3V 

Fig 4-This circuit (obtained by reversing the power-supply connec
tions in Fig 3) performs negative full-wave rectification using a 
single supply voltage. 
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output sounds the buzzer when the ambient tempera
ture drops below -15°C, again by going into negative 
saturation. 

The resistors that you use in the voltage dividers 
should have similar temperature coefficients to prevent 
a shift in threshold voltage as the temperature changes. 
On the other hand, the op amp's input-offset voltage 
(V 0s) has a greater effect on the circuit's accuracy. 
Because Vos is a significant percentage of the small 
PTAT voltage, you must set the temperature limits far 
apart to reduce error. The typical 400-µ V Vos and 
5-µ V/° C Vos drift can introduce an uncertainty of 
±15°C or more. Although Fig 6 isn't intended for 
precision applications, you can improve its accuracy by 
selecting NE5230s with low Vos· 

The battery-operated intrusion detector of Fig 7 
illustrates another type of alarm circuit possible with 
the NE5230 op amp. Using an electret-microphone 
sensor, the circuit activates a buzzer when the ambient 
sound exceeds a user-specified threshold. Resistor R3 

biases the microphone and capacitor C1 blocks the 
microphone's de signal component. IC1 is connected as 
an inverting amplifier with adjustable gain. The ampli
fier can't respond to positive inputs because the v
terminal is grounded, and without sound the amplifier's 
input and output are near OV. The output drives an RS 
(reset-set) flip-flop formed by the cross-coupled CMOS 
Nor gates. Therefore, in the absence of sound the 
flip-flop's Q output is high, and the buzzer is off. IC2's 
negligible standby current and the low quiescent cur-

LED OFF v• =3V 

LED_fl_ 
ON t t LED 

RJ 
V1N = OV V1N = 3V 20 

v,. 

Fig 5-This window detector's rail-to-rail input range allows the 
circuit to detect faults in which the input signal becomes shorted to 
either rail. 
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rent of the microphone and op amp ensure long battery 
life. 

Sound detector has adjustable threshold 
Sound causes the microphone to produce an ac signal 

whose reference is ground on the other side of C1. (The 
capacitor you choose should have low leakage current.) 
This signal's negative excursions produce positive ex
cursions at the flip-flop's S input. If the amplifier's gain 
(set by R1) is sufficient, the signal at S will cross the 
gate's switching threshold and latch the Q output low, 

v•= 3V 0---+------------------~ 

R, 
12.1k 

VTH1 = 16.8 mV 

R, 
68.1 

14-mV PTAT 
VOLTAGE 

14-mV PTAT 
VOLTAGE 

VTH2= 11 .7 mv 

LOW-VOLTAGE 
BUZZER 

D, 
1N914 

SOUNDS ALARM WHEN 
TEMPERATURE 
EXCEEDS 85°C 

SOUNDS ALARM 
WHEN TEMPERATURE IS 

":" BELOW -15°C 

Rs 

Fig 6---The op amp's bias-adjust pin (pin 5) is the PTAT (propor
tional to absolute temperature) voltage, which lets you use the 
amplifier as a temperature sensor. This circuit activates the buzzer 
when the temperature exceeds a user-specified limit. 

":" 

RESET 

":" 

LOW-VOLTAGE 
BUZZER 

a 
NC 

Fig 7-Ambient sound above a user-determined threshold activates 
this intrusion detector. Once triggered, the alarm will sound until 
you momentarily press the switch (S,) . 
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activating the buzzer. The buzzer will remain on until 
you reset the latch by momentarily pressing 81. Re
member that high closed-loop gain settings will reduce 
the circuit's sensitivity to high-pitched sound by lower
ing the amplifier's -3-dB bandwidth. If you need more 
sensitivity, you can cascade two op amps and split the 
required gain between them. 

Circuits that process ground-referenced signals often 
require dual power supplies, but dual-voltage battery 
supplies can increase a system's size and cost. You can 
avoid this extra hardware in some cases by converting a 
single 3V lithium-battery output into a ±1.5V output 
(Fig 8a). The Ri/R2 divider splits the 3V supply, and 
the op amp's 40-nA input-bias current offers a minimal 
load to the divider. The amplifier's output becomes the 
common terminal for all ground-referenced loads and 
signals. 

The NE5230's low output impedance minimizes any 
offset voltage created by the connection of loads be
tween the amplifier's output and v- or v+. Moreover, 
the dual voltages track in magnitude as the battery cell 
discharges-a feature useful in applications that must 
maintain a precise voltage null despite fluctuations in 
the supply voltages. The Fig 8a circuit sources and 
sinks 15 and 24 mA, respectively. 

To obtain higher load currents, you can connect two 
NE5230s in parallel (Fig 8b). The difference in offset 
voltages (d V 05) appears across R3 and R4. The standby 
current in one op amp increases by a V 0s/(Ra+ R4), but 
current in the other op amp decreases by the same 

(a) 

3V 
CELL 

(b) 

3V 
CELL 

R1 
50k 

R, 
50k 

1.5V 

ZERO 
REFERENCE -1 .5V 

R, 
0.5 

1.5V 

ZERO 
REFERENCE 

-1 .5V 

Fig 8-The circuit in a converts a 3V cell into a ±1.5V dual 
tracking supply. By connecting two amplifiers in parallel (b), you 
can nearly double the circuit's load-current capability. 
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The op amp becomes a temperature sensor 
if you make use of the PTAT (proportwnal 
to absolute temperature) voltage at pin 5. 

amount, so the sum of the supply current through the 
two op amps remains constant. 

Large load currents divide equally between the two 
op amps, and you would expect this circuit to provide 
twice the output current of Fig 8a, but the load-current 
capability is generally less because of mismatch in the 
op amp's output resistances and mismatch between Ra 
and R4• The Fig 8b circuit sources and sinks 24 and 35 
mA, respectively, when operating from a 3V supply. 

require an accurate low-drift voltage reference and a 
precision instrumentation amplifier (see box, "What 
you should know about bridge circuits"). The Fig 9 
circuit, however, acquires and displays the bridge 
transducer's output without using a voltage reference 
or an instrumentation amplifier. 

Bridge transducers for precision applications usually 

Op amp IC1 buffers the fixed arm of the bridge and 
provides a reference potential for all ground-referred 
loads. Choosing this node as the reference potential 
converts the bridge's differential output signal to a 

What you should know about bridge circuits 
A bridge circuit, often known as 
a Wheatstone bridge, consists of 
a pair of series-connected resis
tors connected in parallel with a 
similar pair of resistors (Fig A). 
Bridge circuits are widely found 
in precision-null applications be
cause the differential voltage 
(V1 -V2) across the bridge is OV 
when the bridge is balanced. 

What's more, this balanced 
condition is unaffected by volt
age drops across line resistances 
or shifts in the reference voltage 
V R· You can use such a balanced 
bridge to measure capacitance, 

V~J_ LINE RESISTANCE 

R ~ R 
350 350 

v, ----+---IJ
R V2----t+ 

VoUT 

350 1 .I DIFFERENTIAL 
{R+!J.R AMPLIFIER 

~~-~ 

ILINE RESISTANCE 

Fig A-In a conventional transducer 
bridge, the parameter of interest causes a 
variation (~V) in the bridge's output. The 
amplifier senses the resulting small dif
ferential signal and also rejects the 
bridge's relatively large common-mode 
voltage. 
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inductance, or its own frequency 
of excitation (when applied in 
place of V R). 

A more common application 
for a bridge circuit is as a bridge 
transducer for converting physi
cal parameters such as tempera
ture or pressure into electrical 
signals. Normally, the resistance 
in one arm of the bridge varies 
with the measured parameter as 
resistances in the other three 
arms remain constant. This type 
of application usually includes a 
differential amplifier to amplify 
the bridge's differential output 
voltage. 

The amplifier's output indi
cates any change in the mea
sured parameter with respect to 
a reference level corresponding 
to the condition of a balanced 
bridge. You do need a fixed ref
erence voltage; shifts in V R will 
change the amplifier's output 
voltage unless the bridge hap
pens to be balanced. The 
bridge's output signal usually 
consists of several millivolts rid
ing on a much larger common
mode signal. 

Accordingly, you should 
choose a bridge amplifier that 
minimizes inaccuracies through 
high common-mode rejection 

(CMR), low input-offset voltage 
(Vos), and low Vos drift with 
temperature. The amplifier 
should have high open-loop gain 
to ensure a linear transfer func
tion and low input-bias current 
to avoid loading the bridge. An 
instrumentation amplifier meets 
all these requirements and is de
signed specifically for condition
ing the output of bridge trans
ducers. 

Note that even an ideal bridge 
amplifier will have a nonlinear 
response because the bridge it
self is inherently nonlinear. The 
following derivation shows why: 

Vo= AcL(V1 -V2) 
=A [VR_ VR(R+AR)] 

CL 2 R+R+AR 

= _ AcLVR( AR/R ) 
4 l+AR/2R . 

AcL is the amplifier's closed-loop 
gain. The bridge's output signal 
is nonlinear because both the nu
merator and the denominator 
contain the transducer-deviation 
term AV. The signal is approxi
mately linear over a small range 
of amplitudes, however. Such 
signals are held to low amplitude 
for that reason. 
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FLUKE AND PHILIPS - THE GLOBAL ALLIANCE IN TEST & MEASUREMENT 

IFLUKEI ====® 

Introducing 
perfect 32--bit balance 
The Philips PM 3570 Logic Analyzer. 
A no-compromise solution for true 32-
bit systems integration. At a price that 
won't weigh you down. 
HEAVYWEIGHT PERFORMANCE 

• 32-bit channel width: No other logic ana
lyzer in its class offers 83 state plus 32 
transitional timing channels for simul
taneous, time-correlated display of software 
flow and high-speed hardware signals. 

• Unmatched acquisition speed: Up to 400 
MHz with 2.5 ns resolution for data capture 
four times faster than similarly-priced 
instruments. 

• Transitional Timing: A Philips' innovation, 
this feature provides the equivalent of 132 
GBytes of conventional RAM. 

·Plus broad support: Get dedicated person
ality modules for quick connection to most. 
8-, 16-and 32-bit micros. 

EASY MEASUREMENTS 
• Softkey simplicity: Eight menu-driven soft
keys give you direct access to over 300 
different functions. 

• Labeled timing channels: Lets you identify 
each channel with your own code names . 

• Time-tagged events: Logs time between 
events for stored signals in synchronous 
and asynchronous acquisition modes. 

• Non-volatile memory: Stores four complete 
user settings, measurement data and your 
last set-up-even at power-down. 
UPSCALE SUPPORT 
Count on a one-year warranty and all the 
application and service assistance you'll 
ever need. From Fluke- the people who 
believe that extraordinary technology 
deserves extraordinary support. 
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PHILIPS 

WEIGH THE DIFFERENCE 
Call Fluke today at 800-44-FLUKE ext. n. 
And discover how easy it is to achieve per
fect 32-bit balance. 
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© Copyright 1987 John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. 
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Bridge transducers for precision applications 
usually require an accurate luw-drift volt
age reference and a precision instrumenta
tion amplifier. 

R 

PRESSURE 
TRANSDUCER 

v+ 

2 

-INPUT 
7 

+INPUT 

DIGITAL PANEL METER 
(ACCULEX DP604) 

19.99 

7-SEGMENT 

INTERNAL 
DC /DC CONVERTER 

6 3 
DP COM 

LCD 

9 
REFIN 
10 

REF OUT 
(NC) 

vcc 

CAUTION: EXCEEDING 7V BETWEEN THE PANEL METER 'S VCC PIN AND 
GND WILL CAUSE PERMANENT DAMAGE. 

4 

DP1 DP3 

(DECIMAL-POINT SELECTION) 

Fig 9-This bridge-transducer interface circuit conditions the bridge's output signal for ratiometric operation and eliminates the need for a 
reference voltage and an instrumentation amplifier. 

single-ended signal referred to ground. This reference 
remains halfway between v+ and v- even ifthe battery 
discharges. The reference potential is thus a floating 
ground, often called an active guard. 

Converting the bridge's differential signal to a 
ground-referred signal eliminates the bridge output's 
common-mode voltage, which also eliminates the need 
for common-mode rejection, usually obtained by adding 
an instrumentation amplifier. IC2 amplifies the bridge's 
output signal, and R5 lets you adjust the circuit's 
full-scale output level. 

The IC2 output V ouT will change as the batteries 
discharge, but the VouTfV+ ratio will remain fixed. This 
relationship lets you remove the effect of battery dis
charge by operating the panel meter's AID converter in 
the ratiometric mode. Connect the wiper of R6 to the 
converter's reference input to ensure that the signal 
and reference remain in proportion as the supply volt
age changes. Finally, note that IC2 amplifies its own 
input-offset voltage. You should null this effect by first 
balancing the bridge, and then adjusting R6 for an 
all-zeros output at the panel meter. EDN 
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positive 
you11 easily achi1eW 
at low dropout voltage with pleciSi.ofi 
performance. Low dropout voltage 
allows dramatic reductions in power 
dissipation, or increases headroom 
and operating flexibility. Cut heat 
sink sizes by 50% and enjoy lower 
system costs with our T0-247 and 
T0-220 packages. 

All three regulators are pin
compatible with existing three
terminal adjustable devices. They 
are rated 7.SA, SA and 3A, with a 
guaranteed dropout voltage of l.SV 
at maximum output current. This 
makes them the lowest dropout 
regulators in their class. 

Short-circuit and safe area 
protection are included on the chips, 
and these regulators don't need pro
tection diodes. Unlike most PNP 
low dropout regulators where 10% 
or more of input current flows to 
ground and is wasted, our regulators 
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10µF J 

0 
0 

LT1083 SV, 7.SA REGULATOR 
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'REQUIRED FOR STABILITY 

1210 
1% 

3650 
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OUTPUT CURRENT (A) 

+ 10µF' r TANTALUM 
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LT1083 DROPOUT VOLTAGE VS. OUTPUT CURRENT 

TOUGH PRODUCTS 
FOR TOUGH APPLICATIONS. 

the power source, since maximum 
current is well controlled. Ibr greater 
reliability, all units are subjected 
to 100% thermal limit bum-in. 

Typical applications include 
high efficiency voltage regulators, 
constant current regulators, and 
post regulators for switching power 
supplies. 

Cut your losses with our triple
threat power regulator family. 
LT1083/ 84 devices are packaged 
in T0-3 metal cans and T0-247 
plastic. The LT1085 is in T0-3 and 
T0-220 plastic, and all are offered 
in MIL-STD-883 versions. Pricing 
begins at $3.70 each, in quantities of 
100. fur literature contact: LINEAR 
TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION, 
1630 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, 
CA 95035. 800-637-5545. 
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DESIGN IDEAS 
EDITED BY TARL1DN FLEMING 

Baseline restorer is voltage-programmable 

Peter Henry 
Precision Monolithics Inc, Santa Clara, CA 

The Fig 1 circuit is a nonlinear, highpass filter that acts 
as an active baseline restorer (Fig 2). Baseline restora
tion improves the signal-to-noise ratio for pulse or ac 
measurements by counteracting the de errors caused 
by amplifier drift and electromagnetic pickup. The 
circuit is particularly useful for signals derived from a 
high-impedance source such as the human body. 

Unlike standard frequency-domain filters, this one 
acts on the slew rate rather than the frequency of the 
input signal. At V ouT, the circuit restores the base level 
of input-signal pulses to an arbitrary level set by V REF· 

You set the filter's slew-rate cutoff by adjusting 
V PROGRAM, which in turn sets the currents 11 and 12. (In 
applications such as analog adaptive filtering, you can 
set VPROGRAM using a voltage-output DIA converter, or 
you can remove RPROGRAM and set the currents using a 
current-output DIA converter.) 

To understand the circuit operation, first note the 
action of the transistor current mirrors: Collector cur
rent in Qz (11) mirrors the collector current in Qi. and 
the transistors Qi; and Qs mirror this current again. 
Transistors Qa and Q-i each mirror the 11 current as well, 
producing the current 12=211• This 2x relationship 
assures symmetric operation, in which the restoration 
rates are equal for positive and negative excursions 
from the baseline. 

Assume the capacitor C has charged to the input 
signal's baseline voltage. If the baseline level of V ouT 
attempts to rise, the IC2 output swings low, decreasing 
the current through D1• This action causes a flow of 
current from capacitor C and thus restores equilibrium 
by lowering the voltage on C. Conversely, a tendency 
for the baseline to fall causes charge to flow onto the 
capacitor. 

The IC2 op amp must have a high slew rate to ensure 
that the restoration circuitry keeps up with the pulses. 
The rate of restoration depends on the current avail
able (11) to charge C. Using V PROGRAM, you can set this 
current to any value between a few nanoamps and a few 
milliamps. Higher current lets the circuit reject higher 
slew rates. EDN 

To Vote For This Design, Circle No 749 
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1N4148 
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1c. 

6 

MAT-04 
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- 15V 

R2 
2k 
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Fig I-This circuit forces the bases of pulses in VIN to the arbitrary 
level V HEf' , and it rejects pulses on the basis of slew rate according to 
the Voltage Vl'ROGRA M-

Fig 2-These waveforms show that the Fig 1 circuit's output (upper 
trace) inverts VIN (lower trace) while fi ltering and restoring the 
signal's baseline voltage level. 
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DESIGN IDEAS 

Program designs T flip-flop state machines 

David Van Ess 
Rothenbuhler Engineering, Sedro Woolley, WA 

The Listing 1 program generates Boolean equations 
describing a state machine based on T flip-flops. Such a 
state machine requires product terms for only those 
bits that change with the transition from one state to 
another, making it suitable for implementation in a 
PLD, which has a limited number of product terms 
available. Several of the newer PLDs let you configure 
their output registers as T flip-flops (a T flip-flop 
toggles when its single input is high). 

To design a state machine, first draw a state dia
gram. (The example in Fig 1 has 16 states and requires 
four flip-flops.) Assign each state a value that repre
sents a specific and unique combination of the register's 
outputs. Note that each state differs by one bit from the 
states on either side. For any design, the unused states 
should be fed back into the state diagram. An undefined 
state feeds zeroes to all the flip-flops, which locks up the 
hardware by preventing the flip-flops from toggling. 

Next, enter the state data in an input file (Listing 2). 
To run the program, enter 

state <example.in> example.out 

The output (Listing 3) contains unminimized Boolean 
expressions; you can minimize them using logic-descrip
tion software such as Abel or CUPL. This state ma-

Fig 1-This diagram describes a state machine based on four T 
flip-flops. The swte machine has 16 swtes; none are unused. 

chine will just fit into an Intel 5C060 or an Altera 
EP600 PLD. 

The Listing 1 program was compiled on an IBM 

LISTING 1- T FILP-FLOP STATE-MACHINE PROGRAM 
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This program generates logic equations for state machines with up to 8 " T" 
registers. The output is the equation to implement it. Input is stdin, output 
is stdout, error is stderr. Be low is an ex a mple of a 2 bit up/down counter. 
The first character of input must be that numb e r of registers . All tabs and 
spaces are ignored. Upper, lower, or mixed case allowed. 

2"very first character MUST be the # of registers 
"this is a comment 
at Ill 
on[ up Jl 
on[ !up J3 
atl 

on[ up J2 " this comment must have a white space before it 
on[!up Jill 

AT2 
ON[ up J3 
On[!up Jl "this comment must have a white space before it 

At 3 
on [ up J Ill 
on[ !up J2 
End 

Listing continued on pg 194 
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Amplifier Arsenal 
50KHz- 2000MHz, Low Noise 100mW output Gain Controlled tram $69.95 

Our ZFL-2000 miniature wideband amplifier hit a bulls-eye 
when we introduced it last year. Now we've added more 
models to offer you a competitive edge in the continuing 
battle for systems improvement. 

The ZFL-2000, flat from 10 to 2000MHz, delivers +17dBm 
output and is priced at only $219. 

Need more output? Our ZFL-1 OOOH , flat from 10 to 
1000MHz, delivers +20dBm output. 

Is low noise a critical factor: Our ZFL-500LN and 1000LN 
boast a 2.9dB NF. 

Variable gain important? Our ZFL-1000G, flat from 10 to 
1000MHz, delivers +3dBm output with 30dB gain control while 
maintaining constant input / output impedance. 

Searching for a high-quality, low-cost amplifier? Our 
ZFL-500 flat from 50KHz to 500M Hz, delivers +10dBm output 
for the unbelievable low price of only $69.95. Need to go 
higher in frequency? Consider the ZFL-750, from 0.2 to 
750MHz, for only $7 4.95. Or the $79.95 ZFL-1000, spanning 
0.1 to 1000 MHz. 

One week delivery ... one year guarantee. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
MODEL FREQUENCY GAIN, dB MAX. POWER NF PRICE $ 

MHz OUTPUT 
(min.) dBm( typ) dB(typ) Ea. Qty. 

ZFL-500 0.05-500 20 +9 5.3 69.95 1-24 
ZFL-500LN 0.1-500 24 +5 2.9 79.95 1-24 
ZFL-750 0.2-750 18 +9 6.0 74.95 1-24 
ZFL-1000 0.1-1000 17 +9 6.0 79.95 1-24 

ZFL-1 OOOG* 10-1000 17 +3 12.0 199.00 1-9 
ZFL-1000H 10- 1000 28 +20 5.0 219.00 1-9 
ZFL-1000LN 0. 1-1000 20 +3 2.9 89.95 1-24 
ZFL-2000 10-2000 20 +17** 7.0 219.00 1-9 

* 30dB gain control **+15dBm below 1000MHz 

finding new ways .. 
setting higher standards 

0 Mini•<!0~,[~0~n~i0~ 
P.O. Box 350166 . Brooklyn . New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500 

Fax (718) 332-4661 Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 6201 56 
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DESIGN IDEAS 
LISTING 1-T FILP-FLOP STATE-MACHINE PROGRAM (Continued) 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <ctype.h> 
char *L_pnt( 8 J, *R_pnt( 8 J; /*Heep storage of generated equations*/ 

I* the logic term for "at" *I char Term( 33 J, *T_pnt; 
char ConditionC81J, *C_pnt; I* condition information for "on" *I 

I* number of flipflops */ int Reg_num; 
main( l { 

void 

int 
char 
void 
Term(32J 

at_val, on_val, c, x; 
*malloc<l, *append(>; 
cal_term<l, generate<>; 

• \0'; 
Reg_num = getchar<l - '0'; /*first character is the number of registers*/ 
for< x = 0 ; x < Reg_num ; x ++ >< 

L_pntC x J = R_pnt( x J = malloc( 4096 l; 
if ( L_pntC x J == NULL l { 

fprintf< stderr,"ERROR: not enough memory available\n" >; 
exit ( 1 l ; 

wh i 1 e ( 1 l { 

} 

switch< c = getchar<l >< 
case'''': I* comment line •I 

while( (c = getchar(ll != '\n' l; 
break; 

case 'a': I* at stuff */ 
case 'A': 

while<isdigit(c = getchar<ll == 0 l; /*remove white space*/ 
at_ val = c - '0'; 
while< isdigit(c = getchar())) at_val = 10 * at_val + c - '0'; 
cal_ term( at_ val l; 
break; 

case 'o': 
case '0": 

I* on stuff */ 

C_pnt Condition; 
*C_pnt++ = •c•; 
while< (c=getchar()) != 
do{ *C_pnt++ = Ccharl(c 
if( ConditionClJ == 'J' 
*C_pnt = '\0' ; 

, [ , ) ; 

getcharCll;} while< c != 
l C_pnt Condition; 

whileCisdigit(c = getchar( >> == 0 l; /*remove white space *I 
on_val = c - '0'; 
wh i 1 e C i sd i g i t ( c 
generate( at_val ~ 

break; 

getcharC»l> on val= 10 *on val 
on_val >; 

case 'e': I* end stuff*/ 
case 'E': 

for( x = 0 ; x < Reg_num; x ++ >< 
printf("Q%c.t := "• 'a'+ x l; 
if( L_pnt( x J == R_pnt( x J ){ 

printf( "0\n\n"l; 
} 

else{ 

} 

exit<0l; 
case ' ': 
case '\t': 
case ,\n': 

break; 
default : 

*R_pnt(xJ = '\0'; 
printf( "11,s\n", L_pnt(xJ >; 

I* leading white space *I 

+ c -

fprintf( stderr, "ERROR:Something is wrong with your input\n" l; 
exit( 1 >; 

} 

cal term< state l /* generate the booleen expression for new "at"*/ 
int state;< 

int ><; 
T_pnt = &Term[32J; 
for< x = 0 ; x < Reg_num x ++, state >>= 1 l < 

*--T _pnt ' '; 
*--T_pnt 'a' + x; 
*--T_pnt 'Q'; 
*--T_pnt (state%2l? '!'; 

Listing continued on pg 196 
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The highest performance and 
hi_gliest inte_gr"!tion, ever. 

Togetfier on a smgle 16-bit chip . 
The Z280™ gives you a more powerful CPU and higher 

performance peripherals than you 've ever seen on a 16-bit 
. . . and the glue to tie it all together. 

chip. Think of it as a 
complete microsystem 
on a chip. 

Unmatched 
performance ... 

Start with the most 
powerful 16-bit engine 
available, add on-board Cache, 
MMU and Burst Mode 
memory support - and you 'II 
begin to understand the 
Z280's power and potential. 

... powerful on-board 
peripherals ... 

Imagine the savings in 
cost and board size when 
you have peripherals like 4 Div\A 
channels that'll give you 
transfers at 6.6 Mbytes/ sec, and 
a full-duplex UART. 

Z280™ 
Package 68-pin 

PLCC/ CMOS 
Typical Power 375mW 
Speed 10-25 MHz 
Memory Support 16 Mb Physical 

Paged 
16-bit Registers 12 General 
Instruction 256-Byte Assoc. 

Pre-fetch Cache; Burst Mode 
Multiprocessor Local or Global 

Support 
Wait Logic Programmable 
OMA 4 Channels, 6.6 

Mb/ s@ 10MHz 
Counter / llmers 316-bit 
Serial 1/0 1 Full-Duplex UART 
DRAM Controller 10-bit Refresh 
Prtce (lOO) $33 

With a DRAM Controller to support up to I MBit DRAMs and 

80186 
68-pin LCC/ NMOS 

2W 
8-12.5MHz 
1 Mb Physical 
Segmented 
8General 
6-Byte Queue 

Local only 

Programmable 
2 Channels 
2Mb/s@ 8MHz 
316-bit 
None 
None 
$43 

68070 
84-pin 
PLCC/CHMOS 
800mW(est) 
10MHz 
16 Mb Physical 
8 or 128 Segments 
15 Dedicated 
None 

Local only 

Hardwire 
2 Channels, 3.2 
Mb/s@ 10MHz 
216-bit 
1 Full-Duplex UART 
None 
$50 

Programmable Wait State Logic
on board- you're really look
ing at significant glue recluction. 

Z280: Truly a microsystem. 

The choice is clear. 

The Z280 gives you a lot 
more performance. In a lot less 
board space. All off the shelf 
and backed by Zilog's proven 
qualitv and reliability Plus, its 
binary code-compatible with 
the ZBO~ and pricecl to rival 8-bit 
chips. And all the development 
support tools you need are 
available from industry leaders. 
Contact your local Zilog sales 
office or your authorized dis
tributor today. Seeing is 
believing. Zilog, Inc. , 210 
Hacienda Ave. , Campbell , CA 
95008 ( 408) 370-8000. 

~~!.£r~~~~·,~~~.,P,~~~:,~~~,~~. Zilog· 
GA (404) 923-8500, IL (312) 885-8080, MA (617) 273 -4222 , MN (612) 831-7611 , NJ (201) 288-3737, (609) 778-8070, an aff1'l1'ate of 
OH (2 16) 447-1480, TX (2H) 231-9090, CANADA Toronto (416 ) 67.)-06} !, ENGLAND Maidenhead (44) (628) 781227, 
w. GERMANY Munich (~9) (89) 612 -6046, JAPAN Tokyo (81) (3) 587-0528, HONG KO NG Kowloon (852) (3) 723-8979. EVON Corporation 
R.O,C, : Taiwan (886) (2) 731-2420, U.S. AND CANADA DISfRIBl!fORS: Anthem Electric, Bell Indus., Graham Elec., llall-Mark Elec., '""' 
JAN Devices Inc., Lionex Corp. , Schwcber Elec., Western Microtech., CANADA Future Elec., SEMAD. 
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DESIGN IDEAS 
LISTING 1-T FILP-FLOP STATE-MACHINE PROGRAM (Continued) 

void generate< diff > I* generate the logic for this "on" statement */ 
int diff;< 

int >< ; 

for( x = 0 ; x < Reg_num ; x ++, diff >>= I >< 
if<diff % 2 ){ 

if< L_pnt r x J ! = R_pnt [ x J > R_pnt[ x J = append< R_pnt[ x J, " 
R_pnt[x) append< R_pnt[xJ, T_pnt J; 

+ II ) ; 

R_pnt[x) append( R_pnt[xJ, Condition >; 
R_pnt[xJ append< R_pnt[xJ, "\n" ) ; 

char •append< old_string, add_string 
char *old_string, •add_string;< 

wh ile ( *add_string ) •old_string++ 
r e turn< old_stringl; 

LISTING 2-INPUT FOR LISTING 1 

" This state machine has 16 used 
states and 0 unused states. 

at 0 
on [ 10 J 
on [!114] 2 

at 
on [ I I ] 3 
on [!!15) 0 

at 2 
on [ 115) 0 
on [!113) 6 

at 3 
on[ !2 7 
on[ 1 10 

at 4 
on[ 17 12 
on[ ' 15 5 

at5 
on[ 16 )4 
on[ ! I 4 )13 

at6 
on[ 114]2 
on[!I12J14 

at7 
on[ 13 J 15 
on [ ! I I )3 

AtS 
on[ 19 )9 
on[!I7 ] 12 

At9 
on[ I10Jll 
on[ ! IS JS 

At10 
on[ I12J14 
on[!l10Jll 

At!! 
on[ Il1Jl0 
on[' I 9 ]9 

At12 
on[ IS JB 
on[!I6 J4 

at13 
on[ I5 )5 
on[!I3 J15 

at14 
on[ I 13)6 
on[!l!IJ!0 

at15 
On[ 14 J13 
On[ ! I 2 )7 

I* append one string to another */ 

•add_string++; 

LISTING 3-0UTPUT FROM LISTING 1 

Qa.t := !Qd !Qc !Qb !Qa [ I0 ) 

+ IQd !Qc IQb Qa [ 1115) 
+ !Qd Qc IQb IQa [ 115 ] 

+ !Qd Qc IQb Qa [ 16 ) 

+ Qd !Qc IQb !Qa [ 19 ) 

+ Qd !Qc !Qb Qa [I IS ] 

+ Qd !Qc Qb !Qa (1110] 
+ Qd !Qc Qb Qa [ l 11 J 

Qb.t := !Qd !Qc !Qb !Qa [!1 14] 
+ !Qd !Qc IQb Qa [ I 1 J 
+ IQd !Qc Qb !Qa [ 115) 
+ IQd IQc Qb Qa [!10 ] 

+ Qd !Qc !Qb Qa [ l 1111 J 
+ Qd !Qc Qb Qa [!19 J 
+ Qd Qc !Qb Qa [!!3 J 
+ Qd Qc Qb Qa ( 14 ) 

Qc. t := IQd IQc Qb IQa [!!13] 
+ !Qd IQc Qb Qa [ 12 ] 

+ !Qd Qc Qb !Qa [ I 14 J 
+ !Qd Qc Qb Qa [ ! I I ) 

+ Qd !Qc IQb !Qa [!!7 ) 

+ Qd !Qc Qb !Qa [ I 12 J 
+ Qd Qc !Qb !Qa [ IB J 
+ Qd Qc Qb !Qa [ ! I 11 J 

Qd.t := !Qd Qc IQb !Qa [ !7 J 
+ IQd Qc !Qb Qa [!!4 J 
+ IQd Qc Qb !Qa [ ! I 12 J 
+ !Qd Qc Qb Qa [ I3 ] 

+ Qd Qc !Qb !Qa [ '16 J 
+ Qd Qc IQb Qa [ IS ] 

+ Qd Qc Qb !Qa [ I13J 
+ Qd Qc Qb Qa [!I2 J 

PC/ AT computer using a Datalight C package, but the 
program should compile on most C packages. This 
program could be augmented with a preprocessor that 
would do syntax checking, look for out-of-range state 
values, and pinpoint input errors. Moreover, such a 
preprocessor should allow string substitution and the 
use of macros, so you could refer to the states by a name 
instead of their assigned value. EDll 

To Vote For This Design, Circle No 750 
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You are looking at the most 
powerful , flexible and unique 
MIL-STD-I553B interface cur· 
rently available. Bar none. 

Now, in one 2 x 3.1" pack· 
age, this new ARX 2427 Uni
versal Bus Interface Unit (UBIU) 
combines all the functions it 
takes three competitive hybrids 
to perform. Fact is, of all hy
brids today, only the ARX 2427 
reduces interface and hard· 
ware time to absolute zero. 

The powerful ARX 2427 
contains a dual port RAM 
that's double-sided and 
double· buffered to eliminate 
contention problems and wait 
states. Data can be mapped 
into RAM blocks by subaddress 
or alternately stacked. Memory 
is accessed for read and write 
using address lines and a select 
line, treated as subsystem 
memory. The host system is 
therefore freed from critical 
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timed response to Bus traffic 
and communication overhead 
is kept to a bare minimum. 
The unit also includes exten· 
sive error checking, which 
eliminates handling bad data. 
Fault monitoring plus many 
other features make the ARX 
2427 clearly the most useful of 
1553 interfaces. 

So forget complex inter
connect schemes. Forget spe· 
cial glue logic circuitry design 

for subsystem compatibility. 
Forget using up valuable PC 
board real estate. The ARX 2427 
is the UBIU to remember when 
you want to solve your 1553 
problems-once-and for all. 

For additional information 
call toll-free: 1-800-THE-1553 
or TWX 510-224-6417. Or write 
Aeroflex Laboratories Inc., 
Microelectronics Division, 
35 South Service Road, 
Plainview, NY 11803. 

© Aeroflex Laboratories Inc. , an ARX Inc. Co. 



DESIGN IDEAS 

Circuit vocalizes dialed phone numbers 

V Lakshminarayanan 
Sneha Corp, Bangalore, India 

the blind. The connections between circuit and tele
phone are in the figure's upper right corner. 

A touch-tone telephone that includes the circuit of Fig 1 
produces a spoken report as you depress each key. By 
vocalizing the numbers and symbols of its keypad, the 
phone provides an audible confirmation that is useful to 

The serial-interface, 2k-bytex8-bit ROM (lC4) stores 
programmed sequences of instructions that are exe
cuted by the speech-processor chip IC2 (manufactured 
by General Instrument Corp and available through 
Radio Shack). The applications brochure for IC2 con-
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Fig 1-For each key you depress on a telephone keyboard, this circuit vocalizes the corresponding number or symbol. 
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Our new OPA602 gives you three 
amps in one, so you won't have to 
compromise on critical design 
parameters. It's fast, accurate, and 
handles tricky capacitive loads with 
no problems. Try it for your pulse 
and data conversion applications. 
.D//e'® construction minimizes 
bias current and noise, so it's a 
good candidate for precision 
instrumentation and 
optoelectronics, too. 

$4.50* in 100s, delivery off the shelf 

Get all the details on the 
uncompromising new OPA602 from 
your sales engineer, or contact 
Applications Engineering, 
602/746-1111. Burr-Brown Corp., 
P.O. Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734 . 

D//el® Burr-Brown Corp. 
•u.s. prices only. 

CIRCLE N092 

2k(l 

2kO 500pF 

BURR-BROWN® 
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tains directions for composing the necessary instruction 
sequences. 

When you depress a key, the tone-dialer chip IC1 

MUTE--i _____ o1_G_1r ____ f"'~~--D-IG_1r __ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-

________ ---:f1-+-__ 10 mSEC 
IC1A. PIN 5 __J L.._ 

ALD ~~'------U: 
I I 
I I 
I 

----t--------±n4--+-_. ~ 10 mSEC 
IC1e. PIN 9 --j-J T--

ICe. PIN 1 I LJ : 

Fig 2-These timing waveforms for the circuit in Fig 1 show the 
relationship between the MUTE signal and the reset and latch-enable 
pulses. 

issues the corresponding number of pulses at its DP 
output. Counter IC5 totals the pulses, and IC6 latches 
the resulting 4-bit digital word. This word, converted to 
serial format by IC2, becomes an address that selects a 
block of memory within IC4• 

IC1's MUTE output (which normally mutes the tele
phone receiver during dial pulsing) goes high during 
the pause interval between digits (Fig 2). Inverter IC8A 
inverts this signal, and the resulting negative edge 
triggers the IC1A timer (configured as a monostable 
multivibrator), which produces a 10-msec pulse at pin 5. 
This pulse latches the 4-bit address within IC2 by 
driving IC2's ALD input low. The pulse also triggers 
IC76 to produce another 10-msec pulse, which resets the 
IC5 counter and the IC6 latch. 

Meanwhile, a microcontroller within IC2 controls data 
flow from IC4 and uses the data to create a pulse-width
modulated signal at IC2's pin 24. This signal undergoes 
passive filtering and amplification by the audio power 
amplifier IC3 before producing an audible word at the 
speaker. EDN 

To Vote For This Design, Circle No 746 

Signal edges set and clear D flip-flop 

Dan Kuechle 
Network Systems Corp, Minneapolis, MN 

For a D flip-flop, set and clear (S and C) are level
sensitive control inputs. The Fig 1 circuit, however, lets 
you set and clear such a flip-flop using the transitions of 
selected signals. 

In this example, the flip-flop IC1A generates the 
active-high status signal that's labeled BUFFER 
FULL. External commands XFER IN and XFER 
OUT load and unload the buffer (not shown), but these 
two signals are not suitable for direct control of flip-flop 
IC1A· However, with the addition of ICrn as shown, IC1A 
sets on the low-to-high transition of XFER IN and 
clears on the high-to-low transition of XFER OUT. 
(The narrow Q pulse from ICrn has a duration only twice 
the flip-flop's propagation delay, but this duration is 
sufficient to clear IC1A· EDN 

To Vote For This Design, Circle No 747 
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Fig 1-ln this configuration, flip-flop IC,A exhibits edge-sensitive set 
and clear controls: A low-to-high transition of XFER IN sets the 
device, and a high-to-low transition of XFER OUT clears it. 
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Augat ZIP sockets 
use only half the 
space of DIP. For 
twice the memory 
on your board. 

Now, Augat makes 
it easier to utilize ZIP 
packaging technology 
and double your board 
performance. With ZIP 
sockets that take up half 
the space of DIP. 

They're the 
end-to-end, side-to-side 
stackable solution. With 
fiat top and tapered 
tails for easy, pick
and-place automatic 
insertion. 
U.S. and Internationa I Patents Issued 
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Available now with 
high-reliability gas-tight 
contacts. 

They come in 16, 
20and 
24-pin 
footprints. 
For256K 
DRAMs, 

Top view: Now you can 1-Mbit 
socket DRAMs side 

to side and end to end. ICs and 
video DRAMS. Send 
us your size and we'll 
send you a sample. Free. 
Plus an insertion and 
extraction tool for a 
perfect fit. 

CIRCLE NO 91 

Get ahead in the 
space race. With ZIP 
sockets. More innovation 
that works from Augat. 
The people you can count 
on to make the link 
between you and what's 
new in packaging 
technology. 
r------------
1 Show me how ZIP sockets help me pack I more memory into less space. Send me my 

I free sample and insertion/extraction tool. 
My footprint size is 0 16 pins 

My application is, ___ _ f 
0 20 pins 0 24 pins. 

Name· ______ _ 
Title. ______ _ 
Company _____ _ 
Street Address, ____ _ 
City State __ 
Zip Tel. __ _ 

EDN010788 Mail to: Augat, Inc. 
Interconnection Components 
Division, 33 Perry Avenue, 
Attleboro, MA 02703, (617) 
222-2202. FAX: 617 222 0693 

mr:;rn INTERCONNECTION 
~ COMPONENTS 
Quality and Innovation 
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DESIGN IDEAS 

Design Entry Blank 
$75 Cash Award for all entries selected by editors. An 
additional $100 Cash Award for the winning design 
of each issue, determined by vote of readers. Addi
tional $1500 Cash Award for annual Grand Prize 
Design, selected among biweekly winners by vote of 
editors. 

To: Design Ideas Editor, EON Magazine 
Cahners Publishing Co 
275 Washington St, Newton, MA 02158 

I hereby submit my Design Ideas entry. 
Name _______________ _ 

Title __________ Phone ____ _ 

Company ______________ _ 

Division (if any) ____________ _ 

Street _______________ _ 

City ______ State ___ Zip ___ _ 

Design Title _____________ _ 

Home Address ____________ _ 

Social Security Number _________ _ 
(Must accompany all Design Ideas submitted by US 
authors) 

Entry blank must accompany all entries. Design 
entered must be submitted exclusively to EON , must be 
original with author(s), must not have been previously 
published (limited-distribution house organs excepted), 
and must have been constructed and tested . 

Exclusive publishing rights remain with Cahners 
Publishing Co unless entry is returned to author or editor 
gives written permission for publication elsewhere. 

In submitting my entry, I agree to abide by the rules 
of the Design Ideas Program. 
Signed _______________ _ 

Date ________________ _ 

Your vote determines this issue's winner. All designs 
published win $75 cash. All issue winners receive an ad
ditional $100 and become eligible for the annual $1500 
Grand Prize. Vote now, by circling the appropriate 
number on the reader inquiry card. 

ISSUE WINNER 
The winning Design Idea for the October 1, 1987, issue 
is entitled "VII converter has zero 18 error," submitted by 
Roberto Burani and Giovanni Stocchino of FATME SpA 
(Rome, Italy). 

MOSFET switches 
memory-supply current 
Steve Mowry 
Texas Instruments Inc , Johnson City, TN 

In Fig 1, the MOSFET serves as a switch that connects 
the memory with V cc only when that supply voltage is 
present. The battery B1 supplies standby current to the 
memory when V cc falls below the battery voltage. 

R2 
220k 

o, 
1N914B 

Vee 

+ 

I~ 

a, 
IRF540 

TO 
MEMORY 

+ c, I 4.7 µF 

Fig I-This circuit connects Vee to memory when voltage is present; 
Q, can pass lA while dropping less than 80 mV. The circuit provides 
battery backup when V cc is not present. 

The MOSFET Qi is off (open) when V cc is less than 
the B1 battery voltage. When V cc rises above the 
battery voltage, the output of comparator IC1 switches 
high and turns on Q1 for operation in the inverted mode. 
In this condition, Q1 can pass lA while dropping less 
than 80 mV. As Vee drops, Q1 turns off before the 
battery can discharge. The components R2 and D2 
prevent oscillation by adding hysteresis to the compara
tor. EDN 

To Vote For This Design, Circle No 748 
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Fluorinert™ LiquidS-products that power Fluoronics Resources. 

*Fluoronics Resources: 

204 

An exclusive 3M 
combination of innovative 
products backed by 
research and develop
ment, manufacturing 
expertise, technical data 
and service assistance 
built on more than 35 
years' experience of pio
neering in fluorochemistry. 

3M has had a whole generation of 
experience in the development, manu
facture and refinement of perfluor
inated liquids. We first introduced 
these versatile liquids to electronics 
design, testing and production profes
sionals in the fifties. Since then , 
Fluorinert Liquids have become the 
mainstays in electronic cooling, high 
reliability testing and vapor 
phase soldering. 

Fluorinert Liquids, used as a direct 
contact heat transfer medium, offer a 
range of physical properties that make 
them particularly suitable for electronic 
uses. They are non-polar and exhibit 
no solvent action. They are colorless, 
low in toxicity, non-flammable and offer 
exceptionally high dielectric strength 
plus thermal and chemical stability. 
Most important, they have almost no 
chemical reactivity and they evaporate 
without leaving a residue on parts. 

Buy the numbers 
Our FC™ numbers- FC-40, FC-70, 
FC-77, etc. - are used to identify 
Fluorinert Liquids that offer certain 
physical characteristics to meet spe
cific application needs. These FC 
numbers are solely 3M designations 
for various fluorochemical products. 

Fluorinert Liquids are being used 
cost-effectively in cooling, high reliabil
ity testing and vapor phase soldering 
operations. When you are interested in 
applying these versatile liquids in your 
own production, 3M can provide an 
abundance of technical information 
and support. 

Technical assistance: the main COMPARATIVE 

benefit of Fluoronics Resources , ... ,~~H~E~~:r~T~R~A~N~S~F~ER~c~o~E~FF~1c~1~E~NT~s~~ 
3M offers prompt assistance to help :: ::: 
you solve many production and testing .... ____________ ,__ 
problems. We provide comprehensive 
technical recommendations for specific 2000 ---------- r--- 1-
fluids. We consult with you on the 
proper application equipment and 

1

:~~~~~~~~~!~1~ help you evaluate production methods "':: 
and results. Our service bulletins bring '" 
you up to date on the most recent ,..------...---._ 
advances in vapor phase soldering 
and high reliabi lity testing. Ask us 
about 3M's audiovisual materials and 
on-site application training seminars. 

Discover Fluorinert™ Liquids' 
heat transfer capability 
What are your needs? A precise de
gree of temperature control? Fast. uni
form heat transfer? High dielectric 
strength? Fluorinert Liquids offer the 
broad range of physical characteris
tics required in most applications. 

Fluorinert Liquids are an effective 
direct contact heat transfer medium 
whether used in a liquid or vapor state. 
Their unique properties enable you to 
use them in contact with sensitive 
components and substrates. 

Major differences between the var
ious products in the Fluorinert Liquids 
family can be seen in their boiling 
points. These can range from 56°C to 
253°C. Should you need products with 
intermediate boiling temperatures, the 
3M staff will work with you to fashion a 
product especially for your needs. It's 
an example of how 3M's Fluoronics Re
sources provide you with "customized" 
service to solve special problems. 

20 

HeatTrlnslerMode 

Boiling 
Liquids 

Fluorinert ™ Liquids achieve 
accurate high reliability testing 
It 's a small world you work in. Where 
time ticks in nanoseconds and dimen
sion is measured in Angstrom units. 
And as circuitry becomes more com
plex, a greater demand is placed on 
testing capability- not only in speed, 
but in higher reliability and accuracy. 

Fluorinert Liquids meet those re
quirements by providing a controlled 
temperature environment and a high 
degree of electrical protection. They 
offer maximum compatibility between 
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the heat transfer medium and the de
vice under test. Fluorinert Liquids re
duce testing costs by reducing testing 
time substantially. They do this by rap
idly reaching test temperature and 
providing precise and uniform tem
perature control. You 'll minimize the 
number of faulty units by detecting de
fects before they become rejects. 

These liquids provide cost-effective 
tests such as gross leak, thermal 
shock, liquid burn-in , ceramic crack 
detection, electrical environmental, 
temperature calibration and failure 
analysis/short. de.tection. . . . 

Fluorinert L1qu1ds are spec1f1ed 1n 
the MIL-STD's for thermal shock and 
gross leak testing. 

THERMAL SHOCK TEST CONDITIONS 

Miiitary Standard 883-1011 
Military Approved 
Fluorinert Liquids 

Test Holle st Cold Test Hot Test Cold Test 
Condition Step 1 Step 2 Step 1 Step2 

A 100' C -O"C water , FC-40 Water . 
FC-40. FC-77 

B 125' C - 55' C FC-40. FC-70. FC-77 
FC-5311 

c 150"C - 65'C FC-40, FC-70, FC-77 
FC-5311 

D 200"C - 65'C FC-70. FC-77 
FC-5311 

E 150"C - 195' C FC-40, FC-70, Liq. N2 
FC-5311 

F 200'C - 195'C FC-70, Liq. N2 
FC-5311 

GROSS LEAK TEST CONDITIONS 
Military Approved Fluorlnert Liquids 

Military Indicator Detector Abso~tlon 
Standards Fluids Fluids Flu ds 
MIL-STD FC-40, FC-43 FC-72, FC-84 Do not apply 883-1014 
MIL-STD FC-40, FC-43 FC-72, FC-84 FC-43, FC-75, 
750-1071 FC-77 
MIL-STD FC-40, FC-43 FC-72, FC-84 Do not apply 202-112 
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Discover higher yields in 
vapor phase soldering 
Fluorinert Liquids have been the in
dustry's fluid of choice since the vapor 
phase reflow soldering (VPS) process 
was introduced in 1975. There are a 
number of good reasons for this uni
versal acceptance. VPS with Fluorinert 
Liquids produces highly reliable sol
der joints. The system reduces reiect 
rates, increases production, and low
ers production costs. With Fluorinert 
Liquids, you can be assured that your 
products will never be exposed to a 
temperature higher than the selected 
liquid's boiling point. (See above) 

You 'll avoid those problems usually 
associated with other systems -
shadowing, uneven heating, and over
heating. The liquids are non-flamma
ble. Their low surface tension helps 
them evaporate quickly from the work 
pieces without leaving a residue. 

VPS with Fluorinert Liquids is espe
cially suited for boards with high mass 
or complex geometries. The liquid va
pors completely surround the assem
bly and penetrate remote recesses to 
heat all surfaces evenly. The vapors 
are 15 to 20 times heavier than air so 
they can be contained easily within the 
work area. The system offers an oxy
gen-free, non-corrosive environment to 
minimize rejects from oxidation 
contamination. 

Some typical applications using 
Fluorinert Liquids in VPS include sur
face mounted leaded or leadless 
components, through-hole leads and 
wire-wrap pins, lead frame attach
ment, reflow of electroplated sc:ilder or 
tin and miscellaneous metal jo1n1ng. 

VPS SELECTION GUIDE 

Fluorlnert Liquid Boiling Point Typical Solders 
FC-43 17 4 'C/345'F 70 Sn/18 Pb/12 In 

1001n 
58Sn/42 In 
58 Bi/42 Sn 

FC-70, FC-5311 215'C/419'F 63Sn/37 Pb 
FC-5312 60Sn/40 Pb 

62 Sn/36 Pb/2 Ag 

FC-71 253'C/487'F 100 Sn 
95Sn/5~ 
60 Pb/40 n 

Discover the unique coolinQ 
benefits of Fluorinert™ Liquids 
As the package size decreases, your 
need for more efficient heat dis
sipation increases in proportion. 3M 
Fluorinert Liquids are very efficient as 
a direct contact heat transfer medium, 
with the added advantage of having 
the high dielectric characteristics 
needed to meet stringent demands of 
the diversified electronics industry. We 
offer 11 liquids with boiling points that 
range from 56°C to 253°C. 

These stable liquids allow you to 
maximize power density and miniatur
ize your package. Yet they re.duce fail
ure rates and increase rellab1l1ty. 

Fluorinert Liquids are used in such 
demanding applications as: 
• Radar transmitters• Power supplies 
·High voltage transformers• Lasers 
• Radar klystrons • Computer modules 
•Computer memories• Fuel .cells . 

Typical properties of Fluonnert Liq
uids used in cooling are: 

Fluorinert Liquid Vapor 
Liquid FC-77 Room Temp. Bollin~olnt Bolling Point 
(English Units) (n'f) (20 ) 207'F @/ATM 

Oens1% 
lb t3 111 100 0.85 

Thermal Con~uctiv~ 
Blu/(hr)(ll ('f t) 0.037 0.033 0.008 

Specific Heat 0.25 0.28 0.23 Blu/(lb.) ('f) 
Viscosity 1.42 0.46 0.02 c.p. 
Coefficient of 

TOO'mal ExpansiOll 
ft3i(ft3)('f) 0.0008 0.0009 0.0015 

Discover heating/curing 
with Fluorinert TM Liquids 
Because they maintain their vapor 
temperature with absolute predsion, 
Fluorinert Liquids can be used 1n 
many heating and/or curing oper
ations. They serve as heat transfer 
media in solder mask and polymer 
thick film applications and for poly
mer processing. The non-corrosive 
vapors will not support oxidation. Ideal 
where solvent flash-off is a problem. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

SMART SWITCH 

• Has 35V/12A rating 
• Features built-in diagnostic 

capability 

Fabricated using SIPMOS technolo
gy, the BTS-412A is a smart MOS 
power switch that features built-in 
protection functions. SIPMOS tech
nology integrates 5V-CMOS and 
high-voltage-CMOS structures with 
vertical power MOSFETs without 
using junction or dielectric isolation. 
Targeted at automotive and indus
trial applications, the device is fully 
protected against overloads, under
voltage, short circuits, and junction 
temperatures exceeding 150°C. 
Available in a T0-220 package, it 
operates to 35V and has a maximum 
load-current rating of 12A. In its off 

o 6V 

JHPUT 

- sv 

ALO 1704 

• sv 
OUTPUT 

•• SY 

CMOS OP AMP 

• Low-power alternative to J-FET 
op amps 

• Has 5Vlµsec slew rate 

The ALD-1704 CMOS op amp pro
vides a low-power and low-cost al
ternative to J-FET op amps. The 
device has a slew rate of 5V/µsec 
and a bandwidth of 2.1 MHz when 
operating from dual supplies of 
±3.25 to ±6V. Its power dissipation 
is 45 mW at a supply voltage of 
±5V. The IC offers rail-to-rail 
input- and output-voltage ranges, 
and its output-current rating is 10 
mA. The output is short-circuit pro
tected to 15 mA. The manufacturer 
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

state, the device will block 45V at 
very low standby current consump
tion. $6.25 (1000). 

Siemens Components Inc, Power 

offers four input offset-voltage 
grades: 10-mV 1704G, $1.36; 
4.5-mV 1704, $1.51; 2-mV 1704B, 
$2.57; and 0.9-mV 1704A, $3.58 
(100). A military ceramic DIP is 
available for all grades. 

Advanced Linear Devices, 1030 
West Maude Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 
94086. Phone (408) 720-8737. TLX 
510-100-6588. 

Circle No 352 

DIGITAL FILTER 

• Features 20-kH z cut-off 
frequency 

• Has optional delay equalizer 
that corrects phase response 

The PBA-3265 lowpass filter oper
ates as a band-limiting, antialiasing 
filter in digital audio systems with 
48- to 50-kHz sampling rates. The 
device's frequency response is sta
ble to within 0.1 dB from de to 20 
kHz. Its stop-band attenuation is 80 
dB min from 24 to 100 kHz. The 
PBA-3266 matching delay equalizer 
corrects the filter's phase response. 

Semiconductor Div, 2191 Laurel
wood Rd, Santa Clara, CA 95054. 
Phone ( 408) 980-4545. 

Circle No 351 

The resulting group-delay variation 
is constant within ±30 µsec for fre
quencies to 19 kHz. You can employ 
its built-in sin xix compensation net
work to facilitate the use of the 
filter/equalizer combination as a re
construction filter following a D/ A 
converter. The sin xix section is 
designed for a system that provides 
a 48-kHz sampling rate. Each cir
cuit comes in a single-in-line pack
age. PBA-3265, $24.50; PBA-3266, 
$29.50 (100). 

Rifa Inc, Box 3110, Greenwich, 
CT 06836. Phone (203) 625-7300. 

Circle No 353 
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BUS TRANSCEIVER 
• Is a 2-µm CMOS device 
• For use in 48-mA bus-transceiv-

er applications 

The VL83Cll is a 48-mA bus-trans
ceiver chip designed to drive SCSI 
bus signals. The device will inter
face directly to the future VL53C86 
or NCR 53C86 SCSI-protocol-con
troller families. You can also use the 
chip with other interfaces that re
quire a general-purpose 48-mA bus 
transceiver. Exclusive of interface 
current, the VL83Cll operates at 
less than l/io the amount of current 
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required by its NMOS-equivalent, 
the NCR 8310. The device comes in 
a 52-pin plastic leaded chip carrier 
(PLCC). $8.13 (1000). 

VLSI Technology Inc, 8375 
South River Parkway, Tempe, AZ 
85284. Phone (602) 752-8574. 

Circle No 354 

CMOS COMBOs 
• Directly replace industry-stan

dard NMOS types 
• Have 80-mW typ power dissipa

tion 

The TCM29C13, TCM29C14, 
TCM29C16, and TCM29Cl 7 CMOS 
combos directly replace the 2913, 
2914, 2916, and 2917 NMOS-type 
ICs and dissipate 40% less power. 
They have a typical power dissipa
tion of 80 mW when in operation and 
of 5 mW when on standby. Their 
power-supply rejection specs are 30 
dB from 0 to 50 kHz. Combos are 

TYPICAL POWER DISSIPATION 
100--~~~~~~~~--

001--~~~~~~~~--t 

OPERATING 
MODE 

STANDBY 
MODE 

single-chip devices that combine the 
functions of PCM codecs (encoders/ 
decoders) and PCM filters. You can 
use them in telecom line cards for 
interfacing with a full-duplex, 
4-wire , voice telephone circuit in 
time-division-multiplexed transmis
sion systems. The combos operate 

~ atch Apple's new Macintosh 

II do for color computing 

what the original Macintosh 

did for black & white. Our 

RAMDAC enables Macintosh 

II to display some of the fines 

quality graphics available 

in a personal computer. 
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from 0 to 70°C and use ±5V sup
plies. They come in ceramic DIPs, 
plastic DIPs, and small outline pack
ages. $7.01 to $8.47 (100). 

Texas Instruments Inc, Semicon
ductor Group (SC-777), Box 809066, 
Dallas, TX 75380. Phone (800) 232-
3200. 

Circle No 355 

CMOS GATE ARRAYS 

• Have unloaded inverter delay of 
0.4 nsec 

• Feature 1.25-µm technology 

RVG CMOS gate arrays incorporate 
rad hardening and have 5670 to 
20,440 2-input gates. Representa
tive arrays include the 5670-gate 
RVG5, the 10,360-gate RVGlO, the 
14,640-gate RVG15, and the 20,440-
gate RVG20. The 2-input NAND 
gate has a delay of 0. 95 nsec with a 
fan-out of 2; its typical power dissi
pation is only 8 µ W/MHz. The gate 
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arrays feature symmetrical switch
ing and edge delays, operate at 250-
MHz flip-flop frequencies, and are 
TTL/CMOS compatible. Each I/O 
interface includes protection circuit
ry for a 2000V electrostatic dis
charge and is user programmable as 
an input, output, or bidirectional 
signal connection. You can select 
from an extensive macrocell library 
of SSI, MSI, and LSI functions. 

Military and commercial NRE (non
recurring engineering) costs, from 
$35,000; military devices, from $150 
(1000/year); commercial devices, 
from $65 (10,000/year). 

Raytheon Co, Semiconductor 
Div, 350 Ellis St, Mountain View, 
CA 94043. Phone (415) 968-9211. 

Circle No 356 

CODEC/FILTER 

• Is compatible with AT&T and 
CC/TT telephone standards 

• Features a low transmit idle
channel noise level 

The M5913 CMOS codec/filter IC 
provides the AID and DIA conver
sion and the transmit and receive 
filtering required to interface a full
duplex voice circuit to a time-divi
sion-multiplexed PCM digital tele
phone system. The device is 
compatible with AT&T's D3/D4 
standard and with applicable 

® 

e 
Macintosh II. 640x480 resolution, 
displays 256 colors simultaneously 
from a 16.8 million color palette. 
81453. Triple 8-bit 40 MHz RAMDAC 
with 256 color lookup table. 
Monolithic CMOS. 

Brooktree Corporation, 9950 Barnes 
Canyon Road, San Diego, California 
92121. 1-800.VIDEO IC or 1-800-

422-9040, in California. 

Apple• and Macintosh™ II are trade
marks of Apple Computer Corporation. 

CIRCLE NO 13 
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CCITT standards. It has a power
supply rejection ratio of -40 dB 
from de to 150 kHz. You can operate 
the codec at either a fixed data-rate 
or in a variable data-rate mode. To 
ensure the integrity of the PCM 
highway, the unit contains power
on-reset circuitry and circuitry that 
permits detection of an interrupted 
clock. The device operates from 
±5V supplies and has a typical ac
tive power dissipation of 60 mW. 
Approximately $6 (1000). 

SGS Microelectronica SpA, Via 
C Olivetti 2, 20041 Agrate Brianza, 
Italy. Phone (039) 65551. TLX 
330131. 

Circle No 357 
SGS Semiconductor Corp, 1000 

E Bell Rd, Phoenix, AZ 85022. 
Phone (602) 867-6100. TLX 249976. 

Circle No 358 

8-BIT VIDEO DAC 

• Accepts TTL inputs 
• Provides 1V p-p output signal 

into 750 

The AH50008 8-bit composite-video 
DI A converter serves both mono
chrome and color digital-display ap
plications. The converter accepts 
8-bit video data, as well as synchro
nizing and blanking commands, di
rectly from TTL sources. The con
verter has RSl 70A- and 
RS343A-compatible outputs, which 
can provide a 1 V p-p signal at a 
90-MHz update rate into a 750 coax
ial cable and monitor. The output 
transitions are virtually glitch-free 
and require no additional pro
cessing. The device comes in a 
24-pin hermetically sealed DIP and 
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operates from -55 to + 100°C. $50 
(100). 

Analogic Corp, Data Conversion 
Products, 360 Audubon Rd, Wake
field, MA 01880. Phone (617) 246-
0300. 

Circle No 359 

SYNTHESIZER IC 

• Allows direct synthesis of sine 
waves via a DIA converter 

• Suited to fast frequency-hopping 
applications 

The SP2001 is a digital frequency 
synthesizer that directly generates 
the 8-bit DAC code required to pro
duce sine waves at frequencies be
tween 5 kHz and 100 MHz. Because 
this method of generating sine 
waves eliminates the delays inher
ent in PLL synthesizers, the time it 
takes to hop between one frequency 
and another is affected only by the 
DI A converter's settling time; with 
a suitable DIA converter, you can 
achieve worst-case frequency-hop 
delays of about 17 nsec. This system 
also achieves close-to-carrier noise 
levels of - 135 dBc/Hz. Fabricated in 
ECL technology, the unit requires 
-5.2 and -2V supplies. It comes in 
a 40-pin ceramic DIP. £375. 

Plessey Semiconductors Ltd, 
Cheney Manor, Swindon, Wiltshire 
SN2 2QW, UK. Phone (0793) 36251. 
TLX 449637. 

Circle No 360 
Plessey Semiconductors, 9 Par

ker, Irvine, CA 92718. Phone (714) 
472-0303. 

Circle No 361 

CMOSDAC 

• Provides 14-bit accuracy and 
resolution 

• Is TTL/CMOS compatible 

The AD7538 multiplying D/ A con
verter provides 14-bit accuracy and 
resolution over its full temperature 
range. Its integral and differential 
nonlinearity are ±2 and ±4 LSB, 
respectively. Double-buffered data 
latches and µP compatibility allow 

simultaneous updating in systems 
that use multiple DACs. Using 
standard chip-select and memory
write commands, the current-out
put DAC is parallel-loaded by a sin
gle 14-bit word. Applications 
include microprocessor-based con
trol systems, digital audio, and pre
cision servo control. You can obtain 
the device in a 24-pin plastic or 
ceramic DIP. $10.50 to $51.90 (100). 

Analog Devices, Box 9106, Nor
wood, MA 02062. Phone (617) 329-
4700. TWX 174059. 

Circle No 362 

16-DIODE ARRAY 

• MIL-S-19500 qualified to JAN, 
JANTX, and JANTXV 

• On qualified product list 

The 1N5772 16-diode array has 
eight common anodes and eight 
common cathodes brought out to 
two separate leads on a 10-lead flat 
pack. The other eight leads connect 
to the anode-cathode junctions of 
each of the eight series pairs. Each 
diode sustains a minimum break
down voltage of 60V and a minimum 
current of 500 mA. Designed for 
high-speed military applications, 
the device meets the requirements 
of MIL-S-19500/474 and has typical 
switching speeds of less than 10 
nsec. Its operating temperature
range is -55 to + 150°C. JANTX 
version, $21 (100). 

Silicon General, 11861 Western 
Ave, Garden Grove, CA 92641. 
Phone (714) 898-8121. TWX 910-
596-1804. 

Circle No 363 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
COMPONENTS & POWER SUPPLIES 

POWER SUPPLIES 

• Designed to meet UL and CSA 
standards 

• MTBF rating exceeds 100,000 
hours 

Available in both pc-board and chas
sis-mount configurations, Series 
3000 ac to de power supplies mea
sure lx2x3 in. and provide a 0.7W/ 
in3 power density. To achieve this 
high power density, the supply de
sign employs an efficient semi
toroidal transformer that's matched 
with a proprietary, low-drop-out 
regulator. The supplies offer user
selectable input ranges of 105 to 

SOCKETS 
• Guided-entry and -alignment 

ribs ease device orientation 
• Socket design provides more 

contact area at the leads 

Designed for burn-in service, these 
sockets accommodate 44- and 84-pin 
plastic leaded-chip carrier (PLCC) 
devices. They have a locking mecha
nism that facilitates manual or auto
mated loading and unloading, pre
vents damage to delicate leads, and 
insures positive lead contact. A sim
ple push seats the PLCC firmly in 
the socket with an audible click. A 
second push ejects the device above 
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125V ac and 210 to 250V ac and have 
outputs of 5V at 0. 725A, 12V at 
0.35A, and 24V at 0.175A. These 
miniature supplies feature line and 
load regulation of ±0.1 %. Short
circuit and overvoltage protection 
are standard. The units are de
signed to meet UL and CSA stand
ards for power supplies and have a 
MTBF rating of more than 100,000 
hours. $37 for pc-board version; 
$42. 95 for chassis-mount model 
(100). 

Martel Electronics, 27 Roulston 
Rd, Windham, NH 03087. Phone 
(603) 893-0886. 

Circle No 364 

the socket edge for easy removal. 
Guided-entry and -alignment ribs 
ease the PLCC into proper orienta
tion within the socket. An improved 
socket design provides more contact 
area at the top and sides of the leads 
to improve reliability. The sockets 

feature quick visual polarization, 
and the side and bottom vents allow 
increased airflow for heat dissipa
tion, as well as access for test 
probes. $9. 98 for the 44-pin unit; 
$15.12 for the 84-pin version (1000). 

3M, Dept EP87-109, Box 2963, 
Austin, TX 78769. Phone (512) 834-
1803. 

Circle No 365 

MEMBRANE KEYPADS 

• 2- and 5-million-cycle lifetimes 
• Feature sealed splash-poof 

switches 

The Series 4000 membrane keypads 
are available in 4x4 and 3x4 arrays 
with either embossed, detented or 
flat nontactile keys. Sealed splash
proof switches, a built-in static 
shield, and chemically resistant 
graphics overlays are standard. The 
4x4 arrays have hexadecimal 
graphics; the 3x4 arrays have 
standard telephone keypad graph
ics. The graphics are mounted on a 
rigid base, which has a UL 94V-O 
rating, and are available in red, 
black, and white. The circuit config
uration is an X-Y matrix output. 
The keypads terminate via a 6-in. 
flex tail that includes male and fe
male connectors. The lifetime meas
ures 2 million cycles for detent
type pads and 5 million cycles for 
nondetent-type units. $5.53 (1000). 
Delivery, four to five weeks ARO. 

C&K Components Inc, 15 River
dale Ave, Newton, MA 02158. 
Phone (617) 964-6400. 

Circle No 366 
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LITHIUM POWER 
SOURCE NEEDS? 

Electrochem Provides the Perfect Match 
Whatever Your Application 

CEllection™ is our exclusive system for matching the right cell (size, 
termination, voltage, current drain, etc.) to your specific application. 

You provide us with a few details .. . and we do all the rest. You get a 
detailed recommendation, prepared by our expert Applications 

Engineering Staff. Call or write for your CEllection Starter Kit today. 

Electrochem's exclusive Per
formaxx cell packs specifically 

designed to power test and 
measurement instrumentation 

used in oil exploration and 
development market. Rugged 

safe .. . packs operate well 
from 0°C- 150°C. 

3.9 3.9 

3.7-3.5 3.8-3.5 

Don't trouble yourself over 
what cell to specify. let 

Cfllection solve your design 
problems for you. 

Electrochem lithium Cells give you more energy per unit volume than any 
other non-lithium cell We have a full range of cells for many applications. 

"PWRce/I 

l•J f ~~5mR~~EM 
DIVISION OF WILSON GREATBATCH LTD. 
10,000 WEHRLE DRIVE· CLARENCE. NY 14031 
PHO NE: (716) 759-2828 TELEX 91 -386 
FAX (716) 759-85 79 

I 
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COMPONENTS & POWER SUPPLIES 

CHIP KITS 

• Ease problems in prototyping 
surface-mount circuits 

• Include a complete selection of 
resistor and capacitor chips 

The CR-1 chip resistor and CC-1 
chip capacitor kits are designed to 
eliminate problems associated with 
prototyping surface-mount circuits. 
The CR-1includes1540 pieces com
posed of 10 chips of every 5% value 
from 10n to 10 Mn. The 0805-size 
chips cover values ranging to 3.3 
Mn and have a 100-mW rating; 
above 3.3 Mn, the 1206-size chips 
have a 125-mW rating. The CC-1 kit 
contains 365 pieces (both 0805 and 
1206 sizes) composed of five chip 
capacitors of every 10% value be
tween 1 pF and 0.33 µF. The kit 
contains NPO- (to 680 pF), X7R- (to 
0.1 µF), and Z5U- (above 0.1 µF) 
type chips. $49.95. 

Communications Specialists 
Inc, 426 W Taft Ave, Orange, CA 
92665. Phone (800) 854-0547; in CA, 
(714) 998-3021. 

Circle No 367 

MOSFET MODULES 

• Current-sensing dice allow near
ly lossless feedback circuits 

• Electrically isolated bases allow 
direct mounting to heat sinks 

CPY213E MOSFET modules pro
vide nearly lossless feedback circuit 
designs. They include two n-channel 
HexSense die and two fast-recovery 
diodes paralleling two p-channel 
HexFET die in an H-bridge config
uration. The on-resistance measures 
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0.18n for the bottom-side n-channel 
devices and 0.3n for the top-side 
p-channel devices, providing design
ers 6.lA/leg at 45°C. The sensing 
circuits on the HexSense dice are 
formed by isolating a number of 
cells on the HexFET die from the 
main-source metallization. Because 
each cell in the HexFET matrix is 
parallel and identical, sampling cur-

rent in one or several cells gives a 
scaled indication of the main cur
rent. The units are housed in low
profile (0.5-in.), 11-pin single-in-line 
packages. $8.65 (1000). Delivery, 
four to eight weeks ARO. 

International Rectifier, 233 
Kansas St, El Segundo, CA 90245. 
Phone (213) 607-8939. 

Circle No 368 

ULTRA QUIET ... AND ... 
LARGE AIR FLOW 

BRUSHLESS DC FAN MOTORS 
Max. Noise Rated 

Rated Air Flow Level Current 
Series v CFM/min . dB mA 

CF60-T 12 14-22 26-37.5 100-220 

FEATURES 
• extremely low noise 
• large air flow 
• long-life , brush less 
• low power consumption 
• 12 and 24V de models CF60-H 24 14-22 26-37.5 60-120 

CF80-T 12 32-46 27-37 100-230 • - 10° to + 70° C 
operation 

• 24 models available CF80-H 24 32-46 27-37 65-140 

APPLICATIONS CF92-T 12 30-48 28-34 90-1 90 

• personal computers CF92-H 24 30-48 28-34 50-100 

CF120-T 12 49-78 32-40 110-330 

CF120-H 24 49-78 32-40 80-200 

• printers 
• numerical control 

machines 
• medical apparatus 
• power supplies For more information call . write or circle reader response number. 

• test equipment 
Ca11011 

CANON USA, INC. COMPONENTS DIVISION 
New York Office/Headquarters One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY 11042 • 516/488-6700 ·FAX 516/354-1114 

Santa Clara Office 4000 Burton Dr. , Santa Clara, CA 95054 • 408/986-8780 •FAX 408/986-0230 
Dallas Office 3200 Regent Blvd ., Irving , TX 75063 • 214/830-9600 •FAX 214/830-9603 
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COMPONENTS & POWER SUPPLIES 

CONVERTER SYSTEM 

• Provides multiple channels of 7 
to 20V de at ±30 mA 

• Isolation guaranteed to 1500V ac 

The PWS740 system provides multi
ple channels of 7 to 20V de bipolar 
outputs with isolation 100% tested 
and guaranteed to 1500V ac. By 
sharing a common power driver 

NDK 1300 Series 
Compact Crystal Clock 
Oscillators 
NDK's 1300 Series offers the widest 
range of CMOS- and TTL-compatible 
compact oscillators available. Frequen
cies from 28 kHz to 70 MHz with enable/ 
disable std and dual-frequency output as 
an option. All in rugged, space-saving, 
half-size packages that are perfect for 
high density pc-board applications. 

NDK 1300 Series Features 
• Broadest range of available frequencies-

28 kHz to 70~Hz 
• Low-power/ low-heat CMOS technology 
• Choice of lTL, CMOS or dual-compatibility 
• Compact size (0.52-inch square)-perfect 

for portables 
• Quick rise and fall times (5, 7, IV ns) 
• Excellent fan out (2 or 5 lTL gates) 
• Sealed, grounded metal case resists EMI, 

high temperatures, humidity 
• Shock and vibration resistant 

AVAILABLE FREQUENCIES 
28 3 22 25 70 

kHz MHz MHz MHz MHz """'"" ...... , ... 1 I I I 

I I 

Otl1LrBr.1nd.., 

NDK: Your single source. 
NDK offers the widest range of compact 
crystal oscillators, microprocessor quartz 
crystals, and standard crystal oscillators 
available.All fully guaranteed to be free 
from impurities and defects.And all read
ily available through NDK's nationwide 
network of stocking distributors. 
For a free product catalog, or to order 
evaluation samples, contact NDK today. 

NDK America, Inc. 
203oos1evenscreeks1vd.,suit~ooo 
Cupertino, CA 95014-2210 
Telephone: (408) 255-0831 
Telex: 352057 NDKCOLTD CPTO 
Fax: (408) 725-0369 ® 
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among several channels and using 
board-mounted transformers and 
rectifiers, you can generate bipolar 
isolated output as high as ±30 mA. 
The system consists of three inte
grated components. The PWS740-1 
is a 400-kHz oscillator/driver in a 
T0-3 package; it handles as many as 
eight separate signal channels. The 
PWS740-2 is a trifilar-wound isola
tion transformer with a ferrite core 
and is encapsulated in a compact 
plastic package. The PWS740-3 is a 
high-speed rectifier bridge housed 
in a plastic 8-pin DIP. When you're 
using two or more PWS740-1 mod
ules, a sync pin synchronizes opera
tion and eliminates troublesome 
beat-frequency switching noise. A 
TTL-compatible enable pin permits 
output shutdown. PWS740-1, 
$12. 75; PWS740-2, $2.50; PWS740-
3, $1.25 (100). 

Burr-Brown Corp, Box 11400, 
Tucson, AZ 85734. Phone (602) 746-
1111. TLX 666491. 

Circle No 369 

440A at 25V and 30V 

,,--+------. 
SCHOTTKYs 

RECTIF IER MODULES 

• Handle peak reverse voltages of 
25 and 30V 

• Operating range of -65 to 
+150°C 

The 440CNQ025/030 center-tapped 
Schottky rectifier modules handle 
maximum working peak reverse 
voltages of 25 and 30V, respectively, 
at currents as high as 220A/leg. The 
modules have a maximum peak for
ward voltage drop/leg of 0.59V at 
25°C, a maximum peak 1-cycle non-
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Large, angled marking Non-burning, heat 
surfaces for easy labeling p;;;;;;iiiiiiiiioiioii....,,....,..__0=3o ____ _......___.--.,....,._........,..~-.-----------t•and humidity-resistant 

and readability. insulating material_ 

Coding system protects 
against misconnection 

without loss of poles.-1-_..,_,_..!l-A.~~ 

Funnel-shaped entry 
for easy installation 

of wiring. 

Introducing the Weidmuller zinc-plated steel clamping both vertical and horizontal 
BLA/SLA Plug and Socket mechanism for a secure configurations. A double-
Connector System. connection. header version is available 

For years Weidmuller ter- The glass-filled poly- · for applications requiring 
_..,....._ minal blocks ester insulating material even greater wiring density. 

and connectors of BLA/SLA connectors With so many standard 
have set the is non-burning (UL94V-0) features and with such 
standard all and heat and humidity options as supplementary 
over the world resistant to maintain pin- mechanical mounting 
in electrical and to-pin ~pacing_in adverse f/,,~;t/,1,7:'J0~e;·n':r':i%~ blocks ~d s~n relief , 
electronic con- operatmg environments. wiring density. covers, were confident you ll 

Vibration-proof clamp nection systems. Marking surfaces on the find BLA/ SLA 
des ign for easy wire N d · k 1 d 1 d .C h b 

installation and removal. ow, our es1gn soc ets are arge an ang e ior t e est system 
engineers have come up with ease of labeling and reading. available for 
another brilliant solution. Our The design of BLA/SLA connecting dis-
compact new BLA/SLA connectors prevents mis- crete wiring to 
System for machine and alignment. And, thanks to printed circuit 
PrOCeSS control cITCUit Our Simple new coding SyS- boards. Optional mechanical 

BLA/SLA S Call 
. mountmg provides 

boards. tern, the ystem or wnte additional stability. 

Our new design provides protection against for more information about the 
makes it quick and easy misconnection of plug and Weidmuller BLA/SLA. 
to install and repair wiring socket when you're using A system whose brilliance 
at the factory and in the more than one connector. you'll appreciate even if you're 
field without expensive All without loss of poles. color-blind. 
t 1 R fin ts. 1 d Optional coverwith We "d ll BLA/SLA 
furi~~1-~ha;~e~ir~n~n1tn~s, strainrel~onnectors ~e~~ail~b1e in 2 to Weidmiill r ~ 
captive screws, and an improved 24-pole modules. They come in You can't make a better connection.™ 
{, Weidmuller. Inc. 1987 
P..itents Pending Wn.te Weidmuller. Inc., 821 Southlake Boulevard, R ichmond, Virginia 23236. Phone (804) 794-2877. Telex: 828376. 
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repetitive surge-current rating of 
4000A, and a maximum continuous 
peak reverse current/leg of 40 mA. 
The maximum capacitance/leg is 
9200 pF , and dV/dT equals 1000 
V/µsec. The operating range spans 
-65 to + 150°C. 440CNQ025, 
$26.13; 440CNQ030, $28.14 (100). 
Delivery, eight to 10 weeks ARO. 

International Rectifier, 233 
Kansas St, El Segundo, CA 90245. 
Phone (213) 607-8837. 

Circle No 370 

DC/DC CONVERTER 

• Provides 40W output power in a 
pc-board-mountable package 

• Features 500V input-to-output 
isolation 

The PKA 4411 PIL isolated de/de 
converter provides a 5V/8A output 
from a pc-board-mountable package 
that measures only 3 x 3x0.78 in. 

·Serles CV 

The package's 0. 78-in. height above 
the pc board allows mounting on 
boards that plug into racks on a 6TE 
(1.2-in.) spacing. The converter ac
cepts de input voltages in the range 
of 39 to 64V and has input-to-output 
isolation to 500V de. Its predicted 
MTBF is more than 200 years at an 
ambient temperature of 45°C. The 
operating range is -45 to +65°C, 
but you can obtain another version, 
the PKA-4411-PI, which has an in
tegral heat sink that extends its 
operating temperature range to 
85 °C. The extended temperature 
range version also has a 3x3-in. 
footprint, but its height is 1.39 in. A 
chassis-mount version with fast-on 

terminals is also avail.able. Approxi
mately Swedish Krona 811 (100). 

Rifa AB, Power Products Div, 
16381 Stockholm, Sweden. Phone 
(8) 757-5000. TLX 10948. 

Circle No 371 
Rifa Inc, Greenwich Office Park 

3, Greenwich, CT 06836. Phone 
(203) 625-7300. 

Circle No 372 

IC SOCKETS 

• Designed for surface mounting 
• Angled pins facilitate testing 

and troubleshooting 

Type 105 and 117 IC sockets are 
designed for surface-mount applica
tions. Type 105 units have angled 
pins (gull type) that provide easy 
access for in-circuit testing and 
troubleshooting. Type 117 units fea
ture a floating-contact design that 
compensates for the effects of un-

Compad Economy Swltchen 

Compare to LH Serles TMF ! 
More power! Better specs! Better prices! 

•Safety & EMI :¢>.: @@ ~ • 42 models 

• Form & function equal • 1-5 outputs 

• 2 year warranty • 5-48V, to 120A 

• Direct from stock 

Now for a limited time - purchase 
small quantities @ 100 piece price! 

Call Toll Free 1·800·523-2332 

u);.. ri. llPO BOX 1369 • WISSAHICi<.ON AVEN UE. NORTH WA LES. PA 19454 
'I~ /IN;. PHONE· 2151699-9261 TWX. 5 101661·806 I 
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Compare 
PRICE. PERFORMANCE and REUABI 
and Sii-Pad K·10 easily~ Beryllla. 

Sil-Pad K-1 O combines DuPont's thermally filled Kapton® po
lyimide film and high performance Sil.Pad rubber to provide 
superior heat transfer, excellent cut-through resistance and di
electric strength. Yet Sil-Pad K-10 is a fraction of the cost of bery
llia. Sil.Pad K-10 doesn't crack or fracture like fragile ceramic in
sulators. And, like all Sil-Pad products, Sil-Pad K· IO lowers your 
installed cost because it requires no grease. 

Call Toll Free 1-800-328-3882 Today! 

When Performance Counts 

BEaaQUl!iT 
5300 Edina lndusti1al Blvd .. Minnea !is. MN 55435, f6 I 2 835-2322 
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Selecting this outstanding capacitor line 
just became an even wiser decision. 

Because the company that makes them is now easier to 
work with. When RTE bought Mallory's aluminum electrolytic 
business, they didn't change a great product. It's still made 
on the same production lines by the same skilled work force. 

What did change was the level of customer service - at 
the plant and in the field - to make it easier for you to get 
specifications, samples or engineering help, and check 
delivery schedules. Now when we give you a shipping date, 
we meet it or beat it 99% of the time! 

How has all this been accomplished? 
At the plant, by adding seasoned specialists, an in-

house CAD-assisted engineering department, and a 
computerized order entry/ customer service expediting 
system . 

In the field, by assigning all Aerovox M aluminum 
electrolytics to the service-driven rep and distributor 
organization of our sister RTE company, Aerovox Inc., one 
of the world's largest capacitor makers, and a leading 
supplier of EMI f ilters. 

So, next time you need aluminum electrolytics, call your 
Aerovox rep , or us, direct. .. because our product is still 
outstanding. And now, so is our service! 
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evenly dispensed solder paste. Both 
types can accommodate most solder
ing processes that are used for sur
face-mount fabrication. The insula
tor body is glass-filled thermoplastic 
polyester with a UL 94V-O flamma
bility rating. The contacts use a 
4-finger clip made from stamped be
ryllium copper, gold, or tin plate 
over copper and nickel. The pins are 

p r e c s 0 n 

Wirewound 
Resistors 

Competitive Price 

Highest Quality 

/ Fast Delivery 

/ 

• Tightest Tolerances, to 0.00 ° o 

• Ratio Match to 0.001 % 

• TC R's: 0 ± 2ppm/°C to +6000ppm/ 

• TCR Match to 0.5ppm/°C 

• Wide Selection of Style - Networks, 
Matched Sets, Hermetically-Sealed, 
Four Terminal, Low Reactance 

ELLIOTT.s( 
/ JORDAN 

a Subsidiary of VISHAY Intertechnology, Inc. 
63 Lincoln Highway, Malvern, PA 19355 
(215) 644-1300/FAX: (215) 640-9081 
TWX:510-668-5812 
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screw-machined brass with tin plat
ing over copper and nickel. Types 
105 and 117, with 28 pins and tin 
plating, cost $1. 75 and $1.65 (100), 
respectively. Delivery, four to six 
weeks ARO. 

IEE Inc, Component Products 
Div, 7740 Lemona Ave, Van Nuys, 
CA 91409. Phone (818) 787-0311. 
TLX 4720556. 
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SWITCHES 
• Feature solw-state sensing and 

control circuits 
• Designed to handle industrial 

environments 

All the solid-state sensing and con
trol circuitry of these pc-board
mountable metal-sensing proximity 
switches are epoxy cast in a 
0.63 x 0.63 x 0.67-in. ABS housing. 
All the switches have complementa
ry NO and NC outputs and operate 
from 5 to 12V de voltages. An inter
nal signal generator creates a sens
ing field at the front end of the 
switch. Any metal coming into the 
field will generate an output . 
Shielded switches , mounted on 
0.63-in. centers, can sense a steel 
target at a 4-mm distance; un
shielded switches have an 8-mm 
sensing range. The switch operation 
is not affected by light, noise, dirt, 
dust, water, oil, or other contami
nants generally found in industrial 
environments. $9.01 (1000). 

Gordon Products Inc, 67 Del 
Mar Dr, Brookfield, CT 06804. 
Phone (203) 775-4501. 

Circle No 374 
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For the first time, you can test 
your VLSI prototype design at 
real world operating speeds. 

Thoroughly and easily. Across the 
entire cycle. Without compromise. 

Topaz is a totally-integrated ASIC 
verification system that reduces 
prototype characterization and fault 
analysis time, while offering these 
exclusive advantages: 
•Full Data Formatting to 50 MHz 

- for quick measurement of set
up times and propagation delays. 

• 256 1/0 Channels at Speed, 
Without Multiplexing- for max
imum performance and flexibility. 

• Programmable Pattern Gener
ation to 50 MHz-for initiation 
of loops, branching and data 
control . 
ASIC design requires painstaking 

accuracy. Verifying that design has 
been neither fast nor easy. The time 
available to get today's increasingly
complex ASICs to market continues 
to contract, and the price of an 
undetected error can be incredibly 
costly. 

With Topaz, you 'll know your 
design is right , and you 'll know it 
faster CAE-LINK™ software permits 
easy translation of simulator vectors 
into ready-to-use test vectors. And , 
our exclusive Meta-Shmoo™ soft
ware allows you to quickly sweep 
voltages and times at 500ps incre
ments across an entire cycle, with
out programming . 

It acquires data with a minimum 
of effort; and its ability to do graphic 
error-bit mapping and multi- level 
triggering gives it unequalled per
formance in failure analysis. 

Topaz is a cost-effective solution 
to today's high speed ASIC verifica
tion needs, and the even higher 
speeds you 'll require tomorrow. Call 
for complete details or your per
sonal demonstration. 

HI====== - ------~-- ~ -------- --------- - ------- ---TECH N 0 L 0 G Y, INC . 

18902 Bardeen, Irvine, CA 92715 
Phone: (714) 752-5215 
DIAL TOLL FREE 1-800-HILEVEL 
(In California 1-800-752-5215) 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS 

SCANNER 

• Recognizes 256 shades of gray 
• Has resolution from 38 to 300 

pixels/in. 

The PCScan 2000 desktop scanner 
interfaces with the IBM PC, 
PC/AT, PC/XT, PS/2, and compati
bles or with an Apple Macintosh 
Plus, SE, or Macintosh II computer. 
The device performs 8-bit gray
scale scanning and thus recognizes 
256 shades of gray. You can set its 
resolution from 38 to 300 pixels/in. 
It typically takes 9.4 sec to scan a 
page. You can edge feed documents 
from 3.5x3.5 to 81hx14 in. into a 
front entry port; an optional auto
matic feeder with 35-sheet capacity 
handles paper sizes from 6x6 to 
8112x14 in. A SCSI interface con
nects the scanner to external de
vices. Two scanner models are avail
able: one with and one without 
hardware that supports the ven
dor's optical recognition (OCR) soft-

BUS ADAPTER 

• Makes an IBM PC/AT the bus 
master of Multibus I 

• Gives IBM PC/AT access to 
Multibus I devices 

The 404 IBM PC/AT Multibus I 
Adapter makes an IBM PC/AT func
tion as a processor on Multibus I. 
The adapter permits the IBM 
PC/ AT to serve as the bus master in 
Multibus applications and lets you 
use the wide variety of high-per
formance devices compatible with 
Multibus I. The product consists of 
two printed circuit cards. One card 
fits inside the PC/AT, whereas the 
other fits inside a Multibus card 
cage. The two cards are connected 

ware. Model with OCR hardware, 
$2195. 

DEST Corp, 1201 Cadillac Ct, 
Milpitas, CA 95035. Phone (408) 
946-7100. TLX 299823. 

Circle No 375 

31/z-IN. DISK DRIVES 

• Have as much as 200M bytes of 
storage 

• Support SCSI interface com
mand set 

Swift Series 3112-in. disk drives 
come in eight models and have ca-

by an EMI-shielded cable. As much space are accessible in pages that 
as 15M bytes of Multibus memory range in size from 65k to IM bytes. 
can serve as PC/ AT memory. The You can directly access Multibus I/O 
16M bytes of Multibus address as PC/AT I/0. $1380. 

224 

pacities of 55M, lOOM, 150M, and 
200M bytes. The 200M-byte model 
offers an average seek time of 16.5 
msec. Other models have either 
16.5-msec or 25-msec average seek 
times. One of the 200M-byte models 
supports instructions for the SCSI 
interface. Other models have either 
ESDI or ST506 interfaces. All the 
drives use thin-film media and fea
ture a dedicated servo surface. They 
employ low-mass, straight-arm ac
tuators for positioning the read/ 
write heads. The 200M-byte drives 
can achieve lOM-bps data-transfer 
rates, whereas the other models 
transfer data at either 5M or 7.5M 
bps. Their power dissipation ranges 
from 10 to 12W, and they have an 
MTBF of 30,000 hours. Their oper
ating temperature range is l0°C to 
50°C. $5 to $8 per Mbyte. 

Control Data Corp, Box 0, Min
neapolis, MN 55440. Phone (612) 
853-5795. 

Circle No 376 

Bit3, 8120 Penn Ave S, Minneap
olis, MN 55431. Phone (612) 881-
6955. 

Circle No 377 
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DEECO DISPLAY SOWTIONS. 
BECAUSE YOU HAVE ENOUGH TO DO. 

You're a busy product designer. Thars why DeeCO has 
a wide range of flat-panel display solutions. Like vacuum 
fluorescent modules. Large-area electroluminescent and 
AC plasma controllers for graphics and text. PC, XT, AT 
adapters. And SealTouch"' infrared touch panels. 

We make integrated solutions, too. Like our full flat-

panel module, with display, controller and Sea IT ouch in a 
single assembly. It's the smallest solution to your large 
front panel problem. 

Call or write for full product information. We know you're 
busy. Ask us for help, because o~ca 
you already have enough to do. ~ ® 

Digital Electronics Corporation, 31047 Gen star Road, Hayward, CA 94544-7831 ( 415) 471-4700 
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COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS 

VME BUS CONTROLLER 

• Frees an extra board slot in a 
VME Bus system 

• Includes controller functions 
and termination networks 

The CC-101 system-controller mod
ule, which you plug onto the back of 
a VME Bus backplane's Jl connec
tor, frees a board slot for a VME 
Bus card. The controller module 
measures 100 x 60 mm and includes 
both system-controller functions 
and active or passive termination 
networks. The system-controller 
functions include generation of the 
16-MHz VME Bus system clock and 
2.9-MHz serial clock; a 4-level prior
ity or round-robin bus arbiter; bus 
time-out generator; and power-on or 
switch-activated reset operations. 
The board consumes 800 mA with 
active bus-termination networks 
and 1. 7 A with passive termination 
networks. It has an operating range 
of 0 to 70°C. $280. 

226 

CompControl bv, Stratumsedijk 
31, 5600 AD Eindhoven, The Neth
erlands. Phone (040) 124955. TLX 
51603. 

Circle No 378 
CompControl Inc, 15466 Los 

Gatos Blvd, Suite 109-365, Los 
Gatos, CA 95032. Phone (408) 356-
3817. TLX 510-601-2895. 

Circle No 379 

80386 COMPUTER 

• Uses IBM's Microchannel bus 
• Is compatible with the PC/AT 

The Premium/386 20-MHz 80386-
based personal computer provides 
the multitasking benefits of IBM's 
Microchannel architecture and yet 
also features IBM PC/AT hardware 
and software compatibility. It is a 
single-user, multitasking machine 
suitable for CPU- and memory-in
tensive applications. You can obtain 
four models, all of which have seven 

expansion slots, one 32-bit dedi
cated memory slot, three 16-bit PC/ 
AT-compatible SmartSlots, one 81 
16-bit standard PC/ AT slot, and two 
8-bit standard PC/XT slots. The 
SmartSlot architecture has three 
components: a dedicated 32-bit 
pathway from the processor to 
memory, a feature bus, and an arbi
tration bus. You can load coproces
sors for graphics, communications, 
and disk control into the three 
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COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS 

SmartSlots. Other features of the 
various models are memory capaci
ties to 13M bytes, three user-select
able speeds, a disk controller, and 
hard disks of 40M- to 150M-byte 
capacity. A l.2M-byte drive, a key
board of 101 keys, two RS-232C 
ports, and one parallel port are 
standard on all the machines. The 
systems can each support as many 
as four drives. $4695 to $8995. 

AST Research Inc, 2121 Alton 
Ave, Irvine, CA 92714. Phone (714) 
863-1333. 

Circle No 380 

OPTICAL-DISK DRIVE 

• Provides 810M bytes of storage 
capacity 

• Runs Winchester-drive software 

The Model 810 optical-disk drive 
emulates magnetic-disk drives. The 
drive can run, without modification, 
software and operating systems de-

EDN January 7, 1988 

veloped for Winchester devices. It 
provides 810M bytes of storage ca
pacity on a 5114-in. removable car
tridge. The double-sided cartridge 
conforms to ANSI standards. The 
drive's dual-µP architecture 
achieves 175-msec access times and 
data-transfer rates to 2. 78M bps. 
The device has a SCSI host interface 
and is compatible with standard 
SCSI host adapters. A multitiered 
error-correction scheme provides a 
1x10-12 corrected bit-error rate 
after error checking and correction 
(ECC) and a 1x10-16 undetected bit
error rate after ECC and cyclic re
dundancy checking (CRC). If you 
use the drive with an IBM PC/ AT, 
you can employ system software 
that removes the 32M-byte disk-size 
limitation of DOS; this software oc
cupies less than lOk bytes of host 
memory. In addition to the Win
chester emulation mode, the drive 
also supports the write-once, read
many (WORM) mode. Single-drive 

system, $4995. Double-sided, 810M
byte cartridge, $189. Delivery, 60 
days ARO. 

LaserDrive Ltd, 1101 Space Park 
Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95054. Phone 
(408) 970-3600. 

Circle No 381 

SCSI CONTROLLER 

• Controls as many as seven de-
vices 

• Provides 1 OM-bps transfer rates 

The SM911 SCSI controller card for 
PC and PC/ AT buses can control as 
many as seven serially chained flop
py-disk drives or hard disks provid
ing as much as 2.8G bytes of stor
age. The 4X4~-in. card consumes 
<lOW and transfers data at a lOM
bps rate. It comes with 50- and 
34-pin connectors for the control of 
internal floppy-disk drives, and 
with a 25-pin connector for the con
trol of an external SCSI drive. The 
card's internal ROMBIOS contains 
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software drivers for two 33M-byte 
drives. Software drivers provided 
on floppy disks support large SCSI 
disks, optical drives, tape drives, 
Xenix operating systems, and the 
Novell operating environment. The 
board contains diagnostic routines 
that test the SCSI bus for connected 
drives, prepare the drives for use or 
formatting, and ascertain the type 
and size of the SCSI device. $159. 

Tega Technologies Inc, 1040 E 
Chapman Ave, Orange, CA 92666. 
Phone (714) 771-5128. 

Circle No 382 

12-LB LAP COMPUTER 

• Uses 80C286 µP 
• Runs MS-DOS 3.2 Extended 

The 1520 battery-powered lap com
puter is based on a 10-MHz 80C286 
µP and runs on MS-DOS version 3.2 
Extended. It will run OS/2 when 
that software becomes available. Its 
standard features include a 10-in. 
LCD; lM bytes of RAM; two 1.4M
byte, 3112-in. internal floppy-disk 
drives; and as much as 512k bytes of 
user-installable ROM. The comput
er comes with a 72-key keyboard, 
weighs 12 lbs, and is enclosed in a 
2.3Xll.5xl5.0-in. magnesium case. 
It has an RGB video port, a 25-pin 
external floppy-disk-drive port, an 
RS-232C port, a parallel port, a port 
for an external keyboard, and a port 
for an expansion bus. Options in
clude 640X200- and 640x400-pixel 
gas-plasma displays, a 40M-byte 
hard disk, an 80287 coprocessor, 
a 2400/1200/300-baud internal 
modem, internal and external NiCd 
rechargeable-battery packs, and ex-
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pansion cartridges that offer 3270, 
video-graphics-adapter (VGA), and 
GridLink LAN support. $3495. 

Grid Systems Corp, 47211 Lake
view Blvd, Box 5003, Fremont, CA 
94538. Phone (415) 656-4700. 
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MULTIMETER 

• Displays measurement data on 
a monitor 

• Has adaptors that measure hu-
midity, temperature, and rpm 

The Multimeter Based Data Acqui
sition System is a multimeter with a 
built-in data bus that lets you dis
play measured data on a computer 
monitor. The multimeter connects 
to an RS-232C-interface box, which 
in turn connects to your computer. 
The multimeter functions as a data 
recorder/analyzer or as automatic 
test equipment. It measures de and 
ac voltage, de and ac amperage, and 
resistance, and it checks diodes and 
transistors. Its de-voltage measure
ment is accurate to within 0.5%. 
The multimeter operates from a 9V 
battery and has a built-in stand. The 
system's data-acquisition and com
munication software runs on an 
IBM PC, IBM PC/XT, IBM PC/AT, 
or compatible. You can enter the 
data manually or have it automati
cally entered. You can obtain option
al adapters to measure humidity, 
temperature, de or ac current, rpm, 
light level, and air velocity. You can 
select data-transmission rates from 
9600 to 1200 baud. An optional data 
transmitter and data receiver 
enable you to send data at 1200 baud 
over ordinary telephone lines with
out the need for a computer. Mul-

timeter, $89; RS-232C interface, 
$149; DB-25 cable, $29; software, 
$29; transmitter, $269; and receiver, 
$269. 

Extech Instruments Corp, 150 
Bear Hill Rd, Waltham, MA 02154. 
Phone (617) 890-7440. 
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GRAPHICS CARD 

• Displays all 17 IBM VGA 
modes on analog monitors 

• Provides 800X560-pixel resolu
tion 

The VIP video graphics adapter 
(VGA) card works with the IBM 
PC, PC/XT, PC/AT, PS/2 Model 30, 
Compaq Portable PC, and compati
bles. The card can display all 17 
VGA modes on analog monitors. It 
can also display enhanced-graphics
adaptor (EGA) text and graphics on 
all IBM-compatible digital moni
tors. The card automatically 
switches to analog mode if you con
nect an analog monitor. Its Soft
Sense mode-switching feature 
switches your software to the cor
rect mode. The card provides 
800X560-pixel resolution max on 
multisync monitors and, in analog 
mode, can display as many as 256 of 
a possible 256,000 colors. The board 
also works with the color graphics 
adapter (CGA) and the Hercules 
monochrome graphics standard. 
The card comes with both 9- and 
15-pin connectors for use with ei
ther digital or analog monitors. 
$449. 

ATI Technologies Inc, 3761 Vic
toria Park Ave, Scarborough, On
tario, Canada Ml W 3S2. Phone 
(416) 756-0711. 
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Factory Floor Or Bench Top, 
It Tests Everything But Your Patience. 

At Up To 16 Bits/JOO GHz, With Full Data Analysis Capability. 

The DATA 6100 Universal 
Waveform Analyzer: 

From DSO applications to stand
alone production testing, the DAT A 
6100 has the signal processing power 
and versatility to get you answers 
faster, more cost-effectively, with 
unmatched resolution. 

For your demanding test and meas
urement requirements, there's no such 
thing as too much versatility, accessabi li-
ty, and processing power. And nothing 
can meet your requirements like the 
DATA 6100 Universal Waveform Analyzer 
from Data Precision. 

With the DATA 6100 you can perform 
complex test sequences without external com
puters. Conditionals, branching, looping, and 
subroutine capabilities are there when you need 
them. So arc bidire tional IEEE-488 or RS232C 
communications. 

Equally important, you get one-key access to 
more than 50 powerful signal processing and 
analysis functions. Modular digitizing plug-ins 
make the DATA 6100 extraordinarily cost
effective. You buy only the measurement 
capabilities you need now, expand them at 
will later. 

Ultrafast settling time-to within 0.01 % 
of final value in less than JO ns-and rise times as 
fast as 350 ps let you characterize advanced 
analog components such as high speed D/ A Cs 
and op amps that are beyond the reach of other 
instruments. 

And the DATA 6100's comprehensive, multi-
level "HELP" functions make its outstanding 
power easily accessible. This is truly a test 
system that won't test your patience. 

Jn vibration, acoustics, audio, biomedical, 
and scores of other applications, the DAT A 
6100 eliminates barriers between you and 
the data you're seeking. 

DATA 6100: Cost-effective versati lity. 
In one system you get an array of ad
vanced capabilities, including ZOOM 
CZT for spectral resolution up to 65 
times that of conventional FFTs. 

The DAT A 6100 functions as: 

::::J A Digital Storage Oscilloscope 
C A Spectrum Analyzer = An Auto/Cross Correlator 

0 A Transient Analyzer 
D A Vibration, Audio Signal, or 

Biomedical Signal Analyzer 

DAT A 6100: The one system that 
measures up. 

Whatever your requirements for high 
speed waveform analysis or high resolu
tion signal processing-on the lab bench 
or the factory floor, or in specialized 
defense applications-the uniquely capable 
DAT A 6 I 00 can measure up. Circle reader 

service card or call toll free today 1-800-343-
8150 (In Mass. call 246-1600). 

ANALCJGIC®• 
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BYTEK's NEW 135 MULTIPROGRAMMER™ 
OFFERS 18/12 PROTECTION PLAN 

THREE PROGRAMMERS IN ONE. 
With the addition of the 135 
MultiProgrammer'" BYTEK has pro
vided a true Universal Programming 
Site. The 135 is a SET EPROM Pro
grammer, a GANG EPROM Duplicator, 
and a UNIVERSAL DEVICE Program
mer, designed for Engineering 
Development, Production and Field 
Service Environments. 

BYTEK's new 135 MultiProgrammer'" 
is a High Performance Instrument set
ting new standards for Universal 
Device Support and Flexibility at 
affordable prices. 

VERSATILE: With standard 256K 
BYTE of RAM, expandable to 2 
MegaByte, the 135 supports more 
devices than any other production pro
grammer on the market today. The 135 
provides EPROM programming 
capabilities of virtually any 24-, 28-, 
and 32-Pin EPROM and EEPROM 
from 16K to MegaBit Devices. The 135 
can Program SETS of Devices, 16- and 
32-Bit Wide. As a GANG EPROM 
Duplicator, it copies up to eight (8) 
devices from RAM, with options for 16 
Devices. 

COMPATIBLE: The 135 offers Terminal 
and Computer Remote control , Data 
110* compatible+ . 

• Data 110 is a Registered Trademark of Data Ito Corporalion. 
+Some limitations may apply. 

FLEXIBLE: The 135 can easily be ex
panded to program 40-Pin EPROMS, 
Bipolar PROMs, Logic Array Devices, 
EPROM Emulation, and 40 Pin Micro 
Devices. 

18/12 PROTECTION PLAN: BYTEK of
fers High Performance, unsurpassed 
quality, and product reliability. BYTEK 
is the first to offer a full EIGHTEEN 
MONTH WARRANTY, and TWELVE 
MONTH FREE Device Support 
Updates. 

Call us today at: 
1-800-523-1565 
Mastercard or Visa is accepted 
In Florida call 1-305-994-3520 

BVTEK Corporation 
Instrument Systems Division 
1021 S. Rogers Cir., Boca Raton , FL 33487 
Tel : (305) 994-3520 FAX: (305) 994-3615 

BVTEK International 
51 1 11th Ave., So. Minneapolis, MN 55415 
Tel : (612) 375-9517 FAX: (612) 375-9460 
Telex: 4998369 BYTEK 
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DID YOU KNOW? 
EDN serves 

electronic engineers and 
engineering managers in more than 

100 countries worldwide. 

EDN 
C ALENDA R 

OF 

ELECTRONICS 
AND 

COMPUTER 
INDUSTRY 

EVENTS 
Your 12-Month Guide to 

What's Happening Where 

Here it is ... your own 

removable, comprehensive 

guide to national and inter

national conventions, confer

ences, seminars, meetings, 

and exhibits in the electronics 

field. 

Just tear the Calendar out 

and tack it up. That way you'll 

have this valuable reference 

s01.~rce right at your finger

tips all year long. We've 

included an inquiry reply 

card for your convenience in 

requesting information from 

any of the companies 

featured . 
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JANUARY 1988 EDN 
SUNDAY MONDAY T UESDAY WEDNESDAY TH URSDAY FRI DAY SATURDAY 

3 4 5 6 

10 11 12 13 

17 

24 

31 

18 

MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, JR. DAY 

25 

19 

26 

·5-8 21st Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences 

20 

27 

Kona Surf Resort , Kailu-Kona (Ralph Sprague, Jr. , Decision Sciences Dept., 
University of Hawaii, 2404 Maile Way, E-303, Honolulu, HI 96822, 8081948-7430) 
•HI Simulation in Engineering Education 
San Diego (SGS, P.O. Box 17900, San Diego, CA 9211 7, 619/277-3888) 
·7 OEM Peripheral Conference 
Hilton Towers, Irvine (Susie Ring, ICC, 315t Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa Mesa, CA 
92626, 7141957-0171 ) 
·10 3rd Annual Technical Symposium on Optoelectronics & Laser Applications In 
Science & Engineering 
Viscount Hotel, Los Angeles ( Jane Lybecker, SPIE, P.O. Box 10, Bellingham, WA 
98227, 206/676-3290) 
•12 PC Reseller Conference 
Hilton International, London (Susie Ring, ICC. 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa 
Mesa, CA, 92626, 714/957-0171 ) 
·12-14 ATE & Instrumentation Conference West 
Disneyland Hotel , Anaheim (MG Expositions Group, 1050 Commonwealth Avenue, 
Boston, MA 02215, 800/223-7126) 
•1 3-1 5 Annual IEEE Design Automation Workshop 
Gold Canyon Ranch, Apache Junction, Arizona ( Walling Cyre, Control Data, HOM 
173, Box 1249, Minneapolis, MN 55440, 6121853-2692) 
•13-15 Computer Graphics '88 
U.S. Grant Hotel, San Diego {Carol Every, Frost & Sullivan, Inc., 106 Fulton Street, 
New York, NY 10038, 2121233-1080 
·14 OEM Peripheral Conference 
Sheraton, Munich {Susie Ring, ICC, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa Mesa, CA 
92626, 714/957-0171J 
• 19 PC Reseller Con erence 
Hotel International , Zurich (Susie Ring, ICC, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa 
Mesa, CA92626, 714/957-0171 ) 
·19-21 Failure Avoidance/Failure Analysis For VLSI Circuits 
Santa Clara (DM Data Inc., 6900 E. Camelback Rd., Surte 1000, Scottsdale, AZ. 
85251, 6021945-9620) 
•1 9-21 PCB Expo 1988 
Omni International Hotel, Orlando (Heidi Hogarth, 1790 Hembree Road, Alpharetta, 
GA 30201 , 404/475-1818) 
•20 Basic IC Technology Seminar 
San Jose (ICE 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 6021998-9780) 
•20-21 San Diego Electronics Show 
Del Mar Fairgrounds, Del Mar, CA (Harry Scwartz, Epic Enterprises, Inc., 3838 
Camino Del Rio North, Suite 164, San Deigo, CA 92108, 619/284-9268) 
121 OEM Peripheral Conference 
Hotel Executive, Milano {Susie Ring, ICC, 3t51 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa Mesa, 
CA 92626, 7t4/957-0171 ) 
•21 Status '88 
San Jose {ICE 105022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 6021998-9780) 

1 2 

NEW YEAR'S DAY 

7 8 9 

14 15 16 

21 22 23 

28 29 30 

·22 How to Save Thousands of Dollars on Your Semiconductor Purchases and 
System Designs 
Santa Clara (DM Data Inc., 6900 E. Camelback Rd., Surte 1000, Scottsdale, AZ. 
85251, 602/945-9620) 
·24-27 Workshop on High-Level Synthesis 
Rosario Resort, Orcas Island, Eastsound, WA (Ewald Detjens, Exemplar Logic, 
1820 Carleton Street, Berkeley, CA 94703, 415/849-2020) 
•25-26 Engineers Expo Career Open House 
Melbourne/Orlando, FL (Engineers Expo, 2367 Auburn Avenue, Cincinnati , OH 
45219, 5131721 -3030) 
•25-27 Conference On Optical Fiber Communication (OFC '88) 
New Orleans (OSA Meetings Department, 1816 Jefferson Place, NW, Washington 
DC 20036, 2021223-0926) 
·25-28 Tenth Annual Communications Networks Conference and Exposition 
Washington Convention Center, Washington DC (Nancy Thayer, IDG Conference 
Management Group, P.O. Box 91 71, Cochituate Road, Framingham, MA 01 701 , 
617/879-0700) 
·25-28 88th Annual Florida Computing Conference 
Hyatt Orlando, Kissimme, FL (David L. Brittian, Florida Department of Education, 
Knott Bldg., Talahassee, FL 32399, 904/488-0980) 
·26 OEM Peripheral Conference 
Marina Marrion Hotel, Ft. Lauderdale (Susie Ring, ICC 3151 Airway Avenue. #C-2, 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626, 71 41957-01 71) 
·26 OEM Peripheral Conference 
Hotel Paris Sofitel, Paris (Susie Ring, ICC 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa Mesa. 
CA 92626, 714/957-0171) 
·26-281988 Annual Reliability and Maintainability Symposium 
Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles (V. R. Monshaw, RCA, Astra Electronics, P.O. Box 800, 
MS 55, Princeton, NJ 08540, 609/426-2182) 
•26-28 AFCEA West '88 
Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim (AFCEA International Headquarters, 4400 Fair Lakes 
Court, Fairfax, VA 22033, 703/631 -6125 
·26-28 Charlotte Manufacturing Productivity Conference & Advanced Productivity 
Exposition {APEX) 
Charlotte Convention Center, Charlotte, NC (Nancy LePage, Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers, One SME Drive, PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48t 21, 
313/271-0777) 
·27-30 Expo Hospital 
Nikko Hotel, Mexico City (Bill Warnes, Marketing International Corp., P.O. Box 
4749, Arlington, VA 22204, 703/685-0600) 
•27 Basic IC Technology 
Scottsdale, AZ. (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 6021998-9780) 
·28 Status '88 
Scottsdale, AZ. {ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 6021998-9780) 
·31-Feb. 51988 Power Engineering Society Winter Meeting 
Penta Hotel, New York (J.G. Derse, 1030 Country Club Road, Bedminster, NJ 
07921 , 2011725-4388) 

EON CALENDAR OF ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER INDUSTRY EVENTS 



When your eyes need high quality displays, 
you need the Toshlba ST LCD. 

Once again Toshiba has made a breakthrough in display quality. Clear and beautiful displays are achieved 
with the ST LCD. The LCD for the new age. And for your eyes. Now, by employing a new operating mode, this 
module provides excellent readability from a viewing angle perpendicular to the LCD panel. This was difficult 
to achieve with conventional LCDs. The aim was to make our LCD easier on the eyes. We succeeded with the 
ST LCD. Just another improvement in the man-to-machine interface by Toshiba. 

ST LCD Module Specifications 

Model name Number of dots Duty Dot pitch (mm) Outline dimensions EL Back Light Recommended 
(mm) (Option) controller 

TLX-1181* 640 x 400 1/200 0.35 x 0.35 276 x 168 x 12 Yes T7779 

TLX-932 640 x 200 1/200 0.375 x 0.375 293 x 97.6 x 14 No T7779 
·- - 1- 1~ - 1- -

TLX-561 640 x 200 1/200 0.35 x 0.49 275 x 126 x 14 Yes T7779 
- - 1- I- - I -

TLX-711A* 240 x 64 1/64 0.53 x 0.53 180X65X12 Yes T6963C .. 
1- ~ 1 1·- - I -· 

TLX-341AK* 128 x 128 1/64 0.45 x 0.45 93.2 x 86.6 x 12 No T6963C 

·under development, ""Built-in controller 

In Touch with Tomorrow 

TOSHIBA 
Toshiba America, Inc., Chicago Office: 1101A Lake Cook Rd., Deerfield, IL 60015 Tel: 312-945-1500 Western Area Office: 2021 The Alameda, Suite 220, San Jose, 
CA 95126 Tel: 408-244·4070 Eastern Area Office: 67 South Bedford Street, Suite 200W, Burlington, MA 01803 Tel: 617 -272-4352, 5548 
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FEBRUARY 1988 EDN 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

WASHINGTDN'S 
BIRTHDAY obsvd. ASH WEDNESDAY 

LINCOLN'S 
BIRTHDAY 

14 15 16 17 

21 22 23 24 

28 29 

·1-5 4th International Conference on Data Engineering 
Airport Hilton, Los Angeles (Benjamin W. Wah, Dept of Elec. & Comp. Engineering , 
University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801, 217/333-3516) 
·1-5 APEC '88 IEEE Applied Power Electronics Conference and Exposition 
Fairmont Hotel, New Orleans (William W. Burns, Ill, Conference Chairman, Data 
General Corporation, E213 4400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580, 617/870-
9182) 
·3 Basic IC Technology 
Orlando, FL (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 6021998-9780) 
·3-51988 SCS Multiconference: Modeling and Simulation on Microcomputers, 
Power Plant Simulation, Aerospace Simulation, Distributed Simulation, Al and 
Simulation, Multiprocessor and Array Processor Conference 
San Diego, CA (SGS, P.O. Box 17900, San Diego, CA 92117, 6191277-3888) 
•4 Status '88 
Orlando (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 6021998-9780) 
·4 Computer Graphic Conference 
Red Lion Inn, San Jose (Susie Ring, Conference Coordinator, ICC, 3151 Airway 
Avenue, #C-2, Costa Mesa, CA 92626, 7141957-0171) 
• 9-12 Mexico ComExpo 88 
National Auditorium, Mexico City (Bill Warnes, Marketing International Corp., P.O. 
Box 4749, Arlington, VA 22204 , 703/685-0600) 
·10 Basic IC Technology 
Newport Beach, CA (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 6021998-
9780) 
•11 OEM Peripheral Conference 
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Dallas (Susie Ring, ICC, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa 
Mesa, CA 92626, 7141957-0171) 
·11 Status '88 
Newport Beach, CA (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 6021998-
9780) 
·16 ERA Communications Trade Fair 
Mesa/Chandler Holiday Inn, Mesa AZ (Robert Myers, 1700 Westwood Blvd., Suite 
101 , Los Angeles, CA 90024, 213/879-7119) 
•17 Basic IC Technology 
Boston (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 6021998-9780) 
·17-19 IEEE International Solid-State Circuits Conference 
San Francisco (Lewis Winner, 301 Almeria Avenue, Coral Gables, FL 33134, 
305/446-8193/4) 
·18 ERA Communications Trade Fair 
Town & Country Hotel , San Diego (Robert Myers, 1700 Westwood Blvd., Suite 101, 
Los Angeles, CA 90024, 213/879-7119) 
·18 IEEE Video Conferences: User Examples of Al 
(IEEE Continuing Education Dept. , 445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, NJ 08854, 
2011981 -0060 ext. 412) 
·22-23 Engineers Expo Career Open House 
Baltimore/Washington Corridor (Engineers Expo, 2367 Auburn Avenue, Cincinnati, 
OH 45219, 5131721-3030) 

18 19 20 

25 26 27 

·22-24 PCB Expo 1988 
Red Lion Inn, Costa Mesa, CA (Heidi Hogarth, 1790 Hembree Road, Alpharetta, GA 
30201 , 404/475-1818) 
·23-25 Buscon/88-West 
Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim (Anne Weber, Multi Dynamics, Inc., 17100 Norwalk 
Blvd., Sui1e 116, Cerritos, CA 90701 , 213/402-1618) 
·23-25 Nepcon West '88 
Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim (Jerry Carter, Cahners Exposition Group, 
1350 E. Touhy Avenue, Des Plaines, IL 60018, 3121299-9311) 
•23-25 Power Electronics '88 West 
Disneyland Hotel, Anaheim (Anne Weber, MultiDynamics, Inc., 17100 Norwalk 
Blvd., Suite 116, Cerritos, CA 90701 , 213/402-1618) 
•23-25 Advanced Ceramics '88 Conference & Tabletop Exhibits 
Hyatt Regency, Rosemont, IL (Nancy LePage, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, 
One SME Drive, PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48121 , 313/271-0777) 
·25 PC Reseller Conference 
Ramada Hotel O'Hare, Chicago (Susie Ring, ICC, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626, 7141957-0171) 
·25-26 Automated Manufacturing '88: Computers, Communications and Controls In 
the Factory 
Don Cesar Beach Resort, S1. Petersburg Beach, FL (Yvonne Chism, Frost & 
Sullivan, Inc., 106 Fulton Street, New York, NY 10038, 2121233-1080) 
·28-March 21988 IEEE Network Operations and Management Symposium 
Sheraton New Orleans Hotel, New Orleans (Dr. R. Bruce Kieburtz, AT&T Bell 
Laboratories, Room 14A-471, Whippany Road, Whippany, NJ 07981 , 201/386-
5371) 
•29-March 31988 IEEE Computer Society COMPCON Spring '88 
Cathedral Hill Hotel, San Francisco (COMPCON Spring '88, 1730 Massachusetts 
Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20036, 2021371 -0101) 

EDN CALENDAR OF ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER INDUSTRY EVENTS 



Actual size 

FWH OF BRILLIANCE 
Tri-Color Excellence in a T1 size from the World Leader in High-Efficiency LEDs. 

For performance 
superiority, space saving 
design and packaging selec
tion, Data Display's tri-color 
LEDs are your brilliant 
choice. As high-intensity 
red, green and amber light 
indicators, their quality and 
reliability clearly shine 
through in a T1 package. 

The tri-color LED light output is a good 21 MCD 
with wavelengths of 635 for red and 565 green. 
A milky diffused package provides an extra wide 
viewing angle. Also, you're designing in the 
dependability and competitive pricing you can 
expect from a world leader in LEDs. 

Save Space. Two LEDs in One Package. 
All of our tri-color LEDs use a bright idea to 

improve your high density packing. The T1 size 
has 2 LED chips in the same small package. Two
terminal operation gives red (DC+), green (DC - ), 
and amber (AC) with current of 20mA. 

Also having the same two-terminal operation 
features is a larger T13/4 size. It's ideal for lens 
illumination. Another T13/4 size has three-terminal 
operation with a common cathode. 

Choice of Packages. Shining Support. 
Data Display has a network of sales represent

atives and distributors to get you the quantities you 
want. Our complete line of LEDs includes a variety 
of packaging options-from PCB mouots including 
our new variable array to pane~ lights available 
with or without lenses. And we also provide 
engineering support. 

Make the brilliant choice. Call Data Display, 
TOLL FREE (800) 421-6815. Within California, 
call (213) 640-0442. Free catalog. 

Your Brilliant Choice 

DATA 
DISPLAY 

PRODUCTS 

P.O. Box 91072, Los Angeles. CA 90009 
(213) 640-0442, TELEX 664-690, FAX 213-640-7639 

INTERNATIONAL REPS: Algentina YEL SAL. PH: 541 46 2211 , TLX: 390 18605 - Australia Ampec, PH : 6893522, TLX: 790 127136 AMPEC, FAX: 612 6335448 - Belgium/Holland 
Klaasing Elc. PH: 01620 816QO. TLX: 844 54598 KLBDNL. FAX: 0162056500 - Denmarll Radio Parts, PH: 01 333311 , TLX: 855 19613 RPARTDK - France A Jahnichen, PH: 387 59 09, 
TLX: 842290714, FAX: 011311-4387-3319 - Israel R.C.M. Computers, PH: 03 476225. TLX: 922 341390 IL, FAX: 011-972-491942 - Italy Microdata, PH: 0187 988182, TLX: 8432 72070 -
South Africa Liberty Elec .. PH: 52 76'J//8/9, TLX: 960 867325A SA - Spain Betatron, PH: 6942511 , TLX: 831 23911 PCOE - Uniled Kingdom Marl lnt'I, PH: 0229 52430, TLX: 851 65100 MARLG, 
FAX: 0229-55155 - West Germany/Austria Kuhn GmbH. PH : 06235 5662. TLX: 841 464766 KUHNO, FAX: 0623581955 
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SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY T H URS DAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 

6 

13 

20 

27 

PALM 
SUNDAY 

7 

14 

21 

28 

·1-3 Sernicon Europa 

8 9 

15 16 

22 23 

29 30 

Zuspa Convention Center, Zurich (Bill Galamea, 805 E. Middlefield Road, Mountain 
View, CA 94043, 4151964-5111) 
"4 Computer Graphic Conference 
Sheraton National Hotel, Arlington, VA (Susie Ring, ICC, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-
2, Costa Mesa, CA 92626, 7141957-0171) 
·7-10 FOSE '88, FOSE Software, FOSE Computer Graphics 
Washington Convention Center, Washington, DC (Jackie Voight, National Trade 
Association, 800/638-8510, 703/683-8500) 
·7-1 0 33rd International SAMPE Symposium/Exhibition 
Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim (Marge Smith, SAMPE, 843 West Glentana 
(Box 2459), Covina, CA 91722, 818/331-0616) 
-8 Semiconductor Packaging 
San Jose (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 6021998-9780) 
-8-10 Southcon/88 
Orange County Convention/Civic Center, Orlando, FL (Alexes Razevich, Electronic 
Conventions Mgmt., 8110 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045, 800/421-6816, or 
2131772-2965) 
-8-11 1988 International Zurich Seminar on Digital Communications 
Zurich (Secretariat IZS 88, c/o P. Gunzburger, Hasler AG, IDS, Belpstrasse 23, CH-
3000 Bern 14, Switzerland 41 -31-632808) 
.g OEM Peripheral Conference 
Red Lion Inn, San Jose (Susie Ring, ICC, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa Mesa, 
CA 92626, 7141957-0171) 
•9-11 Practical IC Fabrication 
San Jose (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 6021998-9780) 
·14-15 Engineers Expo Career Open House 
Huntsville, AL (Engineers Expo, 2367 Auburn Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45219, 
5131721 -3030) 
•14-18 4th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence Appl ications 
Sheraton Harbour Island, San Diego (Al Conference, Computer Society of the 
IEEE, 1730 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20036, 2021371-1013 
·1S-17 Failure Avoidance/Failure Analysis for VLSI Ci rcuits 
Orlando (OM Data, Inc., Ste 1000, Scottsdale AZ, 85251 , 6021945-9620) 
·15-18 PetroMex Petroleum/Petrochemical Equipment Expo 
National Aud~orium , Mexico City (William Warnes, Marketing International Corp., 
P.O. Box 4749, Arlington, VA 22204, 703/685-0600) 
•16 ERA CIDtec 
Edwards Air Force Base, CA (Bruce Myers, 1700 Westwood Blvd., Su~e 101 , Los 
Angeles, CA90024, 2131879-7119) 
• 16-18 Twenty-first Annual Simulation Symposium 
Tampa, FL (Allred Jones, Computer Science Department, Florida Atlantic 
University, Boca Raton, FL 33431 , 305/393-3675) 
•17 ERA Cf Diec 
China Lake Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, CA (Bruce Myers, 1700 
Westwood Blvd., Suite 101 , Los Angeles, CA 90024, 2131879-7119) 
·18 How to Save Thousands of Dollars on Your Semiconductor Purchases and 
System Designs 
Orlando (OM Data, Inc., 6900 E. Camelback Rd., Su~e 1000, Scottsdale, AZ 
85251 , 602/945-9620) 

3 4 5 

10 

17 

ST. PATRICK'S 
DAY 

24 

31 

11 

18 

25 

·21-24 Computer Standards Conference (COMPSTAN) 

12 

19 

26 

Sheraton National, Arlington, VA (Roger J. Martin, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Natl. 
Bureau of Standards, Technology Bldg, 225, Rm. B266, Gaithersburg, MD 20899, 
3011975-3295) 
·21-24 Westec '88, The Western Metal & Tool Expositio n and Conference 
Los Angeles Convention Center, Los Angeles (Nancy LePage, Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers, One SME Drive, PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48 t 21 , 
3131271 -0777) 
•21-24 Video Audio & Data Recording 
University of Yor1<, England (The Conference Secretariat, lnstilution of Electronic 
and Radio Engineers, Savoy Hill House, Savoy Hill, London WC2R OJD, England) 
·21-24 NCGA Computer Graphics '88 
Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim (Nancy A. Flower, National Computer 
Graphics Association, 2722 Merrilee Drive, Suite 200, Fairfax, VA 22031 , 7031698-
9600) 
•22-23 Failure Analysis Avoidance 
San Jose (ICE , 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 6021998-9780) 
·23 IEEE Video Conferences: VLSI Microprocessors 
(IEEE Continuing Education Dept., 445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, NJ 08854, 
2011981 -0060 ext. 412) 
•23-25 Conference on Office Information Systems 
Hyatt Richeys Hotel, Palo Alto (Robert B. Allen, Room 2A 367, Bell CORE, 
Morristown, NJ 07960, 201 /829-4315) 
·23-25 Ex1ending Database Technology 
Cini Foundation, Venice (Prof. Stefano Ceri, Pol~ecnico di Milano, Dipart. de 
Elektronika, Piazza Leonard da Vinci 32, 20133 Milano, Italy, 02-2367241) 
•24 ERA Electro-tech 
Proud Bird Restaurant, Los Angeles (Bruce Myers, 1700 Westwood Blvd., Su~e 
10t , Los Angeles, CA 90024, 2131879-71 t9) 
·27-April 1 AEA/Wharton School General Management Program 
Philadelphia (Mary Horngren Frost, AEA, 520t Great America Parl<way, Santa 
Clara, CA 95054, 408/987-4200) 
·28 OEM Peripheral Conference 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, Nashua, NH (Susie Ring, ICC, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626, 7141957-0171 ) 
•23-31 IEEE lnfocom '88 
Sheraton New Orleans Hotel, New Orleans (lnfocom '88, Computer Society of the 
IEEE, 1730 Massachusetts Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20036, 202/371-1013) 
·23-31 Interface '88 
McCormick Place, Chicago (Peter B. Young, Interface Group, 300 First Avenue, 
Needham, MA 02194, 617/449-6600) 
·23-31 World Congress on Computing 
McCormick Place, Chicago (Peter B. Young, Interface Group, 300 First Avenue, 
Needham, MA 02194, 617/449-6600) 
·~30 Colour Information Technology 
University of Surrey, England (The Conference Secretariat, Institution of Electronic 
and Radio Engineers, Savoy Hill House, Savoy Hill, London WC2R OJD, England) 
·~31 Electronic Imaging Conference West 
Anaheim Hilton Hotel, Anaheim (MG Expositions Group, 1050 Commonwealth 
Avenue, Boston, MA 02215, 6171232-EXPO) 
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APRIL1988 EDN 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

3 4 5 6 

EASTER 
SUNDAY 

10 11 12 13 

17 18 19 20 

24 25 26 27 

•4-8 Semicon Shanghai 
Shanghai Exhibition Center, Shanghai, China (Bill Galarnea, 805 E. Middlefield, 
Road, Mountain View, CA 94043, 415/964-5111) 
•6-8 Fabtech East Conference & Exposition 
Baltimore Convention Center, Baltimore (Nancy LePage, Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers, One SME Drive, PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48121 , 3131271 -0777) 
•7-10 West Coast Computer Faire 
Moscone Center, San Francisco (Peter B. Young, The Interface Group, 300 First 
Avenue, Needham, MA 02194, 617/449-6600) 
·8 PC Reseller Conference 
Loews Glenpointe Hotel, Teaneck, NJ (Susie Ring, ICC, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-
2, Costa Mesa, CA 92626, 714/957-0171) 
•10-13 Southeastcon '88 
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Knoxville, TN (Prof. Reece Roth, Dept. of Electrical 
Engineering, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-2100, 615/974-4446) 
•11 -13 4th International Conference on HF Radio Systems & Techniques 
Savoy Place, London (IEE Conference Services, Savoy Place, London WC2R 
OBL, 01 -240-1871 , ext. 222) 
•11-131988 Computer Networ1dng Symposium 
Sheraton National Hotel, Arlington, VA (George K. Chang, 6 Corporation Pl., 
Piscataway, NJ 08854. 201 /699-3879) 
•11-141988 IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech & Signal 
Processing (ICASSP '88) 
New York Hilton Hotel, New York (Aaron E. Rosenburg, AT&T Bell Laboratories, 
Room 2D528, 600 Mountain Avenue, Murray Hill, NJ 07974, 201 /582-4985) 
•11 -141988 International Reliability Physics Symposium 
Del Monte Hyatt Hotel, Monterey, CA (Attred L. Tamburrino, RADC/RBRP, Griffiss 
AFB, NY 13441-5700, 315/330-2813) 
·11-1510th International Conference on Software Engineering 
Raffles City, Singapore (Tan Chin Nam/Lim Swee Say, 71 Science Park, 
Singapore 0511 , 65/772-0200) 
•11-15 Compeuro 
Vrije Universiteit, Brussels, Belgium (Jacques Tiberghien, Vrije Universiteit 
Brussels, Pleinlaan 2, 1050 Brussels, Belgium, 32-2-641 -29-05) 
·11-15 International Specialist Seminar on the Design and Application of Parallel 
Digital Processors 
Lisbon, Portugal (IEE Conference Services, Savoy Place, London WC2R OBL, 01 -
240-1871 , ext. 222) 
·12 Semiconductor Packaging 
Scottsdale, AZ. (ICE, 105022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 602/998-9780) 
·12-13 MMA Meeting & Show 
Sheraton Centre, New York (Jim Mion or Annie Zdinak 333 Sylvan Avenue, 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632, 8001237-0316, 201 /569-6916) 
• 13-15 Practical IC Fabrication 

'Scottsdale, AZ. (ICE, 105022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 602/998-9780) 
• 13-15 Control '88 
London (IEE Conference Services, Savoy Place, London WC2R OBL, 01-240-
1871, ext. 222) 
•14 OEM Peripheral Conference 
Toronto Airport Marriott, Toronto (Susie Ring, ICC, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626, 714/957-0171) 
·17-22 llPEC 31st Annual Meeting 

1 

GOOD 
FRIDAY 

7 8 

14 15 

21 22 

28 29 

Diplomat Hotel, Hollywood, FL (Virginia Perry, llPEC, 7380 N. Lincoln, Lincoln 
Wood, IL 60646 312/677-2850) 
·18-19 Engineers Expo Career Open House 
Long Island (Engineers Expo, 2367 Auburn Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45219, 
5131721-3030) 
·18-20 50th Annual American Power Conference 

2 

PASS-
OVER 

9 

16 

23 

30 

Palmer House, Chicago (Dr. Robert Porter, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, 
IL 60616, 3121567-3202) 
•18-21 Eastern Simulation Conferences: Simulators V, The Simulation Profession, 
Tools for the Simulatlonist, Credibility Assessment, Simulation Languages, Al and 
Simulation 
Orlando, FL (SGS, P.O. Box 17900, San Diego, CA 92117, 619/277-3888) 
•19-221988 Instrumentation and Measurement Technology Conference (IMTC '88) 
San Diego Princess Hotel, San Deigo (Robert Myers, 1700 Westwood Blvd., Suite 
101 , Los Angeles, CA 90024, 213/475-4571) 
•19-22 11th Annual IEEE Workshop on Design for Testability 
Vail , CO (T.W. Williams, IBM Corporation, PO Box 1900, Dept. 67N021 , Boulder, 
co 80301 -9191 , 3031924-7692) 
•19-22 Analytica 88 
Munich Trade Fair Centre, Munich (Gerald G. Kallman, Kallman Associates. Five 
Maple Court. Ridgewood, NJ 07450-4431, 201/652-7070) 
·20-211988 IEEE National Radar Conference 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor (Mr. Clarence Heerema, Environmental 
Research Inst. of Michigan, PO Box 8618, Ann Arbor, Ml 48107, or Dr. Jack Walker, 
(313) 994-1200) 
·24-26 Semicon West 
San Mateo Fair Grounds, San Mateo, CA (Bill Galarnea, 805 E. Middlefield, Road, 
Mountain View, CA 94043, 415/964-5111) 
·24-29 1988 lnternatlonal Conference on Robotics and Automation 
Wyndham Franklin Plaza Hotel, Philadelphia (Dr. Theo Pavlidis, Dept. of Electrical 
Engineering, SUNY, Stony Brook, NY 11794, 516/246-3556 or Prof. R.P. Paul, 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104, 215/898-1592) 
·25-28 2nd International Conference on Expert Database Systems 
Sheraton Premiere Hotel, Tysons Corner, VA (Edgar H. Sibley, George Mason 
University, ICSE Dept. , 4400 University Drive, Fairfax, VA 22030) 
·25-29 Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics (CLE0'88) 
Anaheim ( OSA, Meetings Dept. , 1816, Jefferson Place NW, Washington, DC 
20036 2021223-0926) 
·26 Computer Graphic Conference 
Munich Sheraton, Munich (Susie Ring, ICC, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa 
Mesa, CA 92626, 714/957-0171) 
·26-28 Electronic Distribution Conference '88 
Las Vegas Hilton, Las Vegas (David Fischer, 222 S. Riverside Plaza, Ste. 2710, 
Chicago, II 60606) 
•26-28 ATE 1988 Automatic Testing and Test Instrumentation 
Olympia, London (Network Events, Ltd., Printers Mews, Market Hill, Buckingham, 
MK181JX, UK, 0280 815226) 
·26-28 MIL TEST 1988 Miiitary Test Equipment 
Olympia, London (Network Events, Ltd., Printers Mews, Market Hill, Buckingham, 
MK181JX, UK, 0280 815226) 
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Sometimes, 
keep· a 

lowpm e 
payso[ 

The survival of today's combat helicopter depends on 
keeping a low profile. Abbott's BClOO triple output, switch
ing DC-DC converter helps the Lynx helicopter achieve this 
low profile. 

The BClOO's low 1.875" profile 
allowed 100 watts to fit into a tight space 
requirement. At the same time, the Lynx 
helicopter was able to take advantage of 
the economy and reliability that come from using a standard 
product, the BClOO. 

Because the BClOO meets the requirements of MIL-STD-
810C, and MIL-S-901C, the Lynx program's decision to go 
with Abbott's BClOO will also pay off in extra survivability. 
Plus the BClOO features low ripple/noise and EMI within the 
limits of MIL-STD-461B. 

For other applications that call for small yet 
powerful converters, Abbott offers both 100 and 
200 watt models. Each available in single and 
triple configurations. And all with a wide array 
of options available. 

For more information and a copy of our 1988 
Military Power Supply Product Guide, call or write today. 

Abbott Transistor Laboratories, Inc. Power Supply Divi
sion, 2721 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90034 
(213) 936-8185. Eastern Office: (201) 461-4411, Southwest 
Office: (214) 437-0697, London Office: 0737-82-3273. 

WHEN RELIABILITY IS IMPERATIVE® 

MILITARY POWER SUPPLIES 
CIRCLE NO 53 



Windup 
with a new twist 

in twisted 
magnet wire. 

TWISTITE™ 
Magnetwiregivesyousuperior 
performance and tighter control over 
twisted wire construction. If you use twisted 
magnet wire in the production of custom tor
oid, ferrite or recording head coils, specialty 
audio and R.F transformers, you'll be glad to 
discover TWISTITE Magnet Wire from MWS. 

Only TWISTITE offers these advantages. 
Because TWISTITE is custom produced by 

MWS, you get a wider range of twisting construc
tions. Manufacturing capabilities include: 
·Up to 33 Twists Per Inch on fine wire. 
•Twisting tolerance as tight as ± 1%. 
·Tightly controlled capacitance, inductance 

and impedance characteristics. 
• Up to 10 colors in some sizes for conductor 
identification. 

·Huge selection of insulations: NEMA 
MW 1000, JW1177105-220°C (single thru 
quadruple film buildsl. 

·Wide range of sizes: 24AWG and finer. 

·Wide variety of conductor materials: copper, 
silver, plated conductors and special alloys. 

Discover MWS today. 
Call or write for your FREE copy of the new 

MWS Technical Data Booklet. Its filled with useful 
information on all wire products produced and 
inventoried by MWS. You'll discover why MWS is 
the industry leader in specialty 
wire products. Samples of 
TWISTITE Magnet Wire 
are available upon 
request. 

MWJ" 
Wire Industries 
31200 Cedar Valley Drive, Westlake Village CA 91362 
CALL TOLL FREE 800 423-5097 
In California 800-992-8553. 
In Los Angeles 818-991-8553 
TWISTITE~ is a trademark of MWS Wire Industries 
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MAY1988 EDN 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY TH URSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 

8 9 

15 16 

22 23 

29 30 

MEMORIAL 
DAY 

3 4 

10 11 

17 18 

24 25 

31 

·2-5 SME 1988 Cleveland International Conference and Exposition 
Cleveland Convention Center, Cleveland (Nancy LePage, Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers, One SME Drive, PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48121 , 
3131271 -1500) 
·2-5 1988 IEEE IAS Industrial & Commercial Power Systems Conference (l&CPS 
'88) 
Baltimore Marriott Inner Harbor, Baltimore (Philip Hickman, El Comm Sales 
Associates, 1428 Meridene Drive, Baltimore, MD, 3011532-7565) 
•3-5 Electronic Displays (ED88 Paris) 
Palais des Congres, Paris (Network Events, Ltd., Printers Mews, Market Hill, 
Buckingham MK181JX, England, 0280 815226) 
•4 Computer Graphic Conference 
Hilton International, London (Susie Ring, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa Mesa, 
CA 92626, 7141957-0171 ) 
·4 IEEE Videoconferences: Solid State Lasers 
IEEE Continuing Education Dept., 445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, NJ 08854-4150, 
2011981 -0060 ext. 412) 
·4-5 Midwest Electronics Exposition 
St. Paul Civic Center, St. Paul (MG Expositions Group, 1050 Commonwealth 
Avenue, Boston, MA 02215, 6171232-EXPO) 
·4-6 The Artificial Intelligence and Advanced Computer Technology 
Conference/Exhibi tion 
Long Beach, CA (Dr. Murray Teitell, Intelligent Choice, 1050 Duncan Ave., Ste. D, 
Manhattan Beach, CA 91109, 2131379-9680) 
·4-6 Symposium AFCEA Exposition : Cooperation In C31 
Le Palais des Congres and Hotel Concorde La Fayette, Paris (John Spargo and 
Associates, 4400 Fair Lakes Court, Fairfax, VA 22033-3899, 703/631 -6200) 
•9-111988 38th Electronic Components Conference (ECC) 
Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles (Ron W. Gedney, Dept. T-10-832-2, IBM Corp., 1701 
North Street, Endicott, NY 13760, 607/755-3046) 
·9-12 Comdexl~rlng '88 
Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta (Peter B. Young, The Interface Group, 300 
First Avenue, Needham, MA 02914, 6171449-4200) 
•10 Computer Graphic Conference 
Hilton International Paris, Paris (Susie Ring, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa 
Mesa, CA 92626, 7141957-0171 ) 
•1G-11 Failure Analysis Avoidance 
Boston (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 6021998-9780) 
•10-12 Electro '88 
World Trade Center and Bayside Exposition Center, Boston (Alexis Razevich, 
Electronic Conventions Management, 811 O Airport Blvd ., Los Angeles, CA 90045, 
213/772-2965) 
•11 -12 WESCANEX '88 Digital Communications: Fibre, Satellite, Networl<s 
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada (Don Barnett, 
Canadian Centre for Advance Instrumentation, 15, Innovation Blvd., Saskatoon, 
Saskatchewan, Canada, S7N 2X8) 
·12-13 5th Worl<shop on Real-Time Operating Systems 
Omni Shoreham Hotel, Washington, DC (Prof. John A. Stankovic, Dept. of 
Computer & Info Science, University of Massachusetts, Amherst , MA 01003, 
41 3/545-0720) 
·16 PC Reseller 
Hilton International, London (Susie Ring, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa Mesa, 
CA 92626, 7141957-0171 ) 
·16-191988 Custom Integrated Circuits Conference (CICC '88) 
Rochester Riverside Convention Center, Rochester, NY (Laura Silzars, Convention 
Coordinating, 6900 SW Canyon Drive, Portland, OR 97225, 5031292-6347) 
·17-1 9 PCB Expo 
Red Lion Inn, San Jose (Heidi Hogarth, 1790 Hembree Road, Alpharetta, GA 
30201 , 4041475-1818) 

5 6 7 

12 13 

19 20 

26 27 

·17-19 Failure Avoidance/Failure Analysis for VLSI Circuits 
Boston (OM Data, Inc., 6900 E. Camelback Road, Suite 1000, Scottsdale, AZ. 
85251 ' 6021945-9620) 

14 

21 

28 

·18-2'1 AEA Ex!!Cutive Marl<etina Forum 
Monterey,. CA !Su~n, Puleo, AEA, 5201 Great America Parkway, Santa Clara, CA 
95054, 4(18/987-42 1 J 
•20 How~ Save ousands of Dollars on Your Semiconductor Purchases and 

~~/g~(DMsiJla7~. Inc., 6900 E. Camelback Road, Suite 1000, Scottsdale, AZ. 
85251 ' 6021945-9620) 
·20-22 RAINBOWfest 
Hyatt Regency Woodfield, Schaumberg (O'Hare), IL (Ira D. Barsky, The Falsoft 

~2~~~~!j(~~~~~~OH~~:.;~~i ~~h~~s385 , Prospect, KY 40059, 5021228-4492) 

Westin Hotel, Detroit (Nancy LePage, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, One 
SME Drive, PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48121 , 3131271-1500) 
•23-26 Supercomm '88 
Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta (Donald R. Pollock, U. S. 
Telecommunications Suppliers Association, 150 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite 600, IL 
60601 -7524, 3121782-8597) 
•23-26 3rd International Conference on Ada Applications and Envlronmens 
Sheraton-Wayfarer Inn, Manchester, MA (Derek S. Morris, Dept. of EECS, Stevens 
Institute ofTechnology, Hoboken, NJ 07730, 201 1420-5606) 
·24-25 Engineers Expo Career Open House 
Dayton, OH/NAECON (Engineers Expo, 2367 Auburn Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 
45219, 513/721 -3030) 
•24-26 Hartford/Springfield Manufacturing Productivity Conference & Advanced 
Productivity Exposition (APEX) 
Eastern States Exposition Center, West Springfield, MA (Nancy Le Page, Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers, One SME Drive, PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48121 , 
3131271-1500) 
·24-26 18th International Symposium on Multiple-Valued Logic 
Hotel Saratoga, Madrid (Ennc Trillas, Consejo Superior, lnvestigaciones, 
Cienttticas, Serrano 117, 28006-Madrid , Spain, (91) 6216264) 
•24-27 ComExpo International Computer/Communications Expo 
Venezuela Hilton Hotel, Caracas (Wilham Warnes, Marketing International, PO Box 
4749, Arlington, VA 22204 703/685-0600) 
25-271988 IEEE MTT-S International Microwave Symposium 
Marriott Marquis/New York Convention Center, New York (Charles B~ntschuh , 
Narda Microwave Corp., 435 Moreland Road, Hauppauge, NY 11788, 5t61231 -
1700) 
•25-27 1988 International Worl<shop on Artificial Intelligence for Industrial 
Applications 
Hitachi, Japan (Dr. Kotaro Hirasawa, Hitachi Research Laboratory, Hitachi, Ltd., 
4026, Kuji-cho, Hitachi, lbaraki, 319-12 Japan, or Prof. Allred C. Weaver, Flight 
Data Systems, EH4, NASA - Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058, 713/483-
2801) 
•29-31 1988 18th International Symposium on Multiple Valued Logic 
Palma de Mallorca, Spain (Mr. Enric Trillas, Consejo Superior de lnvestigaciones, 
Cientificas, Serrano 17, 28008-Madrid, Spain) 
•30-June 2 15th International Symposium on Computer Architecture 
Honolulu (H. J. Siegel, Supercomputing Research Ctr., 4380 Forbes Blvd., 
Lanham, MD 20706, 301 /731-3700) 
·31-June 3 National Computer Conference NCCINCE 
Los Angeles Convention Center (Matricia Smrth, ISA Services, Inc., P.O. Box 
12277, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709, 9191549-8411 ) 
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\Ou've made power supplies 
smaller, lighter and qUieter 

with a harmonica? 

No, 
Harmonic Resonance! 

Harmonic resonant, as a technology for 
our new line of power supplies, is prac
tically as significant as going from linear 
to switching. 

So, why did we develop it? It lets us 
make open frame switchers almost half the 
size of industry standards. Therefore, 
lighter. And quieter from a conductive noise 
standpoint. All for the same price you're 
paying now. 

Of course, like all our power supplies 
introduced since 1983, this new 9S 
Harmonic Resonant line meets VDE, UL 
and CSA for safety. And VDE, FCC and 
IEC for conducted noise. 

For more information on our new 
9S Harmonic Resonant line (or where to 
get a nice harmonica), contact us today. 
Sierra Power Systems (formerly Sierracin), 
20500 Plummer Street, Chatsworth, Cali
fornia 91311. Call toll-free (800) 423-5569. 
In California, (818) 
998-9873. 

~ 
Sierra Power Systems 
Division of Valor Electronics, Inc. 
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V25: the most powerful 16-bit single-chip 

Yukio Maehashi 
Manager 

Microcomputer Division. 

C&C Computers and Communications 



microcomputer. 

VJ 
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JUNE1988 EDN 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 

5 6 7 8 

12 13 14 15 

19 20 

26 27 

FLAG 
DAY 

21 

28 

"1-3 Pacific Northwest Advanced Productivity Exposition (APEX) 

22 

29 

Taccma Dome, Taccma, WA (Nancy LePage, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, 
One SME Drive, PO Box 930, Dearborn, Mf 48121 , 3131271-1500) 
•1-3 42nd Annual Frequency Control Symposium 
Stouffer Harborplace Hotel, Baltimore (Frequency Control Symposium, PO Box 
826, Belmar, NJ 07719) 
•2-3 1st International Conference on Industrial & Engineering and Applications of 
Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems 
University of Tennessee Space Institute (Richard Roberds, University of Tennessee 
Space Institute, Tullahoma, TN 37388, 615/455-0631) 
·5-9 IEEE Computer Society Conference on Computer Vision & Pattern 
Recognition 
University of Michigan Campus, Ann Arbor (Ramesh Jain, Dept. of EECS, 3215 
EECS Bldg, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Ml 48109-2122, 3131763-0387) 
•5-9 Human Factors and Power Plants Conference 
Doubletree Inn at Fisherman's Wharf , Monlerey, CA (H. E. Price, Essex Corp., 333 
N. Fairfax Street, Alexandria, VA 22314, 703/548-4500) 
·6-101988 IEEE !AS Pulp & Pafl"r Industry Technical Conference 
Hyan Regency, Milwaukee (David T. Rollay, Conlerence Chairman, Allen-Bradley 
Co. , 1201South2nd Street, Milwaukee, WI 53204, 414/382-2163) 
·6-101988 AP-S International Symposium and URSl/USNC Radio Science 
Meeting 
Sheraton University Inn and Conference Center, Syracuse (Prof. A. T. Adams, 
Chairman, Syracuse University, 111 Link Hall, Syracuse, NY 13210, 315/423-
4397) 
·HI Installation Engineering : Designing & Maintaining Successful Systems 
Savoy Place, London (IEE Conference Services, Savoy Place, London, WC2R 
OBL, 01 -240 1871 ext. 222) 
·7-91988 International Symposium on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS '88) 
Helsinki University of Technology, Espoo Finland (Dr. 0111 Simula, Helsinki 
University olTechnology, Dept. olTechnical Physics, SF-02150Espoo15, Finland 
or Dr. Markku Renfors, Secretary Tampere University of Tech .. PO Box 527, SF-
33101 Tampere, Finland, +358 31 162696) 
·7-9 ATE & Instrumentation Conference East 
World Trade Center, Boston (MG Expositions Group, 1050 Commonwealth Avenue, 
Boston, MA 02215, 617/232-EXPO) 
·7-9 Silicon Mountain Symposium 
Colorado Springs (Jil Goebel, Colorado Springs MARCOM Network, PO Box 

~~h 4t~~1;'/,'..;'~~ ~~~~~~o 80949-9014, 303/576-7140) 

Caribe Hilton , San Juan, Puerto Rice (William Warens, LATCOM, PO Box 4749, 
Arlington, VA 22204) 
·8-10 Symposium on the Engineering of Computer Based Medical Systems 
Hyan Regency Hotel, Minneapolis (John M. Long, Ed. D., 2829 University Avenue 
SE, Suite 408, Minneapolis, MN 55414, 6121627-4850) 
·8-11 Communlc Aslli/lnfotech Asia 88 
World Trade Centre, Singapore (Gerald G. Kallman, Kallman Associates, Five 
Maple Court, Ridgewood, NJ 07450-4431 , 201 /652-7070) 
•8-16 ACM/IEEE Design Automation Conference 
Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim \Design Automation Conference, PO Pistilli, 
MP Associates, 7366 Old Mill Trail , Bou der, CO 80301 , 303/530-4562) 
·12-15 Design Automation Conference 
Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim (MP & Associates, 7490 Clubhouse Rd., 
Suite 102, Boulder, CO 80301, 303/530-4333) 
·12-15 1988 International Conference on Communications (ICC '88) 
Wyndham Franklin Plaza Hotel , Philadelphia ( G. William Ruhl , Bell Pennsylvania, 
8th floor, 210 Pine Street, Harrisburg, PA 17101 , 7171255-8643) 
• 12-18 1988 American Control Conference 
Atlanta Hilton & Towers, Allanta (Judy Book, General Chairman, 1373 Emory Road, 
Atlanta, GA 30306) 

2 3 4 

9 10 11 

16 17 18 

23 24 25 

30 

·1 3-14 Engineers Expo Career Open House 
Albuquerque, NM (Engineers Expo, 2367 Auburn Avenue, Cincinnati , OH 45219, 
5131721-3030) 
·13-17 8th International Conference on Distributed Computing Systems 
Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco (81CDCS, Compuler Society cl the IEEE, 1730 
Massachusens Ave NW, Washington, DC 20036-1903, 2021371 -1013) 
·13-18 EP China '88 
China International Exhibition Centre, Beijing, P.R.C. (Gerald G. Kallman, Kallman 

~~'i'i!~~~· ~z~~~~fe~g~~·i:~d~=~~s ~ro~:~~:b3~,;~~~~;;-7070l 
Red Lion Inn, Seanle, Washington (Marge Smith, SAM PE, International Business 
Office, 843 West Glentana (Box 2459) , Covina, CA 91722, 818/331 -0616) 
•14-16 NEPCON East 1988 
Bayside Expo Center, Boston (Janet Schafer, Cahners Exposition Group, Cahners 
Plaza, 1350 E. Touhy Avenue, PO Box 5060, Des Plaines, IL 60018, 312/299-
9311) 
·15-171988 Vehicular Technology Conference 
Holiday lnn·Center City, Philadelphia (John Galanti, Conference Chairman, Bell 
Atlantic Mobile Systems, 180 Mount Airy Road, Basking Ridge, NJ 07920, 2011953-
2212, or Robert T. Swint, Arrangements Chairman, Bell of Pennsylvania, 215/466-
3284) 
·19-241988 International Symposium on Information Theory 
International Conference Center, Kobe, Japan (Prof. Toshihiko Namekawa, Dept. of 
Communication Engr., Osaka University, 2-1, Yamada-Oka Suita, Osaka 565 
Japan or Daniel J. Costello, Jr. , Dept. of Electrical Engr., University of Notre Dame, 
Notre Dame, IN 46556, 2191239-7703) 
•21 -23 International Conference on Private Switching Systems and Networks 
Savoy Place. London (IEE Conference Services, Savoy Place, London, WC2R 
OBL, 01-240 1871 ext. 222) 
•21-23 PC Expo 
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center, New York (Jim Mien or Annie Zdinak. 333 
Sylvan Avenue , EnQlewood Cliffs, NJ 07632, 800/922-0324, 201 /569-8542) 
·21-23 Failure Avoidance/Failure Analysis for VLSI Circuits 
Minneapolis (DM Data Inc., 6900 E. Camelback Rd., Suite 1000, Sconsdale, AZ 
85251 , 6021945-9620) 
•24 How to Save Thousands of Dollars on Your Semiconductor Purchases and 
System Designs 
Minneapolis (OM Data Inc., 6900 E. Camelback Rd., Suite 1000, Sconsdale, AZ 
85251 , 6021945-9620) 
·27-28 Engineers Expo Career Open House 
Cleveland/Akron/Canton (Engineers Expo, 2367 Auburn Avenue, Cincinnati , OH 
45219, 5131721-3030) 
•27-3018th International Symposium on Fault-Tolerant Computing 
Keio Plaza Hotel, Tokyo (Yasuo Komamiya, 2-4-8 Kikuna, Kohoku-ku, Yokohama 
222, Japan, 044-911 -8181) 
·27-30 5th International Conference on Dielectric Materials, Measurements & 
Applications 
University of Kent at Canterbury, England (IEE Conference Services, Savoy Place, 
London WC2R OBL, 1-240 1871ext.222) 
•3o-July 2 Semicon Osaka 
The lntex Center, Osaka, Japan (Bill Galarnea, Semiconductor Equipment & 
Materials Institute, Inc., 805 E. Middlelield Rd., Mountain View, CA 94043, 415/964-
5111) 

EON CALENDAR OF ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER INDUSTRY EVENTS 



JULY1988 EDN 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY T HURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

INDEPENDENCE 
DAY 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 

·10-15 AEA/Santa Clara Management Development Program 
Santa Clara (Mary Healy, AEA, 5201 Great America Parkway, Santa Clara, CA 
95054, 4081987-4229) 
• 11-13 National FinCom 
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center, New York (Jim Mion or Annie Zdinak, 333 
Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632, 800/237-7601 , 201 /569-6474) 
·11 -15 2nd IEE/BCS Conference on Software Engineering 88 
University of Liverpool, England (IEE Conference Services, Savoy Place, London 
WC2R OBL, 01 -240-1871ext.222) 
·12-15 INTERMAG '88 - Fourth Joint MMM-lntermag Conference 
Hyatt Regency Vancouver and Hotel Vancouver, Vancouver, British Columbia 

. (Diane Suiters, Courtesy Associates, 655-15th Street NW, Washington, DC 20005, 
2021639-5088) 
·13-15 3rd International Conference on Power Electronics and Variable-Speed 
Drives 
London (IEE Conference Services, Savoy Place, London WC2R OBL, 01 -240-1871 
ext. 222) 
•17-22 AEA Manufacturing Strategy Program 
Santa Cruz, CA (Stepahany Nickel, AEA, 5201 Great America Parkway, Santa 
Clara, CA 95054, 4081987-4239) 
•18-19 Englneeers Expo Career Open House 
Melbourne/Orlando, FL (Engineers Expo, 2367 Auburn Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 
45219, 51 31721-3030) 
•19-21 2nd Workshop on Software Testing & Verification 
Rimrock Inn, Banff, Alberta, Canada (Lee White, Dept of CS, University of Alberta, 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, T6G 2H1 , 403/432-4589) 
·24-291988 Power Engineering Society Summer Meeting 
Hilton and Marriott Hotels, Portland , OR (S. A. Annestrand, Bonneville Power Adm., 
Box 3621 , Portland, OR 97208, 503/230-4503) 
·25-27 Summer Computer Simulation Conference 
Seattle, Washington (SGS, P.O. Box 17900, San Diego, CA 92117, 619/277-3888) 
·25-28 Navy Micro/QA '88 Conference 
San Diego (NARDAC San Diego, NAS North Island, Building 1482, San Diego, CA 
92135-5110) 
·31 -August 12 AEA/Stanford Executive Institute for Management of High-
Technology Companies 
Stanford, CA (Mary Horngren Frost, AEA, 5201 Great America Parkway, Santa 
Clara, CA 95054, 4081987-4285) 

EON CALENDAR OF ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER INDUST RY EVENTS 



Your next destination: 



The ACL Computer Age. 
The future belongs to computers and peripherals 

built with RCA Advanced CMOS Logic (ACL). 
The pressure is on to make your systems 

smaller, faster, cheaper. 
Some of your competitors are doingjust 

that by incorporating ACL into their new 
designs. If you want to stay on the fast track, 
you can't afford not to consider ACL for your 
new designs. 

The computer of the future. 
Imagine a computer with power dissipa

tion so low you could eliminate all cooling sys
tems. Or design a sealed system to prevent 
dust problems. 

And get dramatically improved reliability, 
thanks to the far lower heat generated. As well 
as far smaller system size. 

You'd also be able to use it in a farwider 
operating temperature range (-55°C to 
+ 125°C). Even in high-noise environments. 

FAST* speed, CMOS benefits. 
Advanced CMOS Logic gives you high 

speed (less than 3ns propagation delay with 
our ACOO NANO gate) and 24 mA output 
drive current 

But unlike FAST, it gives you a whole new 
world of design opportunity for computers, 
peripherals, telecommunications and other 
speed-intensive applications. 

ACL dissipates less than 1/8 Watt while 
switching, compared to 1/2 Watt for a FAST 
IC (octal transceiver operating at 5 MHz). And 
quiescent power sa"ings are even more dra
matic: ACL idles at a small fraction of the 
powerofa FASTIC. 

* F:\s·1· is a 11"< 1<le111ar" • 1f Fain-hi Id Semin 111du<1c w ( :c nv. 

In addition, ACL offers balanced propa
gation delay, superior input characteristics, 
improved output source current, low ground 
bounce and a wider operating supply voltage 
range. 

Latch-up and ESD protection, too. 
Latch-up concern is virtually eliminated, 

because ACL uses a thin epitaxial layer which 
effectively shorts the parasitic PNP transistor 
responsible for SCR latch-up. 

And a dual diode input/output circuit pro
vides ESD protection in excess of 2KV. 

A broad and growing product line. 
Our line already includes over 100 of 

the most popular types (SSI, MSI and 
LSI). More are coming soon. And many 
are available in High-Rel versions. 

All this at FAST prices. 
Our ACL Ii ne is priced comparably to 

FAST. So you get better performance at no 
extra cost Why wait, when your competition is 
very likely designing its first generation of 
ACL products right now? 

Get into the passing lane, with RCA ACL 
from the CMOS leader: GE Solid State. Free 
test evaluation kits are available for qualified 
users. Kits must be requested on your com
pany letterhead. W1ite: GE Solid State, Box 
2900, Somerville, NJ 08876. 

For more information, call toll-free 
800-44'.~-7%4, extension 24. Or contact your 
local CE Solid State sales office or clisuibutor. 

In Europe, call: Brussels, (02) 246-21-11 ; Paris, (1) 39-46-57-99; London, (276) 68-59-11 ; Milano, (2) 82-291 ; Munich, (089) 63813-0; Stockholm (08) 793-9500 . 

• 
GE/RCA/ lntersil Semiconductors 
These three leading brands are now one leading-€dge company. 
Together, we have the resources-and the commitment-
to help you conquer new worlds. 

GE Solid State 



AUGUST1988 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY 

1 2 3 

7 8 9 10 

14 15 16 17 

21 22 23 24 

28 29 30 31 

1-515th Annual Conference & Exhibition on Computer Graphics & Interactive 
Techniques (Slggraph '88) 
Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta (University of Waterloo, Department of 
Computer Scence, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, N2L 3G1 , 519/888-4534) 
·2 Basic IC Technology 
San Jose (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 6021998-9780) 
•2-4 2nd SAMPE Metals & Metals Processing Conference 
Sautter Hotel, Dayton, OH (Marge Smith, SAM PE, International Business Office, 
843 West Glentana (Box 2459), Covina, CA 91722, 8181331 -0616) 
·2-41988 IEEE lniernational Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatibility 
Westin Hotel, Seattle (Donald Weber, Conference Chairman, 131 SW 156th Street, 
Seattle, Washington 98166, 206/244-0952) 
•3 Mid· Term '88 
San Jose (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 6021998-9780) 
•3--51988 IEEE 4th Workshop on Spectrum Estimation & Modeling 
Spring Hill Conference Center, Minneapolis (Kevin Buckley, Chairman, 
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 
55455, 6121625-7319) 
·S.12 1988 IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics 
Beijing Shenyang, China (A. Terry Bahill , University of Arizona, Systems & 
Industrial Engineering, Tucson, AZ. 85721 , 6021621-6561) 
·9 Basic IC Technology 
Scottsdale, AZ. (ICE , 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 6021998-9780) 
•10 Mid· Term '88 
Scottsdale, AZ. (ICE , 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 6021998-9780) 
•15-16 Engineers Expo Career Open House 
Colorado Springs/Denver (Engineers Expo, 2367 Auburn Avenue, Cincinnati , OH 
45219, 5131721 -3030) 
•16 Basic IC Technology 
Boston (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 6021998-9780) 
·17 Mid-Term '88 
Boston (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 6021998-9780) 
·23 Basic IC Technology 
Newport Beach, CA (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 6021998-
9780) 
·24 Mid-Term '88 

Newport Beach , CA (ICE, 15022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 6021998-
9780) 
·30-September 1 MIDCON '88 
Dallas Convention Center, Dallas (Alexes Razevich, Electronic Conventions Mgmt. , 
8110 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045, 800/421-6816) 
30-September 2 ICO Topical Meeting on Optical Computing 
Orsay, France (Prof. S. Lowenthal, lnstitut D'Uptique B.P. 43, 91406 Orsay, Cedex, 
France) 

EDN 
WEDNESDAY TH URSDAY FRI DAY SATURDAY 

4 5 6 

11 12 13 

18 19 20 

25 26 27 

31 -September 2 Factory 2000: Integrating Information and Material Flow 
Churchill College, Cambridge. England (The Conference Secretariat, Institution of 
Electronic and Radio Engineers, Savoy Hill House, Savoy Hill, London WC2R OJD, 
England) 

EON CALENDAR OF ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER INDUSTRY EVENTS 



SEPTEMBER 1988 EDN 
SUNDAY MO NDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATU RDAY 

4 5 6 7 

LABOR 
DAY 

11 12 13 14 

ROSH 
HASHANAH 

18 19 20 21 

YOM 
KIPPUR 

25 26 27 28 

·7-8 Capitol Microcomputer User FOnJm 
Washington Convention Center, Washington, DC (Jackie Voight, National Trade 
Association, 800/638-851 O or 703/683-8Soo) 
·7-151988 lntemational Test Conference 
~.~4J~~8'.'~~~'1{%)DC (Doris Thomas, ITC, PO Box 264, Mt. 

-8 OEM Peripheral ICC 
Newton Maroott, Newton, MA (Susie Ring, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa Mesa, 
CA 92626, 7141957-0171) 
·11-15 Electromagnetic Compatibility 
Universi1y of York, England (The Conference Secretariat, Institution ol Electronic 
and Radio Engineers, Savoy Hill House, Savoy Hill, London WC2R OJD, Efl!lland) 
·11-1514111 European Conference on Optical Communication (ECOC 88) 
Brighton, England (IEE Conference Services, Savoy P1a!=9, London WC2R OBL, 
England, 01 -240 1871 , ext 222) 
·11-161988 lntemational Symposium on Subscriber Loops and Services (ISSLS 
'88) 
Shera1on Hotel, Boston (C. William Anderson, New England Telephone Co., 350 
Cochttuate Road, Room 206, Framingham, MA 01701 , 617/879-9000) 
·12-13 Engineers Expo Open House . . . 
Long Island (Engineers Expo, 2367 Auburn Avenue, Cincinnati , OH 45219, 
5131721 -3030) 
•12-151988 Petroleum & Chemical Industry Conference PCIC '88 
Dallas (Thomas Pearson, ARCOOil & Gas Company, PO Box 2819, Dallas, TX 
75221 , 214/880-4782) 
·12-15 Fabricating Composites '88 Conference & Exposition 
Adam's Mark Hotel, Philadelphia (Nancy LePage, Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers, One SME Orive, PO Box 930, Oearbom, Ml 48121 , 3131271-1500) 
•12-151988 Annual International Test Conference 
Sheraton Washington, Washington, DC (ITC '88, Computer Society of the IEEE, 
1730 Massachusetts Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20036-1903, 2021371-1013) 
·12-161988 2nd International Conference on Properties and Applications of 
Dielectric Materials 
Tsinghua University, Beijing, P.R. of China (Assoc. Prof. Zhu Deheng, Tsinghua 
University, Beijing, P.R. ol China, 282451-2166) 
·13-15 Metal Matrix Composites '88 Conference 
Adam's Mark Hotel, Philadelphia (Nancy LePage, Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers, One SME Orive, PO Box 930, Oearborn, Ml 48121 , 3131271 -1500) 
•13-1 5 Semicon East 

~fu~.~~°'M®Jle~~·~:J'~~t~u=t.~1~~~11) 
·13-15 Fa~ure Avoidance!Failure Analysis for VLSI Circuits 
Boston (OM Data Inc., 6900 E. Camelback Rd., Sutte 1000, Scottsdale, AZ. 85251 , 
6021945-9620) 
•15 OElll Peripheral ICC 
Frankfurt Sheralon, Frankfurt (Susie Ring, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa Mesa, 
CA 92626, 7141957-0171) 
·15-16 38th Annual Broadcast Symposium 
Washington Ho1el, Washington, DC (Mr. Otto A. Claus, WBAL-TV, 3800 Hooper 
Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21211 , 3011331Hl455) 
·16 How to Save Thousands of DoRars on Your Semiconductor Purchases and 
System Designs 
Boston (OM Data inc., 6900 E. Camel>ack Ad., Sutte 1000, Scottsdale, AZ. 85251 , 
6021945-9620) 
•18-21 IEEE Artificial Neural Netwot1<s Conference 
Shera1on International Conference Center, Reston, VA (Dr. Kamai Kanna, 823 
Flegler Road, Gai1hersburg, MD 20879, 3011984-7657) 
·1~22 Digital Processing of Signals in Communications 
Universi1y of LoughborOU(lh, UK (The Conference Secretariat, Institution of 
Electronic and Radio Engineers, Savoy Hil House, Savoy Hill, London WC2R OJD, 
England) 

1 2 3 

8 9 10 

15 16 17 

22 23 24 

29 30 

•20 OEM Peripheral ICC 
Stockholm Sheraton, Stockholm (Susie Ring, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa 
Mesa, CA 92626, 7141957-0171) 
·20-22 NetWortd 
lnlornart, Dallas (Jim Mion or Amie Zdinak, 333 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, 
NJ 07632, 800/526-3247 or 2011569-6406) 
·20-22 PCB Expo 1988 
Radisson Hotel Soufh, Minneapolis, (Heidi Hogarath, 1790 Hembree Ad., 
Alpharetta, GA 30201 , 404/475-1818) 
·22 IEEE V-1deoconlereoces: Photonic SWitching 
IEEE Continuing Education Dept., 445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, NJ 08854-4150, 
2011981-0060ext. 412) 
•23-27 International B1nroadcastlt....t."""t1rog"' Convention 
Brighton, England (IBC Secretariat, C/O Conference Services, IEE, Savoy Place, 
London WC2R OBl, England, 01 -240 1871 , ext 222) 
·26-27 North American Power Symposium 
Purdue Universi1y, West Lafayette, Indiana (G. T. Heydt, Purdue Universtty, Dept. of 
Electrical Engineering, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907, 317/494-3520) 
·26-28 1988 34th IEEE Holm Conference on Electrical Contacts 
San Francisco Hilton & Tower, San Francisco (Registrar, IEEE Headquarters, 345 
East47th Street, New York, NY 10017-2394) 
·27 OElll Periphenll ICC 
Hilton International, London (Susie Ring, 3151 Airway Avenue, #C-2, Costa Mesa, 
CA 92626, 7141957-0171) 
·27-29 FABTECH West Conference & Exposition 
Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim (Nancy LePage, Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers, One SME Orive, PO Box 930, Oeartx>m, Ml 48121 , 
3131271 -1500) 
·27-29 Finishing West Conference 
AnaheUn Convention Center, Anaheim (Nancy LePage, Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers, One SME Drive, PO Box 930, Oearbom, Ml 48121 , 3131271 -1500) 
·27-29 20th SAMPE lnlematlonal Technical Conference 
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Minneapolis {Marge Smtth, SAMPE, International Business 
Office, 843 WestGlentana (Box 2459), Covina, CA 91722, 8181331-0616) 
·27-29 Buscon '88 East 
Penta Hotel, New York (Anne Weber, 17100 Norwalk Blvd., Suite 116, Cerritos, CA 
90701 , 2131402-1618) 
·27-29 Power Electronics '88 East 
Penta Hotel, New York (Anne Weber, 17100 Norwalk Blvd., Suite 116, Cerritos, CA 
90701 , 213/402-1618) 
·27-30 AEA Executive Forum for Senior HR Professionals 
San Diego {Diane Mcintyre, AEA, 5201 Great America Parkway, Santa Clara, CA 

:=·~or?.-:~Show 
The Pasadena Center, Pasadena, CA {Harry Scilwartz, Epic Enterprises, Inc, 3838 
Camino Del Rio North, Suite 164, San Diego, CA 92108, 6191284-9268) 

EON CALENDAR OF ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER INDUSTRY EVENTS 



OCTOBER 1988 EDN 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WED NESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

2 

9 

3 

10 

COLUMBUS 
DAY 

4 5 

11 12 

16 17 18 19 

23 
30 

24 

31 
HALLOWEEN 

25 

·2-5 Mexican IEEE Annual Convention & Expo 

26 

Plaza Hotel, Acapulco (Willian Warnes, LATCC'.>M, PO Box 4749, Arlington, VA 
22204, 703/685--0600) 
·Ni Industry Applications Society Annual Meeting 
Pittsburgh Holton, Pittsburgh (Charles E. Gray, General Electric Co., Two Gateway 
Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222, 4121566-4173) 
·2~ 1988 International Conference on Computer Design 
Rye Town Hilton, Rye Brook, NY (ICCD 1988, 1730 Massachusetts Avenue NW, 
Washington. DC 20036-1903, 202/371 -1013) 
·2~ Joint Power Generation Conference 
Wyndham Franklin Plaza Hotel, Philadelphia (M.W. Migliaro, Ebasco Services, Inc., 
2Wor1d Trade Center, New York, NY 10048--0752, 212/839-2245) 
·3-4 Engineers Expo career Open House 
Houston/Johnson Space Center (Engineers Expo, 2367 Auburn Avenue, 
Cincinnati, OH 45219, 5131721 -3030) 
·3-5 1988 IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium 
McCormick Center Hotel, Chicago (William D. O'Brien, Jr., General Chairman, 
Bioacoustics Research Lab, University of Illinois, Urbana, II 61801) 
-4 Semiconclucti>r Packaging 
Boston (ICE, 105022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 602J998-9780) 
- Au'rOTESTSCON '88 
Hyatt Regency/Holiday Inn Downtown, Minneapolis (Lee C. Paulson, Honeywell, 
Inc., MNl 5-2733, 1625 Zarthan Avenue S .. Minneapolis, MN 55416, 6121542-
4841) 
- 1988 lntemational Display Research Conference 
Hyatt Islandia, San Diego (Ms. Hildegarde Hammond, Palisades lnstiMe for 
Research Services, Inc., 201 Varick St., Room 1140, New York, NY 10014, 
212/620-3388) 
- Adhesives, Surface Coatings & Encapsulants 1988 (ASE) 
Metropole Exhibition Centre, Brighton, Enqland (Network Events, Ltd., Printers 
Mews, Market Hill, Buckingham, MK181JX, UK, 0280815226) 
- Electronic Imaging Conference East 
World Trade Center, Boston (MG Expositions Group, 1050 Commonwealth Avenue, 
Boston, MA 02215, 6171232-EXPO) 
- National CASECON 
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center, New York (Jim Mion or Amie Zdinak, 333 
Sylvan Averue, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632, 8001922--0324, or 201/569-8542) 
-S-7 Practical IC Fabrication 
Boston (ICE, 105022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 602J998-9780) 
·9-13 International Conference on Computer Languages 
Castle Premier, Miami Beach (Pei Hsia, University of Texas/Arlington, Computer 
Science, 2100 Oak Bluff Drive, Arlington, TX 76001 , 8171273-3785) 
·10-12 PC Expo 
McCormick Place North, Chicago (Jim Mion or Annie Zdinak, 333 Sylvan Avenue, 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632, 800'922-0324 or 201/569-8542) 
·11-13 Adhesives '88 Conference & Exposition 
Hyatt Regency-O'Hare, Chicago (Nancy LePage, Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers, One SME Drive, PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48121 , 3131271 -1500) 
·13-15 Northeast Computer Faire 
World Trade Center, Boston (Peter B. Young, The Interface Group, Inc., 300 First 
Avenue, Needham, MA 02194, 617/449~) 
·17-18 ~ineers~career~House 
Dayton/Cincinnati (Engineers Expo, 2367 Auburn Avenue, Cincinnati , OH 45219, 
5131721 -3030) 
•17-196ESC '88 
Orlando, FL (Joseph Gauthier, 919B Willowbrook Dr., Huntsville, AL 35802, 
205/881--0947) 

1 

6 7 8 

13 14 15 

20 21 22 

27 28 29 

•17-19 CONVERGENCE '88 International Congress on Transportation Electronics 
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Fairlane Towne Center, Dearborn, Ml (Oliver T . McCarter, 
Advanced Engineering Staff, APE-S1 -Council, 30200 Mound Road, Warren, Ml 
48090-9010, 313/986-8048) 
·17-19 4th International Conference on Satellite Systems for Mobile 
Communications & Navigation 
London (IEE Conference Services, Savoy Place, London WC2R OBL, England, 01 -
240 1871, ext. 222) 
·17-21 4th Expert Systems in Government Conference 
Washington, DC (ESIG '88, Computer Society of the IEEE, 1730 Massachusetts 
Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20036-1903, 202/371 -1013) 
•18-20 Boston Manufacturing Productivity Conference & Advanced Productivity 
Exposition (APEX) 
Hynes Convention Center, Boston (Nancy LePage, Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers, One SME Drive, PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48121 , 3131271 -1500) 
•18-20TESTMEX 1988 
Business Design Centre, London (Network Events, Ltd., Printers Mews. Market Hill , 
Buckingham MK181JX, UK, 0280 815226) 
·18-20 Failure Avoidance/Failure Analysis for VLSI Circuits 
Washington, DC (OM Data, Inc., Ste 1000, Scottsdale AZ., 85251 , 602/945-9620) 
·18-22 Ceramitec '88 
Munich Trade Fair Centre, Munich (Gerald Kallman, Kallman Associates, Five 
Maple Court, Ridgewood, NJ 07450-4431 , 201/652-7070) 
•19-20 Semicon South West 
lnfornart, Dallas (Bill Galamea, Semiconductor Equipment & Materials Institute, Inc., 
805 E. Middlefield Rd., Mountain View, CA, 4151964-5111) 
•19-21 Canadian Communications and Energy Conference 
Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal, Canada (IEEE Canadian Region Office, 7061 

'."~°fE~r;'~~~l'holf:n:;:~· 4161881 -1930) 

IEEE Continuing Education Dept., 445 Hoes Lane1'iscataway, NJ 08854-4150, 
2011981 -0060 ext. 412) 
•21 How to Save Thousands of Dollars on Your Semiconductor Purchases and 
System Designs 
Washington, DC (OM Data Inc., 6900 E. Camelback Rd., Suite 1000, Scottsdale, AZ. 
85251 , 6021945-9620) 
·21-23 RAINBOWfest 
Hyatt Regency Princeton, Princeton, NJ (Ira D. Barsky, The Falsoft Building, 9509 
U.S. Highway 42, PO Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059, 502/228-4492) 
·23-261988 lllilitary Communictions Conference - Mil.COM '88 
Irvine Marriott, Irvine, CA (Robert North, TRW Electronic Systems Group, One 
Space Park, Redondo Beach, CA 90278, 2131536-2421) 
·23-28 IPC Fall Meeting 
Anaheim Marriott. Anaheim (Virginia Perry, llPEC, 7380 N. Lincoln, Lincoln Wood, 
IL 60646) 
•24-271988 Conference on Software Maintenance 
Paradise Valley Resort, Scottsdale, AZ. (Computer Society of the IEEE, 1730 
Massachusetts Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20036-1903, 2021371 -1013) 
·24-28 AEA/Santa Clara Management Development Program 
Santa Clara, CA (Mary Healy, AEA, 5201 Great America Parkway, Santa Clara, CA 
95054, 408/987-4229) 
•25-28 SYSTEC '88 
Munich Trade Fair Centre, Munich (Gerald Kallman, Kallman Associates, Five 
Maple Court, Ridgewood, NJ 07540-4431 , 2011652-7070) 
•29-November 2 1988 lntemational Telecommunications Conlerence(INTELEC '88) 
Town & Country Hotel, San Diego (Chris Riddleberger, AT&T, Room 1a-306, 260 
Cherry Hill Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054, 2011299-3428) 
·31-November 2 AUTOFACT '88 Conference & Exposition 
McCormick Place, Chicago (Nancy LePage, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, 
One SME Drive, PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48121 , 3131271 -1500) 

EDN CALENDAR OF ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER INDUSTRY EVENTS 



NOVEMBER 1988 EDN 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDN ESDAY THURS DAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

6 7 

1 

8 

ELECTION 
DAY 

2 

9 

13 14 15 16 

20 21 22 23 

27 28 29 30 

·1 -3 Toledo Manufacturing Productivity Conference & Advanced Productivity 
Exposition 
SeaGate Centre, Toledo, OH (Nancy LePage, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, 
One SME Drive, PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48121 , 31 31271 -1500) 
•2-3 Failure Analysis Avoidance 
Scottsdale, AZ. (ICE 105022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, AZ. 85260, 6021998-9780) 
·2-4 1988 IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium 
Sheraton Twin Towers (Edward J. Barsotti , Fermilab, PO Box 500, Batavia, IL 
60510, 31 2/840-4061 ) 
·2~ Communications 88/ Turkey 
Istanbul Hilton Convention & Exhibition Centre, Turkey (Gerald Kallman, Kallman 
Associates, Five Maple Court, Ridgewood, NJ d7450-4431 , 201 /652-7070) 
·7-8 International Conference on Refurbishment of Power Station Electrical Plant 
London (IEE Conference Services, Savoy Place, London WC2R OBL, England, 01 -
240 1871 , ext. 222) 
·8-10 Semicon Korea 
Korea Exhibition Center, Seoul, Korea (Bill Galarnea, Semiconductor Equipment & 
Materials Institute, Inc .. 805 E. Middlefield Rd., Mountain View, CA, 4151964-5111 ) 
•8-12 Electronics 
Munich Trade Fair Centre, Munich (Gerald Kallman, Kallman Associates. Five 
Maple Court, Ridgewood, NJ 07450-4431 , 201 /652-7070) 
·10-11 2nd International Symposium on Interoperable Information Systems 
Science Museum of Japan Science Foundation, Tokyo (Prof. Hideo Aiso, Dept. of 
EE, Keio University, 3-14-1, Hiyosi, Kohoku, Yokuhama, Karagawa, 223 Japan, 
044-63-1141 ext. 3320) 
•12-18 ACM/IEEE Computer Society FJCC 
Buena Vista Palace, Orlando, FL (FJCC Computer Society of the IEEE, 1730 
Massachusetts Avenue NW, Washington, DC 20036-1903, 2021371-1013) 
•13-17 Saudi Elenex '88 
Rjyadh Exhibition Centre, Rjyadh, Saudi Arabia (Gerald Kallman, Kallman 
Associates, Five Maple Court , Ridgewood , NJ 07450-4431 , 201 /652-7070) 
·14-16 ATE '88 (Paris) Automatic Testing and Test Instrumentation 
Palais des Congres, Paris (Network Events, Ltd .. Printers Mews, Market Hill, 
Buckingham MK181JX, UK, 0280815226) 
·14-18 Supercomputing '88 
Hyatt Orlando, Kissimmee, FL (George Michael, Lawrence Livermore Labs .. PO 
Box 808, L-306, Livermore, CA 94550, 415/422-4239) 
•15-17 Wescon/88 
Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim (Alexis Razevich, Electronic Conventions 
Management, 8110 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles. CA 90045, 213ITT2-2965) 
·15-17 Electronic Displays (ED88) 
Kensington Exhibition Centre, London (Network Events, Ltd., Printers Mews, Market 
Hill , Buckingham MK181JX, UK, 0280 815226) 
•15-17 Image Processing 
Kensington Exhibition Centre, London (Network Events, Ltd., Printers Mews. Market 
Hill , Buckingham MK181JX, UK, 0280 815226) 
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17 

24 
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·15-17Interactive1988 
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DAY 

18 
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19 

26 

Kensington Exhibition Centre, London (Network Events, Ltd., Printers Mews. Market 
Hill, Buckingham MK181JX, UK, 0280815226) 
·18-21 Argentina ComExpo International Computer/Communications Expo 
Buenos Aires, Argentina (Willian Warnes, LATCOM, PO Box 4749, Arlington, VA 
22204, 7031685-0600) 
·22-24 4th International Conference on Electrical Safety In Hazardous Areas 
Savoy Place, London (IEE Conference Services. Savoy Place, London WC2R 
OBL, England, 01 -240 1871 , ext. 222) 
•23-25 Semicon Japan 
Tokyo International Trade Center, Tokyo (Bill Galarnea. Semiconductor Equipment 
& Materials Institute. Inc .. 805 E. Middlefield Rd., Mountain View. CA, 41 5/964-
5111 ) 
·23-27 Elenex Turkey 88 
Istanbul Hilton Convention And Exhibition Centre, Istanbul (Gerald Kallman, 
Kallman Associates, Five Maple Court, Ridgewood, NJ 07450-4431 , 201 /652-

7070) 
•28-30 International Conference on Overhead Line Design and Construction: 
Theory and Practice (up to 150 kv) 
Savoy Place, London (I EE Conference Services, Savoy Place. London WC2R 
OBL, England, 01-240 1871 , ext. 222) 
•28-December 1 Global Telecommunications Conference - GLOBECOM '88 
Diplomat Hotel, Ft. Lauderdale, FL (Richard Blake, Siemens Communications 
Systems, Inc .. 5500 Broken Sound Blvd .. Boca Raton, FL 33431 , 305/994-7706) 
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·12-141988 Winter Simulation Conference 
San Deigo, CA (John C. Comfort, Dept. of Mathematical Sciences, Florida 
International University, Miami, FL 33199, 305/554-2015) 
·5-8 Annual lnfomatics '88 Conference 
Hong Kong (Don Avedon, International Information, Management Congress, PO 
Box 34404, Bethesda, MD 20817, 301/983-0604) 
·6-8 Composites in Manufacturing '88 Conference & Exposition 
Convention Center, Long Beach , CA (Nancy LePage, Society of Manufacturing 
Engineers, One SME Drive, PO Box 930, Dearborn, Ml 48121 , 3131271 -1 500) 
·6-9 1988 IEEE International Conference on Decision and Control 
Hyatt Regency Austin, Austin, TX (Michael P. Polis, National Science Foundation, 
1800 G Street, Washington, DC 20550, 2021357-9618) 
•7 IEEE Vldeoconferences: Supercomputers 
(IEEE Continuing Education Dept. , 445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway, NJ 08854-4150, 
201 /981 -0060 ext. 412) 
•7-9 Practical IC Fabrication 
Orlando, FL (ICE 105022 N. 75th Street, Scottsdale, 1'Z. 85260, 6021998-9780) 
•11-141988 IEEE International Electron Devices Meeting 
San Francisco Hilton, San Francisco (Melissa Widekehr, c/o Courtesy Associates. 
Inc., 655 15th Street NW, Suite 3000, Washington, DC 20005, 2021347-5900) 
·12-18 lntemational Conference on Computer Vision 
Tarpon Springs, FL (Ruzena Bajcsy, Computer & Info. Science Dept., University of 
Pennsylvania, 200 S. 33rd Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6389, 215/898-6222) 
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SIM PL:y When it comes to depth, diversity, and a proven winning record, no other line of 
circuit breakers can compare with ours. The Airpax team is your source for fast 
response and reliable performance in your choice of more styles, configurations 

THE BEST 
and ratings to meet your specific needs. 
We've been tackling the toughest applications for more than thirty 
years. Chalking up milestone victories such as twenty years of unin-

D E FEN s Iv E LINE terruptedMIL-C-39019approvalin 
Type AP electromagnetic circuit break
ers. Blitzing international markets 

I N TH E 
with the VDE-approved and rail-mount magnetic circuit breakers. Continually striv
ing through innovation to keep you, the Airpax customer, at the forefront of circuit 
breaker technology. 

GAM E 
Draft the best defensive players into your design. Contact Airpax Corporation, 
Cambridge Division, Woods Road, Cambridge, MD 21613. (301) 228-4600. Telex: 

• 6849138, Fax: (301) 228-8910. A North American Philips Company. 

m ~lilAIRPM 
CAMBRIDGE DIVISION 

CIRCLE NO 57 



OUR GROWTH IS A MEASURE OF 
OUR DEDICATION TO OUR CUSTOMERS 
A company can only grow with the confidence 
and support of its customers-and that must be 
earned by dedicated service. At Silicon Systems, 
we are proud of our growth record over the past 
few years. To achieve that growth we have 
studied our customers' specific application 
requirements and have developed families of 
products to meet those requirements. 

Although in the volatile semiconductor 
industry profitability does not always keep 
pace with revenue growth, in the long run 
the successful companies are those that 
concentrate their resources on serving their 
customers and their markets. And in the end, 
the rewards follow good business management 
and policies. That's why the management of 
Silicon Systems is equally dedicated to three 
constituents: its shareholders, its customers, 
and its employees. 

Our fiscal year 1987 was marked not 
only by a substantial gain in revenues and 
profits, but also an overall strengthening of 
our balance sheet and a broadening of both 
our customer and product portfolios. We 
successfully completed a major reorganization 
and launched the company toward even more 
vigorous growth objectives for the future. 

Starting the new year with orders up by 
more than 20% and a backlog 25% higher 
than the year previous, we look forward to 
fiscal 1988 as a year challenging us to post 
record high revenues with proportionate 
profitability. But we can only hope to achieve 
that goal by providing our customers with 
continued offerings of innovative products and 
dedicated service. That is our commitment. 

For information on our company, our 
products, or our capabilities, contact: 
Silicon Systems 14351 Myford Road, 
Tustin, CA 92680, Phone: (714) 731-7110. 

Jifuun& rsfrmJ '" INNOVATO~~TEGRATION 

"Where we design to your applications:' 
Circle 74 for product information Circle 77 for career information 



NEW PRODUCTS 
CAE & SOFTWARE DEVEWPMENT IDOLS 

PLOTTING SOFTWARE 
• Produces high-resolution graphs 

on PS/2 microcomputers 
• Converts graphics data to a for-

mat usable by the PS/2 

Using the facilities of the machine's 
VGA (video graphics array) display 
board, CEC-Graph creates engi
neering graphics displays on the 
IBM PS/2 computer. The program 
is also compatible with the older 
CGA (color graphics adapter) and 
EGA (enhanced graphic adapter) 
display boards. Application pro
grams written in Basic, Pascal, C, 
or Fortran can make use of the 

PHOTO-PLOT SYSTEM 
• Makes rasterized image from 

Gerber file 
• Creates prototype artwork on 

laser printer 

The PC-Film photo-plotting pack
age provides a rasterizer card that 
plugs into your IBM PC or compati
ble and software that interfaces the 
system to a 300-dot/in. laser print
er. The system accepts a Gerber
type data file with as many as 255 
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package's ability to format, label, 
display, and plot graphics data. 
General-purpose commands permit 
the conversion of numeric or string 
data, acquired from GPIB- or RS-
232C-based instruments, into the 
IEEE real-number format that is 
compatible with PS/2 programming 
languages. One command provides 
either a VGA display or directs the 
output to a plotter; the program 
automatically scales and labels 
graphs. $95. 

Capital Equipment Corp, 99 S 
Bedford St, Suite 107, Burlington, 
MA 01803. Phone (617) 273-1818. 

Circle No 386 

apertures; converts such a file to a 
rasterized image; and transmits the 
rasterized image to a laser printer. 
The rasterizer card features l.5M 

bytes of on board memory, which is 
sufficient to permit the creation of 
an 8x 10%-in. image. You can use 
the system to create a paper plot to 
verify the accuracy of the Gerber 
file, and then create actual-size, pc
board artwork on film. A built-in 
feature that adjusts for film stretch
ing and printer inaccuracies yields 
4-mil accuracy at any point on a full 
page. The system will work with all 
word processors, and the vendor can 
supply direct-graphics drivers for 
AutoCAD, Ventura, and Publisher's 
Paintbrush software. 

CAD Solutions Inc, 2880 Zanker 
Rd, Suite 103, San Jose, CA 95134. 
Phone (408) 943-1610. 
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MENU BUILDER 
• Lets you build custom menus 

for running applications 
• Provides password facilities and 

lets you select screen colors 

The Menu Works menu-building 
utility runs on IBM PCs, PS/2s, and 
compatibles equipped with hard 
disks. It facilitates operation of the 
PC for nontechnical users. You can 
set up a main menu that contains 
categories of programs, and sub
menus from which you can activate 
individual application programs. A 
password function lets you prevent 
unauthorized persons from running 
particular programs, viewing pri
vate menus, or changing the system 
configuration. The program lets you 
select any set of screen colors and 
automatically turns off the display if 
a user-defined period elapses with
out the occurrence of keystrokes. 
The utility eliminates the need to 
set up complex batch files; a single
keystroke selection from a menu lets 
you run as many as 15 separate 
programs and DOS commands. Spe
cial function keys display directo
ries; give you immediate access to 
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CAB & SOFTWARE DEVEWPMENT 1001.S 

on-line, context-sensitive help facili
ties; and let you set the time and 
date. $59.95. 

PC Dynamics Inc, 31332 Via Co
linas, Suite 102, Westlake Village, 
CA 91362. Phone (818) 889-1741. 

Circle No 388 

8085 SIMULATOR 

• Lets you debug 8085 software on 
your PC or compatible 

• Provides on-line help 

The VM85 training program runs on 
IBM PCs and compatibles and simu
lates the operation of an Intel 8085 
µP. You can write 8085 source code 
with any text editor and assemble 
the code with the CASM85 assem
bler program, which is included in 
the package. The simulator then 
loads the assembler-produced list
ing file and executes it. With the aid 
of the package's graphics displays, 
you can examine or alter memory 
locations, registers, and flags. You 
can single step through your pro
gram or you can set breakpoints and 
run the program at full speed until 
it reaches one of them. The simula
tor also lets you read from and write 
to 1/0 ports, and generate inter
rupts from the keyboard. To run the 
simulator, you'll need an IBM PC or 
compatible with at least one floppy
disk drive, 64k bytes of free memo
ry, and DOS version 2.1 or higher. 
$29.95. 

J-Tron Systems, Box 1232, Pis
cataway, NJ 08854. 
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IMAGE SOFTWARE 

• Lets you acquire images from 
video equipment and scanners 

• Provides 250 image-manipula-
tion and -analysis functions 

The interactive DT/IDL image-proc
essing software runs on a Micro VAX 
II workstation and provides easy 
access to 250 frame-grabbing, im
age-analysis, filtering, and plotting 
functions. The software performs 
typed or mouse-selected commands 

256 

immediately, but you can also group 
command sequences in files that au
tomatically execute complex se
quences. The interactive data lan
guage has English-like commands 
and syntax, and lets you use the 
package whether or not you are 
conversant in advanced mathemat
ics or programming. The package's 
image-processing functions include 
frame-grabbing, convolution, FFT 
analysis, histogram creation, medi
an filtering, zooming, plotting, and 
wrapping, rotating, or translating. 
You can create entirely new com
mands by combining the built-in 
commands, or you can write new 
function routines in any language 
supported by the VAX Calling Stan
dard. To use the software, you need 
a Micro VAX II workstation 
equipped with an analog RGB moni
tor and the vendor's DT2651 High
Resolution Frame Grabber. $3750. 

Data Translation Inc, 100 Locke 
Dr, Marlboro, MA 01752. Phone 
(617) 481-3700. TLX 951646. 
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ON-LINE MANUALS 

• Have hot keys that provide con
text-sensitive language help 

• Available with reference data-
bases for four languages 

The Norton On-Line Programmer's 
Guides provide reference material 
for 8088 assembly language as well 
as for the Basic, Pascal, and C lan
guages. You load a RAM-resident 
access program (which occupies 65k 
bytes) and a language database; 
while you're running an application 

program, pressing Shift and Fl 
puts the language-database menu 
on the screen. You can call up the 
detailed reference entry or short 
definitions; or you can search for a 
key word or look for related cross
references. For the resident mode, 
you load the access program and 
guide before running any other pro
gram, and they remain available 
until you uninstall them. For the 
pass-through mode, you load the 
guide on the same command line as 
your application; when your applica
tion terminates, the access program 
is automatically uninstalled, freeing 
the memory for other programs to 
use. Access program and one lan
guage database, $100; additional 
language databases, $50 each. 

Peter Norton Computing Inc, 
2210 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 186, 
Santa Monica, CA 90403. Phone 
(213) 453-2361. TWX 650-226-1869. 
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EQUATION PROCESSOR 

• Evaluates keyboard-entered 
mathematical equations 

• Automatically creates a data file 
for later use 

Equator lets you enter equations 
from the keyboard of your IBM PC 
or compatible, evaluates them, and 
sends the results to a data file as 
well as to the screen or to a plotter. 
The program handles Greek and 
other special characters, extracts 
the value of common constants such 
as 1T or h (Planck's constant) from a 
table, and lets you assign values to 
variables. When producing a graph, 
the software automatically scales 
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CAE & SOFTWARE DEVEWPMENT TOOLS 

the graph's axes to fit on the output 
medium that you select. In evaluat
ing an equation, the program makes 
use of 36 operators and mathemati
cal functions. You can also use previ
ously evaluated equations as part of 
the current operation. The menu
driven command structure lets you 
define the equation and variables 
quickly and with minimal training. 
The program provides context-sen
sitive, on-line help. To run the pro
gram, your PC must have at least 
512k bytes of RAM and run 
PC-DOS version 2.1 or higher. For 
plotting, you can use a Hewlett
Packard 7470 plotter or its equiva
lent, or a dot-matrix printer with 
graphics capability. $79. 

Pulse Research, Box 696, Shel
burne, VT 05482. Phone (802) 985-
2928. 
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MATH SOFTWARE 

• Runs on the Apple Macintosh 
• Provides wide range of math 

functions with graphics features 

Math View Professional is a stand
alone, interactive, mathematical 
package. It lets you evaluate and 
tabulate several variables simulta
neously. You can plot as many as 10 
functions simultaneously in Carte
sian or polar coordinates, plot para
metric relationships and raw data 
sets, and plot surfaces in three di
mensions, with the option of remov
ing hidden lines. Other functions 
include solving linear systems of 
equations or eigenvalues for sym
metric matrices; computing direct 
and inverse FFTs; performing ex
tensive matrix operations; solving 
nonlinear systems of equations, 
using either Newton's method or 
the Broyden algorithm; solving or
dinary and partial differential equa
tions; and computing integrals by 
various methods. In addition to pro
viding a comprehensive set of de
scriptive statistical functions, the 
package lets you determine series 
coefficients and Chebyshev, Legen-
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LOGIC SIMULATOR 

• Handles bidirectional, charge
s haring, and wired logic 

dre, and Bessel elliptic functions. To 
run the package, you need a Macin
tosh equipped with at least 512k 
bytes of RAM, 128k-byte (or larger) 
ROMs, and two 800k-byte floppy
disk drives or a hard disk. $249.95. 

• Can model both strong and weak 
transistors 

Brainpower Inc, 24009 Ventura 
Blvd , Suite 250, Calabasas, CA 
91302. Phone (818) 884-6911. 
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The DSim event-driven, mixed-level 
simulator allows both switch- and 
gate-level simulation. Its features 
make it particularly suitable for 

SUPER 
HIGH RESOLUTION 

rr-x·· tf)0 DISPLAYS 

Dotronix Engineers work closely with you 
to design products 

that meet your exacting requirements. 

Monochrome Displays from 3" to 25 " 
Color Displays from 10" to 19" 

Fixed- and Multi-Frequency 

Applications include: 
Desktop Publishing 

CAD/CAM/CAE and Graphics 
Medical Imaging/Diagnostics 

Bank/Brokerage Terminals 
Airline Flight Information 

Government/Military 

Industrial Process Control 
Test and Measurement Instruments 
Closed Circuit TV Security Systems 

Includes the full product line of Video Monitors, Incorporated, 
a subsidiary of Dotronix, Inc. 

DOTRONIX, INC. 
160 First Street S.E. New Brighton, Minnesota 55112-7894 

(612) 633-1742 TWX: 9105633541 
FAX: (612) 633-7025 

Facilities in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Taiwan 

CIRCLE NO 21 
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CAB & SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 1001.S 

MOS simulation, but you can use it 
to simulate other digital logic fami
lies, too. The enhanced switch mod
els can represent both strong and 
weak transistors, and can handle 
bidirectional, charge-sharing, and 
wired logic. Timing-violation mod
els allow the program to detect 
setup and to hold violations at both 
the switch and the gate levels. A 
macro language lets you describe, in 
detail, a complex block of logic and 
to use this description as many 
times as you wish by calling the 
macro. According to the vendor, the 
combination of delay modeling and 
enhanced switch simulation not only 
increases accuracy, but also permits 
spike analysis. The simulator can 
correctly simulate the four-transis
tor exclusive-OR gate at the switch 
level. License for IBM PC version, 
$2500; for Apollo workstation ver
sion, $20,000. 

Roche Systems Corp, 1705 N 
Rankin St, Appleton , WI 54911. 
Phone (414) 733-6077. 
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DSP SIMULATORS 

• Run on IBM PCs and compati
bles 

• Simulate TMS 32010 and TMS 
32020 families of DSP chips 

The AVSIM321 and AVSIM322 are 
software simulators/debuggers for 
the Texas Instruments 32010 and 
32020 families of digital signal-proc
essing chips. They run on an IBM 
PC or compatible and interactively 
execute object code under the con
trol of a full-screen symbolic debug
ger. The screen display shows you 
the current instruction stream and 
the contents of registers, flags, and 
areas of data memory. You can ex-
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amine and modify these at any time; 
by using an Undo key, you can back 
up, one instruction at a time, 
through recently executed instruc
tions to determine where an error 
occurred. You can either issue com
mands from a menu structure or 
from a command line. $379 each. 

Avocet Systems Inc, Box 490, 
Rockport, ME 04856. Phone (207) 
236-9055. 
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COMPILER 

• Provides support for 8051-fami
ly microcontrollers 

• Is compatible with popular in
circuit emulators 

The PLM-51 cross compiler, the 
A51 macro crossassembler, and a 
set of object format utilities run in 
an MS-DOS environment and 'cover 
all stages of software development 
for 8051, 8052, 8044, and SAB80515 
µcontrollers. All these software 
tools are compatible with popular 
in-circuit emulators, including Mice-
11, Hitex, and Intel emulators. The 
cross compiler conforms to the Intel 
language definition. Because the 
cross compiler closely resembles 
PLM-80 and PLM-86, you can, with 
little modification, port software 
written for these compilers to 8051-
family microcontrollers. Features of 
PLM-51 that suit it for use with the 
8051 architecture include support 
for Boolean operations, control over 
placement of code and data items in 
the target system, and extensive 
code optimizations. The compiler 
produces output in either assembly
language or relocatable-object for
mat. It comes with a run-time sup
port library in relocatable format 

and with register description files 
for the microcontrollers. The A51 
assembler supports macropro
cessing, public/external bit varia
bles, and all the memory areas and 
special-function registers of the mi
crocontrollers. It produces a relo
catable output file that you can link 
to output files from the PLM-51 
compiler. PLM-51 cross compiler, 
Sw Fr 1450; A51 assembler, Sw Fr 
550; object format utilities, Sw Fr 
650. 

Sysoft SA, 6926 Montagnola, 
Switzerland. Phone 091 543195. 
TLX 79671. 
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FORTRAN FOR 80386 

• Provides all features of Fortran-
77 and 4.2 BSD extensions 

• Produces code that is globally 
optimized for speed or size 

The NDP Fortran-386 globally opti
mizing compiler makes full use of 
the features of the 80386 µP. It 
generates 80386 native code that 
runs under MS-DOS or Unix Sys
tem V. The compiler simplifies the 
porting of existing applications to 
80386-based machines by imple
menting all the features of ANSI 
Standard X3. 9-1978 for Fortran-77, 
as well as the documented and un
documented extensions of the 
Berkeley 4.2 BSD f77 Unix compil
er. The only limit on the size of 
programs, procedures, and arrays 
is 4G bytes or the amount of memo
ry in the system. The compiler gen
erates in-line code for a numeric 
coprocessor; it can make use of the 
vendor's m W1167 instruction set or 
of the numeric transcendentals of 
the 80387 coprocessor. The compiler 
outputs assembly language, which 
you can assemble and link with ei
ther Unix System V tools or the 
PharLap (Cambridge, MA) tools for 
MS-DOS. $595. 

MicroWay, Box 79, Kingston, 
MA 02364. Phone (617) 746-7341. 
TLX 503014. 
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Chinon's design engineers have a serious 
commitment to produce the most technologically 
advanced products that the mind of man can 
imagine. 

That commitment has created subsystems, 
peripherals and components that could change the 
way we think about computers-and change the 
way computers are used. 

The Scanner and the CD-ROM units 
pictured here are the types of products that 
continually move the leading edge forward. The 
Scanner could change the way business works by 
making true OCR technology more affordable and 
easier to use than ever before. The unique scanning 
head design means that the document to be 
scanned remains fixed , unlike other scanners that 

can only accept a single sheet fed through the unit. 
It is also extremely compact and lightweight, and is 
designed to set new standards of cost-effectiveness. 

CD-ROMS can provide users with access to 
databases that, only a few years ago, were possible 
only with a mainframe system. 

Technology is still moving as fast as the best 
minds can advance it. At Chi non, our commitment 
to that progress keeps our products at the very 
forefront of the leading edge. We're bringing the 
future of computing to the needs of today. 

CHI NON 
Chinon America, Inc., 6374 Arizona Circle 
Los Angeles, CA 90045 (213) 216-7611 FAX: (213) 216-7646 
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ONLY$4,9B9 
USA Price Only 

AND IT'S LOADED! 
• + 13 dBm •GPIB •And More ... 

9MARC10NI INSTRUMENTS 10kHz - 1GHz signal genenotor 2022C 
CARRIER FREQUB'&CY 

- - ~ - ~T 
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NEW 2022C SIGNAL GENERATOR 
INCLUDES ALL OPTIONS. 

The new 2022C FM/AM Signal 
Generator is a solid, no-nonsense 
value that's loaded with every 
feature you need for manual and 
ATE use. There are no options to 
increase your cost. 

The 2022C takes all the 
advantages of our popular 2022A 
and adds the extra fire-power of 
+ 13 dBm RF output for passive
component and intermodulation 
testing . You also get the added 
versatility of a built-in GPIB that's 
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there when you need it. Other 
additions include external FM 
input to allow dual modulation 
tests on receivers with sub-audible 
tone signalling and a memory
clear for security in military 
applications. 

If your frequency range is 
between 1 O kHz and 1.0 GHz, 
the 2022C will prove to be a very 
cost-effective solution with all the 
performance you need for AM , FM 
and IPM measurements. 

CIRCLE NO 122 

There's even more you should 
know about the 2022C: 
100 Setting Storage • Reverse 
Power Protection• Accurate and 
Level Output • Calibration and 
Diagnostics in Memory • Choice of 
Calibration Units • 

For a demo or literature contact 
MARCONI INSTRUMENTS, 
3 Pearl Court, Allendale, NJ 07401. 
Or call (201) 934-9050. 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
TEST & MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS 

8085 EMULATOR 

• 64k bytes of overlay RAM are 
mappable in 1-byte blocks 

• Supports devices clocked at 10 
MHz W'ith no wait states 

The 8085-64K Icebox in-circuit emu
lator emulates all versions of the 
8085 µP at speeds as high as 10 
MHz, without adding wait states. It 
can work with processor chips that 
are soldered in place. You can access 
the target system by clipping a 
cable onto the processor chip; you 
don't have to unplug a socketed 
processor to connect the emulator. 
The emulator is compatible with the 
vendor's TraceAlyzer real-time 
trace and performance-analysis op
tion. The unit includes 64k bytes of 
overlay RAM, mappable in incre
ments as small as 1 byte, anywhere 
in the target system's address 
space. The device has 65,536 hard
ware breakpoints; you can set 
breakpoints on read, write, or fetch 

BUS ANALYZER 
• Diagnoses faults in MIL-STD-

1553 systems 
• Includes 20M-byte hard disk 

The ABA 500 is a portable or rack
mountable unit based on a 68000 µP 
clocked at 8 MHz. It includes IM 
bytes of RAM, a detachable key
board, an electroluminescent dis
play, and, optionally, a 20M-byte 
hard disk or a 5%-in. floppy-disk 
drive. It can automatically test sys
tems based on the MIL-STD-1553 
bus, or units intended for connec
tion to the bus, for compliance with 
the bus protocol. It can also act as a 
bus controller, as a remote terminal 
on the bus, or as a monitor of all bus 
traffic. When used as a monitor, it 
provides extensive diagnostic dis
plays; for off-line analysis , it can 
store bus-traffic records as long as 
2.3M bytes. RS-232C, IEEE-488, 
and Centronics-parallel interfaces 
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cycles. You can also set breakpoints 
individually or in groups. $1395. 

Softaid Inc, 8930 Rt 108, Colum
bia, MD 21045. Phone (800) 433-
8812; in MD, (301) 964-8455. 

Circle No 398 

500-MHz ANALYZER 
• Performs spectrum and vector 

network analysis 
• Includes color graphics display 

The HP 4195A combines the func
tions of a vector network analyzer 
and a spectrum analyzer in a single 
instrument that costs no more than 
a single-function instrument capa-

are standard, thus facilitating the 
unit's use in ATE systems. $22,950 
for rack-mount version; $25,950 for 
portable version. Delivery, eight 
weeks ARO. 

ble of operating in the same fre
quency band. The unit, which oper
ates from 10 Hz to 500 MHz, 
includes a color CRT capable of pre
senting numeric data in tabular 
form or graphics displays in rectan
gular, polar, or Smith format. As a 
spectrum analyzer, its dynamic 
range is > 70 dB; as a network ana
lyzer, it exhibits an amplitude accu
racy of ±0.5 dB and a phase accura
cy of ±0.3°. Built into the instru
ment is a 31h-in. floppy-disk drive; 
you can use it to store setups (con
trol settings), measured data, tables 
of frequencies to include in sweeps, 
and programs that execute custom 
functions. You write these pro
grams in a language that resembles 
Basic. $23,000; high-stability refer
ence-oscillator option, $850. Deliv
ery, six weeks ARO. 

Hewlett-Packard Co, 1820 Em
barcadero Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303. 
Phone local office. 

Circle No 399 

Interface Technology, 2100 E 
Alosta Ave, Glendora, CA 91740. 
Phone (818) 914-2741. TLX 494-
5489. 

Circle No 400 
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CONTROLLER 

• Single unit houses CPU and in-
strument cards 

• 7-in. rack mounts 

The HP 6954A multiprogrammer is 
a 7-in. -high rack-mountable unit 
containing a computer identical to 
the HP 9000 Model 310 and eight 
slots in which you can place instru-

Turn Good 
Ideas Into 

Good Articles 
With EDN's FREE Writer's Guide! 
Would you like to get paid for sharing your clever 
engineering ideas and methods with your professional 
colleagues? If so, then send for EDN's new FREE 
writer's guide and learn how. 

You don't need the skills and experience of a profes
sional writer. And you don't need to know publishing 
jargon. All you do need are a little perseverance, your 
engineering skills, and the ability to communicate your 
ideas clearly. 

Our new writer's guide takes the mystery and 
intimidation out of writing for a publication. It shows 
you how to write for EDN using skills you already have. 
Plus, it takes you step-by-step through the editorial 
procedures necessary to turn your ideas into polished, 
professional articles. 

Get your FREE copy of 
EDN's writer's guide by 
circling number 800 on 
the Information Retrieval 
Service Card or by calling 
Sharon Gildea at 
(617) 964-3030. 

CIRCLE NO 22 

mentation cards from the HP 69700 
family. Because of the 6954A's con
struction, many small dedicated au
tomatic test systems, which previ
ously required separate units for 
the CPU and the instrument cards, 
now fit in a single unit. The comput
er, which is based on a 68010 µP, 
includes lM bytes of RAM and a 
20M-byte hard disk. If you add an 
optional keyboard and video dis
play, you can use the unit for pro
gram development as well as for 
instrument control. ·As soon as you 
apply power, you can access a spe
cial version of the Basic language, 
which incorporates extensions for 
instrument control. When you use 
the computer as a dedicated control
ler, you can communicate with it via 
an RS-232C port that's included as a 
standard feature. An IEEE-488 in
terface lets you control external in
strumentation. In the 69700 series 
of card-level instruments, 30 models 
are available, including new 
timebase and counter cards. 
Multiprogrammer, $10,400; key
board and CRT, $595; expansion 
chassis for 14 additional cards, 
$3800; instrument cards, $415 to 
$2350. 

Hewlett-Packard Co, 1820 Em
barcadero Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303. 
Phone local office. 

Circle No 401 

68020 PROBE 

• Displays cache hits at 20 MHz 
• Provides time-correlated trace in 

dual-µP systems 

The 68020 probe works with the 
vendor's SAW (software analysis 
workstation). It supports the 
68020's onboard cache. You don't 
have to disable the cache to use the 
workstation. If you do not display 
cache hits, you can operate the µP 
with a 25-MHz clock; if you display 
cache-hit cycles, you can use a 
20-MHz clock. The disassembler 
provides symbolic disassembly and 
transfer-of-control filtering. It 
works with the 68020's dynamic
bus-sizing feature. The workstation 
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PSpice 
Simulation 

With Enhancements for 
Power Electronics 

B-H curre from a core in the PSpice tnmsfmner library 

Since its introduction four years ago, MicroSim's PSpice 
has sold more copies than all other SPICE-type simulators 
combined. Many of these customers work with power 
electronics. Why do so many power designers choose 
PSpice? Perhaps because every copy of PSpice includes these 
features: 

• A non-linear magnetics model based on the Jiles
Atherton ferromagnetic equations. It models saturation, 
hysteresis, eddy current losses, and air gap effects. 
Instead of approximating the core by using separate 
equations for different operating regions and then 
"gluing" the results together, the PSpice model uses one 
set of equations which describes the core's entire behavior. 

• A library of power MOSFET's. The MOSFET equations in 
PSpice have been enhanced to allow more convenient 
and accurate modeling of power devices. 

• Ideal switches. Logarithmic interpolation for the 
ON/OFF transition avoids numerical problems. 

Or perhaps because of these options available for PSpice: 

• Monte Carlo analysis to calculate the effect of parameter 
tolerances on circuit performance. 

• The Probe "software oscilloscope': allowing interactive 
viewing of simulation results. The left photograph above 
is a Probe display. 

Chamderizing a rxxrer MOSFET using Ruts 

• The Parts parameter extraction program, allowing you to 
extract a device's model parameters from data sheet 
information. The right photograph above shows a step in 
characterizing a power MOSFET. 

Or perhaps because PSpice is available on these computers: 

• The IBM PC family, including the PS/2 and the 
Compaq 386. 

• The Sun 3 workstation. 

• The VAX/VMS family, including the MicroVAX IL 

Or perhaps it is our extensive product support. Our 
technical staff has over 50 years of experience in CAD/CAE 
and our software is supported by the engineers who write 
it. With PSpice, expert assistance is only a phone call away. 

Please call or write today for a free evaluation version of 
PSpice. Find out for yourself why PSpice is the standard for 
analog circuit simulation. 

B MicroSim Corporation 
23175 La Cadena Drive • Laguna Hills, CA 92653 

(714) 770-3022 • (800) 826-8603 • Telex: 265154 SPICE UR 
PSpice is a registered trademark of MicroSim Corporation 
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TEST & MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS 

can monitor the operation of soft
ware in real time to determine how 
many times every routine executes. 
It also allows symbolic tracing for 
branch analysis as well as assembly
level tracing. In dual-processor sys
tems-for example, where a 68020 
acts as a backup processor for a 
68020 main processor, a dual display 
in trace mode allows you to time 

correlate the interaction between 
the processors. SAW system, config
ured for 68020 code development 
and excluding the host IBM PC/AT, 
$24,690; 68020 probe only, $2500; 
disassembler, $765. 

Northwest Instrument Systems, 
19545 NW Von Neumann Dr, 
Beaverton, OR 97075. Phone (503) 
690-1300. Circle No 402 

264 CIRCLE NO 23 

LOCATER 
• Locates accessible and inaccessi

ble short circuits 
• Includes voltage- and resis-

tance-measurement ranges 

The 850 short-circuit locater em
ploys three different techniques to 
help you track down short circuits in 
electronic assemblies without cut
ting pc-board traces or lifting com
ponent legs. First, the instrument's 
2-mO ranges, with full ranges of 40 
mO and 200 mO, allow you to locate 
shorts between pc-board traces or 
component legs by finding the point 
of minimum resistance. Second, for 
higher-resistance faults, a 2-m V 
range with µ V resolution allows you 
to trace current flow along pc-board 
traces. Finally, a magnetic field
sensing current probe allows you to 
trace inaccessible current paths
for example, through ICs or through 
buried tracks in multilayer pc
boards. All these tracing techniques 
are accompanied by a variable-tone 
audible indication and a meter read
ing. A voltage source, variable be
tween 0 and 550 m V, drives sections 
of the unit under test for the volt
age-drop and current-tracing tests. 
The tester also has general-purpose 
20-mV, 2V, and 20V voltage-mea
surement ranges, and resis
tance-measurement ranges of 20, 
2000, and 20 kO. £495. 

Polar Instruments Ltd, Box 97, 
St Sampson's, Guernsey, UK. 
Phone (0481) 53081. TLX 4191591. 

Circle No 403 
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SEE IF YOU KNOW 
A GOOD AD 

WHEN YOU SEE IT 
and 

win a camcorder! 

Detai Is 
on Page 

51. 

EDNINFO 
CARDS 

The Fastest, 
Most Cost-Effective Way 
to Generate Sales Leads! 

~"' 

"' ~ . 

For further information, 
contact Lauren Fox, 
EDN Info Cards Manager, 
at (203) 328-2580. 
*Numbers represent actual 
responses 
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Nine Test Probes 
with only one difference 
·between them and your 

scope's original equipment 

TEKTRONIX 
2300 Series P6101A 

P6108A 
2200 Series P6 l 2 l 

P6122 
2400 Series P6131 

IWATSU 

P6133 
P6105A 
P6106A 
P6130 

SS-5321 SS-0014 
SS-5711 SS-0012 

LEADER 
LB0-315 LP-060X 
LB0-518 LP-lOOX 

Price 

$53 Ml2Xl 
$75 Ml2Xl0 
$100 Ml2XlOAP 
$58 PlOO 
$140 Ml5XlOHFAP 
$115 Ml2XlOAP 
$93 Ml2XlOAP 
$140 Ml5XlOHFAP 
$130 Ml2XlOAP 

$92 Ml2Xl0 
$77 Ml2Xl0 

$60 SPlOO 
$76 SP!OO 

PHILIPS 
PM3267 
& 
PM3256 
PM3264 

PM8924 $60 Ml2Xl 

PlOO 
Ml2Xl0 

PM8926 $70 
PM8928 $95 

AT-lOAL 1.5 $64 

HEWLETT PACKARD 
l 715A 10018A $135 
1722B 10017A $130 
1725A 10017A $130 
1740 Series 10041A $135 

10021A $85 

SPlOO 

M20Xl0 
Ml5XlOHF 
M15X!OHF 
PlOO 
IP20 



For Multilingual 
Data Acquisition 
We can take your IBM® PC/AT/XT, and 
compatibles, and now the new Personal 
System/2™ Model 30, to new heights in 
power and productivity. Our popular 
and versatile PCl-20000 Personal 
Computer Data Acquisition System is 
teaming up with the leading software 
houses, and we can offer you the most 
efficient drivers for the most popular 
programming languages, in addition to 
applications packages that require no 
prog ramming expert ise. 

Look At The Languages 

There are time-saving drivers for 
BASIC, Turbo Pascal'", Microsoft® C, 
ASYST™, and assembler. These include 
a complete set of tools for analog, 
digital , and counter/ timer functions 
including high-speed OMA. 

Look At The Many 
Specific Applications Solutions 

They include Labtech Notebook®, Real 
Time Access®, Relay Ladder Logic RD 
1000/PC'", DADiSP'", Snapshot'" Stor
age Scope, and PCI ControLOGraph. 

Also, there's compatibility with Lotus 
1-2-3'", CODAS™, The Fix'", Genesis'", 
Labtech Chrom®, µDAD'", ONSPEC"', 
Paragon Control'", SNAP-FFT™, 
Unkelscope™, and Waveform Scroller™. 

Look At The Applications 

Applications include Automatic Test 
Systems, Burn-In, Process Control, 

266 

We're Teaming With 
ftware 

Industrial Monitoring, Data Logging, 
Incoming Inspection, Laboratory 
Automation, Pollution Archiving, 
Transient Recording, Structural 
Analysis, Temperature Monitoring, 
Product Evaluation, Life Testing, Engine 
Testing, Event Capture, and the list 
goes on. 

Now you've got flexible and versa ti le 
software for the most flexible and 
versatile hardware on the market. Let 
PCl-20000's MODULAR MAGIC solve 
your data acquisition, test, measure
ment, and control problems. 

Please contact us for complete 
information, Burr-Brown Corporation, 
Intelligent Instrumentation, 1141 VIiest 
Grant Rd., #131, Tucson, Arizona 
85705. For .... rtllpOIW8, Cll U181 
802/G4-M311L 
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This advertising is for new and current products. 

Please circle Reader Service number 
for additional information from manufacturers. 

MTW2805S - MINIATURE 
DC-DC CONVERTER - 30 WATTS 

Integrated Circuits Inc. announces the MTW2805S, the latest 
complement to their line of high efficiency, thick film hybrid, DC
DC Converters . 

Measuring only 1.95"x 1.35"xo.so· the hermetically sealed 
MTW2805S generates a fully isolated +5VDC/6amp. output over 
the input rate of 19-40 voe from -SS"C to +BS"C with 82% 
efficiency (typ.) Other features include short circuit protection , 
remote load voltage sensing , internal 1/0 ripple filters, an inhibit 
function and optional environmental screening 
$420/100 stock. For additional information , contact: 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS INCORPORATED 
10301 Willows Road, Redmond, WA 98052 

Telephone (206) 882-3100 
FAX (206) 882-1990 TWX 910-443-2302 

CIRCLE NO 325 

68000 
Single Board Com~uter 

Complete system for stand-alone use 
or as an embedded controller. 

68000 power at an eight bit price 

• COMPLETE - 68000, 256K RAM , ROM , 
floppy control , SCSI , serial ports, 
parallel port . 

• EXPANDABLE - RAM expandable to 
5 l 2K, expansion bus for memory, 1/0 
or special purpose expansion. 

• VERSATILE - built in ROM monitor. 
• COMPACT - only 5-3/4" x 8". 
• ECONOMICAL - $249.95. 

(213) 451-8910 
MARION SYSTEMS CORP. 
131 7 Fifth Street. Suite 301 

S anto Monica . CA 90401 

CIRCLE NO 326 

TODD """"""'"" 
__ ......, 

FREE! 
Switching 
Power 
Supply 
Catalog 

• Complete performance data for 46 multiple output switch
ers (160 to 700 watts), 16 single output switchers (150 to 
520 watts; 5-4B volts) • Up to 31 % smaller packages with 
power densities Io 4 wattsJin3 for design flexibililies • Orga
nized for easy selection by recommended primary OEM 
product application . 

For your free catalog , call 1-800-223-TODD. 51&-231-3366, 
or write: 

TODD 
PRODUCTS CORP. 

50 Emjay Blvd., Brentwood, NY 11717 

CIRCLE NO 327 

TIRED OF 
• Net Lists That Won't Work. 
• Autorouters That Don't Finish The Job. 
• Multi-Layer PCs That Should Be Two Layers. 
• Incomplete Parts List. 

PAL®/EPLD 
PROGRAMMER 

NEW! ADVANCED ACTIVE 
FILTER DESIGN SOFTWARE 

Version 3.0 designs Lowpass, Highpass, Bandpass, Bandstop and 
ALLPASS filters with Butterworth , Chebyshev, elliptic and Bessel 
response • NOW calculates values for National MF-10, Reticon, 
MFB, VCVS, biquad and state variable filter circuits • Interactive 
graphics for group or phase delay, gain, phase, impulse and step 
response of the complete filter or individual section • Combine filters 
for system design/analysis • Modify circuits to observe effects 
($525) • for IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 

SPICE FILE CONVERSION OPTION AVAILABLE 
RLM Research 
P.O. Box 3630 

Boulder, CO 80307-3630 (303) 499-7566 

Save nme and Money! 
Get the Designer Back in the Loop 

and 
Get the Most Out of your Computer 
with the Best Manual Layout System 

on the Market! 
Electronic Schematics ...... . . . ... . . •49.95 
PC layout (PC Sketch with Easy CAQ.•39.95) ..... •49.95 
74000 Set A .. .74000-74199 .......... . ..... •39.95 
74000 Set B ... 74200-74649 . . .... •39.95 
74000 Set C ... 74651 to End ..... •39.95 
400014500 CMOS . .~ 
TOTAL . . .. ' 259.70 
SPECIAL EDN PACKAGE PRICE! - •199.00 for all of 
the above plus we'll include with the special package 
HOUSE PLANNER, a •49.95 value at no cha , as our 
way of saying thanks. 

or Complete EasyCAD Electronic Design System 
'279.95 

Specify CAD System: FastCAD, EasyCAD, Generic 
GADD, ProDesign II, Design CAD, CCS or AutoCAD. 

800-433-2480 

•-I •-I •·I :::nvE 
..._____. __ __._. ---'· CONCEPTS, INC. 

Box 1919, Longmont, CO 80502·1919 

From 
$689.00 

Stand Alone/ RS-232 Programs and Verifies 
20/24 pin PLDs from MMI, TI, National 
Cypress, Lattice, AMD, Altera 
PAL is a registered trademark o f MMI. 

From A Name You Can Trust 

LOGICAL DEVICES INC. 
1201 N.W. 65th Place 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL B309 

1-800-331-7766 (305) 974-0967 
Telex 383142 Fax (305) 974-8531 

CIRCLE NO 328 CIRCLE NO 329 CIRCLE NO 330 

To advertise in Product Mart, call Joanne Dorian, 212/463-6415 
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TOLL FREE 1-800-638-5577 

CIRCLE NO 331 

WAVEFORM 
SYNTHESIZER 

• For IBM-PC/XT/AT and 
compatibles 

• Generates user-definable signal 
• Up to 2000 points per envelope 

~GUATECH 
~ INCORPORATED 

$795.00 

478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304 
(216) 434·3154 TLX: 5101012726 

1-800-553-1170 

CIRCLE NO 334 

( Heritage Systems Corporation) 

::ra1 .. ::__ , ..... -..:, ' I L : 1'"""""'l! 
I ~.....! 

""'" . • ~ I I "' ) 

HSC-9200 LCD Terminal/ SBC 

~tos~3~tl~~~r~~1L(;~;,o;,~oner 
8 lines by 30 characters of text 
48 key (6x8 matrix) keypad encoder 
TTL or RS-232 Serial port to 9600 
Contrast adjusted from keypad 
3 memory sockets for RAM/ROM/EEPROM 
Sv supply at 70mA with LCD Display 
180mm by 75mm card mounts to LCD 

HSC-9200 $175/1 LCD $85/1 

P .0. Box 10588 
Greensboro, NC 27404-0588 

(919) 274-4818 

DROP-IN 
DUPLEX 
CVSDC DEC 

E>on'tsettle or'the ejther-or codecs 
of Motorola and Harris.,Specrthe .full
duplex MX609 and get siqiultaneous 
decode'/enoode,1 spaoe-sctvin~ on-chiP, 
filt~rs 1 8 - 64 kb/sec.;programmabl~ 1 

sampling, and ~xteflded temp range. 

~JcJM,IN~. 
48PO Bethania Station Road • Winston-Salem, NC 27105-1201 

TOLL FR EE 1-800-638-5577 • (919) 744-5050 

CIRCLE NO 332 

America's most advanced Personal Programmer 
One prc:qaITTTief. coe sock.el. coe pnce. me ttuJsand and me devices 

The most advanced firmware controlled ptn dnver system available 
means yru rle'lff have to wooy alxlul buying ancjhef expensive mcrl.Jle 
Of PAK again The-10" Persma!Programmer ltneotlersthe powe< ard 
features comparable to many of the $1 O.CX::O pro;,-ammers. txJt at 
a fractoo of the costs 

Supp:>11aCMOS.NMCS.ECL.Bipciar.PROM&EPROMs.eEPROMS 
PLDs. ePLDs. IFLs FPLOs. up to 40 pin DIP packages 

AMO Atmel. Cypress. Excel. Falfchtld. Fu1rtsu. GI. Hnach1. Hughes 
Intel. Lance. Mrtsublsh1_ Motorola Natooal. NEG MM!. Sarnsu~ 
Seeq SIEfl'a Signetics. SMOS. Tl. T osh1ba and Wafer scale 

Whatevei- your need 1s. Digrtal Media can help you solve It 
And you V\10rf1 believe how little 11 costs 

Can (7141751 ~1373 to receive a complete prOOuct specd1ca!oo 
package 1mmediatety 

CIRCLE NO 335 

CHIP COILS 
DC-DC CONVERTERS 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

• IA la Ill · -. • \A Ill. ~··.:."'' . •.aw. --. .. ... . . 
Our Chip Coils is good for your miniaturization & sur
face mounting. DC-DC Converters, pulse transformers 
& band pass filters is now complete with excellent func
tions. We also supply choke coils, power chokes , 
linearity coils, toroidal coils, pulse transformers, coupl
ing transformers, power transformers and others. Send 
for details today .! 

OEM and Agent . 
Inquiries Invited 

ABC TAIWAN ELECTRONICS CORP. 
No. 422, Sec. 1, Yang Fu Rd ., Yangmei 32627, 
Taoyuan , Taiwan , R.O.C. 
Tel: (03) 4 788088 , Telex : 32379 ABCEC 
Fax : (03) 4755503 

Hi 

MX • CTIM, IN~. 
TOLL FREE 1-800-638-5577 

CIRCLE NO 333 

Join Forces 
Combine your 
larger ads with 

EON Product Mart ads 
for a total 

marketing program. 

• EON Product Mart 

CIRCLE NO 336 

[QU HONLEX) 
oooo~cru 
aru rnIJ ~ ~ 
00~~~ 

We offer: 
1. Membrane Keyboard 
l. Flexible printed circuit board 
3. Plastic name plates and Labels 
4. Connector. 2 pins to 24 pins. 
5. Metal dome switch 6iH3~ 
6. Solder pins. 

Connector -- ._, ~~~~ 
.!'~-

' i, ,~ 

Metal dome • 
Soder Pin 

HONLEX INDUSTRIAL CO .. LTD. 
ADD: NO 3, LANE 10. mNG HO RD .. CHUNG HO CITY TAIPEI HSIEN. TAIWAN, R.O.C 
FAX: !0212235739 CABLE: "HSUCH" TAIPEI 
TEL:t021 2235737-8 TELEX: 27722 JOENUNG 

CIRCLE NO 337 CIRCLE NO 338 CIRCLE NO 339 

To advertise in Product Mart, call Joanne Dorian, 212/463-6415 
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$91.00* 
Single Board Computer ..... ·. ~--··· ···· · ··~ ...... . 

CIRCLE NO 340 

CIRCLE NO 343 

SAVE SPACE WITH 
MINI/BUS® BARS 

Improve power distribution 
Reduce required board layers 
Eliminate up to half the decoupling 
capacitors 
Fit between or beneath IC's 

Send for Rogers Mini/Bus® Bars 
Application Bulletin. 

Rogers Corp., 2400 S. Roosevelt St. 
Tempe, AZ 85282 602/967-0624 

GP-IB, HP-IB CONTROL FOR YOUR PC, 
PC/AT and IBM PERSONAL SYSTEM/2 '" 
• Control instruments, plotters, and printers. 
•Supports BASIC,C,FORTRAN and Pascal. 
• Fast and easy to use. Thousands sold . 
•Software library. Risk free guarantee. ((Cl'j Capital Equipment Corp. 

99 South Bedford St. 
Burlington, MA. 01803 

FREE demo disk. Call (617) 273-1818 

CIRCLE NO 341 

Programmable Timers 
The PTS27 and PTS31 LCD Timer Modules 
are an ideal replacement for microprocessor 
dedicated timers as well as mechanical time 
switches. With programming capabilities of up 
to three on/off time settings per day for the 
PTS31 and two on/off weekday, one Saturday 
and one Sunday time setting for the PTS27; 
they are both a cost effective approach to 
automating equipment and controls. Contact 

Dakota Digital 
RR5 Box 179E, Sioux Falls, SD 57107 

(605) 332-6513. 

CIRCLE NO 344 

1,239,580 
Filters 
Lowest prices in America 

on small quantities 
0.1 Hz to 500 MHz 
1,239,580 standard filter 
types o Miniature and 
subminiature sizes a 
Passrve and actrw 
types D Telemetry 
filters o Gaussian, 
Buttl!fWO!th, Cheby
shev designs a Call 
or write for tree 
catalog today. 

TTE, Inc., 
2233 South Barry Ave., 
Los Angeles, CA 90064 
(213) 478-8224 

l,239 'BO 
S~NrMRD 
FILTER 

DESIGNS 

18 BIT A/D CARD, PC COMPATIBLE 
True 18 Bit ND Resolution For Your PC or Com
patible • Programmable Resolution, Integration 
Time, Scan Rate and Data Format • Low Noise 
• Precision 16 Bit DIA • Four Signal Conditioning 
Blocks • External Interrupt Capabilities • Software 
has library of examples Using C •Assembly, Basic, 
Pascal , and Prolog also available. From $850. 

Galiso Inc. 
4920 E. La Palma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92807 

714-779-8008 

CIRCLE NO 342 

STD BUS 256K RAM/512 ROM 
BATTERY BACKED MEMORY CARD 

THE STD88301 
2~bit or 16 bit addressing 
Low power CMOS version available 
Processor independent 
256 Kbyte RAM/512 Kbyte ROM capacity 
Accepts any mix of 8Kx8, through 64Kx8 !Cs 
Individual starting addresses for each socket 
External inputs provide 8 M~te address space 
Selectable battery backed supply for each socket 
No wait states required for 8 Mhz 8088 CPUs 
"Bullet proof' memory protection 
Socket by socket write pro tection 
Quantity I Price - $225 without memory 

Call TOLL FREE 1-800.521 -0714 Ext . 229 

M.K. HANSEN COMPANY 
634 Industry Drive , Seattle, WA 98188 

CIRCLE NO 345 

THE ONLY NAME YOU NEED TO REMEMBER IN QUARTZ 
CRYSTALS AND CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS IS STATEKI 

............. STATEK CORPORATION 
~ 512 N. Main St.. Orange, CA 92668 

(714) 639-7810 
Made in the U.S.A. - Ship_from stock 

CIRCLE NO 346 CIRCLE NO 347 CIRCLE NO 348 
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Flow 
Charting II+ 
The New Plus 
for Fast 

. Flowcharting 
FLOW CHARTING 

is new! It's now 
Flow Charting II+ , with more speed 

+ more functions + more printing options; 
• 10 text roots: 26 shapes: • Line mode can stop 
at a shape; • Backspace key can erase a 6ne to 
its origin; • Free text entry anywhere, or select auto
centering: • Vertical or horizontal printing; one 
chart or multiple charts. 

Used by Fairchild, Bechtel and more than 
500 other major corporations. Edit quickly 
and accurately - even major edits - with 
Flow Charting II+ , the Specialist 
See your retail st.ore or call: 

PATTON & PATTON 
So ftw a r e Corpo r a t ion 

800/672-3470, ext. 897 California 

800/538-8157, ext. 897 National 

408/629-5044 International) 

CIRCLE NO 349 

IMPROVE BOARD PERFORMANCE 
MICRO/Q capacitors can be retrofitted 
to solve noise problems on existing 
boards. Because MICRO/Q caps share 
mounting holes with existing IC 
pins no board redesign is required . 
Effective decoupling becomes a matter 
of adding one insertion step. Rogers 
Corp., 2400 S. Roosevelt St ., Tempe, AZ 
85282. 602/967-0624 
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The OEM188 - designed to bring your product to 
mllket In the fastesl possible time - through the most 
productive software development environment 
available & cost effective hardware. 
• The OEM 188 boots MS-DOS or CP/M-86. Write your 

program 11 Assembler, Forth, Basic, C, Fortran or Pascal. 
• ROM your code. The EPROM programmer is onboard 

and fully integrated into !he hardware and software. 
• Develop your code quickly with Vesta's ROMmed 

languages designed for control tasks. 
Size 8" x 8". FDC for 4 drives, Dual UART with RS-232, TTL 
and RS-422 1/0, Bus - IBM, Printer port, Watchdog, Battery 
backed real time clock and up to 256 K static RAM/ROM. 
Programmer interface - tenminal. various 1/0 boards available. 

Prices starting as low as $329 each 
VESTA TECHNOLDGY, INC.•7100 W. 441h Ave.•Suite 101 
Wheatridge, co 80033 • (303)422-8088 • VISA & MC 

CIRCLE NO 755 

To advertise in 

• 8CH at 100MHz 8176 bils/CH 
• 24CH al 25MHz 2044 bits/CH 
• FOUR LEVELS SEQUENTIAL 

TRIGGER 
' MORE THAN 4,000 COMB1 -

NATIONS OF TRIGGER CO
NDITIONS 

• OAT A QUALIFICATION TO 
RECORD ONL V EVENTS OF 
INTEREST 

' FAST SCROLLING ANO PAGING 
' QUICK SEARCH ANO LOCATE FEATURE 
' BIN/OCT/HEX/ASCII DISPLAY BASE 
'HARD COPY 

AGENT WANTED' AGENT WANTED' AGENT WANTED' 

• AXELEH INDUSTRIAL INC. 

.,ti. P.O. BOX 24-650 Taipei Taiwan R.O.C. 
FAX: 886-2-7529768 •Tix : 10305 AXELEN 
Tel: BBS.2-75298 19/77 14867 

CIRCLE NO 350 

CMOS 80C88 SINGLE BOARD 
STD BUS COMPUTER 

Features the 16-bit 6066 with 8087 coprocessor 
socket and 1 Mbyte addressing, On-board functions 
include 2 JEDEC 26-pin memory sockets for up to 
128K bytes ofRAM. EPROM, or EE PROM. Includes 
one RS-232/RS-422 serial port, 6259A interrupt con
troller, 3 16-bit counter/timers, SBX connector, and 
Watchdog timer. Available in NMOSITTL or CMOS 
from 

WinSystems, Inc. 
PO Box 121361 

Arlington, TX 76012 
817/274-7553 

CIRCLE NO 753 

E(E)PROM PROGRAMMER $495 
• Built in Timer Eraser option ($50) : Foam pad ; 
• No personality modules; Menu selection of devices· 
•User friend!~ software; Complete help menu; ' 
• Direct technical support; Full 1 year warranty; 
• St~nd alone duplication & verify (24/28 pins); 
• Qu1ck pulse algorithm (27256 under 60 sec) ; 
• All 24/28 pm parts to 1 Mbit; CMOS, EEPROMS; 
• 8741 ,-2,-4,-8 ,-8H ,-9,-9H ,-51 ,-C51 ,-52,-55, 9761 & more 
• IBM-PC, Apple, CPM or Unix driver; Autobaud RS232· 
• O~set/split Hex, Binary, Intel & Motorola 8, 16, 32 bit; ' 
•Kits from $95. Manual with complete schematics. 

Call today for datasheetsll 
B&C MICROSYSTEMS 

355 WEST OLIVE AVE ., SUNNYVALE , CA 94086 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 
$349 

THE EP-1 's A GREAT VALUE & HERE'S WHY: 
• READS, PROGRAMS, COPIES OVER 300 EPROMS AND EEPROMS 

FROM 29 MANUFACTURERS INCLUDING 2716-27513, 2804-28256, 27011 
• READS & WRITES INTEL, MOTOROLA, STRAIGHT HEX AND BINARY 
• OPTIONAL HEADS PROGRAM INTEL 874X, 8751 , 87C51 , 8752, 8755 
• MENU·DRIVEN CHIP SELECTION BY MFG & PIN; NO MODULES 
• FAST, SLOW, QUICK PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS 
• SPLITS FILES BY BASE ADDRESS AND ODD/EVEN (16&32 BIT] 
• ALL INTELLIGENCE IN UNIT; ZBO MICROPROCESSOR BASED 
• 5, 12.5, 21 , 25 VOLT PROGRAMMING FOR CMOS ANO ·A SUFFIX PARTS 
• FREE PC-DOS SOFTWARE •RS232 TO ANY COMPUTER 
• GOLD TEXTDOL Zif SOCKET • 8 BAUD RATES TO 38,400 
• SAME DAY SHIPMENT • GENERATES, CHECKS CHECKSUMS 
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY •TWO FREE FIRMWARE UPDATES 
• MONEY·BACK GUARANTEE • UV ERASERS FROM $34.95 

CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION 

BP~ 
800/225-2102 713/461-9430 TELEX 1561477 
10681 HADDINGTON #190 HOUSTON, TX 77043 

CIRCLE NO 751 

Small Space 
Advertising 

For Big 
Results 

• 
EON Product Mart 

CIRCLE NO 754 

FREE Demo Disk: 1-800-553-9119 
SCH EMA's success is the talk of the CAE industry 
and thousands of satisfied SCHEMA owners know 
why. lncredible speed, ease of use, and power have 
made SCHEM A a l:w:st-selling schematic capture pro
gram for engineering professionals the world over. 
....-.,. Now, SCHEMA lI is available. 

SCHEMA II seUs for $495 and sup
~ ~ ports most common IBM PC.{XT/ 
_ _ AT configurations. Please call tcxlay 

for a free SCHEMA lI demo disk. 

OMATiON 
Ph: (408)730-5511 VISA&MC t•T=•C.111214)2Jt -JJ67 
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25MHz 48 CHANNEL PC-BASED 
LOGIC ANALYZER $1595.00 

48 Channels @25MHz x 4K word deep 
16 Trigger words/16 trigger sequence 
Automatic set-up and loading of symbol tables 
Symbolic disassembly of microprocessors 
Storage and recall of trace data to disk 
65K Pass/Delay Counter 
16 Channel Waveform Display 
Disassembles available for: 

8088 Z80 6801 
8086 8085 6303 
68000 6502 8031 

NCI 
6438 UNIVERSITY DRIVE 
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35806 

(205)837-6667 

CIRCLE NO 785 

Introduce 
new products 
and literature 

• Build 
awareness in 

the marketplace 
• Supplement 

your advertising 
campaign 

• 
EON Product Mart 

CIRCLE NO 788 

Great Designs Start With 
Tango-Schematic:· Just $495. 
Designs quickly come to li fe with Tango-Schematic 's easy
to-use drawing editor and extensive component libraries. 
Features four line types, four text sizes, repeat and block 
functions, unique built-in word processor . Includes DRC, 
BOM, Wi re List, Net List outputs and crisp plots, prints, or 
laserprints. The perfect front end to our popular 
Tango-PCB and Tango-Route board design systems. 

For IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2. just $495. Full-function Demo 
Package: $10. Order toll-free 800 433-7801. VISA/MC. 
Thi rty-day money back guarantee. 

ACCEL Technologies, 7358 Trade St., San Diego, CA 92121 
Outside N., S. America contact HST Technology (Australia) 
Phone: 61-02-34-8499 FAX : 61-02-23-8771 

CIRCLE NO 786 

SBXMODULES 

We've upgraded our SBSxSCSI module to support Block
Mode Psuedo-DMA transfers. That means CPUs without 
DMA can increase transfer speeds by not polling for READY 
on every byte. We've also added an optional Centronics
compatible printer port (SBSxSCSl/CEN). If you only need the 
printer port, save money with our low-cost SBSxCEN module. 
We also offer a Floppy-Disk Controller module (SBSxFDC) that 
handles 3112", 51/• •, and a· drives with SD, DD and HD 
formats. 
Call or write for more information. 

Single Board Solutions, Inc. 
20045 Stevens Creek Blvd. 

Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408) 253-0250 

CIRCLE NO 789 

Glide Through PCB Design. 
'JOngoPCB ••Create the toughest board designs 
with powerful layout software that's a snap to use. 
Function-rich Tango-PCB supports eight layers, l mil 
grid, OrCAD '" or Schema·· netlist input, print/plot/ 
photoplot output, and more. 

'JOngoRoufe '"Get impressive completion rates 
and remarkable speed with Tango-Route, a four layer, 

eleven pass autorouter. Just $495 each. 
For IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2. Compare features and you'll buy 
Tango. Or try full-function Demo Package, just$ IO. 
Order toll-free: 800 433-7801. VISA/MC. Thirty-day 
money back guarantee. 
ACCEL Technologies, 7358 Trade St., San Diego, CA 92121 

CIRCLE NO 786 

ALPHACOM 42® 

The ideal printer for MEDICAL, SCIENTIFIC and 
INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION. 

• Fast - 2 lines/sec. 

• Quiet - Thermal Dot Matrix Printing 
• Low Cost - Less than $125 in 

OEM quantity 

• Plug-In Interface for Serial or Parallel 

Alphacom® is a Trade Name of 

BROWN KELLOGG, INC. 
2108-C Bering Drive 
San Jose, CA 95131 

(408) 436-0801 

CIRCLE NO 790 

SYNCHRONOUS/ASYNCHRONOUS 
R~22, RS-485, RS-232, CURRENT LOOP 

SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION 
• 1 Mbaud data transfer rate 
• OMA facility 
• Byte sync, SDLC, HDLC 
• R5-422. R5-485, RS-232 

ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION 
• Single/duo! port option 
• Selectable interrupt 
• Address selectable 
• Current Loop, R5-422. R5-485. RS-232 

~GUATECH 
~ INCORPORATED 

Leaders in Communication Technology 

NOW - THE SOXO CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 
• 24 PIN CLCC OR T0-5 
•CMOS OR TIL COMPATIBLE HYBRID CIRCUIT 
•SIZE ONLY .4" x .4• x .06" 
• MIL TESTING AVAILABLE 
•FREQUENCY RANGE OF 10 kHz to 2 MHz 
• SHOCK RATING IS 250g to 5,000g 
•LASER TUNING AFTER ASSEMBLY 

THE ONLY NAME YOU NEED TO REMEMBER IN QUARTZ 
CRYSTALS ANO CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS IS STATEKI 

............_ STATEK CORPORATION 
TOLL FREE: 1-800·553·1170 "fS.EK 512 N. Main St. , Orange, CA 92668 

478 E. Exchange St. Akron, Ohio 44304 (714) 639-7810 
(216)434-3154 TLX:5101012726 FAX:(216)434-1409 Made ;n the U.S.A. 
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THE BETTER RAM TESTER 

WITH BETTER 
COST /PERFORMANCE 

IST Model 6400 
ADVANTAGES: 
• Tests most Static RAMs orDRAMs up to 1Mbit. 
•Automatically rejects any out-of-tolerance device (in powe_r consump

tion or speed) by testing operating current and access time. 
• A software controlled edge deskew procedure generates the most 

precise timing waveforms for DRAMs testing . 
• Tests function with a group of specialized test patterns to detect all 

possible faults . 
• Interface to automatic IC handlers with front panel control sorting 

capability. 
• Stand alone or slave to a terminal or computer (via RS-232C) for de

tailed test result display or failure analysis. 
•Modular architecture eliminates set-up time when changing over from 

one device to another. 
• Low cosVhigh performance with one-year warranty. Price: $2,500. 
.. ._. ....... _,.oeo:a"'" 487G1anoiStreet 

I b=i I ~~:~2~·~~~19ir 
TELEX: 372 4348 INFO SCAN 

FOR LOW COST I 
HIGH PERFORMANCE, call: 

(408) 988-1908 

CIRCLE NO ns 

smARTWORK"' PCB Software. In a fraction of the time hand 
taping requires, you can create double-sided printed-circuit 
boards with smARTWORK and your IBM PC. The program's 
features include continual design-rule checking, automatic 
pad shaving, a silkscreen, and text for all three layers. 
smARTWORK with autorouting is $895 (without, $495) and 
comes with a 30-day money-back guarantee. Credit cards ac
cepted. Write or call 

-

Wintek Corporation 
1801 South Street, Lafayette. IN 47904 

(800) 7 42-6809 or (317) 7 42-8428 

CIRCLE NO ng 

DATA LINK ANALYZER 

~ n\\'j;jlf!lJ ) 

Turn your personal computer into an ASYNC DATA 
LINK ANALYZER at a fraction of the cost of buying 
one. 
• Operates on IBM PC/XT/AT or compatibles 
• Configurable to all standard PARITY, STOP BITS, and 

BAUD RATES upto9600baud each way, full duplex 
• Programmable trigger sequences 
• Can store and display up to 32k characters 
•Totally passive - no insertion effect 
• Data can be stored as DOS files. Use standard utilities 

to manipulate and process the data -or write your own 
LINK-VIEW: $125.00 

1 ~m Syltel Information Systems, Inc. 
If, • 44 Netto Lane, Plainview, NY 11803 

- (516) 933-2130 
CIRCLE NO 782 
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MATH COPROCESSOR 
ADAPTER SOCKET 

The 8087 Siak Pak allows an 8087 maih coprocessor lo be 
inSlalled in 8088 and 8086 based microcompulers Iha! do not 
have a built in coprocessor socket. 

FEATURES 
• Only .65 inc hes high with 8087 inSlalled 
• Compalible with most 8088 86 based microcomputers 
• Allows field replacements of 8088186 and 8087 
• High mechanical Slability 
• Ooesn 'I overhang other board componenls 
• Quantily I Price - SSO wilhout ICs 

Call TOLL FREE 1-800-521-0714 Ext . 229 
M.K. HANSEN COMPANY 

634 Industry Drive , Seattle, WA 98188 

CIRCLE NO 777 

Analog Circuit Simulation 
NEW 

SPICE_NET 
$295.00 

Make SPICE input 
files from schematic 
drawings using pull 

~.:...:...:.~~~~~ .... J down menus and a 
mouse to draw and connect parts_ Use an IBM PC 
with any UC Berkeley compatible SPICE program_ 

Simulation Programs for 

• IS SPICE, $95.00. Performs 
AC. DC and Transient analysis. 

• PRE SPICE $200.00: Adds 
Monte Carlo Analysis , Sweeps, 
Optimization, libraries and alge
braic parameter evaluation . 

• lntu_Scope $250: A graphics 
post processor works like a digi
tal oscilloscope. Easy to use 
with all the waveform operations 
you will ever need. 

IBM 
PC's 
from 

intuso'ft 

(213) 833-0710 

P.O. Box 6607 
San Pedro, CA 

90734-6607 

CIRCLE NO 780 

CMOS CONTROL 
COMPUTER 

SBS-1000 has turbo speed, 20K industrial BASIC_ 
Runs 5 times faster than BASIC-52 systems. All 
CMOS with ZBO CPU, EPROM/EEPROM program
mer, 96K static RAM . 2 RS-232C serial ports, 32 
lines digital 1/0, 4 channels-12 bit A/D, battery 
backed calendar clock, keypad and display ports, 
expansion port, autorun mode, interrupts handled 
by BASIC, industrial quality, 5V and stand alone 
operation . From $396 in 100s. 

For Immediate Response: 303-426-8540 

0 OCTAGON SYSTEMS 6510 w. 91st Ave. 
CORPORATION Westminster, co 80030 

"D" SIZE PLOTIER 
sz29500 
RETAIL 

s 169500 
INTRODUCTORY 

OFFER 

• Repeatability .001" 
• Speed at 7" Per Second 
• Vacuum Paper Hold Down 
• High Resolution Circles: Suitable for 

PCB Artwork 

(415) 490-8380 ZERICON 

4423 ENTERPRISE ST. • FREMONT, CA 94538 

CIRCLE NO n8 

A Lot 
For A Little 

Reach 137,000 
specifiers of electronics 

components. equipment. 
and systems for 

only $780. 

• 
EON Product Mart 

CIRCLE NO 781 

IEEE488 $145 
LOW COST PC/XT/AT INTERFACE 

FOR IEEE-488 (GPIP/HPIB) 
- SHORT CARD FOR PC/AT/XT & COMPATIBLES 
-1 OF 6 INTERRUPT LEVELS 
-1 OF 2 OMA CHANNELS 
- UP TO 4 BOARDS/COMPUTER 
- CONTROLLER!TALKERJLISTENER 
- QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 
- COMPATIBLE WITH MOST SOFTWARE 

PACKAGES 
Call today for datasheet! 

B&C MICROSYSTEMS 
355 West Olive Ave_, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Ph: (408)730-5511 Fax: (408)730-5521 Visa & MC 
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Comprehensive guide 
categorizes test equipment 
The Test Equipment R ef erence 
Guide 198711988 is a 375-pg catalog 
that contains technical specifica
tions and prices for more than 4000 
reconditioned test instruments, as 
well as new instruments, power sup
plies, coaxial components , wave
guides and waveguide components, 
and a line of technical books. Many 
items are available for short-term 
rental or lease. The equipment cate
gories include amplifiers, analyzers, 
avionics and telecommunications 
test equipment, frequency-measur
ing instruments , generators, 
bridges, calibration and standards, 
meters, oscilloscopes , power sup
plies, RFI/EMI , and microwave 
components. 

Tucker Electronics Co, Box , 
461966, Garland, TX 75046. 

Circle No 404 

Guide covers motion-control 
and vision systems 
This 1988 product guide presents 
data and prices for the vendor's sin
gle-board computers , memory 1/0 
cards , intelligent motor-controller 
!Cs/boards, dual-axis chopper de-

EDN January 7, 1988 

LITERATURE 

sign, and intelligent motor-control
ler boards/systems. Also included 
are high-power driver cards, video 
cross-hair generators/digitizers, 
programmable cross-hair genera
tors, high-speed data-acquisition 
boards, digital speech generators, 
and an intelligent motor-controller 
board for the IBM PC/XT and 
PC/AT. 

Advanced Micro Systems Inc, 31 
Flagstone Dr, Hudson, NH 03051. 

Circle No 405 

The Ultimate 
in Low Cost 

Test Equipment 

Test-equipment catalog 
This 8-pg catalog describes the com
pany's complete line of products, 
featuring new multifunction fre
quency counters and 2-MHz sweep/ 
function generators. Other products 
featured are 31/z- and 4%-digit hand
held DMMs; a VOM (voltmeter, 
ohmmeter, ammeter) ; a high-accu
racy, full-range 3%-digit capaci
tance tester; and a variety of other 
digital instruments and probes. 

Mercer Electronics, 859 Dundee 
Ave, Elgin, IL 60120. 

Circle No 406 

Expanded list of 
products for IBM PCs 
The 1988 Industrial Compu ter 
Source-Book features products for 
industrial and educational laborato
ries, factory automation, and pro-

cess measurement and control. The 
product offerings now include new 
386 CPU cards, CMOS 110 cards, 
data-acquisition and -control prod
ucts for VME Bus computers, Apple 
MACII A/D I/O cards, and PS/2 1/0 
cards. A variety of industrial com
puters, equipment, and components 
are available, as well as a large 
selection of 19-in. rack-mount acces
sories, including a rack-mount in
dustrial PC/AT, keyboard, printer, 
and monitor. Further, a new 34-pg 
software section, as well as more 
than 120 updated scientific- and en
gineering software packages have 
been added. 

Industrial Computer Source, 
5466 Complex St, Suite 208, San 
Diego, CA 92123. 

Circle No 407 

Data-collection 
products presented 
This 16-pg catalog features the ven
dor's DataQuest line of data termi
nals, transaction processors, auto
matic identification interfaces, and 
peripherals. It presents the key fea
tures, applications, benefits, and or
dering information for each product. 
Illustrations and diagrams, as well 
as lists of the vendor's domestic and 
international offices, complete the 
brochure. 

Burr-Brown Corp, Box 11400, 
Tucson, AZ 85734. 

Circle No 408 
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Science- and engineering
software aids discussed 
Lifeboat, a scientific- and engineer
ing software guide, describes 100 
packages designed for use in solving 
equations, analyzing data, breaking 
down numbers, and designing 3-D 
CAD/CAM. The products are listed 
side by side to make it easier for you 
to compare them and make a selec
tion. The product categories include 
circuit design, embedded systems, 
data acquisition/signal analysis, lan
guages/utilities, Basic, C, crossas
semblers, and Fortran. 

Lifeboat Associates Inc, 55 S 
Broadway, Tarrytown, NY 10591. 

Circle No 409 

Handbook deals with 
microwave measurements 
The 163-pg Handbook of Coaxial 
Microwave Measurements examines 
the theory behind microwave meas
urements and coaxial TEM (trans
verse electromagnetic wave) trans
mission lines. It includes chapters 
on traveling and standing waves , 
the Smith Chart, 2-port devices, 
discontinuities, general theory, and 
some laboratory-measurement 
equipment setups. It augments cur
rent manuals on automatic network 
analyzers by probing more deeply 
into microwave-measurement the-
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ory. It costs $10, but is available at 
no charge to qualifying profession
als. 

Gilbert Engineering, Box 23189, 
Phoenix, AZ 85063. 

INQUIRE DIRECT 

• MICROPROCESSOR REPOlff 
Ill 'I 11 

Newsletter for 
microprocessor designers 
Written exclusively by design engi
neers, the monthly newsletter Mi
croprocessor Report addresses the 
needs and concerns of designers of 
µP-based hardware. It focuses on 
design techniques, product evalua
tion, and development tools for µP
hased design. It includes product 
descriptions, analysis, circuit exam
ples, and bug reports. A monthly 
index of the most significant articles 
in journals and trade magazines, as 
well as design techniques for IBM's 
Micro Channel and Apple's Nubus, 
are regular features. The subscrip
tion rate is $195/year, but for a 
limited time a charter subscription 
rate of $135/year is available. 

MicroDesign Resources Inc, 230 
California Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94306. 

INQUIRE DIRECT 

DC-DC converter handbook 
This 144-pg handbook presents the 
vendor's complete line of switching 
power supplies and de/de convert
ers. Selection tables provide prod
uct descriptions and engineering 

data on all models. The catalog con
tains glossaries of power-supply ter
minology, information about power
su pply theory of operation, and 
application notes. 

Power General, Box 189, Canton, 
MA 02021. 

Circle No 412 

Transputer family delineated 
This 126-pg booklet, The Trans
puter Family , provides an overview 
of the products that comprise the 
Transputer family. They include 
Transputers, development systems, 
and evaluation boards. Illustrations 
and diagrams are also included. 

Inmos Corp, Box 16000, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80935. 

Circle No 413 
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ED N's 
CHARTER 
EON is written for profession
als in the electronics industry 
who design, or manage the de
sign of, products rang ing from 
circuits to systems. 

EON provides accurate, de
tailed , and useful information 
about new technologies, prod
ucts, and design techniques. 

EON covers new and develop
ing technologies to inform its 
readers of practical design 
matters that will be of concern 
to them at once or in the near 
future : 

EON covers new products 
• that are immediately or 

imminently available for 
purchase 

• that have technical data 
specified in enough detail 
to permit practical appli
cation 

• for which accurate price 
information is available. 

EON provides specific " how 
to" design information that our 
readers can use immediately. 
From time to time, EDN 's tech
nical editors undertake' special 
" hands-on " projects that dem
onstrate our commitment to 
readers ' needs for useful infor
mation. 

EON is written by engineers for 
engineers. 

EDN 
275 Washington St 
Newton, MA 02158 
(617) 964-3030 
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Telex : J2322609 DYNACO 
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6F, No 43, Lane 13 
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIRS 
19 8 8 Editorial Calendar and Planning Guide 

Issue Recruitment EDN 
Date Deadline Editorial Emphasis 

Feb. 4 Jan . 14 Semicustom !Cs, Computers & Peripherals 

Feb. 18 Jan . 28 Materials & Hardware, CAE, Power Sources 

Mar. 3 Feb. 11 Communications, CAE, High-Speed Logic 

Mar. 17 Feb. 25 Graphics, Filters, Software/CAE 

Mar. 31 .Mar. 10 Power Semiconductors, Memory/Graphics, Fiber Optics 

Apr. 14 Mar. 23 Communication Technology Special Issue, Communication Systems 

Apr. 28 Apr. 7 Software, Industrial Computers, Interface !Cs 

May 12 Apr. 21 Analog Technology Special Issue, Analog Converters 

May 26 May 5 CAE, Software, Sensors/Transducers 

June 9 May 19 CAE, Analog ICs, Test & Measurement 

June 2 3 June 2 Data Communications, DSP, Components 

July 7 June 14 Product Showcase-Vol. I, Power Sources, Software 

July 21 June 30 Product Showcase-Vol. II , CAE, Test & Measurement 

Aug. 4 July 14 Sensors & Transducers, Analog I Cs, Graphics 

Aug. 18 July 28 Military Electronics Special Issue, Displays, Military ICs 

Sept. 1 Aug. 11 Instruments, Op Amps, Computers & Peripherals 

Sept . 15 Aug. 25 Data Acquisition, Data Communications, Digital ICs 

Sept. 29 Sept. 8 DSP, Graphics , Optoelectronics 

Oct. 13 Sept . 22 Test & Measurement Special Issue, Instruments, Computers & Peripherals 

' Oct. 27 Oct . 6 CAE, Computers & Peripherals, Integrated Circuits, Wescon '88 Show Preview 

Nov. 10 Oct. 20 Programmable Logic Devices, Integrated Circuits, Test & Measurements, Wescon '88 Show Issue 

Nov. 24 Nov. 3 Microprocessor Technology Directo ry Graphics , CAE 

Dec. 8 Nov. 16 Product Showcase-Vol. I, Power Sources, Software 

Dec. 22 Dec. Product Showcase-Vol. II , Computers & Peripherals, Test & Measurement 

Call today for information: 
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East Coast: Janet 0. Penn (201) 228-8610 

West Coast: Dan Brink (714) 851-9422 

National: Roberta Renard (201) 228-8602 

EDN News 

Closing: Jan . 21 
Mailing: Feb. 11 

Closing: Mar. 
Mailing: Mar. 24 

Closing: Mar. 31 
Mailing: Apr. 21 

Closing: Apr. 28 
Mailing: May 19 

Closing: May 29 
Mailing: June 16 

Closing: June 2 3 
Mailing: July 14 

Closing: July 21 
Mailing: Aug. 11 

Closing: Sept. 1 
Mailing: Sept. 22 

Closing: Sept. 29 
Mailing: Oct. 20 

Closing: Oct. 2 7 
Mailing: Nov. 1 7 

Closing: Nov. 21 
Mailing: Dec. 15 
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HARDWARE & SOFIWARE 
ENG 

You just found a place 
to develop your best ideas 

Now you have the resources to develop your 
technical ingenuity into real-world capabili 
ties. The place is NEC America's Radio & 
Transmission Group. And the challenge is 
ideal. 

NEC America leads the field in T1 carrier 
transmission. We know what it takes to turn 
computer and communications technology 
into world-class digital links that meet any 
need. Short haul or long. Point to point or 
multipoint. Inter-city or global. Voice, data 
and video. And we'll continue to provide the 
best solutions through progressive develop
ment efforts underway now in the U.S. 

Continuous innovation is our edge in the 
market; it's your ticket to the forefront of the 
industry. If you 're ready to break new ground 
in hardware and software, NEC America is 
the place to put your ideas into action. 

HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT 
Hillsboro, Oregon 
As the demands for specialized communica
tions services skyrocket, the demands for 
economy and performance tighten. That's 
why NEC America invests significant effort 
into the design and development of powerful 
hardware and systems features that respond 
to changing times. Because of this commit
ment, opportunities in hardware development 
exist at all levels at our operations in Hills
boro near Portland, Oregon. 

This 210-acre complex includes extensive 
manufacturing and research operations 
where the state of the art is evident in every 
facet of our work. Here are just two examples 
of the hardware challenges you 'll find with 
us. 
Senior Hardware Development Engineers 
You will oversee the design of digital com 
munications equipment as well as LSI circui 
try via CAD systems. You 'll also lead the test, 
analysis, and modification of prototype 
equipment and circuitry packages. Working 
with the customer and other NEC personnel 
as well as design and delivery schedules. 
cost analysis, new production training, and 
writing patent applications will also fall within 
your domain. 
Thorough understanding of digital communi 
cations systems and engineering theories is 
essential at the senior level. You 'll also need 
a BS in EE, Physics, or equivalent; at least 
five years experience designing digital com
munications equipment; and solid knowledge 
of CAD systems as well as C and Assembler 
programming. 
Hardware Development Engineers 
You'll apply your experience to the design 
and packaging of high-speed digital circuitry 
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that meet exacting cost and performance 
requirements. You 'll be involved in all phases 
of development, from initial design through 
prototype test and modification all the way 
through to manufacturing and delivery. 

To qualify, you must understand digital cir
cuitry as well as other transmission and 
communications theory, CAD systems, and 
programming in C and Assember languages. 
You should also have a BS in EE, Physics, or 
related field, and at least two years expe
rience in the design of high -speed digital 
circuitry. 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
San Jose, California 
NEC America excels in providing turnkey 
communications solutions that have a 
healthy impact on a cl ient's bottom line. We 
have the systems know-how to tailor our 
solutions to a broad variety of configura
tions, and maximize system usage under 
any conditions. To make the most of new 
opportunities, we're looking for profession 
als who know what it takes to program a 
system to meet the highest qual ity stand
ards. Current openings exist for: 

Software Engineers 
You will develop network management fea
tures for performance monitoring, alarm sur
veillance, remote controls, trouble analysis. 
work force administration, and report / screen 
interfaces. 
Your background must include 3-5 years 
experience which demonstrates knowledge 
of network management and transmission 
equipment as well as experience in a high
level development environment (UNIX, C). 
You must also be familiar with structured ' 
programming and development methodol
ogy. A BS / MS in CS or EE is preferred. 

Systems Programmers 
You will develop operating systems network 
interfaces including RS 232, X.25, ISDN, 
database management, command parsers, 
real-time performance, and recovery / back
up systems. 
You'll need 3-5 years experience with oper
ating systems; indepth knowledge of UNIX 
and its support tools, structured program
ming, and development methodology; and . 
familiarity with microprocessors. A BS/ MS in 

CS or EE is preferred. 

Human Factors Engineer 
You will design human-machine interfaces 
including screens, forms, reports, and train-

CaC 
~ersand COfT'WT'llX'llCations 

ing materials; and evaluate customer opera
tions and design demonstrations. 

The ideal candidates will have experience 
with telecommunications operations and 
working knowledge of MMI, OSI, CASE, and 
SASE standards. An MS in Psychology and 
3-5 years experience are preferred. 

System/Performance Engineer 
You will design performance models, gener
ate traffic profiles, evaluate performance, 
design benchmark and load tests, and test 
and tune models and systems. 

To qualify, you must have experience with 
performance modeling load testing and tele
communications networks, knowledge of 
queuing network analyzers, and strong oral 
and written communications skills. An MS in 
Statistics / Math with a BS in CS/ EE is 
preferred. 
Quality Assurance Engineer 
These roles involve generating and execut
ing systems test plans for supervisory sys
tems, and evaluating software requirements 
and designs. You will also participate in 
design walkthroughs and reviews and 
determine minimum criteria for the release of 
software generics. 
Demonstrated expertise in the design, devel 
opment, and / or test of complex software is 
essential. You must also possess strong ana
lytical skills with the ability to envision the 
whole system. Knowledge of facil ity mainte
nance systems along with a BS in EE or CS 
with 2-3 years experience are preferred. 

Find out how far we can take you. 

Few companies can match our progress 
with computers and communications tech
nology. Look at existing NEC products and 
services for proof of our ability to provide 
fast, reliable, cost-efficient data and voice 
communications. Take another look at our 
drawing boards and you 'll see that NEC 
America is ready for the next generation as 
well. 
You will be too if you 're ready for the devel
opment challenge at NEC America. Send 
your resume and salary history to our head
quarters: NEC America, Inc., Radio & Trans
mission Systems Group, Attn: Personnel 
(EDN), 14040 Park Center Road, Herndon, 
VA 22071 . We are an equal opportunity 
employer. 

NEC 
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Innovators 
In Test And 
Measurement 
Instrumentation 

LeCroy 9100 High Speed Arb itrary 
Function Generator 

Being part of a small, innovative group is one of the most exciting and rewarding ways to spend your 
working life. And innovation is what LeCroy Corporation is all about. Over the last few years we have 
established ourself as the emerging company in T&M through the unique competence of our products 
and our people. Innovation has given us respect (6 IR awards in 5 years) , exceptional growth and lots of 
fun along the way. 

But there is so much more to be done! Can you help? 
Right now we have openings for: 

ANALOG/DIGITAL/SOFTWARE ENGINEERS 
We're looking for candidates who can get excited about ultra high speed ADC's, signal conditioning, 
graphic displays, instrument control and signal processing that are the essence of tomorrow's digital 
oscilloscopes and arbitrary function generators. Our R&D groups are small , work closely with marketing 
and the customers, and have access to the most advanced tools with which to excel (most of our key 
designs are implemented in custom designed monolithic and hybrid circuits) . 

MARKETING POSITIONS INCLUDE: 
• Marketing Manager (Modular Waveform Products) 
• North American Sales Manager (Oscilloscopes) 
• Applications Engineer (Function Generator) 
• Technical Writer 
• Field Sales Engineers (Territories throughout the USA) 

LeCroy, privately owned by the management team and employees, is located just 35 miles from New 
York City in a rural setting. Mountain trails, ski slopes and aquatic recreational areas are easily access
ible along with superb educational and cultural resources. 

We want the best people, and we've structured our compensation/benefits package to attract them. 
Please forward your resume and a letter of introduction to LeCroy Corporation. Dept. X, 700 Chestnut 
Ridge Road, Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977-6499. An equal opportunity employer, M/F 

LeCroy 
Innovators in Instrumentation 

WE HAVE BUILT 
A REPUTATION . . . 

Corporate Directions is a search & 
recruiting firm. building relationships, not 
just wi th our client-companies. but with 
our candidates as well. 
Engineering professionals come to us 
because we can offer them individual 
choices : bo th professionally and 
geographically. 

Leading company in the building 
automation field has an opening for 
a Senior Design Engineer. We 
develop microprocessor based con
trol systems for comfort control in 
commercial and industrial environ
ments. Position requires a mini
mum of 5 years of design experi
ence in the following areas: Multi
processor communications, micro
processor based hardware, analog 
circuit design ND, DIA, interface, 
assembly language software 
design, some mechanical/packag
ing experience. Minimum of 2 years 
project management experience re
quired . Applicants must have 
"hands on" experience in the above 
areas. Reply to: 

EDN 
We have fee-paid openings, nationwide 
for degreed, experienced engineers in all 
disciplines. 
Send resume in confidence to : 

CORPORATE DIRECTIONS 
124 W. Ori ~n #F-10 
Tempe, AZ 85283 

(602) 730-1677 

We have bui lt a reputation based on honesty, 
discretion . and professionalism. 

Box 0180, EON 
Cahners Publishing Company 

103 Eisenhower Parkway 
Roseland , NJ 07068 

rim in Readenhip Among Design 
EngiMws and E1111il- iug 

Manltger'S in Electronics 
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We can take a joke 
I Do~·r \!WOW IF MY WIFE 
~()VU) Ul<E IT our THERE:- . 

I WONDER I~ !HEY HAllE 

TI16'1TR€? 

but seriously . . . 
IOMEGA Corporation is a leader in mass storage technology, and the pro
ducer of the patented Bernoulli Box . We are in an aggressive growth mode, 
and have the new orders to make job offers worthwhile. And to make you 
see Utah in a whole new light. 

Join us now as : 

Tribologist 
You will investigate new head/desk and cartridge/desk interface concepts for 
advanced high performance flexible disk drives. Responsibilities include : 
Analytical modeling and empirical verification of design concepts. 

Your background should include at least 4 years' in Tribology, with 
magnetic storage industry experience strongly preferred . BS in Mechanical 
Engineering or Physics. with graduate work preferred. 

Recording Physicist 
In this position you will investigate new head/media/channel combinations 
which could increase the storage capacity of advanced high performance flex
ible disk drives and be responsible for analytical modeling and laboratory 
testing of new designs. To qualify, you should have a minimum of 4 years' 
experience in magnetic recording heads and/or media and/or read-write chan
nels. You should have in-depth knowledge of the physical processes of 
magnetic recording. BS in Electrical Engineering or Physics. with graduate 
work preferred . 

Software Design Engineers 
We have positions available for software designers with 2-5 years' software 
development experience in application . device driver or test system software 
development for MS-DOS, OS-2 and/or Apple Macintosh operating systems. 
Responsibilities include following a product from specification, through 
design , implementation. documentation and testing, and into production. 
Positions require BSEE, BSCS or equivalent degree or experience , and 
experience in developing software in a micro- or minicomputer system 
environment. C programming language and 8086/80286/80386 assembler 
experience are preferred . Successful candidates must also have good writing 
and communication skills and enjoy challenging software development work 
in a team environment. 

Mechanical Design Engineer 
Work as a team member to develop new removable media disk drive pro
ducts. Design close tolerance plastic and metal components and assemblies 
for state-of-the-art products. You will work with manufacturing to move the 
product into high volume production . Fbsition requires a BS/MS degree in 
Mechanical Engineering. Experience in the design of disk drive mechanics 
desirable. 

Analog Design Engineer 
You will be responsible for the design and evaluation of circuitry associated 
with advanced techniques in the magnetic digital recording. optimizing analog 
circuitry for use in state-of-the-art removable disk drive products. To qualify. 
you should possess a BSEE with a minimum of 4 years' experience design
ing analog circuits. Experience in the design of read channel and phase locked 
read clock circuits is preferred . 

Enjoy the art of engineering and the art of living well with an industry 
leader in cartridge disk drives and computer peripherals. 

We offer highly competitive salaries and an excellent benefits package. 
Your upward mobility is no laughing matter, so send your resume with salary 
history to: IOMEGA Corporation, EDN 1788, 1821 West 4000 South, Roy, 
Utah 84067. Equal opportunity employer. -L•M:'GA 

EDN January 7, 1988 

Help Develop 
One Of The Best 
Computers Under 
The Florida Sun 
MODCOMP, an AEG company with corporate offices located in South 
Florida, supplies real-time computer systems, products and services to 
diverse worldwide markets. We are currently beginning a long-term new 
generation computer product development project and will be recruiting 
for the following positions: 

UNIX/Real-Time Operating Systems 
Programmers 

Compiler Programmers 
Diagnostic Programmers 

Hardware Engineers 
Gate Array Designers 

Dlgltal Logic Designers 
Sr. Architectural Designers 

(All H/W positions require a BS Degree in Electrical Engineering) . 

Communications Programmers 
Product Assurance Engineers 

All positions are located at our corporate offices In Ft. Lauderdale, 
Florida. 

MODCOMP offers an excellent benefits package and competitive salary 
in addition to an attractive 401 (K) plan. We also offer a comprehensive 
relocation package. For consideration, send your resu me in confi dence 
to: Modular Computer Systems, Inc., Dept. JG 10, P.O Box 6099, Ft. 
Lauderdale, Fl 33340-6099. An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f. 

·>MDDCOMP. 
an AEG com pany 
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Professional Profile 
Announcing a new placement service for professional englneersl 

To help you 1dv1nce your mnr. Pl1cement 
Services, Ltd. hu formed the EON D1t1b1nk. 
Whit Is th• D1t1b1nk7 1111 1 computerized 
system of m1tchlng qu1lllled cendld1tn with 
positions th1t m1et the 1ppllcent'1 proln1lon1I 
ne1d1 ind dnlres. Wh1t 1r1 the 1dv1nt1g11 al 
this n1w urvlce7 

• It's 1bsolutely lrn. Then 1r1 no Ins or 
ch1rgn. 

• The computer n1ver lorglls. When your 
type ol Job comn up, It rem1mb1r1 you're 
qu1lllled. 

• Service Is n1tlonwlde. You'll be 
considered tor openings mon the U.S. 
by PSL 1nd It's 1lllll1ted olllca. 

• Your Identity 11 prollcted. Your resume 
11 urelully scr11ned to be sure It wlll not 
be uni to your com111ny or p1rent 
org1nlZ1tlon. 

• Your b1ckgreund ind carw llllllCllvn 
wlll perladle1lly bl ml1wtd wllll yeu by 
I PSL prllaalon1I pllClllllll ..... 

We hop• yau'n hippy In y111r curl'lllt 11111· 
!Ion. At thl 111111 thn. ch1na1 1r1 U.1 la 1n 
ld11l lllb yau'd prll1r II yau knew 1blut ll 
Thll'a why II 111ka 11nae fir y111 to reglltlr 
with the EDll Dltlb1nk. To de ao, Just 111111111 
complll1d form b1low. 1long with 1 cepy II 
your raum1, ta: P11ca1111nt Slrvlca, Ltd., Inc. 

l10ENTITY I !PRESENT OR MOST RECENT EMPLOYER! 
Name--------------~ 

Parent Company _____________ _ 

Home Address: ____________ _ 
Yourdovisionorsubsidiary: ------------

City ______ State:---- Zip: __ _ Locatlon(Clty, State) ____________ _ 

HomePhona(includa area coda):--------- Business PhonaifO.K. to use: -----------

EDUCATION I Major Field GPA Year Degree Collage or Unlwraity 
Earned 

Dagraas(Ust) 

!POSITION DESIRED I ____________ _ 
!EXPERIENCE I PresentorMost 
. . Recent Position fforn: To: Tltla: -------------------------
Duties and Accomplishments: Industry ol Current Employer: 

Reason for Change: 

!PREVIOUS POSITION: I 
JobTllla: ___________________________ _____ _ 

Employer: _________ fforn: __ To: ___ City: ______ state: _______ _ 

Division: Typaollndustry: ------- --Salary:---------

Duties and Accomplishments:---- ------ ----- -------------

lcoMPENSATION/PERSONAL INFORMATION 
Years Experience Base Salary Commission Bonus Total Compensation Asking Compensation Min. Compensation 

I Will Travel 0 I own my home. How long? I rent my home/apt. 0 
0 Moderate 0 Heavy 

Data Available 
0 Light 

0 Employed 0 Sell-Employed 0 Unamployed 0 Married 0 Single HalghL__WeigllL__ 

Level ol Security Clearance 0 U.S. Citizen 0 Non·U.S. Citizen 
My Identity may be released to: 0 Any employer 

0 All but present employer 

0 WILL RELOCATE 0 WILL NOT RELOCATE D OTHER 

EDN Databank 
A DMSION OF PLACEMENT SERVICES LTD., INC. 

265 S. Main Street, Akron, OH 44308 216/762-0279 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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NOW INTERVIEWING 
SALARIES $30,000 to $75,000 

New York Chicago Philadelphia 
Los Angeles 
Washington, D.C. 
Orlando 
Cleveland 

Huntsville St. Louis 
Boston 
Dallas 
Atlanta 

San Jose Orange County 

Cincinnati 
Phoenix 
Minneapolis 
Denver 

Aerospace Engineer 
Electrical Engineers 
Electronics Engineers 

Microprocessors 
Semi Conductors 
Communications 

Industrial Engineers 
Mechanical Engineers 

Data Processing 
Software Design 
Programmers 
Systems Analysts 

Industrial Sales 
Plant Engineers 
Chemical Engineers 
Plastics Engineers 

At an Opportunity Cellter, you have a unique opportunity to meet representatives of top 
firms in private interviewing sessions all in a single day or evening. When you apply, 
your resume, minus your name, is reviewed by representatives of Opportunity Center 
sponsoring firms. You are notified as to which firms would like to meet you. PRIVATE 
INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED IN COMPLETE CONFIDENCE. 

COMPANIES WHO HAVE ATTENDED: 
Allied Bendix 
Analysts International 
Arinc 

Grumman 
GTE Labs 
Hamilton Standard 
Harris Electronic 

Martin Marietta 
Motorola 
Northrop Corp. 
Raytheon Arvin Calspan 

Ball Aerospace 
Bell Corporation 
Boeing 

Hercules Defense Systems 
IBM 

Rockwell International 
SCM Corp. 

Combustion Science Corp. 
E-Systems, Inc. 
Fairchild Republic 
FMC 
General Dynamics 
General Electric 
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Intergraph 
ITT 
Lear Siegler 
Litton Industries 
Lockheed 
LTV 
Magnavox 

Teledyne 
Texas Instruments 
TRW 
United Technology 
UNISYS 
Westinghouse 
Xerox Corporation 
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DESIGN 

NATIONAJ ElECTllONIC PACKAGING AND Pli'ODUCTION CONFEIUNCE 

--~--.-.. --
····-·-~·-··· 'ZJ;f.s,. 

February 23-25, 1988 
Anaheim Convention Center · Anaheim Hilton· Anaheim Marriott 

Anaheim, California 

Attend NEPCON West and get on the high 
performance track to quality in electronics 
manufacturing. 

If you are responsible for circuit and system 
design, NEPCON West is your best source for 
high performance technology and fast-track 
solutions to your manufacturing problems 
across the board. 

across the board. 

The Exhibition-
High Performance in Action 
See, touch, and compare the latest materials, 
components, devices, equipment, technolo
gies and techniques used to create electronic 
products. Observe live product demonstra
tions by over 1,200 companies and divisions. 

The Conference-
Fast Tracks to Solutions 
The NEPCON West Conference Program 
offers solutions to problems in electronics 
manufacturing across the board. Learn from 
the experts in sessions that cover timely 
issues such as: · 

• Superconductivity Materials and Technology 

• The Need for Standards for the Purpose of 
Moving Toward Automation in Electronic 
Packaging and Production 

• Recent Advances in Tape Automated 
Bonding 

• New advances in Achieving SMT Reliability 
and Manufacturability 

• Introduction to New Technology Marketing 

Register Now! 
Keep pace with the products, the people, 
and the information you need to reach peak 
performance at NEPCON West. Pre-register 
and get free admission to the exhibition. 
Phone: 312/299-9311 
~· Cohners Exposition Group 
\.,D.;11 1350 East Touhy Avenue 
A Membe' 01 PO Box 5060 TH(- Des Plaines. Illino is 
l~EED US. Telex: 246148 CEGCGO DSP 
~·t~~ International Telex : 82882 CEG CHGO 

-----------------------------------------------
NEPCON West '88 
Advance Registration Form 
COMPLETE AND MAIL TO: Nepcon West '88, P.O. Box 7100, North 
Suburban, IL 60199-7100 

MAILING DEADLINE: February 1, 1988. After February 1, 1988, do not mail. 
For free admission to exhibits only, bring completed form to a badge typist 
at the NEPCON registration center. (No one under 18 will be admitted) 

PLEASE PRINT IN BLACK INK 

1. General Information (Please print clearly) 0 Mr. 0 Ms. 0 Mrs. 0 Dr. 

I I I I I 
First Name 

I I I I 
Job Title 

I I I I 
Company 

I I I I 
Division 

I I I I I II 
Mailing Address 

II I I II I 
City 

I I I I 
Country 

I I I I - I I - I 
Telephone 

EDN January 7, 1988 

I I I 

I I 

LJ I I I I I 
M.L Last Name 

I I I 
Telex 

I I 

I I 

I I 

I I I I I I I 
Dept or Mail Stop 

LLJ I I I I I 1-1 
State Zip 

I I I I 

I I I I I 
C3 

I I 

I I 

2. Job Category (Check only one) 

A 0 CircuiVSystem Packaging 
B 0 CircuiVSystem Design 
C 0 Production/Manufacturing 

F 0 Corporate Management 
G 0 Sales 
H 0 Research/Development 

D O Quality Control, Test & Inspection 
E 0 Purchasing 

I O Other _____ _ 

3. Business Category (Check only one) 

A O Computers, Peripheral Equipment 
B 0 Office or Business Machine 

H O Electronic Components 
and Sub-Assemblies 

C O Communications, Systems/Equipm~nt 
D 0 Industrial Electronic Control 

I O Consumer Elec. Products 

Systems/Equipment 
E 0 Medical Electronics 
F 0 Aircraft, Missiles, Space, Military 
G 0 Test and Measurement 

J 0 Automotive Electronics 
or Appliances 

K 0 Independent Research, 
Test, Design 

L 0 Contract Manufacturing 
Equipment, Inst M O Other _____ _ 

4. Number of Employees in Your Company (Check only one) 

A 0 1-99 B 0 100-499 C 0 500-999 D 0 1000-2999 E 0 3000+ 

5. I'm interested in the following product categories. 
(Check all that apply) 

A O PC Design 
B 0 PC Board Fabrication 

C 0 Circuit Assembly 
D 0 Circuit Packaging 
E 0 Inspection and Test 

A 0 Please register me for exhibits only. Free admission with this form. Save $15.00. 

B 0 Please send more information and registration materials for the Con~ 
Program. 

C O Please send hotel information. 
D 0 My company is interested in exhibiting at future events. 
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JYJE§o9 
WIECOAfil 
KEEP RICA 
COMPETITIVE 
Ilfil 1ITH I I ~ 
JEILIECO filIICO ~ 
CO((J)MJFTIITrJEIIR 

Can American manufacturers of electronic products and computers stay competitive with 
overseas manufacturers? Can they compete in the worldwide market for these products, as well 
as in their own domestic market? Cahners magazines believes the answer is Yes. But only if labor 
costs are brought down ... if manufacturing becomes more efficient. . .if quality and reliability are 
improved ... and if products are designed to meet the changing needs of the marketplace. 

In the months ahead Cahners magazines will concentrate on finding solutions to these 
problems, in a series of articles called Keeping America Competitive. The series will run October 
1987 through March 1988. There will be over 50 major articles in this series which will comprise 
over 1,000 pages of text material. It is the most comprehensive coverage of a single topic ever 
undertaken by Cahners magazines. Cahners is committed to finding solutions to these problems 
because they affect every reader and advertiser in our computer and electronics magazines. Watch 
for the Keeping America Competitive series every month in these Cahners magazines: 

Datamation 
EDN 
EDNNews 

Electronic Business 
Electronic Manufacturing News 
Electronic Packaging & Production 
Electronics Purchasing 

Par more infonnat ion contaet, Frank J. Sibley, Oroup Vice President 

Mini-Micro Systems 
Semiconductor International 
Tust & Measurement World 

Cahners Publishing Company I A Division of'Jleed Publishing USA 
275 Washington Street • Newton, MA 02158 • 617/964-3030 
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LOOIGNG AHEAD 
EDITED BY CYNTHIA B RETTIG 

US PRODUCTION OF PRINTED-CIRCUIT BOARDS tions accounts for about 50% of US 
board consumption; by contrast, 
single-layer pc boards claim a small, 
and steadily decreasing, share of 
the US consumption of boards. 
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PC-board market to grow 

r--

1989 

at 8% average rate per year 
Because of the general electronics 
slump, open-market shipments of 
printed-circuit boards by US mer
chants have been declining since 
1984. However, Venture Develop
ment Corp (VDC, Natick, MA) pre
dicts a change for the better from 
now through 1992. The market-re
search firm suggests that this 
change may allow US merchants to 
recapture their former dominance of 
the US market. Assessed at $4 bil
lion in 1987, the US market for pc 
boards will grow at an annual aver
age rate of 8% per year and reach $6 
billion by 1992. The US manufac
tures more than a third of the 
world's total supply of pc boards. 

In comparison with the captive 
market, which VDC strictly defines 
as in-company sales (including divi
sion-to-division sales), the open 
market now commands a 52.6% mar
ket share. By 1992, the captive mar
ket's share should decrease to 41. 7% 
as the open market's increases to 
58.3%. 

Although rigid circuit boards will 
retain their lead in terms of US 
board consumption, injection
molded pc boards will steadily in
crease their market share through
out the forecast period. The growth 
rate for injection-molded boards will 
exceed 50% annually. In conse
quence, these boards will start to 
eat into the market share of flexible 
pc boards. 
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(SOURCE: VENTURE DEVELOPMENT CORP) 

In addition, multilayer pc boards 
will continue to replace double
sided boards in many applications. 
Multilayer pc boards are widely em
ployed in data processing, communi
cations, and aerospace/military/gov
ernment applications. Use of the 
multilayer boards in such applica-

More US companies plan 
for crisis communications 
Fifty-seven percent of the largest 
corporations in the US now have 
operational plans for crisis cemmu
nications, according to a survey 
commissioned by Western Union 
Corp (Upper Saddle River, NJ). The 
survey polled the top Fortune 1000 
industrial and Fortune 500 service 
companies. Companies listed the fol
lowing as important parts of crisis 
management: news releases, tele
phone contacts, press conferences, 
electronic mail, and up-to-date lists 
of key contacts. The situations in 
which such communications are nee-

The use of surface-mount technol
ogy-which not only reduces a 
board's potential size but also in
creases its component density and 
improves its electrical performance 
-will increase during the forecast 
period. By 1992, more than half of 
all pc boards will employ at least 
some surface-mount components. 

Currently, the data-processing 
and communications fields consume 
more than half of all US-manufac
tured pc boards. These two sectors 
are expected to increase their con
sumption at above-average growth 
rates through 1992. 

essary include natural disasters, in
dustrial accidents , mergers/take
overs, product recalls, and 
environmental problems. 

The larger the company, the more 
likely it is to anticipate crises. Com
panies with over $1 billion in reve
nues are considerably more likely to 
have crisis plans than are smaller 
companies. Although 75% of the 
larger companies have some plans 
and crisis teams in place, less than 
50% of the smaller companies are 
prepared to face a crisis that would 
require extraordinary communica
tions methods. 

ELEMENTS OF A CRISIS-COMMUNICATIONS 
PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM 

UPDATED LISTS OF KEY CONTACTS 

TRAINING MANUALS 

CRISIS SIMULATION 

FORMAL SEMINARS 

OTHER 

DON'T KNOW OR NO ANSWER 

p13% 

p 4% 

] 89% 

] 47% 

] 44% 

] 25% 

(SOURCE: WESTERN UNION CORP) 
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TMTY 
From through-hole technology 

to surface-mount technology, 
Molex makes the connection. 

Molex is working to help 
today's manufacturers develop SMT 
products that utilize less space and 
assemble with greater efficiency. 
Components such as our SIMM sockets 
are currently helping major manufacturers 
utilize innovative SIP technology to 
achieve denser circuit board packaging Upgradable 

and increased RAM capacity. And, SIMM sockets 
systems such as our automated robotic are auailable in 

vertica~ low profile, and 
PCB assembly equipment are speeding right a~le versions in si~le 
production time and reducing labor costs. and dual row cmifigurations. 

We take a systems approach to help make 
your bottom line more productive. 

Molex goes beyond quality SMT products to bring 

--- ~ 1' 

1
-- .c.-- ' 
, ' 

........ I ~I • 

you problem-solving 
systems for greater 
productivity. Molex 
helps you put new 
technology to work in 
real world manufacturing 

Molex SIMM socket (right) takes up dramatically situations. From design 
less board~ than DIP packagi~ (left). and development to 
manufacturing and delivery, you can depend on Molex for 
interconnection technology that gives you a competitive edge. 

Connecting technologies worldwide. 
Our multi-national organization offers you interconnection 

design, manufacturing, and technology from around the globe, 
with dependable supply and local service. 

Call or write today for our new 16-page 
SIMM Technology Handbook. 

Sl~1~t •• is a registered trademark of the Wang Corpomtlon. 

Seroice To The 
Oustamer ... Worldwide 

& part of our intensi'Oe quality 
assuranre eJfort,s, CAD technology 
is used in product deuelopment 
to identify possible strrss points. 

~I® mo ex 
'-...../ 

<'..orpomtc Hoodquarters: 2222 Wellington Ct. , Lisle, IL 60532 USA, (312) 969-4550 • European Headquarters: Aldershot, England, (0252) 318221 
Northern Asia Headquarters: Thkyo, Japan, 03-478-8777 • Soutlu?.ast Asia Hoodquarters: Jurong Town, Singapore, 65-261-9733 
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And when we say fully featured, we 
featured. Requiring +5 and :t12V to "'C>PfJt,,...a••• 
supermlnlature device has the same alJto.dlal, auto
answer, audio driver, line diagnostic and aelf·teat 
features formerly found only on larger, heavier, 
more power-hungry and more expensive V.228. 
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ersal Data System 
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